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The author has combined his two greatest interests: Transport and Stamp Collecting and brought
them together in this series of books looking at the way postage stamps have led him to increase
his knowledge of our world via his interest in all forms of transport world-wide. Philately (the
collecting of stamps) itself is a fascinating hobby looking at the development of postal services in
all its forms, designs of stamps that have evolved the Victorian Penny-Black to today's creations,
often artistic but dependant more and more on photography with greater or lesser degrees of
digital manipulation. In his quest he has covered many unusual places that have only become
more accessible with the advent of cheap air travel but has still found it necessary to use his own
contacts, library of related books and more recently the internet to research his subject. Like all
books in this series, they been laid out as global tour starting naturally in the UK and then
travelling in an easterly direction through every continent - without, it should be added, crossing
the International Date Line! Readers will not find every country included but a differing selection
in each volume.

AUTHOR:
The author was born in 1945 and has lived all his life in the south Manchester area. Since being
taken by his mother shopping by tramcar from Hazel Grove to Stockport or Manchester he has
been increasingly fascinated by all forms of public transport leading to a career as a bus and
coach driver. He has had several books published as well as articles on the subject in various
journals, and has been a Chartered Member of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport
for over 20 years. 
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Housed in the stunning Shuvalov Palace in the heart of historic St Petersburg, the Faberge
Museum opened in 2013 and is now home to over 4,000 works by the famous Imperial Russian
jewellery firm. The most valuable are the nine Imperial Easter Eggs created by Carl Faberge for
the last two Russian emperors, Alexander III and Nicholas II, but the museum is also a treasure
trove of objects of fantasy of all kinds, small goods, silverware, and the interior and religious
objects. The collection also includes works by Faberge's contemporaries, including famous
Russian jewellers and silversmiths such as Sazikov, Ovchinnikov, Khlebnikov and Ruckert.

AUTHOR:
Vladimir Voronchenko is chairman of The Link of Times Foundation, Aurora Fine Arts Investment
Fund and Luxe-Holding (LOUVRE).

SELLING POINT:
•  A close-up look at some of the treasures from the Faberge Museum in St Petersburg, including
the world-renowned Imperial Easter Eggs
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Over a short ten-year time-span, Hodinkee has positioned itself as the preeminent and most
distinguished destination for modern and vintage wristwatch enthusiasts. Exiting a career in
finance, Ben Clymer decided to fuse his horological and writing passions in order to start a blog
discussing everything from new products to vintage wristwatch auctions. Titling his endeavour
after the Czech word hodinky, which means 'little watch,' Clymer sought to create a platform that
was casual and accessible to all levels of enthusiasts - within a few years The New York Times
dubbed him the "High Priest of Horology."

What started as a humble blog quickly transformed into a full-fledged magazine and e-comm hub
for some of the world's leading watch brands. Celebrating the decade milestone since Hodinkee's
founding, this book captures the storied expertise of the world's leading experts on time. With
chapters breaking down chronographs, dive watches, high design, and horological icons, this book
is a connoisseur's compendium for the timepiece veterans and novices alike.
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Lyrical meditations on life, work and hopes for the future from the beloved architect and
polymath Buckminster Fuller.

First published in 1976, issued in a new edition in 2008, and now back in print, And It Came to
Pass - Not to Stay brings together a selection of Buckminster Fuller's (1895–1983) lyrical and
philosophical best, including seven "essays" that address global crises and his predictions for the
future - "to make the world work for 100% of humanity in the shortest possible time through
spontaneous cooperation without ecological offence or the disadvantage of anyone." These
essays, comprising "How Little I Know," "Complexion 1976," "What I Am Trying to Do," "A
Definition of Evolution," "'And It Came to Pass' (Not to Stay)," "Soft Revolution" and "Ethics,"
pursue the task of ushering in a new era for humanity by "always starting with the universe."
Each of the texts is written in Fuller's "ventilated prose," an essayistic poem form that breaks up
his thinking into lines and stanzas. Though best known as a designer and design theorist, Fuller
investigated and challenged assumptions about structure, function, materials, technology,
aesthetics, services, distribution, mobility, communication, collaboration, information, recycling,
politics, property and social norms. These essays present the great range and depth of Fuller's
thought while elegantly weaving the personal, the playful, the simple and the profound.

AUTHOR:
Fuller was born in Milton MA, taught at Harvard and MIT, and in the late 1950s was named World
Fellow in Residence to a consortium of universities.

SELLING POINTS:
•  R Buckminster Fuller (1895 –1983) was an American architect, systems theorist, author,
designer, inventor and futurist. Fuller published more than 30 books, coining or popularizing
terms such as "Spaceship Earth", "Dymaxion" house/car, ephemeralisation, synergetic, and
"tensegrity". He also developed numerous inventions, mainly architectural designs, and
popularized the widely known geodesic dome.
•  Consisting of some of his most influential essays. Originally published in 1976, this is a reprint
of Lars Muller's long sold-out and in-demand 2008 edition. Fuller's theories and writings are still
core course-adopted texts in engineering, architecture, and sustainable design.
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Railway buildings have always had a fascinating character all of their own, despite many no
longer being in operational railway service. This book tells the story of how these buildings
evolved alongside the development of the railway in Great Britain and examines how architects
over the years have responded to the operational, social and cultural influences that define their
work.

Written for those with a keen interest in architecture and the railway, as well as those new to the
subject, The Architecture and Legacy of British Railway Buildings provides an unique insight into
the production of railway architecture, both in the context of railway management and the
significant periods of ownership, and the swings in national mood for railway-based
transportation. As well as tracing its history, the authors take time to consider the legacy these
buildings have left behind and the impact of heritage on a continually forward-looking industry.

Topics covered include: the context of railway architecture today; the history of how it came into
existence; the evolution of different railway building types; the unique aspects of railway building
design, and finally, the key railway development periods and their architectural influences.

AUTHOR:
Robert Thornton and Malcolm Wood commenced their careers as architects at the Regional
Architect's Office for the Western Region of British Rail in the 1970s, before contributing several
decades' worth of architectural expertise to the railway architecture industry. They went on to be
Principal Architect for Network Rail and Company Secretary to the Railway Heritage Trust,
respectively. Their shared experience of designing for the railway environment, understanding
the value of practical conservation and recognising the unique power of railway buildings in
regeneration, has led both to the appointed to the Railway Heritage Trust's Advisory Panel and
both are judges for the National Railway Heritage Awards.
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Of all the architectural delights of British seaside resorts, the most astonishing and idiosyncratic is
the seaside pier. Remarkable visual spectacles, piers are architecturally extraordinary in concept
and at times outrageous in execution. They brought together the Victorian genius for
technological and material innovation, architectural ambition and engineering ingenuity in the
search for new designs for leisure (as well as profit) over the sea. This superbly illustrated book
explores the history of the design processes leading to the architectural and engineering
innovations that have allowed people to walk on water in such diverse and delightful ways. 

Coverage includes the development of piers into the crowning architectural glory of British
seaside resorts; the key people, materials, inventions and technologies in the field, particularly
the work of Eugenius Birch, the greatest pier designer; the remarkable diversity of piers ranging
from the earliest simple landing stages, through staid promenade piers and the glories of
fully-fledged pleasure piers, to the boisterous joys of funfair and amusement piers; the rich
variety of architectural styles, including exotic 'Orientalism' and streamlined Modernism and,
finally, today's contemporary prospects for renewal and reinvention.

AUTHOR:
Fred Gray is Emeritus Professor of Continuing Education at the University of Sussex and has long
been fascinated by seaside resorts and seaside architecture; in Britain and abroad, past and
present. He has written extensively on the topic, including Walking on Water (1998) and
Designing the Seaside (2006), as well as authoring the official guide to the i360, Brighton's
innovative seafront observation tower. His book, Palm, exploring the cultural history of the
signature plant of tropical islands, was published in 2018.
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In Berlin, science, architecture, and the city are interwoven in a unique way: what was originally
a single palace in the historic centre gradually developed to become a comprehensive academic
landscape, in which three large universities today shape the city.

Taking multiple perspectives onboard, this architectural guide asks how the growth of Berlin as a
metropolis has been linked to the development of science and how its various disciplines have
been able to realise their demands for buildings to carry out research and teaching and to hold
scientific collections. In five chapters, the authors guide readers through various locations in
Mitte, Charlottenburg, Dahlem, Adlershof, and Buch and show how questions about the
representation and functionality of buildings, their conversion, or even their relocation to the
outskirts of the city were reconciled with the expansion of infrastructure and contemporary ideas
about urban planning.

The book's critical and detailed look at the architectures of science, the genesis of which it traces
over more than two centuries, sheds new light on Berlin's university landscape. At the same time,
it allows readers to rediscover the political and social zeitgeist in the buildings of science.

In cooperation with Gabriele Metzler (concept) and Konrad Angermuller (design) and with
additional contributions by Nils Exner and Sascha Morawe.

SELLING POINT:
•  This architectural guide sheds new light on Berlin's university landscape
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The lure of a home by the ocean resonates with us all, bring to mind the beauty and changing
moods of the water, the intoxicating salty scent and the sound of waves against the shore. But
what makes a beach house, and how does the idea of a home by the coast differ across the
world?

This stunning edition showcases a global snapshot of beautifully designed coastal homes, with a
diverse mix of types, from Hamptons style to more minimalist residences, reflecting the different
landscapes and locations. Lavishly illustrated with full-colour images of award-winning
architecture combined with spectacular views, this curated list brings together the most recent
designs from highly regarded architects to produce the best examples of contemporary beach
house residential design.

This book is a captivating glimpse into the irresistible world of modern and stylish contemporary
living in homes that take full advantage of their beachside settings.

SELLING POINT:
•  Superb guide to the best contemporary beach house designs from around the world, including
stunning examples from Australia, South Africa, United States, Spain, Portugal, and Greece
•  Adorned throughout with full-colour photographs of dreamy inspiring houses set in gorgeous
coastal settings
•  Includes more than 30 beach houses by award-winning and high-profile architects
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It is difficult to imagine the history of modern architecture in Britain being written without
reference to the work of Eldred Evans and David Shalev. From 1967, when they won the
international competition for Newport High School, Evans and Shalev maintained a distinctive
presence as designers, creating a body of work that is uniformly innovative, elegant and sensitive
to place, and realised with care, skill and intelligence. This new monograph documents their
remarkable oeuvre as it developed over six decades. Introduced by Joseph Rykwert, the book
includes critical commentaries by Marcus Binney, David Dunster, Patrick Hodgkinson, David
Hamilton Eddy and others.

Contents: Introduction by Joseph Rykwert; Principle works: Newport High School, Children's
Reception Home Alexander Road, Truro Crown Courts, Tate St. Ives, The Quincentenary Library,
Jesus College, Bede's World Museum; Complete Project Index; Credits.

AUTHOR:
Joseph Rykwert is Paul Philippe Cret Professor Emeritus of Architecture at the University of
Pennsylvania, and one of the foremost architectural historians of his generation. His many books
include The Idea of a Town (1963) and The Seduction of Place (2000). 

SELLING POINTS:
•  First comprehensive monograph of the architects' work
•  Spans six decades and includes all the architects' major buildings, including Tate Street Ives -
awarded the Art Fund Museum of the Year 2018
•  Introduction by Joseph Rykwert, recognised internationally for the quality of his scholarship
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Gio Ponti - architect, designer, art director, writer, poet, professor, and critic - was one of the
most renowned protagonists of Italian architecture and design in the 20th century. Forty years
after his death, the Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo (MAXXI) in Rome is dedicating a
major retrospective to this exceptional figure. Beginning with his architecture, which can be
charaterised as a unique and original synthesis of tradition and modernity, history and design,
elite culture and everyday life, the show explores his many-faceted talent, selecting projects that
concretely illustrate the key concepts found throughout his architecture and design work. Included
here are archival materials, models, photographs, books, magazines and objects which illustrate
the many achievements of his six decade career.

AUTHORS:
Maristella Casciato is Professor of History of Architecture at the University of Bologna - School of
Architecture 'Aldo Rossi' in Cesena, and Chair of DOCOMOMO International. 

Fulvio Irace is Professor of History of Architecture at Milan Polytechnic, he is principally concerned
with historiographic issues in Italian architecture, to which he has devoted numerous exhibitions.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Documents a major retrospective on the versatile genius of Italian architect and designer Gio
Ponti forty years after his death, with essays by a roster of notable architectural historians
•  Ponti's work embodied an Italian-style art of living, and he was a major force in the renewal of
Italian design after the Second World War
•  The exhibition will take place at the Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo (MAXXI) in Rome
from 7 November 2019 - 26 April 2020
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This volume investigates one of the most significant shifts in contemporary urban research: the
shift from an object- to an action-related perspective on the city. Outlining a critical urban theory
from an improvisational perspective, the book shows why this transition might change our
understanding of the city at large and make us reconsider the role of architecture and urban
design, as well as their representations.

German theorist, composer, and musician Christopher Dell, widely known for his performances
and teaching in urban design, explores the question of making in a constellation of matter,
things, embodiment, active living, and discourse. Insightful and engagingly written, this
extraordinary volume offers, for the first time in English, a far-reaching narrative that examines
the improvisation of space and reflects multifaceted aspects of the city today. The book
assembles a unique collection of images and essays, providing a substantial new contribution and
advancement in the field of urban research.

SELLING POINT:
•  A substantial new contribution and advancement in the field of urban research
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The concept of Layered Morphologies is a theoretical and methodological approach that
investigates the coevolutionary nature of architecture and settlements, to propose an organic and
integrated approach to their reading, protection and design enhancement.

Transcending some usual spatial ontologies and operating across interdisciplinary fields, it
promotes a renewed notion of built heritage as historicised architecture, and landscape as a
structure of structures, where any act of modification should start from recognising pre-existing
signs, typo-morphological structures, and writing of the ground and formal orders. Advancing
critical-theoretical propositions while verifying their operational value in the case study of
Fenghuang (Shaanxi) - a famous historic and cultural town in China - the methodology reveals a
new reading and the potential underlying of Chinese settlements forms. Architectural and
urban-rural design projects are not the colonisation of a void (a tabula rasa) but rather an
understanding and interpretation of an existing text with its erasures and absences (tabula
plena), which also presents the principles for future writings.

AUTHOR:
Laura A. Pezzetti, M. Arch PhD, is associate professor of Architectural Design and Urban
Composition at Politecnico di Milano, where she also serves as Chair of Architecture and Urban
Design in ABC PhD board, Double Master Degrees coordinator with Chinese Universities, and
Delegate for International Relationship with Tsinghua University. Since 2015, she has directed
with prof. LIU Kecheng the yearly Heritage-Led Design Workshop in Xi'an. Her research and
design activities in both Italy and China focus on the layered construction of architectural and
urban form with specific reference to historic sites, contexts in transformation, public buildings
and spaces. Her theoretical research and design has been published internationally and discussed
in conferences and exhibitions.

SELLING POINT:
•  A fully illustrated critical study of layered morphologies that examines the coevolutionary
nature of architecture and settlements in Fenghuang (Shaanxi), China

300 colour, 200 b/w images
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A logbook that in 40 days covers over 50,000km across 3 continents and 14 countries, visiting 20
cities and more than 300 buildings. A tale around the planisphere to discover the architecture
designed by Renzo Piano and RPBW. The Grand Tour of the third millennium described through
texts, sketches and images of three young architects to discover some of the most famous and
acclaimed icons of architecture. From Athens, the ancient city of foundation, to New York City,
the acropolis of the third millennium, on this intense journey we will meet the architecture of
Ando, Rogers, Rossi, Nuovel, Hadid, Big, Gropius, Le Corbusier, Mies, Wright, Foster, and many
others. The RPWT is a journey of 40 days in the Pantheon of Architecture, two thousand years of
history and awareness of the fragmentary reality of the world.

AUTHOR:
Thomas Pepino (Cuneo 1984), graduated from the Polytechnic University of Turin (supervisor C.
Ravagnati), he obtained a post-graduate Inter-University 2nd level Master's Degree in
Architectural and Urban Design "Forms of Contemporary Living" at the University of Padua ICEA
and Catania SDS (supervisors B.Messina, E. Narne). He studies and works with the research
group directed by C. Ravagnati on the theme of the relationship between architecture and
geography. He has been collaborating since 2016 with the Atelier of Composition and Urbanism
of Prof. C. Ravagnati at the Degree Course in Architecture of the Polytechnic of Turin. Member of
the Focus group Public Works and Safety at the Order of Architects of Turin. He is Safety Trainer
and Security Coordinator in temporary and mobile construction sites, responsible for
asbestos-containing materials and UAV pilot. In 2010 he founded GreenBox, an independent
cultural centre. He has curated exhibitions and organised BIM courses.
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Essential lectures on the art of landscaping from Roberto Burle Marx, described by the New York
Times as "the designer most responsible for our utopian impressions of the Brazilian built
environment

Roberto Burle Marx (1909–94) remains one of the most important landscape architects in the
history of the field, celebrated for his famous curving mosaic walkways at Copacabana Beach in
Rio and the beautiful rooftop garden at Banco Safra in Sao Paulo. His distinctive and widely
acclaimed work has been featured and referenced in numerous sources, yet few of Burle Marx's
own words have been published.

This collection of a dozen of Burle Marx's lectures, most of which have never before been
available in English, fills that void. Delivered on international speaking tours, they address topics
such as Concepts in Landscape Composition, Gardens and Ecology and The Problem of Garden
Lighting. Their publication sheds light on Burle Marx's distinctive ethic and aesthetic of landscape,
as "the real art in living."

The lectures paint a picture of Burle Marx not just as a gardener, artist and botanist, but as a
landscape architect whose ambition was to bring radical change to cities and society.

Along with Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer, the master planners of Brasília, Burle Marx is the
designer most responsible for our utopian impressions of the Brazilian built environment, with its
superstructures of swooping concrete ringed by profuse green expanses." –Jason Frago, New
York Times

AUTHOR:
Gareth Doherty is Professor at Harvard Graduate School of Design. Roberto Burle Marx was the
subject of a huge and critically acclaimed New York Botanical Gardens exhibition last summer.

SELLING POINTS:
•  "Along with Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer, the master planners of Brasília, Burle Marx
(1909–1994) is the designer most responsible for our utopian impressions of the Brazilian built
environment, with its superstructures of swooping concrete ringed by profuse green expanses...
Burle Marx, Brazil's greatest landscape designer." - New York Times
•  A reprint of Roberto Burle Marx's assorted lectures. It remains the only volume in English on
the South American designer's writings.
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Diversity in Europe's cities and societies is increasing - and with it, the need to strengthen social
cohesion. Today, this seems more necessary than ever, as societies are becoming more diverse
and their cohesion finds itself challenged by radical economic, ecological, social, and political
change.

The contributions to this volume demonstrate how these challenges are being met at the local
level of cities and urban districts. Contributors from municipal politics, science, administration,
community social work, and urban planning engage with various approaches that aim to
successfully achieve social cohesion in Europe.

SELLING POINT:
•  Insightful reference text on approaches to successfully achieve social cohesion in an
increasingly diverse Europe
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Having personal, private, outdoor space is becoming ever-more elusive as urban areas become
more crowded due to population growth and development. Urban Oasis: Finding Tranquility at
Home features projects from Sydney to Singapore and London to New York that showcase
inspirational and aspirational rooftops, gardens and courtyards that offer private pockets of
paradise. Amid the hustle and bustle of their urban environments, these outdoor spaces provide
relaxing, sociable and plant-filled settings for their owners to savour peace and calm, and the
company of family and friends, surrounded by nature and in the fresh, open air.

AUTHOR:
Rebecca Gross specialises in writing about architecture and design. She has a Masters in History
of Decorative Arts and Design from Parsons School of Design in New York and is interested in
understanding cultural history through the lens of architecture and design. Rebecca writes for
Australian and New Zealand magazines, architects and designers and served as editor for New
Orleans: An Intimate Journey Through a City With Soul written by Professor Geoffrey H. Baker.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Richly illustrated with full colour photographs of inspiring outdoor spaces and private havens
•  Includes a selection of designer spaces from some of the largest and densest cities
•  Ranges from breathtaking rooftops to bijou courtyards, patios and terraces
•  Shows that anyone can create their own private space, even in the biggest cities, with a little
ingenuity

300 colour images
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A classic of utopian literature, more urgent than ever: Buckminster Fuller's provocative blueprint
for the future.

Composed of lectures given by Buckminster Fuller throughout the world in the 1960s, Utopia or
Oblivion presents the thesis that humanity, for the first time in its history, has the opportunity to
create a world where the needs of 100% of humanity are met. Fuller's grandson, in the
introduction, refers to this selection as "hardcore Bucky," as these essays display Fuller's
investigations into mathematics, geometry and how they intersect with the arts, music and world
peace. In Fuller's words, "This is what man tends to call utopia. It's a fairly small word, but
inadequate to describe the extraordinary new freedom of man in a new relationship to universe -
the alternative of which is oblivion.

First published in 1969 and then reprinted by Lars Müller in 2008, Utopia or Oblivion also includes
one of the earliest published discussions of Fuller's World Game, a revolutionary "game" that set
as the goal for players, that the world "works" for 100% of humanity to nobody's disadvantage.
It challenged players to overlook traditional world units such as nations, states and other political
and economic divisions.

AUTHOR:
Fuller was born in Milton MA, taught at Harvard and MIT, and in the late 1950s he became a
professor at Southern Illinois University (SIU), where he and his wife lived in a geodesic dome
when he was in residence. In 1972 he was named World Fellow in Residence to a consortium of
universities in Philadelphia, including the University of Pennsylvania. He retained his connection
with both SIU and the University of Pennsylvania until his death.

SELLING POINTS:
•  R Buckminster Fuller 1895 –1983)[ was an American architect, systems theorist, author,
designer, inventor and futurist. Fuller published more than 30 books, coining or popularising
terms such as "Spaceship Earth", "Dymaxion" house/car, ephemeralisation, synergetic, and
"tensegrity". He also developed numerous inventions, mainly architectural designs, and
popularised the widely known geodesic dome.
•  Back in print! Originally published in 1969 and reprinted by Lars Muller in 2008, these
transcripted lectures found the basis for Fuller's utopian vision.

32 b/w illustrations
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Since 1953, the ars viva Prize for Visual Arts has been awarded each year to outstanding young
artists living in Germany, whose artistic works show an individual style of language and an
awareness of contemporary questions. This year the Kulturkreis der deutschen Wirtschaft im BDI
e. V. (Association of Arts and Culture of the German Economy at the Federation of German
Industries) has awarded the prize to Karimah Ashadu (*1985), Thibaut Henz (*1988) and Cemile
Sahin (*1990). The publication accompanies the awardees's exhibitions at the Kunstverein in
Hamburg and at the Galerie fur Zeitgenossische Kunst Leipzig.

Text in English and German.
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This catalogue presents masterpieces of calligraphy, painting, sculpture, ceramics, lacquers, and
textiles from two of America's greatest Japanese art collections, which are featured in a
landmark exhibition at the Asia Society in New York, from February to April, 2020.
Impermanence is a pervasive subject in Japanese philosophy and art, and recognising the role of
ephemerality is key to appreciating much of Japan's artistic production. The dazzling range of art
and objects in this beautifully photographed exhibition catalogue show the broad, yet nuanced,
ways that the notion of the ephemeral manifests itself in the arts of Japan throughout history.
Insightful contributions from noted scholars explore the aesthetics of impermanence in religion,
literature, artefacts, the tea ceremony, and popular culture in objects dating from the late Jomon
period (ca. 1000-300 B.C.E.) to the 20th century.

Published to accompany an exhibition at the Asia Society Museum, New York, between 11
February and 26 April 2020.

AUTHOR:
Adriana Proser is John H. Foster Senior Curator for Traditional Asian Art at Asia Society. Over the
last 15 years, she has organised and co-organised more than 40 exhibitions featuring diverse
works from all over Asia. At Asia Society, Dr. Proser has served as Asia Society's in-house and
co-curator for such exhibitions as Designed for Pleasure: The World of Edo Japan in Prints and
Paintings, 1680-1860, Buddhist Arts of Myanmar, and Kamakura: Realism and Spirituality in the
Sculpture of Japan. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A thematic exhibition that explores different facets of the notion of impermanence in Japanese
art, the tea ceremony, and Buddhism
•  Features work from the permanent collection of Asia Society (the Rockefeller Collection) and
one of the main private collections of Japanese art in the United States (the John C. Weber
Collection)
•  Features many previously unseen artworks

106 colour, 1 b/w images
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Mentalscapes is the first international monograph to present the works of Danish painter Asmund
Havsteen-Mikkelsen. For more than a decade, he has depicted modernist architecture. With an
uncanny sense of its utopian properties as well as its monumental failures, he constructs both
atmospherically dense, almost surreal and loosely dispersed spaces. With acute awareness of the
historical models upon which the paintings are based, his Mentalscapes create a complex
multidimensional version of the given reality.

Accompanying essays by Michael Diers and Andreas Ruby further elaborate on painting and
cognitive faculty.

Text in English, German and Danish.

SELLING POINT:
•  Danish painter Asmund Havsteen-Mikkelsen invents modernist architecture, based upon
historical models, and creates a multidimensional version of the given reality. Mentalscapes is his
first international monograph

34 colour, 7 b/w images
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With The Assembled Human the Museum Folkwang inquires into the ambivalent relationship
between humans and machines. It's a conflicted relationship, fluctuating between utopia and
nightmare, and it still influences our present time. From the conveyor belt to cybernetics and
today's digital revolution, from Cubism, Futurism, and Constructivism into the recent present with
Ed Atkins, Jon Rafman, Avery Singer, or Anna Uddenberg, the show traces the transformation of
technology, presenting a wide panorama of artistic visual worlds: human beings as hybrid
creatures, blended with their own self-made machines.

Featuring 200 works by 100 artists as well as prolific essays, this extensive catalogue goes
in-depth into this highly current issue.

Artists:
Walter Heinz Allner, Bettina von Arnim, Gerd Arntz, Ed Atkins, Giacomo Balla, Joachim Bandau,
Lenora de Barros, Willi Baumeister, Thomas Bayrle, Rudolf Belling, Ella Bergmann-Michel, Renato
Bertelli, Umberto Boccioni, Wilhelm Braune, John Cage, Helen Chadwick, Computer Technique
Group (CTG), Charles A. Csuri, Mariechen Danz, Fortunato Depero, Walter Dexel, Otto Dix, Marcel
Duchamp, Raymond Duchamp-Villon, Charles & Ray Eames, Max Ernst, Alexandra Exter, Oyvind
Fahlstrom, Harun Farocki, William Allan Fetter, Otto Fischer, Herbert W. Franke, Carl Grossberg,
George Grosz, Richard Hamilton, Barbara Hammer, Sidsel Meineche Hansen, Raoul Hausmann,
John Heartfield, Lynn Hershman Leeson, Eva Hesse, Lewis Wickes Hine, Heinrich Hoerle, Rebecca
Horn, Vilmos Huszar, Boris Ignatowitsch, Fritz Kahn, Wassily Kandinsky, Anne-Mie van
Kerckhoven, Friedrich Kiesler, Konrad Klapheck, Jurgen Klauke, Paul Klee, Heinrich Kley, Josh
Kline, Iwan Kljun, Gustavs Klucis, Alexander Kluge, Kiki Kogelnik, Germaine Krull, Boris
Kudojarow, Helmuth Kurth, Jurgen van Kranenbrock, Maria Lassnig, Fernand Leger, Alice
Lex-Nerlinger, Roy Lichtenstein, El Lissitzky, Hilary Lloyd, Goshka Macuga, Rene Magritte, Kasimir
Malewitsch, Man Ray, Etienne-Jules Marey, Remy Markowitsch, Caroline Mesquita, Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy, Johannes Molzahn, Alexei Morgunow, Martin Munkacsi, Eadweard Muybridge, Otto
Neurath, Katja Novitskova, ORLAN, Tony Oursler, Trevor Paglen, Nam June Paik, Eduardo
Paolozzi, Georgi Petrusow, Antoine Pevsner, Walter Pichler, Jon Rafman, Robert Rauschenberg,
Timm Rautert, Alexander Rodtschenko, Thomas Ruff, Walter Ruttmann, James Shaffer, Arkadi
Schaichet, Xanti Schawinsky, Helmut Schenk, Oskar Schlemmer, Nicolas Schoffer, Franz Wilhelm
Seiwert, Avery Singer, Stelarc, Friedemann von Stockhausen, Thayaht, Paul Thek, Jean Tinguely,
Patrick Tresset, Anna Uddenberg, Andor Weininger, Erwin Wendt, Hugo von Werden, George
Widener.

Text in English and German.
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Catrin Huber (*1968) works with architectural, fictional and imagined spaces as well as with
site-responsive practices. Fascinated by ancient Roman wall painting, she developed site-specific
installations in a topical dialogue with two Roman houses at the world-heritage sites of
Herculaneum and Pompeii. This intricately designed book presents Huber's versatile spatial
interventions, discusses the complex relation between her installations and their respective
archaeological settings (local/temporal), and re-evaluates the daring concept of a historiographic
turn within the arts.

Text in English, German and Italian.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A monograph of works by Catrin Huber
•  Features ancient Roman architecture and frescoes
•  Discusses a historiographic turn in art history

47 colour images
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The international artist Claudia Schmitz transcends boundaries and barriers in her broad oeuvre.
In her transmediatic works, she examines identities in real and virtual spaces, designs inter- and
reactivity, and experiments with synesthesia. Schmitz discusses socio-urban structures and
interweaves them with the phenomenology of drawings and the act of drawing. Always on the
search for boundaries, she develops mischievous pneumatic sculptures and multidimensional
drawings and projects moving pictures on objects. Through taking up temporary states,
discarding and reinventing herself, her work plays with the radius of medial arrangements. The
book is the artist's first monograph.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph on Claudia Schmitz
•  Examining and creating identities in real and virtual space
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"The unique character and strength of Ronny Delrue's work are the result of his intense search
for the essence of Being. (...) In a highly meticulous, almost obsessive way, he explores the
sensitive fault line between control and loss of control. The process, the path, the quest is of
fundamental importance to this exploration. The quest is not idiosyncratic, it is not inward, it
allows room for dialogue with others, like a mirror image in which the encounter occurs, as in a
crossover of minds." - Carine Fol, artistic director CENTRALE for Contemporary Art, Brussels

"What is more beautiful than the circle left on a piece of paper by a coffee cup, even if an
algorithm can produce a lifelike imitation? What is even lovelier is the artists' ideas, the
exchange, the noise, the geographical and cultural differences, the slowness, the simplicity, the
banality, the trace, the moment, the text, the language, the distance, the ideas, the
powerlessness." - Philippe Van Cauteren, artistic director S.M.A.K., Ghent

In recent years, Ronny Delrue (*1957) corresponded with six artists namely: Martin Assig
(Germany), Salam Atta Sabri (Iraq), Roger Ballen (South Africa), Sanjeev Maharjan (Nepal),
Mithu Sen (India) and Christine Remacle (Belgium). Through exchanges in the form of drawings,
letter fragments and collages, among other things, this publication not only explores the
encounters between artists with different geographical backgrounds and cultural attitudes; it also
looks at Delrue's own oeuvre from a new angle.

Ronny Delrue is a painter, but first and foremost an artist for whom drawing is a core activity.
For him, drawing is a way of thinking, a state of being. For this project a conscious decision was
made to send the letters by post, as opposed to the swift exchange of digitally scanned
documents. Correspondances is an ode to slowness and a tribute to human acts, in which
representation becomes the language of the encounter.

Text in English, French and Dutch.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Explores letters and drawings sent between the painter Ronny Delrue and six artists from
different geographic locations and cultures
•  Presents an alternative perspective on Delrue's oeuvre
•  Published to accompany the Correspondances - Ronny Delrue in dialogue exhibition at S.M.A.K.
in Ghent from 26 October 2019 to 19 January 2020 and the Roger Ballen - Ronny Delrue
exhibition at the CENTRALE for Contemporary Art in Brussels from 14 November 2019 to 14
March 2020
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David Czupryn is a master of the trompe-l'oeil effect, the centuries-old art of eye illusion that
celebrates an unexpected comeback with him. With brush and paint he mimetically reproduces
surfaces, thus provocatively negating handwriting and gesture. The pictures seem to be cast in
one piece; they are not photorealistic, but illusionistic three-dimensional.

David Czupryn was born in 1983 and studied sculpture and painting at the Düsseldorf Art
Academy. This catalogue was published to accompany the Holy Ghosts exhibition in the
Städtisches Museum Engen+Galerie.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  Originally published to accompany an exhibition at Stadtisches Museum Engen+Galerie from 25
November 2019 to 6 January 2020

33 colour, 4 b/w images
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This book presents an unprecedented visual survey of the living and working spaces of the artist
Donald Judd in New York and Texas.

Filled with newly commissioned and previously unpublished archival photographs alongside five
essays by the artist, this book provides an opportunity to explore Judd's personal spaces, which
are a crucial part of this revered artist's oeuvre. From a 19th-century cast-iron building in
Manhattan to an extensive ranch in the mountains of western Texas, this book details the
interiors, exteriors, and lands surrounding the buildings that comprise Judd's extant living and
working spaces. Readers will discover how Judd developed the concept of permanent installation
at Spring Street in New York City, with artworks, furniture, and decorative objects striking a
balance between the building’s historic qualities and his own architectural innovations. His
buildings in Marfa, Texas, demonstrate how Judd reiterated his concept of integrative living on a
larger scale, extending to the reaches of the Chinati Mountains at Ayala de Chinati, his
33,000-acre ranch south of the town. Each of the spaces was thoroughly considered by Judd with
resolute attention to function and design. From furniture to utilitarian structures that Judd
designed himself, these residences reflect Judd's consistent aesthetic. His spaces underscore his
deep interest in the preservation of buildings and his deliberate interventions within existing
architecture.

AUTHOR:
Judd Foundation maintains and preserves Donald Judd's permanently installed living and working
spaces, libraries, and archives in New York and Marfa, Texas. The Foundation promotes a wider
understanding of Judd's artistic legacy by providing access to these spaces and resources and by
developing scholarly and educational programs.

350 colour illustrations
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Eat & Art, from the people behind Lisbon's famous Can the Can restaurant, brings together some
of Portugal's finest chefs and artists, using the country's canning industry as the source of
inspiration. 

Using striking photography and contemporary design, the book explores the undeniable affinities
between gastronomy and art. It features a fascinating and expansive historical timeline, which
charts parallel events in the two fields, such as early Egyptian tomb painting and the Chinese
cultivating soybeans, rice, wheat and barley to create noodles in 3000 BCE.

The book, which aims to place the canning industry, one of the oldest and most important in
Portugal, firmly in the international spotlight, presents eighteen dynamic chef and artist pairings.
The combined output of these pairings, either as an inspirational dish or innovative work of art, is
a visual feast that will feed the hearts, heads and stomachs of readers.

240 illustrations
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"Today, memory and forgetting have gained the sounds and silences that make up the voice of
our time," one can read in the editorial of Electra's eighth issue, announcing the theme of this
edition's dossier: Memory and Forgetting.

In this section, there is an interview with historian Francois Hartog, who undertakes an important
reflection on key aspects of historiography and about the different ways to experience time which
define each era; Bernd Stiegler, a media theorist and historian, approaches photography as a
cultural asset and emphasizes the importance of preserving our photography legacy; historian
Enzo Traverso describes a transition that defined the end of the 20th century: the replacement of
utopias with the cult of memory; Maria Filomena Molder reflects on the question of the power of
memory and mnemotechnic tools. These written pieces are illustrated with images by Gerhard
Richter, a reference name in contemporary art, and the cover image is also his work.

This edition presents a portfolio by Lebanese-American artist Walid Raad, whose work is charged
with anthropological, philosophical, social, aesthetic and psychological meanings, and in which war
is very much present, both in cause and effect; this issue also publishes a diary by the reputed
Brazilian writer, essayist and professor, Silviano Santiago, in which moments from his everyday
life are interspersed with the tense political and cultural life in Brazil; and Moroccan writer
Abdellah Taia is interviewed by Antonio Guerreiro.

"Scoop" is a new section in Electra whose purpose is to reveal authors' unpublished, original
work. In this edition, Indian photographer, painter and director Sarah Singh presents, in both
words and images, her next film. 

Also, the founder and editor of Art Press magazine Catherine Millet provocatively comments on a
quote by Louis Aragon; the city of Havana is revisited by Cuban writer and journalist Carlos
Manuel Alvarez and by the frames of Agnes Varda; and Cristina Fernandes presents her take on
Pedro Costa's latest film, Vitalina Varela.
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As we mark the 150th anniversary of Barlach's birth in 2020, the Ernst Barlach Haus in Hamburg
pays tribute to the artist with a comprehensive overview of his wood sculptures. Starting with its
own collection, the museum elaborately documented all available figures between Lubeck and
Zurich with new photographs. This book is the result of this monumental project. It introduces 72
of the 84 extant wood sculptures and includes many fascinating large-format colour plates
presenting the statues and their details.

Wood held particular importance for Barlach as an artistic material: he regarded it as animate
matter. Consequently, woodwork takes centre stage in Barlach's artistic practice - a fact that is
often obscured by the large number of mostly posthumous bronze casts of his works. Around
1907, Barlach began to explore the centuries-old medieval art of woodcarving without any prior
training. The poor, the homeless, the struggling, invalids, beggars and outlaws: Barlach turned
his attention to those pushed to the margins of society and paid tribute to them by placing them
at the centre of his art.

This book does justice to the reductive character of his forms, which gestures at simplification
and a transcendence of time, by highlighting Barlach's contemporary relevance.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A special publication to mark the 150th anniversary of Ernst Barlach's birth
•  First comprehensive overview of Barlach's wood sculptures
•  Features a state-of-the-art scientific analysis of his work
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How do artists in Toronto visualise their sense of place? Are there particular made-in-Toronto
ways of thinking about the city?

Bringing together work selected by internationally renowned Toronto-based artist Luis Jacob,
Form Follows Fiction: Art and Artists in Toronto concentrates on a period of more than fifty years
to consider the ways in which artists visualise Toronto. Presenting a thematic clustering of works
by 86 artists, the book is premised on the tendency of artists in the city to favour performative
and allegorical procedures to articulate their sense of place.

Four gestures mapping, modelling, performing and congregating serve as guideposts to a diverse
array of artistic practices. The book is a constellation of symbolic forms, or memes, that
repeatedly appear in the work of artists of different generations; it presents a panorama of the
blueprints that artists have drafted over many decades to give form to life in one of North
America's largest cities.

The book looks at a period of more than 50 years of artists who have visualised Toronto, and
includes work by 86 artists, including Suzy Lake, Kent Monkman, Ed Pien, Roula Partheniou and
Michael Snow, all of whom have previously published with Black Dog Publishing.

Form Follows Fiction includes historical documents gathered from local archives, as well as
contemporary ephemera.

160 illustrations
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Masterpieces of nineteenth-century French painting from the Ordrupgaard Collection are
travelling from Denmark to the Royal Academy of Arts in the spring of 2020. Drawn from the
remarkable collection of the Swedish insurance broker and art lover Wilhelm Hansen, these
works represent the very best of French painting.

Joining an already impressive collection of Scandinavian art, one of the first French paintings
Hansen acquired was Woman with a Fan (1874) by Berthe Morisot. This gently ironic work set the
tone for his perceptive and adventurous collecting style. A burst of acquisitions from 1916 to
1918, during which Hansen took advice from the influential critic Theodore Duret, saw his
collection grow to include works by Manet, Monet, Renoir, Cezanne, Sisley, Courbet, Matisse and
Gauguin.

With stunning reproductions of over 50 works, this book includes in-depth analysis of key
paintings by expert authors.

Exhibition organised by the Ordrupgaard Collection, Copenhagen, and the Royal Academy of Arts,
London.

Accompanies an exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, 29 March-14 June 2020.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The Ordrupgaard Collection includes masterpieces of French painting, including works by
Monet, Morisot, Renoir, Cezanne and Gauguin
•   Accompanies an exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, London

100 colour images
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This superbly illustrated, large format book is the definitive retrospective of Gerhard Richter's
genre-defying, boundary-blurring, and constantly evolving oeuvre.

One of the world's most revered visual artists, Gerhard Richter embraces many concepts in his
work and continually thwarts categorisation. In this expansive and authoritative overview, Armin
Zweite leads readers through every phase of Richter's celebrated career including his early
artistic education in East Germany and his later prolific output in West Germany: the black and
white photo paintings, the brilliantly conceived color charts and lush, inscrutable gray paintings,
installations with glass and mirrors, his landscapes, portraits, and still lifes, and his monumental
abstract paintings, which broke records at auction. Also included are selections from Richter's
larger-scale thematic works, such as Atlas, his ongoing collection of photographs and newspaper
clippings, and October 18, 1977, a series of paintings commemorating the lives and deaths of
members of a German left-wing terrorist group. The beautiful plates sections feature exquisite
reproductions of more than 250 of his most famous works, including Ten Large Color-Charts
(1966), Annunciation after Titian (1973), Faust (1980), Skull with Candle (1983), Funeral (1988),
Strip (2012), and Double Gray (2014). Throughout, Zweite's clear-eyed commentary offers an
expert appraisal of the breadth of Richter's oeuvre. This six-decade monograph of Richter's work
is a visually stunning and articulate appreciation by one of the world's foremost experts on the
artist and his life.

AUTHOR:
Armin Zweite is a renowned art historian, curator, and author. He has served as director of a
number of museums, including the Lenbachhaus, Munich, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen in
Dusseldorf, and the Brandhorst Collection in Munich. He is the author of seminal books on Barnett
Newman, Jackson Poll0ck, Richard Serra, and others.

418 colour illustrations
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The first monograph on the work of Heather Phillipson, one of the UK's most exciting
contemporary artists.

Contemporary British artist Heather Phillipson works across video, sculpture, online projects,
music, drawing, and poetry. She has been selected as the next artist for the Fourth Plinth in
Trafalgar Square and for the 2020 Duveen Galleries commission at Tate Britain. Other recent
commissions include Sharjah Biennial 14 and the Martin Gropius Bau, Berlin, and her solo
projects range from Art on the Underground's flagship site at Gloucester Road, an online work
for the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago and a major solo show at BALTIC Centre for
Contemporary Art. This first monograph on the artist traces the evolution of her practice.
Alongside the artist's own writings, the book will feature three newly-commissioned essays by
writer and curator Laura McLean-Ferris, the experimental London-based writer Charlie Fox, and
Professor Chus Martinez. The book explores the wide variety of media used by the artist to
investigate the power structures and contradictions of contemporary life.

AUTHOR:
Leila Hasham is Curator at Art on the Underground. She was formerly Associate Curator at
Barbican Art Gallery.

200 illustrations
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Henry Moore is one of the most important and influential artists of the 20th century. His home,
studios and garden at Perry Green in Hertfordshire provide an invaluable insight into his life and
work. When Moore died in 1986 the studios and their contents were preserved so that visitors
could experience them as they were in his lifetime - as if the artist has just stepped outside.
Although no longer working spaces, the studios provide a glimpse into Moore's world and bring us
as close as possible to his working methods.

This guide to the house, studios and gardens at Perry Green provides a fascinating introduction to
Moore's artistic practices and the extraordinary range of his work, from sculpture to textiles,
prints and drawings to woodcarving and ceramics.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Serves as a guide to the house, studios and gardens at Perry Green and a fascinating
introduction to Henry Moore's extraordinary range of work
•  Beautifully illustrated in full colour throughout
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Jacobo Castellano is one of the most complex and solid contemporary Spanish artists. He uses
engraving to create a body of work based on the emotions and sensations that are hidden in his
personal memory.

In his work he uses elements such as curtains, wire, small piggy banks, coffins or those
rhombuses that were placed on the top of the TV screen. These elements are superimposed
creating structures that seem to be on the verge of collapse and that seem to want to hide
something or point to a place to hide and protect themselves from imminent collapse.

The work of Jacobo Castellano follows a defined line in which the recovery of remembrances
stored in his memory leads to a deep reflection on essential issues such as identity, or life and
death.

Numerous collections of contemporary art have their production, like ARTIUM. Basque
Center-Museum of Contemporary Art; CAAC. Andalusian Center for Contemporary Art; CGAC.
Galician Center of Contemporary Art; Montenmedio Contemporary Art Foundation; or the Rafael
Boti Provincial Plastic Arts Foundation, among others.

Text in English and Spanish.

AUTHOR:
Jacobo Castellano studied Fine Arts at the University of Granada. In 2008 he was awarded with
the scholarship from Marcelino Botín. International Studio and Curatorial Program (ISCP). New
York, USA. In 2011 at Madridfoto, he won the award Comunidad de Madrid.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first monograph to be published on this unique artist
•  Conceived as an eminently visual and reflective publication
•  riflepistolacanon is the most important individual exhibition carried out to date by Jacobo
Castellan, a project that shows works made between the beginning of the 2000s and the present

76 colour illustrations
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Artist Kent Monkman's all-encompassing project, Shame and Prejudice: A Story of Resilience,
takes viewers on a journey through Canada's history, starting in the present and going back
before Canadian confederation.

Throughout the book there are clever albeit controversial commentaries told by Monkman's
genderfluid, time-travelling, supernatural alter-ego Miss Chief Eagle Testickle. Her narratives
takes viewers through the history of New France and the fur trade, the nineteenth-century
dispossession of Indigenous lands through Canadian colonial policies, the horrors of the
residential school system, and modern Indigenous experiences in urban environments. Shame
and Prejudice challenges predominant narratives of Canadian history and honours the resilience
of Indigenous peoples.

This book accompanies Monkman's largest solo exhibition to date, which is currently travelling
across Canada at venues including the Art Museum at the University of Toronto, the Winnipeg Art
Gallery, the Glenbow Museum in Calgary, and the Museum of Anthropology in Vancouver. The
exhibition includes the artist's own paintings, drawings, and sculptural works, which form a
dialogue with historical artefacts and artworks borrowed from museums and private collections
across Canada. The book is trilingual with all text in English, French and Cree.

AUTHOR:
Kent Monkman is a Canadian artist of Cree ancestry who works with a variety of mediums,
including painting, film/video, performance and installation. He has had exhibitions at numerous
major museums worldwide, including at Mass MoCA, Massachusetts, USA. 
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The Life of the Buddha - Burmese Murals from the Late 16th to the Late 18th Centuries is the
first book to combine expertise in Burmese epigraphy, manuscript palaeography, literary
production, historiography, monastic history and Buddhist architecture with a close study of the
visual vocabulary, iconography and stylistic features of murals. Resulting from a collaboration that
began in 2009, this is also the first attempt to move from the examination of a few selected
monuments with better preserved paintings to a comprehensive survey of all remaining murals
regardless of their degree of preservation.

The authors also significantly revise the accepted chronology of Burmese murals of the 17th and
18th centuries, provide a timeline of major iconographic innovations in the depiction of Buddhist
narratives, and suggest definitions of a range of different styles developed during that
timeframe. Indeed, this book provides the first chronological classification of mural styles from
the late 16th to the late 18th century, tracing their origin in 14th and 15th century murals and
putting them in perspective with 19th century ones.

With over 500 mostly unpublished illustrations of monuments and murals, and translations of
Burmese captions for more than 150 scenes from the life of the Buddha, this reference book is a
milestone in the field of Burmese studies and a fascinating testimony to one of the major cultural
heritages of Buddhist Asian art.

512 photographs, 4 maps and plans
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This book attempts to highlight both Gowda's poetic and political practices, grounded on a
thoughtful and perceptive view of the world, accompanied by an awareness of the symbolic and
communicative value of matter, objects and their remains. 

This selection of artworks also conveys her engagement with the process of defining form as a
way of transforming meaning. 

This is the catalogue of the exhibition Remains, co-organised by Pirelli HangarBincocca (Milan)
and Bombas Gens Centre d Art (Valencia), that showcases more than twenty years of Sheela
Gowda's artistic production. Remains, the artist's first solo exhibition in Valencia, brings together
installations and sculptures as well as a selection of works based on images, ranging from
different periods.

AUTHOR:
Sheela Gowda (born in Bhadravati, Karnataka, India, 1957) lives and works in Bangalore. She
has developed her practice through a constant dialog and exchange between local artistic
traditions and international forms of art. 

100 images
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Norbert Tadeusz (1940-2011) ranks among Germany's leading figurative painters of the late 20th
century. A native of Dortmund, he studied at Kunstakademie Dusseldorf under Joseph Beuys and
distinguished himself early on as a unique painter whose figurative style greatly contrasted with
the conceptual, minimalist, or more abstract works of his fellow students such as Imi Knoebel,
Blinky Palermo, Reiner Ruthenbeck, or Katharina Sieverding.

Ignoring all contemporary trends, for instance Pop Art, Fluxus, Zero, Minimal, and Concept Art,
Tadeusz consistently explored traditional subjects and genres, including still lifes, landscapes, and
interiors. In his sometimes radical images, Tadeusz aimed to develop unconventional modes for
the depiction of traditional motifs, experimenting with colour, form, and space. Certain topics he
has continually re-examined over the years. Above all, the investigation of bodies - the living,
human nude and the dead, animal carcass - presents a central theme that runs through his
oeuvre.

Much of his work revolves around the female body, as the epitome of both life and its source.
Allowing for a great variety of poses and disparate settings, it is one of the artist's most
important motifs.

This catalogue has been published to accompany an exhibition tour, which itself was designed in
close collaboration with the estate of the artist.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Comprehensive monograph on Norbert Tadeusz's oeuvre featuring works spanning over 50
years
•  Accompanies an exhibition at Kunstpalast in Dusseldorf from 29 August 2019 to 02 February
2020 and at the LWL-Museum fur Kunst und Kultur in Munster from 08 May to 02 August 2020
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Is there such a thing as Latin American Art? Does it need this label in a global art world? It is, of
course, clear that there is no such thing, just as there is no African nor European art. It would be
interesting though to include Caribbean art (which of course doesn't exist either) and talk about
specific forms of creolization in the way that Edouard Glissant means it from a global perspective
that is not just Western. If we look at different artistic expressions in different local contexts
within a geographic and linguistic area called Latin America, the insights we get are very
interesting. It might remind us of a kaleidoscope, an ever changing, glittering flux of perspectives
on a fluid carrier medium.

Through extensive field research involving travel in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico
and Peru, I have been seeking to answer these questions and go into the Looking Glass. Those
journeys have included connecting as much as possible with locals and investigating the subject
of visual culture through them. In order to learn about local traditions, I have explored a small
portion of the Amazonas on the border of Tres Fronteras, and stayed with an indigenous family
on one of the Islands of Lake Titicaca. Additionally, in Peru I visited the art school in Cusco which
is famous for the Cuzco School paintings. Whether in rural settings or the urban landscapes of
Latin America, my approach has always been to be humble, to listen and learn, aware that my
perspective is that of a Western woman. The discovery of immense cultural diversity intensely
broadened my horizons. In order to develop an understanding of Latin American art, I have
realized that attempting to describe it requires an open mind that stretches beyond any
pre-conceived Eurocentric notions. Only then it is possible to appreciate the enormous variety of
artistic expressions and contexts throughout multiple Latin American regions.

Text in English and Spanish.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Seventy-six images showing the complexity of contemporary art and its creations
•  Includes more than 40 Latin American contemporary artists
•  Includes texts from the author about exhibited artwork, and others from Lisa Blackmore (Phd
in Latin American cultural studies), Clarissa Diniz (curator), Pablo Leon (curator), Teresa
Margolles (artist) and Muriel Perez (advisory and art historian)

76 colour images
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Pablo Picasso's artistic output is astonishing in its ambition and variety. This handsome new
publication examines a particular aspect of his legendary capacity for invention: his imaginative
and original use of paper.

He used it as a support for autonomous works, including etchings, prints and drawings, as well as
for his papier-colle experiments of the 1910s and his revolutionary three-dimensional
'constructions', made of cardboard, paper and string. Sometimes, his use of paper was simply
determined by circumstance: in occupied Paris, where art supplies were hard to come by, he
ripped up paper tablecloths to make works of art. And, of course, his works on paper comprise
the preparatory stages of some of his very greatest paintings, among them Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon (1907) and Guernica (1937).

With reproductions of more than 300 works of art and a series of insightful new texts by leading
authorities on the artist, this sumptuous study reveals the myriad ways in which Picasso's genius
seized the potential of paper at different stages throughout his career.

AUTHOR:
Ann Dumas is Curator at the Royal Academy of Arts, London.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Pablo Picasso's often experimental and at times revolutionary use of paper is the subject of
this major study
•  Presents over 300 works, spanning his career

400 colour images
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Rinus Van de Velde (1983) has built up an extensive oeuvre of drawings, sculptures, installations
and film. He is best known for his monumental works in charcoal. At the start of his career,
however, he also created small drawings in colour pencil, a technique he reintroduced into his
work in 2018. With these drawings, Van de Velde returns to a very classical and direct style of
draughtsmanship with colour pencil on paper. His technical qualities receive optimal expression,
and the work is often characterised by a high degree of realism.

Van de Velde chooses his visual material from a variety of sources, ranging from images from
books, film stills and his own photographic material, to home-made staged scenes and characters
that are reduced to a single image. In the process he explores the meaning of an image and
how the existing meaning can evolve within an alternative narrative. He plays a game in which he
constantly hovers between reality and fiction. Real events are transformed into a carefully
constructed alternative universe in which every existing image still has complete freedom.

This is the first publication in which the colour drawings of Rinus Van de Velde are collected and
interpreted.
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Paintings by Rose Wylie are instantly recognisable. Their titles alone reveal her eclectic sources of
inspiration: from football (Arsenal and Spurs, 2006), childhood memories (Park Dogs & Air Raid,
2017) and Disney cartoons (Snowwhite (2) One Day her Prince Will Come, 2019), to chocolate
biscuits (Choco Leibnitz, 2006) and Quentin Tarantino movies (Kill Bill (Film Notes), 2007).

In 2014 Wylie was elected a Royal Academician, following exhibitions at the Jerwood Gallery and
Tate Britain. In 2017 she staged 'Quack Quack', a major exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery.
Often originating from drawings, her paintings are an exploration of the 'in-between' spaces of
modern life and memory. "You can't manufacture a painting," she says, "and you can't
manufacture the interest that begins a painting."

In 2020 Wylie presents new paintings at The Windsor Gallery in Florida. This accompanying
publication, with an insightful essay, includes reproductions of all the paintings in the show.

Accompanies an exhibition at The Windsor Gallery, Florida, opening in January 2020.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The painter Rose Wylie has an exhibition of new paintings at The Windsor Gallery, Florida, in
2020
•  This exhibition catalogue reproduces all the works in the show

45 colour images
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Ruth Marten started her career as a tattoo artist in the 1970s before working as an illustrator for
a range of publishers and magazines in the US. Her visual artwork has earned well-deserved
international recognition only in the last few years.

This book is the second publication on the highly acclaimed New York artist and presents Ruth
Marten's most recent creations - 19 large-format works on paper produced between autumn
2018 and summer 2019.

Marten used photographs from the 19th and early 20th centuries as the basis for these artworks.
By overpainting the photos, she created literally fantastic pictures that seem to allow the
impossible to become possible. Like the pioneers of surrealism, she developed a world between
dream and nightmare that is full of mystery, where inanimate objects suddenly become alive and
where new, unheard-of phenomena shake up our established worldview. Her works abound in
psychoanalytic enigmas that have sprung from the depths of her artistic subconscious.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  Second monograph dedicated to the acclaimed New York artist, Ruth Marten

20 colour images
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The golden age of garden painting will be celebrated in this new selling exhibition presented in
partnership with Liss Llewellyn. Sanctuary: Artist-Gardeners 1919-1939 will show over 20 artists
including Charles Mahoney, Edward Bawden, Eric Ravilious, Evelyn Dunbar, John Nash, Nancy
Nicholson, Kenneth Rowntree and Winifred Knights. 

Between the two world wars there were an exceptional number of artists who gardened, taking
their activities as plantsmen and plantswomen as seriously as they took their art. 

Charles Mahoney shared his unbridled enthusiasm for plants with Edward Bawden, Geoffrey
Rhoades, John Nash and Evelyn Dunbar who swapped cuttings with each other by post. Dunbar,
along with Mahoney and Nash, even produced books on the subject, while Harry Bush's oeuvre
evolved around painting and repainting his garden in the south west London suburbs. 

68 illustrations
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'Art and economics have entertained a complex and decisive relationship since ancient times. But
for over a century, what is at stake goes far beyond the mere art market: what we face now is
the commodification of all that is visible. We live in a world that is increasingly saturated with
images. The photographs, drawings, paintings, videos, films, digital works and multimedia
installations selected for the exhibition cast a keen and watchful eye over these issues. On the
one hand, they reflect the upheavals that currently affect economics in general, whether in terms
of unprecedentedly large storage spaces, scarce raw materials, labour and its mutations towards
immaterial forms of work, or in terms of value and its new manifestations, such as
cryptocurrencies. At the same time, however, these artists' works repeatedly interrogate the
future of images and things visible in the age of their globalised 'iconomics'.

This exhibition catalogue is a collection of short texts providing a wide range of perspectives on
the economics of the image and images of the economy. A number of classic essays have also
been reproduced, in part or in full. Includes contributions from Emmanuel Alloa, Herve Aubron,
Matthias Bruhn, Yves Citton, Elena Esposito, Maurizio Lazzarato, Catherine Malabou, Marie
Rebecchi, Marta Ponsa, Antonio Somaini, Peter Szendy, Leah Temper, Elena Vogman, Dork
Zabunyan and Miren Etxezarreta Zubizarreta.

AUTHOR:
Peter Szendy is Professor of Comparative Literature and Humanities at Brown University.
Previously, he worked as Maitre de conferences and accredited research director at Université de
Paris Nanterre, Visiting Professor at NYU and Princeton, and Maitre de conferences at Universite
Marc-Bloch in Strasbourg. In 1995, he obtained his doctoral degree in Musical Aesthetics at Ecole
des hautes etudes en sciences sociales (Ehess), Paris.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Explores a wide range of perspectives on the economics of the image and images of the
economy
•  Published to accompany an exhibition at Jue de Paume Museum, Paris, from February - June
2020
•  Preface by Quentin Bajac, director of Jeu de Paume, previously head of photography at MoMA
•  Edited by widely published Peter Szendy, author of The Supermarket of Visible translated into
English at Fordham University Press

200 colour images
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Textile is a vector of identity - something more important than ever in times of war and crisis in
particular. It is connected to the body it covers like a second skin. It both conceals and reveals,
and contains a history and iconography whose roots often lie deep in a culture's customs and
traditions.

As part of its extramural programme, and in collaboration with award-winning photographer
Mashid Mohadjerin and journalist Samira Bendadi, Antwerp Fashion Museum (MoMu) have
created a new exhibition and accompanying publication on the importance of fabric and clothing
to issues of public concern today, such as migration, resistance, tradition, spirituality and
decolonisation.

The focus is on nine stories of people whom curators Bendadi and Mohadjerin - in whose own
personal stories migration features prominently - met during their travels to Paris, Antwerp,
Lebanon, Africa, Morocco and Iran. Sometimes the stories are warm and moving; at other times
they are tough and heart-wrenching. In them, textile embodies the ideas and emotions coupled
with forced or voluntary departure, the yearning for what has been lost, letting go and holding
on.

This storytelling and photography exhibition will run from 15 November 2019 until 16 February
2020 at Texture Kortrijk, and will travel on to Kunsthal Extra City Antwerp in spring 2020.

Text in English and Dutch.

AUTHORS:
Samira Bendadi has been writing for Mo* since 2004, specialising in North Africa and the Middle
East and reporting on issues relating to migration, asylum and diversity. She is a reporter and
has worked as a freelance journalist for Knack and De Standaard. Her book Dolle Amina's.
Feminisme in de Arabische wereld was published in 2008.

Mashid Mohadjerin is an Iranian-Belgian photographer who publishes in leading international
magazines. In her work she explores the boundaries between artistic and documentary
photography. In 2009, she won the World Press Photo Award with a photo of refugees travelling
by boat.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The moving stories behind textiles in times of war and crisis
•  Accompanies an exhibition that runs from 15 November 2019 until 16 February 2020 at
Texture Kortrijk, moving to Kunsthal Extra City Antwerp in spring 2020
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A diverse anthology of work from the fabled Engadin Art Talks, with Eileen Myles, Thomas
Hirschhorn and many more.

E.A.T./Engadin Art Talks, the forum in Zuoz in the crystalline winter-wonderland of the Swiss
Alps, takes place at the end of January each year and has become famous as a meeting point for
thought leaders and disruptive minds. The event is curated by Daniel Baumann, director of the
Kunsthalle in Zurich, Bice Curiger, artistic director of the Vincent van Gogh Museum in Arles, Hans
Ulrich Obrist, artistic director of the Serpentine Galleries in London, and Philip Ursprung, a history
of art and architecture professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich.

Thinking in Thin Air makes it possible to experience the ideas of the artists, architects, and
scientists who gather every winter to exchange thoughts of social-political relevance and visions
of the future of art. On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of Engadin Art Talks, this book
provides an insight into the special atmosphere of this event. Designed like a pinboard, it can be
read from any direction.

It presents works by the participants, and offers a fascinating insight into the thinking and
practice of some of the most important artists of our time in the form of essays, sketches, and
works of art.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The Engadin Art Talks is an annual series of talks in the Swiss Alps that draws together
influential thinkers to discuss art, architecture and landscape.
•  This book is published in conjunction with the 10th anniversary of the Engadin Art Talks,
founded by Cristina Bechtler and Hans Ulrich Obrist. It features essays and writings from Rem
Koolhaas, Eileen Myles, Robert Walser, Simone Weil, Thomas Hirschhorn, Juergen Teller, Hans
Ulrich Obrist, Marcel Proust and many others, and covers the history and themes of the series in
the Swiss Alps that has drawn pivotal cultural figures in the arts, architecture and other fields, to
discuss work of importance.

80 illustrations
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Transformative Avant-Garde and Other Writings is a comprehensive collection of writings by the
artist Krzysztof Wodiczko spanning from the 1970s to the present day. Known for his large-scale,
politically charged video and slide projections onto prominent architectural structures, this
publication explores the development of Wodiczko's political, theoretical and social motivations in
relation to his practice. These writings encompass the artist's ongoing critique of public space and
his argument for the integral role that art plays in challenging the institutionalised and national
narratives inscribed in the architecture of urban environments, and therefore in the democratic
process. Working with marginalised city residents since the 1980s as active, critical democratic
agents, Wodizcko explores the political and psychological potential of "fearless" or parrhesiastic
speaking in the reanimation of our public spaces and monuments.

AUTHOR:
Krzysztof Wodiczko is Professor in Residence at Harvard University and was awarded the
Hiroshima Prize in 1998 for his contribution as an artist to world peace. 
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The most famous work by America's premier ornithological artist, The Birds of America presented
435 large, hand-colored engravings depicting more than 1,000 birds of 489 species. John James
Audubon's historic volume, completed in 1838, was succeeded by the smaller lithographic
illustrations of the much more affordable yet highly collectible octavo edition. This new collection
contains 130 select plates from the octavo version, featuring splendid, scrupulously accurate
portraits of the snowy egret, wild turkey, brown pelican, screech owl, and more.

The birds are identified by both the common names used by Audubon and their modern
equivalents. The culmination of the nature illustrator's career, these stunning works offer realistic
portrayals of American birds in elegantly spare settings. An informative Introduction outlines the
artist's life and his work and provides background on the creation of the octavo edition.

AUTHOR:
America's greatest ornithological artist John James Audubon (1785–1851) came from his native
Haiti to America in 1803. After an unsuccessful attempt at farming, Audubon turned his attention
to collecting specimens of birds and portraying them in his inimitable paintings. After many years,
he obtained financing in England for publication of the massive folio edition of The Birds of
America, which established him as a major artist. Back in the United States, Audubon followed up
the first edition of The Birds of America with his Ornithological Biography, a readable
multi-volume companion to the massive plates, discussing the birds and his experiences studying
them; the smaller, octavo edition of The Birds of America; and a similar publication on American
animals, The Viviporous Quadrupeds of North America.
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The We, whose name means 'men who easily forgive', live in the forests along the western
border of the Ivory Coast. Theirs is regarded as a mask culture, as opposed to other societies
that have none (such as the Ashanti in Ghana).

The bold, striking sculpture on these masks ensured they would be among the first examples of
African art to captivate Cubist artists in the West. These eye-opening, exuberant,
phantasmagorical masks are astonishingly diverse and display a dazzling compositional
inventiveness. They clearly also influenced the art of neighbouring peoples, to the extent that, far
from being isolated in a remote corner of the jungle, this art has been identified as the keystone,
the pivot around which all the art of the area revolves giving the lie to the notion that the lines
drawn on maps by colonisers have any effect on the process of artistic creation. To which should
be added a further crucial point: it is no exaggeration to speak of a mask culture, so abundant
are they in each village, with a part to play in all community activities (legal, mystical, agricultural
. . . ) and a role in all the stages of life. The nature of this dynamic, mobile art is completely
different from the art of other peoples, where form suggests meaning and reveals the impact
and the type of ceremony it is associated with; in the case of the We masks, form is never an
indicator of category.

AUTHOR:
Alain-Michel Boyer, an anthropologist and art historian, is a university agrege and holds a
diploma from the Institut d'Etudes Politiques. He is a former Fulbright Scholar and has two
doctorates (Sorbonne). Alain-Michel Boyer has taught in several American universities. He is a
former member of the Conseil National des Universites in Paris and is now a professor emeritus
of African art. He lived in a village in the Ivory Coast for two years and often returns to the
country for long periods. He has also made many trips to Mali, Liberia, Ghana, Zimbabwe, etc.
for research purposes. He is the author of some twenty books, including Comment regarder les
arts d'Afrique (Hazan, 2017), Baule (5 Continents Editions, 2008), Le Corps africain (Hazan,
2006). He has published the only books on the masks and statuettes of two peoples until then
neglected by art historians: Les Yohoure de Cote d Ivoire: Faire danser les dieux (Ides et
Calendes, 2017) and Les Figurines kulango: Les esprits mysterieux de la brousse de la collection
Pierluigi Peroni (5 Continents Editions, 2017).

SELLING POINT:
•  Exploring the masks of an African culture that were one of Picasso's primary influences

60 colour, 23 b/w images
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The definitive biography of perhaps the most respected political figure in the world – fully
updated to within a month of publication.

Matthew Qvortrup's definitive and insightful biography of Angela Merkel is essential reading for
anyone interested in current affairs, the fate of Europe, or simply the story of a truly remarkable
woman. 

Based on over 14 years of in-depth research, Angela Merkel tells the story of the political titan's
astonishing rise from obscurity to become the most influential leader in Europe today. It follows
the German Chancellor's journey to prominence and power from a bleak childhood in East
Germany, and offers an unprecedented understanding of her inimitable personality and
perspective, explaining how her unique qualities have made Merkel perhaps the most respected
political figure on the world stage today.

AUTHOR:
Matthew Qvortrup is currently professor of political science at Coventry University's Centre for
Trust, Peace and Social Relations. He was educated at the University of Oxford and the London
College of Law and has written for Bloomberg Businessweek, The Guardian and The Times. He
also appears as a regular commentator for the BBC, on both radio and television.
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In October 1986 Jeremy Bamber was convicted of the murders of five members of his family at
their home in Essex. It was alleged he had killed his relatives before staging the scene so that it
appeared his sister, Sheila Caffell, had committed four acts of murder before turning the murder
weapon, an Anschutz semi-automatic rifle, on herself. The trial judge described Bamber, during
sentencing, as being 'warped', 'callous' and 'evil, almost beyond belief.' Bamber, however,
remains adamant he is the victim of a miscarriage of justice. Jeremy Bamber: Evil, Almost
Beyond Belief? examines the case in great detail. For the first time all of the relevant
information, from both the defence and prosecution cases, is explained.

AUTHOR:
Scott Lomax is a true crime author and human rights campaigner. Jeremy Bamber is his first
book. He has campaigned against the conviction of Barry George, who was acquitted in 2008 of
the murder of Jill Dando.
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Prelude to the Past is the story of Rosie Graefenberg, a German-Jewish journalist of the interwar
period, whose marriage to media mogul Franz Ullstein resulted in a scandal that brought down
the most powerful press empire in Europe and exposed the weakness of the democratic press in
Germany.

Prelude to the Past is the remarkable story of a young Jewish girl growing up in Germany during
the years leading up to the First World War and who experienced adulthood during the
tumultuous years between the two World Wars becoming one of the most important journalistic
figures of the period. Rosie Graefenberg was no ordinary woman. Born to a prominent
German-Jewish family, Rosie enjoyed an adventurous life as she pursued her career in
journalism. Her travels led her to spend several years in inter-war France, where she
experienced first-hand the attempts at Franco-German rapprochement in the aftermath of the
treaty of Versailles. She ventured to French Morocco, Soviet Russia, and into the French colonies
in Africa, leaving vivid portrayals of her encounters with these diverse societies and with many of
the major political and social figures of the day. Her life of romance and adventure ultimately led
her to marry Franz Ullstein, head of the most-powerful publishing dynasty and key representative
of the democratic press establishment in pre-World War II Germany. But an unconventional
marriage provoked family intrigues and political struggles that soon thrust Rosie into the greatest
scandal the German Republic would endure during its death throes before the establishment of
the Third Reich – the Ullstein Affair. Rosie Gräefenberg now found herself at the center of
European media attention, as accusations of her being a spy brought down the most powerful
media mogul in Europe and led to a drawn out legal battle that exposed the weaknesses of the
democratic press in Germany for all to see, helping lay the groundwork for the coming Nazi
takeover. In Prelude to the Past, Rosie Gräefenberg provides a masterful, impassioned account
of these events, in a fast-paced narrative, revealing many of the surprising motives behind them.
Now, for the first time in more than 80 years this tumultuous era comes to life through the eyes
of a powerful, passionate, strong, yet vulnerable Jewish woman who not only recorded the
events of the era but also helped to shape them Prelude to the Past is a unique feminine
perspective on a highly male-dominated era. With an introduction by Dr. Ernest H. Latham, the
foremost scholar on the life and work of Rosie Graefenberg, who later took the name R.G.
Waldeck, Prelude to the Past is a must read for anyone interested in European society in the
years preceding Hitler's domination of Europe.

AUTHOR:
Rosie Graefenberg, also known as R.G. Waldeck was important female journalist of the period
between the two world wars in Europe.
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In this groundbreaking work, a Nobel Prize-winning economist addresses the consumption
behavior of individuals and how it can be defined in a way that is supported by empirical evidence
and useful for research and planning. Milton Friedman introduced a distinction between
"measured income," what an individual earns in a specific period, and "permanent income," a
view that takes into account a longer period in an active economic life. He was thus able to
suggest that consumption tends to be, on average, the same fraction of permanent income
regardless of the income's extent and that the magnitude of the fraction depends on many
variables, including interest rates and family size.

Dr. Friedman was among the most prominent American economists of the twentieth century, a
powerful advocate of free market capitalism, and one of the founders of the well-known Chicago
School of Economics. The concepts he introduced in this thought-provoking book achieved broad
acceptance, stimulating further study and developing far-reaching effects on economic theory.

AUTHOR:
Milton Friedman (1912–2006) was one of the most prominent American economists of the 20th
century, a powerful advocate of free market capitalism, and one of the founders of the
well-known Chicago School of Economics. He received his PhD from Columbia University in 1946
and taught at the University of Chicago for 30 years. After retiring from Chicago he was a Senior
Research Fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution. His other books include Capitalism
and Freedom and A Monetary History of the United States, 1867–1960. In 1976, Friedman was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for "his achievements in the field of consumption analysis,
monetary history and theory, and for his demonstration of the complexity of stabilisation policy."
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Honouring the path of a slave, this dramatic picture-book biography and concise anthology of
Aesop's most child-friendly fables tells how a child born into slavery in ancient Greece found a
way to speak out against injustice by using the skill and wit of his storytelling–storytelling that has
survived for 2,500 years. Stunningly illustrated by two-time Caldecott Honor winner Pamela
Zagarenski.

The Tortoise and the Hare. The Boy Who Cried Wolf. The Fox and the Crow. For over 2,500
years, Aesop's fables have inspired generations of storytellers. Each of his stories has a lesson to
tell, but Aesop's true-life story is perhaps the most inspiring tale of them all.

Gracefully revealing the genesis of his tales, brought to life with stunning illustrations by two-time
Caldecott Honor winner Pamela Zagarenski, this true story of Aesop, a child born into slavery in
ancient Greece, shows how fables liberated him from captivity and spread wisdom over a
millennium. This is the only children's book biography about him. 

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Ian Lendler is the author of the acclaimed Stratford Zoo graphic novel series and the picture
books, Undone Fairy Tale, Saturday, and One Day A Dot. He is at one with the universe, but only
when eating pizza. He lives near San Francisco, CA.

Pamela Zagarenski is the winner of two Caldecott Honors. The books she has illustrated have
also been Booklist Editor's Choices, Horn Book Fanfare and Bulletin Blue Ribbon books, winners of
Bank Street's Claudia Lewis Award, and translated into many languages. As well as illustrating
picture books, she creates paintings and has a gift card line. She lives in Connecticut.
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Get your daily dose of girl power with this inspiring treasury bursting with ten stories about ten
amazing girls that can each be read aloud in five minutes flat!

Fearless, fun, determined, daring, kind, and confident... these girls rule! Whether you're looking
for a strong role model, a quick pick-me-up, a jolt of inspiration, or just a giggle, this treasury
has all that and more! A padded cover with plenty of glitz and gloss makes this the perfect book
for gifting.

Get empowered by these ten titles: David McPhail's Sisters; Mary Lyn Ray and Tricia Tusa's A
Violin for Elva; Marilyn Singer and Alexandra Boiger's Tallulah's Solo; Margarita Engle and Rafael
Lopez's Drum Dream Girl; Allison Oliver's Moon; Irena Kobald and Freya Blackwood’s My Two
Blankets; Billy Aronson and Jennifer Oxley's Melia and Jo; Camille Andros and Brianne Farley's
Charlotte the Scientist is Squished; Linda Sue Park and Ho Baek Lee's Bee-bim Bop!; and David
Goodner and Louis Thomas's Ginny Goblin is Not Allowed to Open this Box.

AGES: 4 to 7
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An enchanting collection of little known fairy tales about young women who prevail because of
their kindness and compassion.

1. Snow-White & Rose Red save an enchanted bear from an ungrateful goblin 

2. Marushka is sent to find strawberries in the snow by her cruel step-sister but wins the help of
the Twelve Months 

3. Ailsa climbs Mischanter Mountain to rescue her sister, armed with nothing more than her
sewing kit and her parents’ blessing 

4. Reinhilda outwits a witch and saves her sweetheart 

5. A kind henwife helps Morag find a home for her family with the help of a magic pot 

6. Agnes and a young Romany woman together overcome the curse of an enchanted cup 

7. Brigid honours a promise she made, even though it takes her to the underworld and back 
 
With an introduction by Isobelle Carmody, Snow White, Rose Red & Other Tales of Kind Young
Women contains tales from Germany, Slovenia, Ireland and the Scottish Travellers.
 
It will transform the way you think about fairy tales. 
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Blast into space with this deck of 36 wordless storytelling cards, featuring more than 30 games to
build problem-solving and writing skills in children ages 3 - 10. The 12 character, 12 object and
12 setting cards invite children to create stories about astronauts, aliens and more. 

AGES: 3 to 10

AUTHOR:
Christiane Engel, award-winning artist, also illustrated the popular Barefoot Books singalong Knick
Knack Paddy Whack. She lives in southeast England with her family.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Includes more than 30 games crafted by an education specialist to build literacy, sequencing
and problem-solving skills in children ages 3 - 10.
•  The robust instruction booklet includes kid-tested directions for activities that help children
understand basic story elements, as well as prompts for drawing and creative writing activities.
The cards themselves are colour-coded to indicate characters, objects and settings.
•  The deck's 36 sturdy, versatile cards are designed to withstand travel, frequent solo or group
play, and home or classroom use.
•  Features an exciting topic beloved by many children. The 12 character cards show space crew
members, fantastical aliens, space pets and more, sure to spark curiosity and imagination.
•  The 12 object and setting cards include spaceships, planets, and all sorts of wacky gadgets and
situations, presenting a variety of problems to solve and tools for building creative solutions.
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ELECTRICITY THROUGH TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS!

A wicked way to get started in the weird and wonderful world of electricity! Have some inspired
electrical fun with these simple experiments using all kinds of household equipment. Set up a cool
circuit using salty water and kitchen towel. Use pencils to create circuits. Make a home-made
battery that really works. Fascinate your friends with a break-dancing magnet. There are clear
step-by-step instructions shining a light on electrons and electronics. Sparky, scientific fun!

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Susan is an author, editor and first-class fact finder who writes creative and educational books
for children. Her book, Real-Life Mysteries, is the winner of the Blue Peter Book Award for Best
Book with Facts 2018. Kim is a children's book illustrator and designer who has worked for Ivy
Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed the range of language learning
series, Hello Languages. Nick is a physics teacher in the United Kingdom. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Makes electricity easy to understand
•  Energetic design to attract young learners
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These 16 full-page illustrations, derived from classic sources, offer realistic portrayals of the
best-known and most inspiring incidents from the Savior's life: the wedding at Cana, healing the
sick, the Sermon on the Mount, raising Lazarus from the dead, the Last Supper, the Crucifixion,
and many other moving scenes. These beautifully re-created images glow like real stained glass
when coloured and held up to a light source.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
One of Dover's most gifted and versatile artists, Marty Noble is the creator of more than 200
Dover items, including a huge variety of different colouring book formats, stickers, tattoos,
stencils, CD-ROMs, and more. Marty has also expertly re-created the art for most of the "Color
Your Own ..." series and the popular Saturday Evening Post colouring books. She has created
more than 50 unique Creative Haven titles, including such bestsellers as Art Nouveau Nature
Designs, Elegant Angels, Flower Mandalas, Tea Time, and more!



Mad for Math: Make Space for Geometry
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Geometry has never been funnier! Green, funny aliens will help children to master the knowledge
of shapes, formulas and figures. A new, entertaining activity book to challenge young readers
joins the worldwide successful "Mad for Math" series with a collection of fun games based on
geometry - which can really be fun! 

•  Children can be challenged with games of growing complexity though out this activity books -
and all answers can be found at the end. 
•  A didactic and educational, yet entertaining book which teaches children that you can not only
play with geometry... but also to have fun with it! 

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Mattia Crivellini earned his degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna and studied
Cognitive Sciences at the University of Indiana in the United States. In 2010, he founded MACRO,
a firm that offers corporate consultation in the field of internet and communications.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children. 

Includes 8 pages of stickers



Make and Colour Paper Dolls
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DELIGHTFULLY SIMPLE, CREATIVE AND FUN!

Create a fabulous paper wardrobe for the two press-out dolls provided at the back of the book.
There are 60 items of clothing and accessories to cut out and colour in, including clothes for
winter and summer, bedtime, dressing up and party time. Coloured crayons and a pair of
scissors are all you need! Extra ideas on making a cosy bed for the dolls, background scenes and
even a suitcase to pack for a journey. A delightfully simple book giving hours of creative fun.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Clare was brought up in North London where she still lives and works. Having studied graphics
and illustration at art college, Clare went straight to work for the BBC as an illustrator for
children's programmes. Clare still illustrates and writes lots of felt, fabric collage, pen and ink,
and paper collage books for children. Clare was brought up in North London where she still lives
and works. Having studied graphics and illustration at art college, Clare went straight to work for
the BBC as an illustrator for children's programmes. Clare still illustrates and writes lots of felt,
fabric collage, pen and ink, and paper collage books for children. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Packed full of crafting activities and ideas making excellent value for money
•  Dressing up appeals to all children
•  Perfect to do alone or together as adult and child, or even with friends and siblings!



Make and Colour Paper Planes
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DELIGHTFULLY SIMPLE, CREATIVE AND FUN!

Race your friends with the Silver Arrow, the Cloud Skimmer, the Loop the Looper and the Classic
Dart. Coloured crayons, a pair of scissors and careful folding are all you need to make up these
terrific paper planes...then watch them fly! A wonderful starter activity book for young plane
enthusiasts - hours of fun, folding and flying.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Clare was brought up in North London where she still lives and works. Having studied graphics
and illustration at art college, Clare went straight to work for the BBC as an illustrator for
children's programmes. Clare still illustrates and writes lots of felt, fabric collage, pen and ink,
and paper collage books for children. Clare was brought up in North London where she still lives
and works. Having studied graphics and illustration at art college, Clare went straight to work for
the BBC as an illustrator for children's programmes. Clare still illustrates and writes lots of felt,
fabric collage, pen and ink, and paper collage books for children. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Packed full of crafting activities and ideas making excellent value for money
•  Paper planes are perenially popular
•  Perfect to do alone or together as adult and child, or even with friends and siblings!



My First Book About Telling Time
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This series is a collection of texts for children which contains playing activities aimed to
encouraging the development of the main cognitive skills following the Montessori method and its
most typical topics. 

The contents follow a progressive complexity to challenge the children to complete various tasks
with great results all by themselves.

My first book about Telling Time is dedicated to 3 to 4 year old children. It leads them through a
series of concepts about the passing of time using a variety of fun games. The goal of the book
is to stimulate the development of temporal coordinates through phase changes, physical
changes and the evolution of moments throughout the day.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 8 pages of stickers



My First Book About the World
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This series is a collection of texts for children which contains playing activities aimed to
encouraging the development of the main cognitive skills following the Montessori method and its
most typical topics. 

The contents follow a progressive complexity to challenge the children to complete various tasks
with great results all by themselves.

My first book about the World. Using the Montessori concept of nesting elements where smaller
elements are contained in progressively bigger ones, the child can see the logical sequence of
their surroundings: to the house, city, country, continent and planet that they calls home. At the
end of the book, the world is presented from a wider perspective, space, and from there, the
world becomes the Planet Earth.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 8 pages of stickers



My First Box of Nature Flash Cards
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Maria Montessori believed it was important to build a child's vocabulary so she created
Nomenclature Cards that are used to familiarise the child with the world of nature by associating
each element with its name. In addition to learning the correct names, the child also develops a
system of categories and mentally creates a network of information through association and
classification. This makes the cards a fundamental tool in the Montessori Method of education and
the 100 Nomenclature Cards dedicated to the animals in the woods are a fun way for children to
explore and learn about nature.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 100 flash cards



My First Box of the Human Body
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My first Human Body box is a fun way for children from 5 to 7 to learn about and explore the
world of the human body. The activities contained make it possible to clearly and logically
organize the child's schematic knowledge of the body. Little explorers will become attentive
scientists, ready to investigate and explore the shape, the position and the function of the
primary organs and systems of the human body. Through a variety of games and interesting,
simple to use materials, the child will learn to distinguish the most important organs and to put
them in the correct place in the body. Fun, easy exercises to do with their own bodies will also
allow the little readers to experience physical reactions, first hand.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 16 page book, 15 gameboards, 1 poster



My First Box to Discover the Animals

Author: PIRODDI, CHIARA
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The materials of the Baby Montessori box have been created specifically for young children and
their need, which is at times difficult to express or understand, to find out about and explore the
world around them and to stimulate children's curiosity. 

•  Cards to stimulate the visual skills of the newborn, jigsaw from 10 months on, a poster to
focus on the four main moments of the toddler’s life (waking up, feeding, bath and sleep time). 

•  The colours chosen are specifically intended for the newborns as black and white are strong
colours that develop their visual skills. Red colour can be perceived from six months on and will
help to enhance the baby's skills

AGES: 0 to 12 months

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 16 page book, 16 gameboards, 1 poster



My First Handwriting Book

Author: PIRODDI, CHIARA
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This series is a collection of texts for children which contains playing activities aimed to
encouraging the development of the main cognitive skills following the Montessori method and its
most typical topics. 

The contents follow a progressive complexity to challenge the children to complete various tasks
with great results all by themselves.

My first Handwriting book. Using the Montessori approach, the process of handwriting can begin
quite early using a variety of activities that include manual exercises and fine motor skills training
with suggestions for activities to do at home using materials such as flour or sand so that the
manual exercises are done with constantly differing substances.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 8 pages of stickers



My First Travel Kit
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Here is the Montessori travel activity case, to be carried with us everywhere and anywhere. The
travel case contains 16 consoles, in small size materials, that are light, easy-to-handle and fun,
and which can be easily carried in a bag or rucksack. The activities proposed will capture the
interest and attention of your children, requiring them to use their fine motor skills, training their
visual-spatial abilities, creativity and logical reflection. Moreover, they can be used in complete
autonomy, thanks to simple strategies of visual association that will allow them to immediately
see if they have made a mistake. Children’s hands will be kept busy stringing, unstringing, sewing
and knotting some ribbon, moving and putting together puzzle pieces and dressing pretty dolls.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in Cognitive
Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in 2007. She
completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several books for
White Star Kids.

Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children.

Includes 16 page booklet and 15 gameboards.



Outer Space Fun! Activity Book
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Blast off for adventure! Kids will have fun with these out-of-this-world activities that range from
word searches and mazes to connect the dots and other puzzles! They can find a pathway
through the stars, solve cosmic crosswords, spot the differences between space robots, and
more. Solutions appear at the end, and the playful drawings are great for colouring, too.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Since 1968, Freddie Levin has divided her time between teaching art in Chicago schools and
illustrating children's books, greeting cards, and game boards. Her award-winning 1-2-3 Draw
series has sold over 1.5 million copies worldwide. She has also illustrated a variety of stickers and
coloring books for Dover.



Pirates: My Carry Around Activity Book

Author: OSTI, ARIANNA
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Join Captain Leo and his jolly crew on a real pirate's adventure.

A practical, colourful suitcase-shaped book full of fun games and activities to carry around with
you, thanks to its original shape and useful handle.

Set sail for Treasure Island and locate the right course among maps and mazes, spot the
differences between all the pirates, decorate your galleon with bright, cheerful stickers, colour
and count fish, draw your own treasure, find hidden objects and much more... These are just a
few of the activities this book offers to mentally exercise and stimulate young readers through
games, strengthening observation and mathematical skills. Use the funny stickers to enrich all the
illustrations, developing creativity to the utmost. Fun for everyone!

AGES: 3 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  A jolly, educational book to stimulate children's curiosity with a score of fun activities
•  The fascinating world of pirates and lots of brilliant games in a practical suitcaseshaped book
you can take everywhere
•  A collection of fun stickers to enrich illustrations and invent ever-new and thrilling stories



Slimy Science and Awesome Experiments
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STEP-BY-STEP EXPERIMENTS... WITH SLIME!

Amaze your friends and take your next steps in STEM with these weird and wonderful
experiments. You don't need any special equipment to get started. Test your tastebuds with
Sense-sational Science. Make some disgusting Ectoplasmic Gunk. Trick your friends with The
Incredible Rubber Egg. Create your own Volcanic Eruption. Revolt your family with a Pus-filled
Boil. There are clear step-by-step instructions and 'Fact Files' explain the science behind each
experiment. Slimy science is freaky, fascinating and fun!

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Susan is an author, editor and first-class fact finder who writes creative and educational books
for children. Her book, Real-Life Mysteries, is the winner of the Blue Peter Book Award for Best
Book with Facts 2018. Kim is a children's book illustrator and designer who has worked for Ivy
Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed the range of language learning
series, Hello Languages. Nick is a physics teacher in the United Kingdom. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Engages young scientists by using slime
•  Energetic design to attract young learners
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With hands-on projects, activities, and a wildlife field guide, kids discover how they can identify,
attract, and protect habitat for bees, butterflies, and wild animals living right around them. 

As concern for the welfare of species like honey bees and monarch butterflies grows alongside
awareness of the impact of climate change, inspiring the next generation of citizen scientists is
more important than ever. With Wildlife Ranger Action Guide, kids can make the world better for
the animals and insects they love, starting right in their own backyards. Dozens of hands-on
activities and habitat creation projects, such as making a frog pond from a kiddie pool, planting a
pollinator garden for bees, painting a bat house, and building a lodge for lizards, encourage
children to learn about and take an active role in protecting local wildlife. Lively photographic field
guides covering 78 North American wildlife species teach kids about the habits and habitats of
each and include tips for providing the plants and food needed for their survival.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Mary Kay Carson has written more than 50 books for young people about wildlife, space,
weather, nature, and history, including six titles in the acclaimed Science in the Field series
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), Weather Projects for Young Scientists (Chicago Review Press), and
more. She has served as associate editor of Scholastic Super Science magazine and developed
student and teacher guides for Audubon Adventures.



Wildlife Ranger Action Guide
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With hands-on projects, activities, and a wildlife field guide, kids discover how they can identify,
attract, and protect habitat for bees, butterflies, and wild animals living right around them. 

As concern for the welfare of species like honey bees and monarch butterflies grows alongside
awareness of the impact of climate change, inspiring the next generation of citizen scientists is
more important than ever. With Wildlife Ranger Action Guide, kids can make the world better for
the animals and insects they love, starting right in their own backyards. Dozens of hands-on
activities and habitat creation projects, such as making a frog pond from a kiddie pool, planting a
pollinator garden for bees, painting a bat house, and building a lodge for lizards, encourage
children to learn about and take an active role in protecting local wildlife. Lively photographic field
guides covering 78 North American wildlife species teach kids about the habits and habitats of
each and include tips for providing the plants and food needed for their survival.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Mary Kay Carson has written more than 50 books for young people about wildlife, space,
weather, nature, and history, including six titles in the acclaimed Science in the Field series
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), Weather Projects for Young Scientists (Chicago Review Press), and
more. She has served as associate editor of Scholastic Super Science magazine and developed
student and teacher guides for Audubon Adventures.
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An adventure story told in two languages.

•  Told half in French and half in English, switching continuously between both languages
•  Simple text and contextual clues make the story easy to understand for emergent readers in
both languages
•  Excellent resource for French-immersion students

Pierre and Paul are neighbours, friends, and explorers. Pierre speaks French and Paul speaks
English, but that doesn't stop them from sharing their adventures. The boys imagine everyday
situations into grand exploits - today, they are climbing the Himalayas!

To fuel their journey, they decide to make a mountainous sandwich. Pierre and Paul add
ingredients until the sandwich staggers, topples, and…avalanche! Ham and fromage, laitue and
cucumber jumble until they become a salad. The boys don’t really like salad... but explorers have
to be brave.

This story is told half in French and half in English, with simple phrasing and visual cues in the
illustrations making the story easy for early readers to decode in both languages. Illustrations in
a loose, colourful style make this vocabulary-learning tool also an engaging story of friendship
and imagination.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Caroline Adderson is an internationally published, award-winning author of books for readers of
all ages. Her children's books have won the Diamond Willow Award, the Sheila Egoff Award, and
the Chocolate Lily Award. Her books have been nominated for various awards, including the
Manitoba Young Readers' Choice Award, the Hackmatack Children's Choice Book Award, and the
Rocky Mountain Book Award. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Alice Carter is an Ottawa-based illustrator and writer. She graduated from the Ontario College of
Art and Design in Toronto. Alice is a member of the Society of Children's Book Writers and
Illustrators, and CANSCAIP. She is inspired by people watching, music and nature.
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Little Lobo returns to share his love of food and wrestling in this delicious follow-up to Vamos!
Let'sGo to the Market from Pura Belpre Medal-winning illustrator Raul the Third.

In this new Vamos! title, Let's Go Eat, Little Lobo is excited to take in a show with wrestling star
El Toro in his bustling border town. After getting lunch orders from The Bull and his friends to
help prepare for the event, Little Lobo takes readers on a tour of food trucks that sell his
favourite foods, like quesadillas with red peppers and Mexican-Korean tacos. Peppered with
easy-to-remember Latin-American Spanish vocabulary, this glorious celebration of food is sure to
leave every reader hungry for lunch!

Jam-packed with fun details and things to see, the Vamos! books are perfect for fans of Richard
Scarry and Where's Waldo?

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Raul the Third is the Pura Belpre Award-winning illustrator of the Lowriders in Space series by
Cathy Camper. He is currently working on a young adult graphic novel with David Bowles. He
grew up between El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, and now lives in Boston,
Massachusetts with colorist Elaine Bay.



All Around Bustletown: Summer

Author: BERNER, ROTRAUT SUSANNE

ISBN: 9783791374208

Imprint: Prestel

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 260 x 340 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Kids will enjoy hours of fun exploring these vibrantly detailed drawings that celebrate the joys of
summer in a busy town.

It's summer and that means flowers, picnics, thunderstorms, and bike rides. It's a busy time for
construction workers, farmers, and house painters. Playgrounds are filled with kids and
vacationers are boarding trains in droves. In the sky a pair of balloons drifts through every
scene, while on the street people of all ages make their way to an outdoor birthday party.
There's even a big storm that turns umbrellas inside out, sends hats flying, but ends in a lovely
rainbow. As kids pore over these oversized spreads, they will delight in identifying the same
characters on each page as they walk, play, jog, and roller skate - from homes to parks and
office buildings to rail stations. In the tradition of Richard Scarry and Where's Wally, this book
encourages kids to return again and again to these charming spreads, following along with the
characters and inventing their own stories. All kinds of summer activities come alive in these
endearing drawings that provide endless entertainment and spark engaging conversations.

AGES: 2 plus

AUTHOR:
One of Germany's best loved children's authors, Rotraut Susanne Berner has earned a worldwide
audience with her popular In the Town All Year 'Round series. She won the Hans Christian
Anderson award in 2016. She lives in Munich, Germany.



Barks and Beeps (Novelty Board Book)

Author: HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

ISBN: 9780358156574

Imprint: Houghton Mifflin Children

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 178 x 178 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Toddlers love dogs and trucks - and in this rhyming, interactive board book they get both! Pull
the tabs and spin the wheel to play all day with funny puppies and busy trucks.

Dogs and trucks work and play.
They love to bark and beep all day!

Pugs in a pickup, corgis selling ice cream cones, dalmatians spraying fire hoses... there are so
many cute dogs and hardworking trucks in this interactive board book for little hands!

AGES: 0 to 3



Dinosaurs Roar: Lift-the-Flap and
Discover

Author: JENKINS, STEVE

ISBN: 9780358040552

Imprint: Houghton Mifflin Children

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 133 x 241 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Chomp into this board book about dinosaurs by Caldecott Honor–winning artist Steve Jenkins.
Vibrant cut-paper collage art paired with bold action verbs, interactive lift-the-flaps, and
nonfiction facts make this a fun book to share with every little paleontologist. Roar!

Discover the world of dinosaurs and how they lived millions of years ago. Bold text, lift-the-flaps,
and colourful art offer an interactive introduction to dinosaurs for very young readers. Find
in-depth facts about dinosaurs, like how certain dinosaurs had feathers, while others swam in the
ocean. As a playful bonus, the top of the book is as bumpy as a triceratops's frill!

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonfiction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor-winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have been
called stunning, eye-popping, inventive, gorgeous, masterful, extraordinary, playful, irresistible,
compelling, engaging, accessible, glorious, and informative. He lives in Boulder, Colorado with his
wife and frequent collaborator, Robin Page.



Five Little Monkeys Count and Trace

Author: CHRISTELOW, EILEEN

ISBN: 9780358125044

Imprint: Houghton Mifflin Children

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 146 x 210 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Pages: 22

Learn to count and trace numbers with the Five Little Monkeys!

Join the Five Little Monkeys as they count from one to ten and learn to trace each number along
the way. Indented numbers are perfectly sized for little fingers to follow along, and interactive
flaps reveal exciting counting surprises throughout. 

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Eileen Christelow has written and illustrated numerous best-selling picture books including ten
popular stories about the Five Little Monkeys, Vote!, and Robins!: How They Grow Up. She lives
with her husband in East Dummerston, Vermont.



I Love Us: A Book about Family (with
Mirror and Fill-In Family Tree)

Author: HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

ISBN: 9780358193302

Imprint: Houghton Mifflin Children

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 178 x 178 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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A celebration of all types of families and the bond that holds each one together: Love! This book
includes a mirror so YOUR unique family will be reflected in the story. Work together to fill in the
bonus family tree with the names of everyone you love.

Families can be big, small, silly, adventurous, loud, or messy, but they all have love in common. I
Love Us! is all about the little ways families show they care: breakfasts made, play times shared,
hurts soothed, and good times celebrated. With a mirror surprise and fill-in family tree, this
special book makes a wonderful gift for children and the people who love them on Valentine's
Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day - every day!

AGES: 0 to 3



Love You Head to Toe

Author: BARRON, ASHLEY

ISBN: 9781771474030

Imprint: Owlkids Books

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 165 x 152 mm
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Release Date: 01/05/2020
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An endearing read-aloud that compares babies to other newborn animals.

Pairing creative rhyming similes with cut-paper collage art, Love You Head to Toe is an adorable
book that compares newborn babies to baby animals on every page. Bright, playful illustrations
show a different baby and a different species of animal, both engaged in similar behaviour:
babies stretch their limbs like sea stars, splash in the water like ducklings, toddle around like bear
cubs, and fill their chubby cheeks like chipmunks.

Action verbs on each page give the book energy and movement and reflect the varied activities
of a baby's day, with key elements like mealtime, bath time, and bedtime in chronological order.
Babies and caregivers of a wide range of ethnicities are represented in this heartwarming
read-aloud designed to show little ones how much they are cherished and loved.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Ashley Barron studied illustration at the Ontario College of Art & Design. She has since illustrated
a number of books with Owlkids, including Up!, Kyle Goes Alone, and the Math in Nature series,
and Kids Can Press. Ashley shares a studio with her partner and two cats in Toronto, Ontario .
She lives in Toronto, Ontario.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Authorial debut by award-winning illustrator Ashley Barron
•  Features a comparison to a different newborn animal on each page
•  Sequence of the story follows the course of a day



Mummy, What's in Your Tummy?

Author: ROMERO, BERNADITA

ISBN: 9781782859765

Imprint: Barefoot Books

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 165 x 165 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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What’s that growing in Mummy's tummy? Could it be a rabbit or a crocodile? With lyrical text,
gentle humour, and a sweet representation of the mother-child relationship, this imaginative
story is the perfect way to help older siblings prepare for a new baby's arrival with joy and
excitement. Colourful mixed-media illustrations make this an attractive gift book for growing
families.

AGES: 2 to 4

SELLING POINTS:
•  This imaginative story will help older siblings prepare for a new baby's arrival with joy and
excitement.
•  The connection between Mummy's growing tummy and the child's guessing about what could
be inside helps develop sensory integration and body awareness.
•  The soothing lyrical text with gentle humour makes this board book just right for a snuggly
storytime.
•  A sweet celebration of the mother-child relationship.



My New Haircut: Early Concepts: Shapes

Author: TURNER, JEFFREY

ISBN: 9780764359163

Imprint: Schiffer Publishing

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 152 x 152 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Who knew that haircuts could be all different shapes? Well, when you are a poodle you can
experiment with all kinds of new hairdos. This hilarious hairstyle search offers a simple visual
introduction to math that will make readers laugh again and again. Join in the fun as
mathematics and comedy come together for a clever introduction to shapes and vocabulary
building.

AGES: 0 plus

AUTHOR:
Jeffrey Turner worked in advertising for 30 years as an art director and creative director. He left
that career and became a children's book author and illustrator.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Learning basic shapes takes on a whole new style that will engage pre-schoolers as they build
vocabulary and chuckle along the way 
•  Comical hairdos and one hilarious poodle unite for lap-time or independent reading in this new
series of board books 
•  Parents and teachers will enjoy a brief lesson on shapes and how they are defined that will
help extend the learning potential



Night and Day

Author: PORCELLA, TERESA

ISBN: 9781782859741

Imprint: Barefoot Books

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 165 x 165 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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In alternating spreads of night and day, lift the flaps to discover the many ways this cute crew of
animals helps one another. Rhythmic, patterned text reinforces the concepts of day and night,
while the helpful animals encourage social-emotional skills. With interactive flaps and text that
prompts readers to guess what comes next, caregivers and young children will love sharing this
board book together. Illustrations by celebrated artist Sophie Fatus bring this kind and comedic
story to life. 

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHOR:
Teresa Porcella was born in Italy in 1965. For many years she has worked as an author, editor
and translator for several children's books publishers. She has taught children's literature and
editorial design at universities in Italy.

Sophie Fatus is a full-time illustrator and sculptress whose bright and distinctive artwork has
brought her international critical acclaim. Sophie's previous projects with Barefoot Books include
My Daddy is a Pretzel, My Big Barefoot Book of Wonderful Words, the bestselling Yoga Pretzels
deck and several popular singalongs.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Build fine motor skills and engage little hands and minds with interactive lift-the-flap elements.
•  Sets a positive example of friendship and kindness by showing the animal characters helping
each other out.
•  The rhythmic, patterned text is structured around night and day to reinforce early learning.
•  Colourful, comedic illustrations by favorite Barefoot artist Sophie Fatus are sure to cause
giggles for adults and children alike.



Sea Creatures Swim: Lift-the-Flap and
Discover

Author: JENKINS, STEVE

ISBN: 9780358040569

Imprint: Houghton Mifflin Children

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 133 x 241 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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Dive into a colourful deep-sea world and see how creatures move, drift, jet, and even fly in this
board book by Caldecott Honor–winning artist Steve Jenkins. Vibrant cut-paper collage art paired
with bold action verbs, interactive lift-the-flaps, and nonfiction facts make this the perfect read
for little oceanographers.

A flying fish leaps! A sea turtle dives!

Interactive lift-the-flaps, bold text, and colourful art team up to introduce sea creatures to very
young readers. Find in-depth facts, like which are some of the fastest - and slowest - swimmers
in the sea. As a playful bonus, the top of the book features a fun wavy shape.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonfiction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor-winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have been
called stunning, eye-popping, inventive, gorgeous, masterful, extraordinary, playful, irresistible,
compelling, engaging, accessible, glorious, and informative. He lives in Boulder, Colorado with his
wife and frequent collaborator, Robin Page.



Wild Week

Author: PORCELLA, TERESA

ISBN: 9781782859758

Imprint: Barefoot Books

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 165 x 165 mm
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On Monday, the hen lays an egg in the kitchen. On Tuesday, the shark cuddles a pillow in the
living room. Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this whimsical, colourful board book to reinforce
learning the days of the week and rooms of the house. With interactive flaps and text that
prompts readers to guess what comes next, caregivers and young children will love sharing this
book together. 

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHOR:
Teresa Porcella was born in Italy in 1965. For many years she has worked as an author, editor
and translator for several children's books publishers. She has taught children's literature and
editorial design at universities in Italy.

Carmen Queralt was born in Spain in 1952. She began her career in the world of illustration in
the 1990s, focusing primarily on children's books. She has worked as a freelance illustrator for
several publishing houses.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Build fine motor skills and engage little hands and minds with interactive lift-the-flap elements.
•  Unexpected animal activities - like a shark cuddling a pillow - are sure to inspire giggles in
readers of all ages.
•  Reinforce learning the days of the week and rooms of the house.



Clara Humble: Quiz Whiz

Author: HUMPHREY, ANNA

ISBN: 9781771474016

Imprint: Owlkids Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 140 x 203 mm
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Clara and Bradley's friendship is put to the test when they compete on a game show.

Clara Humble, the winsome and uber-confident fourth-grader who's been described as "Ramona
Quimby meets Timmy Failure" is back for a second adventure. When Clara and her best friend,
Bradley, discover their favourite game show, Smarty Pants - a mix of trivia and obstacle course
stunts - is recruiting in their area, Clara is sure she'll be chosen. Fame and game-show glory will
be hers... with Bradley's help, of course.

Things get complicated when Bradley also earns a contestant spot on the show, and the friends
are pitted against each other. It escalates into an epic schoolyard battle between boys and girls,
and not everyone is playing fair. Will Clara and Bradley's friendship survive? Between the tension,
sabotage, shenanigans, and Clara's comics featuring her alter ego @Cat, this is a flat-out funny,
fast-paced read.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Anna Humphrey is the author of the Clara Humble series, the Megabat series, and other novels
for middle-grade and young adult readers. Anna lives with her family in Kitchener, Ontario.

Lisa Cinar is an illustrator and owner of the online shop Draw Me a Lion. She has written and
illustrated several picture books in addition to the Clara Humble series. Lisa lives in Vancouver,
British Columbia.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Second book in the middle-grade Clara Humble series
•  Features a confident and irresistibly funny, relatable female protagonist
•  Clara's comic line drawings add context and laugh-out-loud humour



Grim, Grunt and Grizzle-Tail: A Tale from
Chile

Author: PARNELL, FRAN

ISBN: 9781782858461

Imprint: Barefoot Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 140 x 206 mm

Category: Child-Chapter

Release Date: 01/05/2020
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A frustrated king flies into a rage and turns his mischievous daughters into oranges. The
gruesome monsters Grim and Grunt decide they'd like to get their hands on the princesses, and
bully their little brother, Grizzle-Tail, into stealing the girls. Who will rescue the princesses from
the monsters' clutches?

AGES: 6 to 10

AUTHOR:
Fran Parnell has settled in Hebden Bridge, England, although her heart lives in Iceland with the
trolls. She has always loved monster tales, "the bigger and badder the better!"

Sophie Fatus is a full-time illustrator and sculptress whose bright and distinctive artwork has
brought her international critical acclaim. Sophie's previous projects with Barefoot Books include
My Daddy is a Pretzel, My Big Barefoot Book of Wonderful Words, the bestselling Yoga Pretzels
deck and several popular singalongs.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Grim, Grunt and Grizzle-Tail brings to life a folktale from the Quechua people of what is now
Chile.
•  Protagonists Pedro and Grizzle-Tail help each other overcome their bullies and work together
to save the day.
•  Immersive, full-colour artwork by favourite Barefoot illustrator Sophie Fatus allows children
who are just beginning to enjoy chapter books to grasp more advanced vocabulary and sentence
structure.



Last Last-Day-of-Summer

Author: GILES, LAMAR

ISBN: 9781328460837

Imprint: Versify

Binding: Hardcover

Dimensions: 147 x 211 mm
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The Hardy Boys meets The Phantom Tollbooth, in the new century! When two adventurous
cousins accidentally extend the last day of summer by freezing time, they find the secrets hidden
between the unmoving seconds, minutes, and hours are not the endless fun they expected.

Otto and Sheed are the local sleuths in their zany Virginia town, masters of unravelling mischief
using their unmatched powers of deduction. And as the summer winds down and the first day of
school looms, the boys are craving just a little bit more time for fun, even as they bicker over
what kind of fun they want to have. That is, until a mysterious man appears with a camera that
literally freezes time. Now, with the help of some very strange people and even stranger
creatures, Otto and Sheed will have to put aside their differences to save their town - and each
other - before time stops for good.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Lamar Giles is an Edgar Award-nominated author and has published three young adult novels. He
is the co-founder of #WeNeedDiverse books and has edited two #WNDB anthologies, including
2018's Fresh Ink.

London born and bred but of Nigerian heritage, Dapo Adeola is an illustrator and designer who
creates characters and images that challenge gender norms in a fun and upbeat way.



Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy

Author: SCHMIDT, GARY D.

ISBN: 9780358206392

Imprint: Clarion Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 130 x 194 mm
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Set in 1912 and centered on a historical event, the moving and compelling coming-of-age story
of Turner, a white minister's son who discovers joy through his friendship with a black girl, Lizzie,
and finds his own strength and voice after painful losses transform his life.

In this powerful and moving novel, Turner Buckminster, a preacher's son newly arrived in in
Phippsburg, Maine, meets Lizzie Bright Griffin, a strong, spirited black girl from Malaga Island, a
nearby island community founded by former slaves. All of Phippsburg, especially Turner's
repressive father, disapproves of their friendship, but Turner ignores them; Lizzie is the wisest,
most knowledgeable person he ever met. On top of knowing everything, she can row a boat and
pitch a baseball like a champ. The town's move to turn the island into a tourist attraction destroys
the powerless community, a historical event that occurred in 1912. It is the catalyst for a wave of
personal losses that shakes Turner's world but leaves him whole. With a new introduction by the
author and author's note.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHOR:
Gary D. Schmidt is the best-selling author of Pay Attention, Carter Jones; Orbiting Jupiter; the
Newbery Honor and Printz Honor book Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy; the Newbery Honor
book The Wednesday Wars; and Okay for Now. He is a professor of English at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.



Mother of Monsters: A Tale from South
Africa

Author: PARNELL, FRAN

ISBN: 9781782858478

Imprint: Barefoot Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 140 x 206 mm
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Mischievous Ntombi, the Chief's daughter, isn't at all afraid of the fearsome Ilunge River. But
when she goes to swim there, she enrages the Mother of Monsters and causes more trouble than
she could've imagined! Can Ntombi survive the monster's gigantic head, bulging eyes and thick,
slimy scales?

AGES: 6 to 10



Phantasmic Detective Agency

Author: LEATHERDALE, JULIAN

ISBN: 9780648194538

Imprint: Eagle Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 128 x 190 mm
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London, Christmas Eve, 1911: the world is changing fast: giant warships, aeroplanes with bombs,
spies and assassins, fear of war with Germany. And the cosy lives of teenagers Lily and Leo
Keeler,  who long for adventure, are about to be torn apart by secrets, espionage and monstrous
creatures from the shadows.  When a shadow-puppet play unexpectedly releases the hungry
spectre of Shadow Wolf, Lily and Leo get more adventure than they ever bargained for, as they
battle the threat with their uncle Alfred, a brilliant, notorious Sherlock Holmes- like paranormal
detective.

But that proves to be only the first mystery in a conspiracy that threatens the whole Keeler
family, as Lily and Leo's stage magician parents vanish for real in the middle of their latest
spectacular magic act. From the Royal Naval dockyards of Plymouth to the bone-stacked
catacombs of Paris, Lily and Leo and their uncle must confront eerie creatures and spine-tingling
danger as they are chased by a ruthless spy-ring determined to harness the dark forces of
Magick as weapons of war...
The Phantasmic Detective Agency is a gripping, original fantasy adventure novel for readers 10
plus.

With bucketloads of colourful history, all the magic of the theatre and excitement galore, The
Phantasmic Detective Agency is a cavalcade of imaginative steampunk delight! (Michael Pryor).

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Julian Leatherdale is a novelist, scriptwriter and playwright. His theatre work includes four
comedy cabarets, two musicals (Alex in Videoland and The Golem of Prague), a monologue for
Breaking Bread and the black comedy The Man Who Became Santa. He wrote animation scripts
for children's TV with SquareZero, London and researched and co-wrote two Film Australia-ABC
TV history documentaries The Forgotten Force and Return to Sandakan. His adult historical fiction
novels are Palace of Tears (A&U, 2015 and HarperCollins Germany, 2016) and The Opal
Dragonfly (A&U, 2018), with The City of Shadows(A&U), forthcoming in 2020.  He lives in the
Blue Mountains with his family. The Phantasmic Detective Agency is his first children's novel.

David Allan is an illustrator and artist whose first picture book, Two Trickster Tales from Russia
(retold by Sophie Masson) was published by Christmas Press in 2013. Since then, he has
illustrated the widely-acclaimed launch title for Eagle Books, Jules Verne's Mikhail Strogoff,
(translated by Stephanie Smee, published 2016) as well as three other picture books for
Christmas Press.



Robin's Destiny

Author: ALVAREZ, BEATTIE

ISBN: 9780648194569
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Michael Robins has a new game. It's cool. It's retro. It has bows and arrows, an evil king and
something that he can see out of the corner of his eye. 

A chance glitch and a child's sticky fingers finds Michael and his friends sucked inside the
computer where the game is reality and The Master is about to reset the program. 

Time is running out. Complete the levels or be deleted.     
With an unusual setting, great pace, and vivid characters, this short novel is a gripping
page-turner for readers aged 7-10.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
The most important thing about Beattie Alvarez is that she's a reader. She reads while she
cooks, eats and showers, but NOT in bed. This is mainly due to the fact that she can’t put the
book down — just one more chapter, and one after that and one after that until the book is
finished and the sun is rising. Her interests in reading and writing haven't changed much in the
last twenty years. Cosy picture books, YA, fantasy (the younger end normally, not so much high
fantasy) and a few murder mysteries line her bookshelves, bedside tables and handbag. When
she’s not reading, she's a writer, illustrator, editor, graphic designer, toy shop owner and dragon
maker. She has over half a dozen books with her name on the cover as an editor and author, is
half of the up-and-coming author Phoebe McArthur and has had several short stories published in
various places. 

David Allan is an illustrator and artist whose first picture book, Two Trickster Tales from Russia
(retold by Sophie Masson) was published by Christmas Press in 2013. Since then, he has
illustrated other picture books, as well as short story anthologies, a chapterbook, and storybooks
for reading programs. His work is in private and public collections, and he has participated in solo
and group exhibitions.
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After an old man dies, only his son Ivan keeps vigil. Ivan's reward is the magical stallion Starlight
Grey, which he hides from his greedy brothers. When the king challenges the young men of his
kingdom to win his daughter's hand, will Starlight Grey help Ivan succeed?

AGES: 6 to 10
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Celebrate friendship and loyalty and nurture global awareness with this boxed set of 4 illustrated
chapter books. These folktales from Algonquian, Russian, Quechua and Bantu cultures feature
simple, exciting plots and immersive, full-colour illustrations to capture the interest of emerging
readers. Books also available individually.

AGES: 6 to 10

SELLING POINTS:
•  These 4 stories that celebrate friendship and loyalty introduce folktales from Algonquian,
Russian, Quechua and Bantu peoples to teach children about cultures around the world and show
how much we all have in common.
•  Complex, exciting plots and immersive, full-colour artwork empower children who are just
beginning to enjoy chapter books to grasp more advanced vocabulary and sentence structure.
•  The beautiful boxed set format makes this collection of chapter books a long-lasting,
memorable gift.
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A hilarious time-travelling adventure, via Ted's remarkable toilet portal. Romans, toilet-humour,
and laugh-out-loud learning fun - what's not to love!?

When Ted accidentally discovers (don't ask!) that his toilet allows him to travel back in time to
any point in history, his (slightly soggy) discoveries are only just beginning. Join Ted on his fully
immersive adventure into Roman life, as he flushes himself back to ancient times to find out all
he can for his half term project from the Romans themselves!

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Steven Vinacour writes and directs TV shows and adverts and owns a content creation company,
creating content for people who want content creating. He likes skateboarding, dogs, magic,
going to the gym, eating and writing books about toilets (but not all at the same time). He can't
sing, plays football badly, his dancing abilities are questionable and he's not very good at being
an adult. Steven doesn't take life seriously enough and probably should know better.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Laugh out loud funny
•  History made fun
•  Toilet humour
•  A fantastic debut by an established comedy writer
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Discover what happens when a brave woman and her husband are kind to a terrible Chenoo.
Instead of letting themselves be scared of this man-eating monster, they feed him, provide him
with clothes, and make him snug and warm in their home. Can they melt his frozen heart?

AGES: 6 to 10
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In the third West Meadows mystery, Myron and friends solve a fruit fiasco.

Myron, the third-grade detective who loves logic, facts, and solving mysteries, gets the chance to
crack a third case when he finds out the school garden has been trampled and the strawberry
plants are missing. Are raccoons to blame? Or did the baseball team sabotage the garden to
take back their outfield? When neighbourhood gardens are also found short of strawberries,
Myron and his friends are on the case.

Myron's unique perspective from the autism spectrum and his eye for detail make him a
top-notch sleuth. Similarly, the other neurodiverse kids in his resource room have unique talents
that come in handy. Tech-lover Glitch's satellite image–plotting skills, artsy Jordan's
mould-making abilities, and super-social Hajrah's interview tactics come together to track down
the culprits.

Black-and-white spot illustrations accompany the text in the final West Meadows Detectives
mystery, a fun and accessible page-turner for independent readers.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Liam O'Donnell is an award-winning author and educator who has created over 40 graphic novels
and books for reluctant readers, including the West Meadows Detectives and the Max Finder
Mystery series. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Third and final book in the West Meadows Detectives series
•  Features a character on the autism spectrum and another with ADHD
•  Celebrates the unique strengths and abilities that come with neurodiversity, rather than
treating it as a disability
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We all know what a politician looks like, right? They're old people who wear suits and make long,
boring speeches full of indecipherable words. Not so fast! As The Art of the Possible explains,
everyone is a politician - even young people who aren’t yet eligible to vote. We all have influence
over how politics function.

But what are politics, and why do we need them? This book answers the universal query in nine
short chapters that explain everything from why we form societies and the basic types of
governments to the power of public opinion, methods of rhetoric, and the reasons why politicians
"lie."

Written in an accessible, conversational voice and packed with anecdotes and case studies from
across history and around the world, this book helps foster independent thought and curiosity
about how a government works - or doesn't work. Readers will come away equipped with the
knowledge they need to understand current events and elections, and maybe even be
empowered to civic action themselves.

Informational text features: table of contents, chapters, diagrams, sidebars, in-text definitions of
key terms, glossary, index, and sources.

AGES: 10 to 14

AUTHOR:
Edward Keenan is a writer, talk radio host, youth baseball and hockey coach, and father of three
children who lives and works in Toronto, Ontario. He is the city columnist at the Toronto Star
where he covers people and politics, and has previously worked as a senior editor at The Grid
and Eye Weekly, and as a blogger for The Walrus. His first book, Some Great Idea, a study of
the political history of Toronto, was published by Coach House Books in 2013.

Julie McLaughlin is a freelance illustrator whose clients include Harper Collins, Scholastic, Random
House, and more. Her work has been nominated for several awards including the Norma Fleck
Award for Canadian Children's Non-Fiction, which she won for Why We Live Where We Live
(Owlkids Books) by Kira Vermond in 2015. She is based in Victoria, BC.
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Avery is a little curious child who simply loves history! Follow him along time and space to learn
everything about the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Aztecs! Every title is an adventure
in history bringing together fiction and nonfiction: follow the "fictional" story of Avery and his
friends and learn history with the special in- depth spreads. Each volume is a great adventure
that's just about to begin! 

A new special format bringing together fiction (with the fun adventures of Avery) and non-fiction
spreads focusing on the main assets of the cultures of each historical period.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Jacopo Olivieri was born in Verona in 1966, but he spent part of his childhood in the Ivory Coast.
After working as an illustrator, cartoonist and toy designer, he decided to work in children's
books, as author, translator, editor and scriptwriter. 

Clarissa Corradin was born in Ivrea, Italy, in 1992. She attended the Academy of Fine Arts in
Turin, where she studied painting and illustration. At present she is working passionately on
illustrations for children's books.
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Avery is a little curious child who simply loves history! Follow him along time and space to learn
everything about the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Aztecs! Every title is an adventure
in history bringing together fiction and nonfiction: follow the "fictional" story of Avery and his
friends and learn history with the special in- depth spreads. Each volume is a great adventure
that's just about to begin!

A new special format bringing together fiction (with the fun adventures of Avery) and non-fiction
spreads focusing on the main assets of the cultures of each historical period.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Jacopo Olivieri was born in Verona in 1966, but he spent part of his childhood in the Ivory Coast.
After working as an illustrator, cartoonist and toy designer, he decided to work in children's
books, as author, translator, editor and scriptwriter. 

Clarissa Corradin was born in Ivrea, Italy, in 1992. She attended the Academy of Fine Arts in
Turin, where she studied painting and illustration. At present she is working passionately on
illustrations for children's books.
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Avery is a little curious child who simply loves history! Follow him along time and space to learn
everything about the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Aztecs! Every title is an adventure
in history bringing together fiction and nonfiction: follow the "fictional" story of Avery and his
friends and learn history with the special in- depth spreads. Each volume is a great adventure
that's just about to begin! 

A new special format bringing together fiction (with the fun adventures of Avery) and non-fiction
spreads focusing on the main assets of the cultures of each historical period.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Jacopo Olivieri was born in Verona in 1966, but he spent part of his childhood in the Ivory Coast.
After working as an illustrator, cartoonist and toy designer, he decided to work in children's
books, as author, translator, editor and scriptwriter. 

Clarissa Corradin was born in Ivrea, Italy, in 1992. She attended the Academy of Fine Arts in
Turin, where she studied painting and illustration. At present she is working passionately on
illustrations for children's books.
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Avery is a little curious child who simply loves history! Follow him along time and space to learn
everything about the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Aztecs! Every title is an adventure
in history bringing together fiction and nonfiction: follow the "fictional" story of Avery and his
friends and learn history with the special in- depth spreads. Each volume is a great adventure
that's just about to begin! 

A new special format bringing together fiction (with the fun adventures of Avery) and non-fiction
spreads focusing on the main assets of the cultures of each historical period.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Jacopo Olivieri was born in Verona in 1966, but he spent part of his childhood in the Ivory Coast.
After working as an illustrator, cartoonist and toy designer, he decided to work in children's
books, as author, translator, editor and scriptwriter. 

Clarissa Corradin was born in Ivrea, Italy, in 1992. She attended the Academy of Fine Arts in
Turin, where she studied painting and illustration. At present she is working passionately on
illustrations for children's books.
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"All parents should have this book on hand, and use it to open important dialogues with their
kids. Arm them with knowledge."  - Ellen Hopkins, best-selling author of the Crank trilogy.

Just Say Know! With drug education for children more important than ever, this nonfiction book
draws on the experiences of the New York Times bestselling father/son team and inspiration
behind the film Beautiful Boy David and Nic Sheff to provide all the information teens need to
know about drugs, alcohol, and addiction.

From David Sheff, author of Beautiful Boy (2008), and Nic Sheff, author of Tweak: Growing Up
on Methamphetamines (2008), comes the ultimate resource for learning about the realities of
drugs and alcohol for middle grade readers.

This book tells it as it is, with testimonials from peers who have been there and families who
have lived through the addiction of a loved one, along with the cold, hard facts about what drugs
and alcohol do to our bodies. From how to navigate peer pressure to outlets for stress to the
potential consequences of experimenting, Nic and David Sheff lay out the facts so that middle
grade readers can educate themselves.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHORS:
David Sheff is the author of several books, including the #1 New York Times best-selling memoir
Beautiful Boy. His writing has appeared in the New York Times, the New York Times Magazine,
Rolling Stone, Playboy, Wired, and many other publications. His ongoing research and reporting
on the science of addiction earned him a place on Time magazine's list of the World's Most
Influential People. Sheff and his family live in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Nic Sheff is the author of Tweak: Growing Up on Methamphetamines (2008), We All Fall Down:
Living with Addiction (2011), and the young adult novel Schizo (2014). He is a contributor to
TheFix.com, and recently wrote an episode of Netflix hit show 13 Reasons Why. He lives in
Beverly Hills.
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A lively guide to cat ownership written for kids, featuring practical information on care and
training along with rewarding ways to play and bond with a feline friend.

This fun and practical cat care book written just for kids will guide young cat owners in how to
provide a safe, healthy environment, deliver daily care, and ensure positive interactions and
rewarding, long-term relationships with feline friends.

Pet expert Arden Moore helps kids understand how cats think and what they need to be happy
and healthy, whether socialising a spunky new kitten or welcoming an adult cat into a household.
Along with essentials on topics such as how to read a cat's body language and proper litter box
protocol, fun and fascinating features cover the history of cat-human relationships, why and how
cats purr, "ask the vet" Q&As, trivia, DIY cat toys, and even tips for training a cat to come when
called (yes, you can!).

Information-packed and filled with photography and colorful illustrations that infuse each page
with feline energy, A Kid's Guide to Cats equips kids with everything they need to know to be
great cat caretakers and companions.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Arden Moore is the author of more than two dozen books on cats and dogs, including The Cat
Behavior Answer Book, The Dog Behavior Answer Book, and Real Food for Dogs. She hosts the
award-winning Oh! Behave Show on Pet Life Radio and travels North America teaching pet first
aid and pet behaviour classes with her dog, Kona, and cat, Casey. She has appeared on
hundreds of radio and television shows and is an in-demand speaker at pet conferences. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Interesting and essential information on cat history, behaviour, and health is presented in a
visually engaging way and with an inviting, entertaining voice designed to motivate and inspire
kids to become more involved in caring for and appreciating their cat.
•  Arden Moore is an enthusiastic ambassador for pet-human interaction, known for her
award-winning books, radio show, and nationwide presentations.
•  Many kids are eager to have a cat, but need guidance on how to interact with and care for
one.
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This lively dog care book, specially written for kids aged 8 and up, is packed with photos and
colorful illustrations that teach training, care, health, and safety, along with hands-on activities
promoting play and bonding with canine companions.

This fun and informative book gives young pet owners the canine know-how they need to make
having a dog a positive experience for all - pup, kids, and parents alike!

A Kid's Guide to Dogs delivers the basics of caring for and training a dog to develop good canine
habits with humour and creativity. In addition to learning about dog health and preparing for the
arrival of a new dog at home, kids will discover fascinating tips on decoding a dog's body
language and how to teach a dog simple tricks. Full of colourful photos and illustrations, the book
features easy crafts for making a dog bed, a doggy pinata, and toys; and offers dozens of ideas
for getting both kids and dogs active, with indoor and outdoor games, hiking, swimming, and
even a dog party with special treats kids can make themselves.

Animal behaviour consultant Arden Moore brings her expertise and years of sharing her pet
knowledge with audiences on radio, television, and in live talks and award-winning books to this
kid-geared guide. Whether the dog is new to the household or a long-time family member, this is
the perfect resource for getting kids to take more responsibility - and have more fun - as dog
owners.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Arden Moore is the author of more than two dozen books on cats and dogs, including The Cat
Behavior Answer Book, The Dog Behavior Answer Book, and Real Food for Dogs. She hosts the
award-winning Oh! Behave Show on Pet Life Radio and travels North America teaching pet first
aid and pet behaviour classes with her dog, Kona, and cat, Casey. She has appeared on
hundreds of radio and television shows and is an in-demand speaker at pet conferences. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features practical care information, training instructions, and bonding activities in a voice and
format kids will find engaging and accessible.
•  Arden Moore is an award-winning author and radio show host who is known for her use of
humour and fun to teach essential information about pet care.
•  Caring for an animal offers physical and emotional benefits for children, from reduced stress
and anxiety to increased time outdoors, and teaches kids responsibility and empathy.
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The Last Train is the harrowing true story about young brothers Paul and Oscar Arato and their
mother, Lenke, surviving the Nazi occupation during the final years of World War II.

Living in the town of Karcag, Hungary, the Aratos feel insulated from the war - even as it rages
all around them. Hungary is allied with Germany to protect its citizens from invasion, but in 1944
Hitler breaks his promise to keep the Nazis out of Hungary.

The Nazi occupation forces the family into situations of growing panic and fear: first into a ghetto
in their hometown; then a labor camp in Austria; and, finally, to the deadly Bergen Belsen camp
deep in the heart of Germany. Separated from their father, 6-year-old Paul and 11-year-old
Oscar must care for their increasingly sick mother, all while trying to maintain some semblance of
normalcy amid the horrors of the camp.

In the spring of 1945, the boys see British planes flying over the camp, and a spark of hope that
the war will soon end ignites. And then, they are forced onto a dark, stinking boxcar by the Nazi
guards. After four days on the train, the boys are convinced they will be killed, but through a
twist of fate, the train is discovered and liberated by a battalion of American soldiers marching
through Germany.

The book concludes when Paul, now a grown man living in Canada, stumbles upon photographs
on the internet of his train being liberated. After writing to the man who posted the pictures, Paul
is presented with an opportunity to meet his rescuers at a reunion in New York - but first he must
decide if he is prepared to reopen the wounds of his past.

AGES: 9 plus

AUTHOR:
Rona Arato, a former teacher, is an award-winning children's author with a strong interest in the
field of human rights. From 1994 to 1998, she was an interviewer for Survivors of the Shoah, a
Steven Spielberg project that recorded the histories of Holocaust survivors. She is the author of
Courage and Compassion and the On a Day Story Voyages series, among others. She lives in
Toronto.
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A back-to-basics overview of our environment.

The environment is an essential but sometimes tough and weighty concept to grasp. This
engaging nonfiction book takes readers back to the basics, offering an accessible overview of
what makes up our environment, how those parts work, and why they matter. Divided into five
sections - water, air, soil, energy, and climate - the book uses facts, figures, and simple
language to give an overarching survey of our environment.

Questions run throughout the text, creating a spirit of inquiry. Where does the water we use
every day come from? What is the atmosphere? How does pollution affect soil? What is
renewable energy? What influences climate? And how do we protect our planet for the future?

With an appealing design and simple drawings and diagrams to support comprehension, this book
takes a positive spin on the environment, reinforcing the importance of taking care of each
element. Informational text features include a table of contents, sidebars, diagrams, and
glossary.

AGES: 9 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jacques Pasquet is a French writer, storyteller, and performer who has written many books for
both kids and adults, including My Wounded Island, a picture book about climate change in the
Arctic. He was a lecturer in the Department of Literary Studies at the Universite du Quebec a
Montreal for many years. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Born in France, Yves Dumont graduated from the School of Graphic Research (ERG) in Brussels in
1999, and then moved to Quebec in 2008 to pursue his art. He has illustrated more than fifty
books for children. He lives and works in Montreal, Quebec.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A broad look at water, air, soil, energy, and climate that pulls together and distils a wide range
of information
•  Packed with fascinating facts and figures
•  Has a positive tone of protecting the planet against climate change
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The inspiring memoir for young readers about a Latina rocket scientist whose early life was
transformed by joining the Girl Scouts and who currently serves as CEO of the Girl Scouts of the
USA.

A meningitis outbreak in their underprivileged neighbourhood left Sylvia Acevedo's family forever
altered. As she struggled in the aftermath of loss, young Sylvia's life transformed when she
joined the Brownies. The Girl Scouts taught her how to take control of her world and nourished
her love of numbers and science.

With new confidence, Sylvia navigated shifting cultural expectations at school and at home,
forging her own trail to become one of the first Latinx to graduate with a master's in engineering
from Stanford University and going on to become a rocket scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHOR:
Sylvia Acevedo is a rocket scientist and award-winning entrepreneur who served on the White
House Commission for Educational Excellence for Hispanics and is currently the CEO of the Girl
Scouts of the US.
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Here's an insider's tour of the fascinating lives of Gertrude Stein and her partner, Alice B. Toklas,
amusingly addressed directly to the reader ("The next time you go to Paris..."). It explores the
couple's art collection, their famous writer and artist friends and even their dog, Basket. It also
describes how Gertrude's book The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas was not about Alice, but was
more about Gertrude herself! A celebration of creativity and the creative process, this original
and very readable picture book biography champions two women who dared to live
unconventional lives.

In playful free verse, author Evie Robillard offers a unique introduction to one of the most
influential figures of twentieth-century art and literature. It includes twelve child-friendly
quotations from Stein's work, such as: "It takes a lot of time to be a genius, you have to sit
around so much doing nothing, really doing nothing." Illustrator Rachel Katstaller's fun yet
detailed art delightfully evokes the time and place of the text. Touching on literature, history,
writing and the visual arts, this biography offers loads of direct curriculum applications. Back
matter includes a time line, "snapshots," sources and an author's note with further background.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Evie Robillard first traveled to Paris in 2001. Not long after that, she happened upon the film
Paris Was a Woman and soon found herself reading book after book written by or about
Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas. Evie was delighted to learn the tales of the many American
women who were clever and resourceful and bold enough to move to the City of Light in the
early twentieth century. Evie is a former children's librarian and writing teacher. She writes for
both adults and children. She's the mother of two grown sons and makes her home in Madison,
Wisconsin.

Rachel Katstaller is a children's book illustrator from El Salvador, a tiny country in the tropics of
Central America. She now lives and works in a studio perched in the Austrian Alps, where she
daydreams about eating croissants in Paris. Her cat, Hemingway, was named after a famous
writer who was once mentored by Gertrude Stein.
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Come along on a lively, lyrical exploration of the world's most beloved sports. Rhyming text and
energetic artwork featuring a diverse group of children introduce the basics of eight sports
popular around the world: baseball, track, football/soccer, gymnastics, hockey, karate,
basketball, and swimming. Includes educational endnotes and art by celebrated illustrator
Christiane Engel.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Celeste Cortright loves to sing songs and imagine children's books during her bike-commutes in
Boston, Massachusetts, USA, where she works as a design director and picks up her weekly farm
share. She has previously written The More We Get Together for Barefoot Books.

Award-winning artist Christiane Engel also illustrated the popular Barefoot Books singalongs Knick
Knack Paddy Whack and Dump Truck Disco, as well as the critically-acclaimed Baby's First Words.
She lives in southeast England with her family.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Explore eight of the world's most beloved sports in the rhyming text of the book, and learn
even more in the educational endnotes.
•  Features the most played and most watched sports in the world, including baseball, swimming,
gymnastics and more!
•   Bright, energetic artwork features a diverse group of children, drawn by beloved Barefoot
artist Christiane Engel, illustrator of Baby's First Words, Dump Truck Disco, Build-a-Story Cards:
Space Quest and other titles.
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Come along on a lively, lyrical exploration of the world's most beloved sports. Rhyming text and
energetic artwork featuring a diverse group of children introduce the basics of eight sports
popular around the world: baseball, track, football/soccer, gymnastics, hockey, karate,
basketball, and swimming. Includes educational endnotes and art by celebrated illustrator
Christiane Engel.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Celeste Cortright loves to sing songs and imagine children's books during her bike-commutes in
Boston, Massachusetts, USA, where she works as a design director and picks up her weekly farm
share. She has previously written The More We Get Together for Barefoot Books.

Award-winning artist Christiane Engel also illustrated the popular Barefoot Books singalongs Knick
Knack Paddy Whack and Dump Truck Disco, as well as the critically-acclaimed Baby's First Words.
She lives in southeast England with her family.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Explore eight of the world's most beloved sports in the rhyming text of the book, and learn
even more in the educational endnotes.
•  Features the most played and most watched sports in the world, including baseball, swimming,
gymnastics and more!
•   Bright, energetic artwork features a diverse group of children, drawn by beloved Barefoot
artist Christiane Engel, illustrator of Baby's First Words, Dump Truck Disco, Build-a-Story Cards:
Space Quest and other titles.
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How - and why - do trends go viral?

Fads and trends: How do they start? Why do they spread? And how deep can their impact be?
Although trends might seem trivial, if you dig deeper, you'll find that our desire to chase the next
big thing can have an even bigger impact than expected.

Established middle-grade author Kira Vermond and cartoonist Clayton Hanmer team up in this
fun and accessible nonfiction look at fads. In four short chapters, the book explores what a fad
is, how the latest crazes catch on, and what makes us jump on the bandwagon. Finally, it looks
at the fascinating and even frightening effects of fads both modern and historic. Who knew the
beaver pelt craze in 17th century Europe would change ecosystems, start wars, and disrupt life
as people knew it?

Comic-strip illustrations, an upbeat tone, and reader-friendly text make this a fun and timely tool
for young readers who are building critical-thinking skills in the age of fake news and a world
gone viral.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Kira Vermond is an award-winning writer with over 1,500 articles to her name. She is a frequent
contributor to the Globe and Mail and Chatelaine, and is the author of Why We Live Where We
Live, which won the Norma Fleck Award, and Half-Truths and Brazen Lies. She lives in Guelph,
Ontario.

Clayton Hanmer (aka CTON) is an illustrator whose energetic comic style has given him a broad
range of clients from the New York Times to National Geographic Kids. He has illustrated several
children's books and is the creator of 'What a Hoot', a regular comic in OWL Magazine. Clayton
lives in Toronto with his super awesome wife, amazing daughter and weird cat named Graphite.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Timely in the age of viral content and fake news
•  Encourages critical thinking and media literacy
•  Includes index and selected bibliography
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Think animals are all well-behaved? Think again. These thirteen play dirty. But they're about to
get caught!

A fish who deceives her prey with a light dangling in front of her mouth? A bird who leaves her
eggs in another bird's nest to be raised? A monkey who shouts "Danger" to scare away the
others from the fruit? Meet some of the animal kingdom's most wanted criminals! Slippery Slick,
Queenie the Meanie, Lil' Cupid - they're all here in this hilarious book of animal case files that
include rap sheets, mug shots, reports of criminal activity and more. All thirteen animals stand
accused of playing dirty, but now that Detective X is hot on their trail, their criminal days may
soon be behind them!

Author Heather Tekavec offers an original approach to investigating animal behaviour, with a fun
storyline built on hardcore facts. Paired with Susan Batori's cheeky illustrations, this is a
laugh-out-loud read that explores fascinating animal science. Each animal "criminal" gets a
spread that's filled with facts about the animal's characteristics, including distinguishing features,
diet, life span, habitat and more, as well as a description of the animal's "bad" behaviour and the
reason behind it. This book offers direct STEAM links to life science curriculum, particularly
lessons on the characteristics of living things. The underlying premise of the book also offers the
opportunity for discussions on what it means to play fair in the world.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Heather Tekavec discovered while working as a preschool teacher that children's books were a lot
more fun than adult books. In addition to books, Heather enjoys writing short stories, articles
and poems for children's magazines, such as CRICKET, Chirp, Highlights and Totline, and has
delved a few times into writing scripts and directing live theater. Heather lives in Cloverdale,
British Columbia.

Susan Batori is a Hungarian illustrator, graphic designer and character design addict. Watch out -
no one, not even her boyfriend or cat, is safe from becoming a funny character in an illustration.
If you aren't careful, she just might use you as inspiration...
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Nature never ceases to amaze us, especially in the animal kingdom! In this book, children will be
able to follow the adventures of an intrepid explorer through his researches, which have brought
him face to face with some of the most bizarre and extinct animals in the world. Young readers
will discover that our planet was once inhabited by armadillos the size of a car, rhinoceroses
without horns as tall as a giraffe and elephants no bigger than a sheep. 

•  A voyage through time for children to discover curious things about our planet and how it has
changed over the years causing the extinction of many animals, reading fascinating information. 
•  The protagonist of this book, our intrepid explorer, will lead children in discovery of wonderful
extinct animals. 

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR: 
Cristina Banfi, A graduate in Natural Sciences from the University of Milan, Cristina has taught at
various schools. For over twenty years, she has been working in the scientific communication and
teaching through play for children.

Rossella Trionfetti, after her high school certificate in Applied Art, specialised in the field of
illustration. She currently works as a children's illustrator, also collaborating in the creation of
apps and interactive games. 
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Unravel the mysteries of time, from the Maya calendar to Einstein's wormholes, in this fun and
fact-filled exploration for young readers.

In this thought provoking book, curious readers will discover all kinds of fascinating information
about how and why we think about time. Chapters on mythology discuss Chronos, Janus, and the
legend of the Phoenix. Others look at how different cultures perceive time - as a straight line or
in circles? Young readers will learn how animals and plants tell time, how the study of longitude
and latitude is related to clocks, and why an hour used to last one hundred minutes. Along the
way, they'll encounter historic time pieces such as sundials, chronometers, and Al-Jazari's famous
12th-century elephant clock. The book also invites readers to ponder important questions about
what time means to us today: can you actually save time? Can you run out of it? And is it really
better to accomplish more in less time? These concepts are introduced in accessible chapters and
illustrated with vibrant drawings. Absorbing and world-enlarging, this elegant book explores a
challenging concept in an engaging way that encourages discussion and further learning.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Kathrin Koller is a translator and journalist specializing in children's and youth media. Her film I
Will was nominated for the Berlin Children's Theater Awards. She lives in Berlin, Germany.

Irmela Schautz is an award-winning illustrator of books for children as well as general science
books, biographies, international literature, magazines, and newspapers. She teaches at the
Academy for Illustration and Design in Berlin, Germany.
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A new title joins the series of large build-up board books, developed for children aged 4 to 8 to
teach them about the fantastic world of unicorns using a fun, playful approach. It includes short,
simple texts that examine some of the aspects of this magical world with detachable cardboard
figures that can be mounted on pedestals and used to create imaginary stories and adventures.

•  Children can detach the wonderful cardboard cut-out from the page as well as their pedestals,
and build the 3D figures of their most beloved unicorns.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Federica Magrin born in Varese in 1978, has worked in publishing for over ten years, first as
editor of Edizioni De Agostini and now as a freelance. She mainly works in children's books, but
also writes educational texts and stories and translates novels.

Claudia Bordin taught for five years Art and Image in primary schools, after graduating at the
European Institute of Design. Now, she works as an illustrator with some publishing houses and
adv agencies and is also involved in custom-made wedding stationery.
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An empowering story that shows it’s never too late to learn new things.

Clarence Brazier kept a big secret for nearly one hundred years: he didn't know how to read.
This picture book tells the true story of his journey to learn - and then love - to read.

As a young boy, Clarence cut class and took over the farm work when his father was blinded in
an accident. Clarence worked as a logger, maintained his own successful farm, and became a
father and a grandfather. All the while, he never learned to read. His wife was the only one who
knew his secret. When she passed away, Clarence taught himself to read using junk mail. He was
almost one hundred years old! Eventually, Clarence confessed to his daughter, a teacher, who
helped him learn more. He went on to love reading and became a passionate literacy advocate
until he died at age 106.

This inspirational and empowering story highlights Clarence's resourcefulness and the power of
literacy. It illustrates the use of growth mindset to achieve difficult goals, and shows it's never too
late to learn a new skill.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHORS:
Roy MacGregor is the best-selling author of more than 50 books and an award-winning journalist,
author and screenwriter. He is an Officer of the Order of Canada, and lives in Kanata, Ontario.
MacGregor says that getting to know about Clarence and interviewing him was one of the great
joys of his life.

Christine MacGregor Cation is a high school teacher in the field of visual arts. Clarence's Big
Secret, co-written with her father, is her first picture book. Like Clarence, Christine was reluctant
to read and write as a child. Today she loves to read, especially with her children. Christine lives
in Kanata, Ontario, with her husband and two children.

Mathilde Cinq-Mars illustrates picture books and graphic novels with pencils and watercolours,
creates editorial art for magazines, and animation for television. She graduated from visual arts
at the Universite de Strasbourg, and lives with her partner and daughter in Trois-Rivieres,
Quebec. Mathilde could read by the time she was six, but has never cut down a tree or milked a
cow!
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This lyrical tale, written in simple free verse, tells how a game with roots in ancient China - called
elastic skip in this story - helps a boy find his footing on his first day at a new school.

It is David's first day at his brand-new school. He doesn't know anyone. At recess, he stands
alone and watches the other children enjoying their activities on the playground, from practicing
soccer moves and climbing monkey bars to playing hopscotch and daydreaming in the grass.
Bundled deep inside David's pocket is a string of rubber bands, knotted and ready for a game of
elastic skip. But will anyone want to try that game? he wonders. Will anyone want to play with
him?

With simple, lyrical free verse, Alan Woo echoes the singsong of schoolyard games to draw
readers into the deeper levels of this lovely and poignant picture book story. Exploring the
themes of friendship, diversity, belonging and inclusion, the book also celebrates David's
self-acceptance and comfort with his own unique identity. With roots in ancient China, David's
jump-rope game - called elastic skip in the story, but known by many different names - is a
symbol for multicultural connections, linking David and his new schoolmates through the sharing
of his background. Katty Maurey's colourful screen print-style illustrations evoke the seemingly
endless space, energy, brightness and noise of recess. And through changing perspective,
readers see David's evolution from a small figure lost in the crowd to a larger, central one at the
story's close. This book would make an excellent choice for social studies discussions on
community or cultures. It also could launch discussions on courage or individuality.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Alan Woo is an enthusiastic teen-services librarian with the Surrey Public Library. Maggie's
Chopsticks, his first picture book, won the Christie Harris Illustrated Children's Literature Prize and
was shortlisted for the Chocolate Lily Award. Alan's writing has appeared in Ricepaper and Quills
Canadian Poetry Magazine, among other publications. Alan lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Graphic designer Katty Maurey has illustrated a number of books for children, including Kyo
Maclear's The Specific Ocean and Andrew Larsen's The Man Who Loved Libraries, and has been
nominated for the Governor General's Literary Award for Illustration. She lives in Montreal,
Quebec.
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Take on a magical journey through the world of healing flowers in this children's book by
renowned artist Olaf Hajek.

Olaf Hajek's fantastical and mesmerizing art is familiar to many adults. Now young readers can
enjoy his work while learning about the fascinating health benefits of flowers they encounter
every day. Hajek's paintings spring to life, populated by insects, birds, fruit, and fairytales that
illustrate the drama of the natural world. Accompanying each painting are engaging texts that
explore various cultural and medicinal aspects of the flowers as well as their importance to
artists, writers, and healers. As they learn how iris roots were used to alleviate teething pain in
babies and how poppy plants led to the invention of the salt shaker, kids will also get to know a
garden's worth of blooms - from wild roses to carnations and peonies to marigolds. Kids will look
at flowers in a whole new light and will delight in this beautiful keepsake of botanical illustrations
by a celebrated artist.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Christine Paxmann has written books on cooking, gardening, and art for children and adults. She
lives in Munich, Germany.

Olaf Hajek's illustrations have been featured in publications like The Financial Times, The New
Yorker, Rolling Stone, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, GQ, and Architectural
Digest. His personal work has been exhibited in solo exhibitions in Hamburg, Munich, Berlin,
Atlanta, Cape Town, and London. He lives in Berlin, Germany.
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What do you see from your window? This #OwnVoices picture book from Brazil offers a
first-hand view of what children growing up in the favelas of Rio de Janiero see everyday. A
vibrant and diverse celebration of urban community living, brought to life by unique, colourful
illustrations that juxtapose brick buildings with lush jungle plants.

AGES: 4 to 10

AUTHOR:
Otavio Junior is a Brazilian writer, actor, storyteller and theater producer. He opened the first
library in the favelas of Complexo de Penha and Alemao in Rio de Janiero.

Vanina Starkoff is a graphic designer, illustrator and children's book author with eleven books to
her credit. She lives in Buzios, Brazil, and runs workshops teaching art to indigenous children.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Written and illustrated by Brazilian creators, this #OwnVoices picture book offers a first-hand
view of the cultural details of urban life in Rio de Janeiro.
•  Busy, colourful illustrations packed with a diverse cast of characters celebrate the importance
of community.
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What do you see from your window? This #OwnVoices picture book from Brazil offers a
first-hand view of what children growing up in the favelas of Rio de Janiero see everyday. A
vibrant and diverse celebration of urban community living, brought to life by unique, colourful
illustrations that juxtapose brick buildings with lush jungle plants.

AGES: 4 to 10

AUTHOR:
Otavio Junior is a Brazilian writer, actor, storyteller and theater producer. He opened the first
library in the favelas of Complexo de Penha and Alemao in Rio de Janiero.

Vanina Starkoff is a graphic designer, illustrator and children's book author with eleven books to
her credit. She lives in Buzios, Brazil, and runs workshops teaching art to indigenous children.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Written and illustrated by Brazilian creators, this #OwnVoices picture book offers a first-hand
view of the cultural details of urban life in Rio de Janeiro.
•  Busy, colourful illustrations packed with a diverse cast of characters celebrate the importance
of community.
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Every veggie needs their shut-eye in this restful, charming story set in the community garden,
illustrated by New York Times bestselling artist Zachariah OHora. Perfect for fans of the Llama
Llama series.

As the sun begins to set, the tomatoes are tuckered out, the cucumbers are calm, and the beets
are simply beat.

But what's got them all so exhausted?

Celebrate the turning of day to night in this perfect bedtime ritual for plants - and humans -
everywhere!

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Diana Murray writes poetry and books for children. Her other books include City Shapes, Summer
Color!, One Snowy Day, and Doris the Bookasaurus. She grew up in New York City and still lives
nearby with her husband, two daughters, and many pets. Diana never met a vegetable she didn't
like.

Zachariah OHora loves veggies, especially when they are pickled. He is the illustrator of the New
York Times bestselling book Wolfie the Bunny. And he is the author and illustrator of a number of
award-winning books including Niblet & Ralph, The Not So Quiet Library, and My Cousin Momo!
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A young, enthusiastic student of marine life takes the readers on a quest to discover the fantasy
creatures that live in the sea. The children will read her diary, filled with information, legends and
details. 

Tips are also intended for all sea life lovers to do their part and keep the ocean clean and defend
the kingdom of its creatures that today, more than ever, is threatened by dangerous,
irresponsible behaviour. 

•  Two sections dedicated to the underwater creatures: those who live on the surface and those
who live in the abysses. 
•  Short, fun, approachable stories that describe each creature and explain how to catch sight of
it, how to tame it and what makes it angry 
•  At the end of the story, the readers will find a short test, similar to the one the book's narrator
must take, so that they'll get their Certificate of Fantastic Creatures Keeper, that children can
detach from the book and  fill in. 

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Giuseppe D'Anna was born and raised in sunny Sicily and trained to be a graphic designer and
artist in the hills of Tuscany. He currently lives here and there (as well as sometimes everywhere)
and occasionally finds his fun writing books for children and young adults.

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids. 
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Akiko Miyakoshi's enchanting picture book explores how an innkeeper who spends his days at the
crossroads of others' journeys secretly longs to have adventures of his own.

People from all over the world come and go at the innkeeper's little hotel. He enjoys meeting
them, and many even become his friends. Only, sometimes, when he goes to sleep at night, the
desire to travel far away himself wells up inside him. He dreams of packing a big bag and
journeying wherever he pleases, from one unfamiliar town to another. He imagines stopping to
visit friends and having wonderful and unexpected experiences. The innkeeper continues to go
about his daily routine at his hotel, but, someday, he is sure, he will explore the world.

This beautiful picture book from multi-award-winning and internationally best-selling
author-illustrator Akiko Miyakoshi thoughtfully speaks to the common experience of longing for
something new and exciting, while feeling comfort in the familiar. The artwork's muted colors and
soft focus give it a dreamlike quality and, paired with the spare, simple text, invokes wonder,
leaving many questions open to interpretation. This book perfectly captures the feeling of
wanderlust, of being curious about the world, wanting to see other places and how other people
live. It could ignite intriguing conversations with children about what they long to do. Its message
is also likely to resonate with adults.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Akiko Miyakoshi was born in Saitama, on the island of Honshu in Japan. She began creating
picture books while studying visual communication design at Musashino Art University. Her first
picture book, The Storm, won the Nissan Children's Storybook and Picture Book Grand Prix.
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A kaleidoscope of fun transforms a grey day in this marvellously offbeat and stimulating journey
through the world of colour.

One winter morning, Otto the cat looks out the window and sighs, ''Why is everything so grey
today?'' Luckily his friend Leon the chameleon is around to show him just how many colours
there are in the world. In these exciting and funny spreads filled to the brim with brilliantly
illustrated objects, Leon and Otto identify people, places, and things of every hue. On pages
dedicated to infinite shades of a single colour, Tom Schamp's brilliant drawings play with
perspective and unexpected pairings. An enormous Bengal tiger lords over an orange-tinted
world, while a giant blue whale dwarfs elephants, pairs of jeans, and police officers. Throughout,
cleverly inserted puns and allusions will elicit plenty of laughs from parents and children alike.
Parents will enjoy the numerous ways colour is depicted and kids will spend hours looking for
their friends Otto and Leon as they traverse the busy pages. Best of all, this delightful adventure
comes to a perfect end when all the colours come together in one beautiful, joyful rainbow of
fun.

AGES: 2 to 5

AUTHOR:
Tom Schamp's illustrations for adults and children have appeared in numerous periodicals and
newspapers. He is the author of more than 30 children's books. Schamp lives in Brussels,
Belgium.
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Set to the familiar tune of "The More We Get Together," this new addition to Barefoot Books'
bestselling singalong collection features children who work together to make their urban
neighbourhood cleaner, friendlier, and safer for everyone. Includes end matter about recycling,
activism, community gardens, teamwork and more.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Celeste Cortright loves to sing songs and imagine children's books during her bike-commutes in
Boston, Massachusetts, USA, where she works as a design director and picks up her weekly farm
share. This is Celeste's first project for Barefoot Books.

Betania Zacarias has illustrated dozens of children's books and her work is published all over the
world. She grew up in Argentina and now works as an illustrator and teacher in Barcelona, Spain.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Reinforces the importance of working together to make communities safe, healthy and
welcoming for all members.
•  Depicts a community filled with children of different genders, races and abilities, reflecting a
contemporary urban neighbourhood.
•  This newest addition to Barefoot Books' bestselling singalong collection features new lyrics to a
classic tune, making it easy and exciting for readers to sing along.
•  Offers a clear, age-appropriate introduction to topics such as fuel conservation, recycling,
activism, and more. Includes actionable ways for children to improve their communities, from
riding bikes to volunteering at the food bank.
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Set to the familiar tune of "The More We Get Together," this new addition to Barefoot Books'
bestselling singalong collection features children who work together to make their urban
neighbourhood cleaner, friendlier, and safer for everyone. Includes end matter about recycling,
activism, community gardens, teamwork and more.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Celeste Cortright loves to sing songs and imagine children's books during her bike-commutes in
Boston, Massachusetts, USA, where she works as a design director and picks up her weekly farm
share. This is Celeste's first project for Barefoot Books.

Betania Zacarias has illustrated dozens of children's books and her work is published all over the
world. She grew up in Argentina and now works as an illustrator and teacher in Barcelona, Spain.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Reinforces the importance of working together to make communities safe, healthy and
welcoming for all members.
•  Depicts a community filled with children of different genders, races and abilities, reflecting a
contemporary urban neighbourhood.
•  This newest addition to Barefoot Books' bestselling singalong collection features new lyrics to a
classic tune, making it easy and exciting for readers to sing along.
•  Offers a clear, age-appropriate introduction to topics such as fuel conservation, recycling,
activism, and more. Includes actionable ways for children to improve their communities, from
riding bikes to volunteering at the food bank.
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A young girl's poetic exploration of the enchanting ocean she loves.

"This is my ocean," the young girl begins as she heads over the dunes with her mother. Then, as
they pass the whole day at the seaside, she lyrically describes her ocean in simple, sensory
detail. It's both "slimy" and "sandy," "sparkly" and "dull." It has wonderful sounds, as it "splashes
and crashes and echoes and squawks." And it contains so many colours, from "rusted orange" to
"runaway red," "faded white" to "polished green." Though "mostly it's blue." Nothing the girl
experiences escapes her careful observation and appreciation. And at day's end, she can't wait
for her next trip to the beach.

Author Darren Lebeuf, an award-winning photographer, uses spare text and a rhythmic style to
create an evocative read-aloud. The vivid adjectives, both concrete and abstract, will inspire
children to try to capture in words what they notice not only at the ocean, but in any natural
setting. The bright, richly colored cut-paper collage illustrations by Ashley Barron add a
captivating visual texture and depth to the story. The portrayal of a girl with a physical disability
enjoying and actively participating in a day at the beach encourages all children to do the same
in their own lives, while also offering a character education lesson in adaptability. This book has
strong curriculum ties to primary nature units and life science lessons on oceans and the seaside,
and it offers a perfect focus for nature-based education and outdoor classrooms.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Darren Lebeuf is an award-winning photographer with a background in design and visual
communication. My Forest Is Green is his first picture book. He lives in Vancouver, British
Columbia.

Ashley Barron is an award-winning illustrator who specialises in cut-paper collage. Her creations
can be found in children's books, newspapers, set designs and shop windows. She lives in
Toronto, Ontario.
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A beautifully illustrated and lyrical picture-book biography of eccentric and beloved writer and
artist Edward Gorey.

In this lyrical biography of one of literature's most creepily creative authors and illustrators, kids
will learn about the inspiration behind a generation of creators, from Lemony Snicket to Tim
Burton.

Have you ever read a book by Odgred Weary? Or seen an illustration by E. G. Deadworry? Well,
if you have, you should know that they're both creations of the same clever storyteller: Edward
Gorey (who liked to publish under silly anagrams of his name).

Known for, among other things, wearing a large fur coat wherever he went, Edward was
respected for both his brilliance and his eccentricity. As a child, he taught himself to read and
skipped several grades before landing at Harvard (after a brief stint in the army). Then he built a
name for himself as a popular book illustrator. After that, he went on to publish well over one
hundred of his own books, stories that mingled sweetness and innocence, danger and darkness,
all mixed with his own brand of silliness.

Illustrated with Gorey-like humor and inspiration by Chloe Bristol, this stunning picture book
biography about this beloved creator is the first for children.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Lori Mortensen is a multi-published children's author who writes fiction and nonfiction on all sorts
of subjects. When she's not plunking away at the keyboard, she enjoys making cheesy bread
rolls, gardening, and hanging out with her family at their home in northern California.
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A lonely squirrel goes searching for a new home, only to discover that the best place is one
where the whole community can live together. Joining Barefoot's acclaimed collection of
social-emotional titles, this tale offers the perfect opportunity to start conversations about coping
with loneliness, the importance of community, and what makes a place feel like home. Beautiful
illustrations by award-winning Italian artist Simona Mulazzani bring Squirrel's journey to life.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Beatrice Masini has published forty books for children and teens, many in different languages.
She has also worked as a journalist and translator (including for the Harry Potter series). She
lives and works in Italy.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Start conversations about dealing with loneliness, helping others, and being attentive to
community needs.
•  As the animals make a home together, they celebrate community and the ability to create
one's own family.
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A lonely squirrel goes searching for a new home, only to discover that the best place is one
where the whole community can live together. Joining Barefoot's acclaimed collection of
social-emotional titles, this tale offers the perfect opportunity to start conversations about coping
with loneliness, the importance of community, and what makes a place feel like home. Beautiful
illustrations by award-winning Italian artist Simona Mulazzani bring Squirrel's journey to life.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Beatrice Masini has published forty books for children and teens, many in different languages.
She has also worked as a journalist and translator (including for the Harry Potter series). She
lives and works in Italy.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Start conversations about dealing with loneliness, helping others, and being attentive to
community needs.
•  As the animals make a home together, they celebrate community and the ability to create
one's own family.
•  Detailed illustrations by celebrated Italian artist Simona Mulazzani bring this touching tale to
life. Mulazzani has illustrated over 90 books and holds a Silver Medal from the 2013 Original Art
Show at the Society of Illustrators.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Beatrice Masini has published forty books for children and teens, many in different languages.
She has also worked as a journalist and translator (including for the Harry Potter series). She
lives and works in Italy.

Italian artist Simona Mulazzani has illustrated over 90 books and holds a Silver Medal from the
2013 Original Art Show at the Society of Illustrators.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Start conversations about dealing with loneliness, helping others, and being attentive to
community needs.
•  As the animals make a home together, they celebrate community and the ability to create
one's own family.
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A thrilling true story of a young sea otter pup's adventure and triumph!

Sabby the Sea Otter is just a young pup, but his mom is teaching him everything about how to
be a sea otter - how to dive underwater, how to find food in the ocean, and how to stay safe in a
world full of danger. Sabby wants to know everything about the bay he and his mother live in.
But one day Sabby's curiosity gets him in trouble when a rushing tide traps him in a
human-made hazard, a great big pipe filled with water. Now Sabby needs to learn how to survive
on his own, while his mom fights every obstacle to find him.

Young readers will be thrilled with this true story of a how a real-life sea otter pup and his mom
were reunited, while learning fun sea otter facts and an important lesson about how human
activity affects wildlife. Illustrated with color photos of real sea otters, Sabby the Sea Otter: A
Pup's True Adventure and Triumph is a fun introduction to the ocean and the creatures who live
there.

AGES: 5 to 10

AUTHOR:
Kim Steinhardt is a writer and award-winning marine wildlife photographer who interprets the
natural world for all ages and audiences. He has been an adviser and photo contributor to
National Geographic Kids Explore My World series, and his work appears in other publications and
on TV. He serves as president of the board of directors of the Seymour Marine Discovery Center
at the University of California at Santa Cruz and is recognised as a "keen observer and a
wonderful storyteller" for his work educating and inspiring future generations about ocean
stewardship and wildlife conservation. Mr. Steinhardt recently co-authored The Edge: The
Pressured Past and Precarious Future of California's Coast and has written and presented widely
regarding sea otters, coastal advocacy, and the often-troubled relationship between humans and
nature. He lives in Santa Cruz, California.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Brings home the delicate relationship between humans and nature by vividly depicting how
endangered sea otters are threatened by human development.
•  Inspires environmental stewardship with an uplifting tale, putting a warm and colourful face on
those vulnerable creatures who today are victims of changing ocean ecosystems.

40 colour photographs
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This story about a reluctant seedling packs a powerful message about the benefits of being
different.

It’s early spring and below the earth's surface seeds are just starting to sprout. One by one they
stretch through the dirt and towards the sun, extending their shoots and leaves and growing tall.
All except for one seedling, who isn't quite ready. Each page of this gentle but powerfully
evocative book demonstrates how some of us are different. As most of the seeds transform into
strong flowers, they block out the sun from the one left behind. But the little seedling persists,
twisting and turning until, with the help of bird and insect friends, it finds its own place to grow
and blossom. In the end, this little seed turns into a flower that's just as beautiful and healthy as
all the others. Hailed by Publishers Weekly as "delicate, complex, extravagant, beautiful and
strong," Teckentrup's inviting and softly coloured illustrations provide the perfect backdrop for this
moving tale about being unique while subtly teaching kids about the life cycle of plants.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Britta Teckentrup has written and illustrated more than seventy children's books, which have
been published in more than twenty countries. Her books include The Egg, Birds and Their
Feathers, Oskar and Mo, and Before I Wake Up (all by Prestel). She lives in Berlin, Germany.
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This vintage children's classic about the power of storytelling is filled with eye-catching new
reproductions of Aliki's iconic illustrations.

A boy is sitting on a rock in the jungle when a tiger approaches him. "Run!" says the tiger, "or I
will eat you!" But the boy is too tired to run and in order to avoid being eaten he tells the tiger a
story. What follows is a thrilling tale that will captivate young readers just as thoroughly as it
captivated the hungry tiger. Kids will enjoy waiting breathlessly for every flip of the page as the
boy tells his story involving a rhinoceros and a crocodile. Originally published in 1963 and out of
print for many years, this book by award-winning illustrator and author Aliki features fabulous
vintage style illustrations. This new edition preserves the vivid colours of the original book while
introducing a new generation of young readers to a skillfully told story-within-a-story with a
surprising and satisfying ending.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Joan M. Lexau is an award-winning author of more than 50 children's books. She lives in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

Aliki has written and illustrated more than sixty books of fiction and nonfiction for children. In
1991, she received the Pennsylvania School Librarians' Association Award. She lives in New York.
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From Ezra Jack Keats honor–winner E.B. Goodale comes a celebration of nature, family, and
building our own hands-on adventures - perfect for any reader who has ever craved a bit of
independence...

In this lush and playful picture book from E.B. Goodale, illustrator of Windows, Kate feels ignored
by her mother and sister and so decides to run away. In a neighbouring yard, she builds a fort
and enjoys a sense of independence - until she finds herself making room for her family in her
new home... Under the Lilacs is the perfect celebration of striking out on your own - while still
making room for everyone.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
E.B. Goodale is the illustrator of Windows and Here and Now, written by Julia Denos, A Most
Unusual Day, written by Sydra Mallery, and Richard Jackson's forthcoming A Kiss for Akaraka.
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A courageous girl brings down a dividing wall with her words.

Usha lives in a town where the sun hasn't shone for as long as anyone can remember. Only her
grandfather remembers its brilliance and tells Usha stories about the time before other people
took the sun away, building a wall to keep it all to themselves. So Usha decides to do something
and sets off in search of the sun.

When at last Usha reaches the wall, she tries to kick it down, climb it, yell her way through it -
but the bricks don't budge. It’s only after remembering her grandfather's words and hearing
voices on the other side of the wall that Usha changes her plan. She sings, shares her
grandfather's stories, and piques the curiosity of the people on the other side until they are
inspired to remove the bricks, one by one to better hear what Usha has to say. Together, they
bring the wall down.

Inspired by the idea of civil discourse, this book offers a timely message of communication and
compassion.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Bree Galbraith is a UBC Master of Creative Writing graduate and author of award winning titles,
Once Upon a Balloon (Orca 2013), and Milo and Georgie (Owlkids, 2017). Usha and the Stolen
Sun is Bree's third book, and several more follow in the coming years, including the Wednesday
Wilson series (Kids Can Press 2020-22). She lives in the heart of Vancouver with her family,
where when she's not writing, she's definitely outside enjoying the wonders of the west coast.

Josee Bisaillon obtained a bachelor's degree in graphic design and illustrates books using a mix of
collage, drawing and digital montage. She has illustrated more than twenty picture books, two of
which were nominated for a Governor General's Award for children's book illustration. She lives
near Montreal, Quebec with her husband and children.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Inspired by a Rumi quotation: "Raise your words, not your voice. It is rain that grows flowers,
not thunder"
•  Powerful message of civil discourse and compassion-based problem-solving
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Gertie the elephant says everyone on the playground should stay far away from Bunny because
she's super mean. But Kitty has questions: How did Bunny become a bully? Was she born that
way? Was she stung by a bullybug? Or maybe she caught the bully flu? Wait, does that mean
bullying is contagious? And if it is, couldn't the other animals catch it, too? But... then no one
would play with them either, and that doesn't seem fair. Is it possible that Bunny is sorry? Should
they give her a second chance?

Not your typical bullying story, Lana Button's fresh take flips the focus from the child being bullied
to the one being called a bully. In cadenced rhyming text, the compassionate and insightful Kitty
leads children through a series of questions that get at the core of the assumptions we make
about others and how it feels to be on the other side of name-calling. Christine Battuz's
expressive illustrations use tenderness and a touch of humour to complement the emotional level
of the text. Altogether, this is a perfect child-level exploration of empathy. It would be an
excellent choice for discussions about bullying, or more broad issues of social development. It
also works for character education lessons on empathy, compassion, fairness and inclusiveness.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Lana Button works in early childhood education. She is the author of Willow's Whispers, Willow
Finds a Way, Willow's Smile and My Teacher's Not Here! Lana studied theater performance at
Concordia University in Montreal, and now lives in Burlington, Ontario, with her husband and
three daughters.

Christine Battuz has illustrated over sixty books for children, including Wade's Wiggly Antlers and
What If Bunny's NOT a Bully?, and has taught art to children of all ages. She lives in Bromont,
Quebec.
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What if the impossible were actually possible? What if we turned our dreams into action? What if
our imagination could help solve real-world crises, like war, famine, and human rights violations?

Through a series of seemingly whimsical questions, this middle-grade nonfiction book introduces
readers to people and organisations that are subverting violence, war, and totalitarian power.
What if soldiers refused to carry weapons? What if fighter pilots dropped seeds instead of
bombs? What if music could be a creative force for democracy? None of these ideas are
impossible - in fact, they are all true historical examples of ideas that have been put into action.

Accessible, engaging text introduces a different question and example on each spread. Evocative
conceptual illustrations provide a light-hearted reminder of the power of imagination. This timely
book encourages readers to think critically and dare to ask big questions, which might just
change the world.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Heather Camlot is a Toronto-based writer, editor and translator who has covered a diverse range
of topics in her 20-year career, including books, health, technology, travel, entertainment, décor
and parenting. Her first middle-grade novel, Clutch, was named among Kirkus’s Best
Middle-Grade Historical Fiction of 2017. She lives in Toronto, Ontario with her family.

Renowned French illustrator Serge Bloch has illustrated over three hundred books, and his
illustrations regularly appear in publications such as the New York Times, Washington Post and
TIME. His many awards include a Society of Illustrators Gold Medal, France's Baobab Award and
the Bologna Ragazzi Award. Serge shares his time between Paris and New York.
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Nature's miracles spring to life in this intricate pop-up book that shows different animals that
hatch from eggs.

This dynamic book opens with a familiar and joyful sight - a baby bird hatching from an egg that
sits in a nest high on a tree. The following pages hold even more delightful surprises, as each
spread opens to reveal a different animal and the kind of egg it comes from. Did you know that
crocodile mothers walk from the shore to the water holding their eggs in their mouths? That
emperor penguin fathers keep their eggs warm by balancing them on their feet? Or that the
milkweed plant is the only place a monarch butterfly will lay her eggs? Delicately detailed and
boldly coloured, every scene is a work of art that depicts its animal's unique markings and natural
habitat. As they pore over each elaborately constructed page, young readers will learn valuable
information about how different animals hatch from eggs in the natural world.

AGES: 4 plus

AUTHOR:
Maike Biederstadt is an award-winning paper engineer whose work is featured in Creatures of the
Deep (Prestel), which was a finalist for the 2018 Meggendorfer Prize. She lives in Berlin,
Germany.

12 pages with 6 coloured pop-ups
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From the New York Times best-selling illustrator of Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site and
Stick and Stone comes a sweetly humorous celebration of the love between siblings and the
power of imagination.

In this warm, funny story from beloved creator Tom Lichtenheld, a younger sister impatiently
awaits her older brother's return from school. As his bus draws closer, she imagines all the
fantastical adventures that await them. From climbing Mt. Kilimanjaro in the playground to
building a cardboard castle, every adventure large or small is more fun... when my brother gets
home.

Siblings of all sorts will cherish this imaginative reminder that the greatest thrill of all is simply
being with the people we love. 

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Tom Lichtenheld makes books for children and people who used to be children. He's been
fortunate to work with many talented writers, editors, and publishers who've helped him enjoy
the best job in the whole wide world.
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William's little brother, Edgar, always wants to play. But today, William wants some time to
himself. William has a big getaway planned: an escape up into his hot-air balloon. It's the perfect
place because Edgar is always afraid to join him. But Edgar decides that today, he wants to
come. William is very surprised and extremely disappointed.

Edgar over-prepares for the journey. What if he gets hungry, thirsty, cold, bored? What if he
gets scared? So William gives up his grand plans for a solo getaway to help his little brother up,
offering him encouraging words and an exciting adventure. In the end, William loves the shared
adventure, too - even though the hot-air balloon is really only the top of their shared bunk bed,
which careful readers will find hinted at through clues in the illustrations. This loving sibling story
celebrates the bond between brothers, the wonders of an imaginary adventure, and the value of
an occasional compromise.

AGES: 3 to 7
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A young girl is walking home from school in a big city. As she gazes up at window after window in
the buildings on her route - all different shapes and sizes - she imagines the most fantastic
goings-on behind each one, which we can see by opening the gatefold. A tropical jungle. A whale
in a bathtub. Vampires playing badminton. Her fantasies know no bounds. Until, behind the very
last window, we discover the girl back home in her own room, where the toys surrounding her
look strangely familiar.

This highly original wordless picture book by Marion Arbona is a celebration of curiosity and
imagination that is sure to inspire a sense of wonder in readers of all ages. There are thirteen
windows to open in all, and each scene is intricately drawn in black and white and packed with
level upon level of extraordinary details to explore: a gathering of gnomes, a deep-sea diver
under water, a collection of masks, small cars that drive up the walls. In a special touch, each
window contains a clue to what's behind it - for example, a plant on the ledge of the window that
opens to the jungle, and a window shaped like a porthole that reveals the whale in a bathtub.
With so much going on, this book will entice even the youngest children to pore over the pages
for close reading, promoting observation skills and visual literacy.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Marion Arbona is the award-winning illustrator of numerous children's books. She lives in
Montreal, Quebec.
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We Were Liars meets Riverdale with a supernatural twist in this timely #metoo thriller about
mean girls, murder, and race in a quiet Midwestern suburb.

Violet Choudry may be part of the popular clique at school, but as one of a handful of brown girls
in a small Illinois town, all she really wants to do is blend in and disappear. Unfortunately for her,
she's got a knack for seeing spirits, including the dead - something she's tried to ignore all her
life. But when the queen bee of Violet's cheerleading squad ends up dead following a sex tape
that's not as consensual as everyone wants to believe, Violet's friends from the spirit world
decide it's the perfect time for Violet to test her skills and finally accept the legacy of spiritual
fighters from whom she's descended. Her mission? Find the killer.

Or else she's next.

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
Mintie Das was born in India, raised in Macomb, Illinois, and lives in Finland. She's been travelling
the world since childhood and always finds inspiration from the discovery of the unknown. For the
last ten years, Mintie organised international criminal justice symposiums around the world.
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Best friends Willa and Flor have every intention of sticking to their girl code but they learn the
hard way that no friendship is foolproof when a cardinal rule - not dating your best friend's ex - is
broken. This steamy YA romance by New York Times best-selling author Sophie Jordan is perfect
for fans of Jenny Han and Stephanie Perkins.

Girl Code: Never date a friend's ex.

There's no way Willa Evans would ever break the girl code she creates with her friends. So what
if she's always secretly loved her next-door neighbour Zach? As her best friend's boyfriend, he
was always off-limits, and it needs to stay that way, even though they just broke up. Even
though every time she turns around he's there, tempting her...

No keeping secrets from your bestie.

Flor Hidalgo has a lot on her plate: her breakup with Zach, her dad's new dating life, and her
struggles with grades. So why can't she stop thinking about her hot know-it-all tutor? At least
she's got Willa, her constant in the chaos.

Breaking the code breaks friendships.

Two friends find themselves tempted by loves that defy the rules in this story that combines
equal parts friendship and romance.

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
Sophie Jordan grew up in the Texas hill country where she wove fantasies of dragons, warriors,
and princesses. A former high school English teacher, she's a New York Times, USA Today, and
international best-selling author of over thirty novels. She now lives in Houston with her family.
When she's not writing, she spends her time overloading on caffeine (lattes preferred), talking
plotlines with anyone who will listen (including her kids), and cramming her DVR with true-crime
and reality TV shows.
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A Vietnam-era Breakfast Club bonds over music and their distaste for the Vietnam War and
decides to take a stand against the US government and the violent racism in their own town.

Dig it. During the tumultuous year of 1968, four teens are drawn together: Ronnie Bingham, who
is grieving his brother’s death in Vietnam; Milo, Ronnie's bookish best friend; "Ramrod," a star
athlete who is secretly avoiding the draft; and Hana, the new girl, a half-Japanese badass
rock-n-roller whose presence doesn't sit well with their segregated high school. The four outcasts
find sanctuary in "The Vinyl Underground," a record club where they spin music, joke, debate,
and escape the stifling norms of their small southern town. But Ronnie's eighteenth birthday is
looming. Together, they hatch a plan to keep Ronnie from being drafted. But when a horrific act
of racial-charged violence rocks the gang to their core, they decide it's time for an epic act of
rebellion. 

AGES: 14 to 18
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Celebrate nature with 31 patterned pages that feature everything from fruits to flowers to
flamingos! Sure to appeal to all kinds of nature lovers, playful thematic illustrations mix ferns and
foxes, seagulls and seashells, birds and cherries, and many more interesting combinations. Pages
are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for
experienced colourists, Blissful Nature and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an
escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled
way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Jess Mazurkiewicz was born and raised in Vermont. She moved to New York to study Illustration
at the School of Visual Arts and after living in New York for 10 years moved back to Vermont,
where she creates work for a wide variety of clients from her home studio in Shelburne. Her
illustrations and designs have been used as editorial illustrations, book covers, coloring and
activity books, and educational readers as well as for decals, dinnerware, glassware, home
textiles, beauty products, and packaging.
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Colour your way through the quaint countryside with 31 gorgeous garden scenes that capture the
joys of simple country living. This captivating book features lush gardens, scenic landscapes,
romantic table settings on terraces highlighted with beautiful blooms, and much more. A
must-have for those who believe in the motto "Keep Calm and Garden." Pages are perforated
and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced
colourists, Country Gardens and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a
world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to
relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Teresa Elizabeth Goodridge is a freelance artist based in beautiful Yorkshire, England. She is the
creator of over two dozen Dover books, including the very popular Autumn Scenes, Spring
Scenes, Country Scenes, and both Harry & Meghan coloring books. Teresa adores children and
anything related to them, hence her love for illustrating children's books, games, cards, toys, and
more. She specialises in character development and has designed for dozens of paper-based
products on the market today for numerous companies.
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The only title dedicated to cat-themed knitting patterns.

Knitters and cat lovers will love this collection of quirky, cat-themed knitting patterns. The
patterns are divided into four chapters, each with a different style of cat-themed design and
knitted with a different weight yarn from 4-ply to chunky. Knitters can choose from more
advanced patterns through to more advanced patterns using lighter weight yarn. Each chapter
features a number of accessories as well as the main garments. All the garments are graded to
16 different sizes to give the book broad appeal.

AUTHOR:
Marna is an up and coming designer and a regular at yarn shows in the UK and beyond. Her
business name, An Caitin Beag (pronounced On Cat-een BeUG), is Irish for The Tiny Little Cat.
Marna launched her cat-themed company An Caitin Beag a few years ago and sells
knitting-related products such as project bags printed with cat motifs, stitch markers and shawl
pins. She also sells a small number of patterns on Ravelry where she is growing a loyal following.
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This unusually creative honouring of the 19th Amendment's centennial, which was ratified August
18, 1920, will intrigue and absorb everyone interested in equal rights for all. A meaningful gift or
impulse buy, its dazzlingly varied, sometimes troubling, always inspiring artworks reflect the long
and continuing fight for equality in democracy. African-American artists and subjects have a
special place in the book, since although the 19th Amendment made a huge stride forward for
women's rights, in many voting situations that right extended to white women only.

AUTHORS:
Sandra Sider, a studio quilt artist since the 1980s, has led critique workshops for Studio Art Quilt
Associates (SAQA) since 2005. She holds an MA in art history from the Institute of Fine Arts, New
York University. Between 2010 and 2013, Sider served as president of SAQA, and today she is
editor of SAQA's Art Quilt Quarterly as well as curator of the Texas Quilt Museum. She has
written or edited more than a dozen books concerning contemporary quilt art.

Curator of the New England Quilt Museum, Pamela Weeks has been a quilter, fiber artist, quilt
historian, and state-juried member of the League of New Hampshire Craftsmen. For eight years
she was the executive director of ABC Quilts, where the mission was to send handmade quilts to
babies and young children born HIV-positive or drug affected, around the world. Weeks lives in
New Hampshire.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An unusually creative honouring of the 19th Amendment’s centennial - it was ratified August
18, 1920 
•  28 contemporary art quilts by award-winning artists, both men and women 
•  Recognises unsung suffragists, including African-American women instrumental in the struggle
to gain women's voting rights

71 colour images
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Forget everything you thought you knew about dried flowers! If the thought of dried flower
arrangements is conjuring up images of stuffy decor that hasn't seen the light of day in decades
– think again.

Preserved floral arrangements are cool again, and not only are they beautiful, they'll also last
infinitely longer than fresh flowers.

This gorgeous book offers a new approach to flower arranging with dried botanicals, exploring
ways to preserve flowers’ beauty forever through drying and pressing, and then presents a
catalogue of 30 flowers that are interesting for colour, texture and sculptural appeal in
arrangements. 15 step-by-step projects then give you creative ideas for displaying dried flowers
including bouquets, wreaths, wall hangings, wall art, flower crowns and buttonholes for weddings,
terrariums, candles and more. These exquisite floral creations will give a bohemian and poetic
touch to your interior decor and everlasting beauty to your home.

AUTHOR:
Morgane Illes is a passionate florist, who trained with Parisian florists and specialises in flowers
for luxury events. After a few years in the decoration and design sector, Morgane founded her
business Atelier Prairies with the desire to exercise her creativity and her know-how. Atelier
Prairies' floral designs for events and weddings are inspired primarily by nature: wild, romantic
and bohemian. Her work has been featured in Marie Claire Maison, Glamour, and Prescription
Lab.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The only book to offer a modern approach to flower arranging with dried flowers.
•  Dried flowers are a hot trend in weddings and interiors - they are real, organic and natural
making them more desirable than silk flowers.
•  Beautifully styled, superbly photographed and a gorgeous small format package.
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Embroidering with a sewing machine is exciting, immediate and affordable; this practical book
shows you how to do it. Packed with encouraging advice, it introduces the sewing machine before
explaining how to design, plan and make your own embroideries and turn them into finished
items to treasure.

Topics covered include: learning how to set up the machine and carry out basic cleaning and
maintenance; discovering which thread types, fabrics and mixed media elements are most
suitable for machine embroideries; exploring how to use the pressure foot to turn functional
utility stitches into exciting surface decoration; working freely with dropped feeder teeth and an
embroidery foot, and learning how to alter the tension to create different effects and finally,
using soluble film to enhance your pictures, and stitch realistic thread paintings of landscape,
animal and bird embroideries.

With over 900 colour photographs and illustrations, it is the perfect companion for both those
new to machine embroidery and those looking for new ideas and inspiration.

AUTHOR:
Claire Fell is a successful textile artist based in Warwickshire. After a fine art training at
Chichester, she worked as an ecclesiastical embroiderer. She is now an established and
respected machine embroiderer, sharing her skills through teaching and writing articles, and
through this, her first book.

995 colour photographs
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The fourth edition of this classic guide is expanded and updated to include 23 sheds to suit all
needs and tastes. It covers all of the issues, from design principles, obtaining permits and safety
to basic construction skills, precise explanations of what to buy, how to cut it, where it goes, what
to do if it goes wrong and more. By following the book carefully with patience and care, even
inexperienced DIY builders can succeed. 

The how-to section is heavily illustrated with plans, assembly cutaway drawings, specifications
and finished sheds. The projects list materials, tools, a daily schedule and step-by-step directions.
A primer on construction covers framing, foundations, roofing, insulation, windows and more.
The designs are based on a basic 8x10 shed. 

In addition to the new designs are the basic sheds (e.g., gardening, firewood), and the more
elaborate ones like the Irish Garden Shed, Japanese Boat Shed, a shed on posts and special-use
sheds like a pool shed and a wood shed. The authors help the DIY builder think through all of the
issues involved in the project, including intended use, size, cost, placement, degree of difficulty
and much more. 

This new edition will inspire homeowners to create the ideal functional addition to their property.
It will help them decide on the right plan, finesse it for their needs and tastes, shop for
materials, organize their time, and put together their one-of-a-kind shed. 

AUTHORS:
David and Jeanie Stiles are the authors of 25 "how-to" books which have sold more than one
million copies. Their work has appeared in newspapers and such publications as Architectural
Digest and Better Homes and Gardens, and has been featured on HGTV, the Discovery Channel
and "The Today Show." They divide their time between New York City and East Hampton, New
York, and their one-room cabin retreat in the Hudson Valley.
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Turning Green Wood is the latest edition of this best-selling title. In this inspiring and
thought-provoking guide, Michael O' Donnell, one of the foremost exponents of the technique,
explains how to harvest and store timber, and how to make the best use of the grain pattern and
other properties.

Turning green wood can be made so delicate that it is actually translucent, and the thickness of
the wood can be gauged by shining a light through it as you work. Using clear text and
spectacular photographs to show exactly how this is done, this book demystifies one of the most
admired techniques used by woodturners today. It also features six inspirational projects to
make, including: cross-grain translucent bowl, cross-grain natural-edge bowl, end-grain bowl,
natural-edge end-grain bowl, natural-edge end-grain goblet and part-turned bowl.

AUTHOR:
Michael O'Donnell is a founding member of the Association of Woodturners of Great Britain and
the author of Decorating Turned Wood and Turning Green Wood.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Teaches how to make the best use of green wood
•  Learn to turn delicate bowls and goblets from freshly felled, unseasoned wood
•  Six inspirational projects described and illustrated in full detail with photos
•  Revised edition of best selling book highlighting the latest tools, machines and techniques
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Unique wreaths for your front door - or anywhere in your home - don't need to cost a fortune.
This guide provides inspiration and step-by-step instructions for creating 24 beautiful wreaths for
any occasion. From a summertime nautical wreath to a winter snowman model plus spring and
fall decorations, these customised, inexpensive projects can be made with easy-to-find items and
are suitable for crafters at all skill levels. For each season, there is at least one project suitable
for a junior crafter.
Each project features a list of supplies, instructions accompanied by full-colour photos, and
suggested variations for each. Following the project tutorials show you how to create bows, felt
flowers, and more!

AUTHOR:
New York native Stasie McArthur is the author of Dover's Spa Apothecary. She has been making
homemade and handmade gifts for friends and family for more than 20 years. Stasie is skilled in
a wide variety of crafts, from knitting and crochet to refurbishing furniture and wreath-making,
preparing natural remedies and herbs, and cooking and baking.
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The Essential Guide to Contemporary Dance Techniques explores the multifaceted learning
processes and underlying principles behind the technical skills and abilities of a contemporary
dancer. The depth and complexity of this challenging sensorial, intellectual, reflective and creative
process is presented with clarity, to support every training dancer in achieving the most from
their learning experiences. Insights into three major technical forms: Graham technique,
Cunningham technique and Release-based technique, reveal the distinct approaches, processes
and experiences possible in contemporary dance training. Essential technical and performance
considerations are covered, including: breath; alignment; core activation; connectivity; dynamic
qualities of motion; use of the body; use of space; action and finally, relationships to the
audience. 

With personal contributions from respected teachers at top dance institutions, this practical guide
offers a unique insight into the expectations and processes of professional training classes as well
as the success you can achieve with them. With images from real-life technique classes and
dynamic performances, this is an essential companion for all contemporary dance students.

AUTHOR:
Melanie Clarke is a Programme Leader at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance in
London. She has been a lecturer in contemporary dance technique for over twenty years. Known
for her knowledge about movement and the moving body, she is also a specialist in the symbol
system for recording movement - Labanotation - and is an independent choreographer and
performer.

116 colour photographs, 6 b/w and 2 colour diagrams
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While presenting one hundred ways to draw a bird, the author unveils the facets of life as an
illustrator, in the hope that doing so will help to make everyday life as an illustrator a little
simpler.

Illustration is applied imagination. This book is not only about illustration, though it does contain
illustrations - lots of them. But there's more. This book examines the profession of illustrator,
from the vexing subject of money to the question of the right workplace. How do you get
commissions? How do you negotiate successfully? What's a fair price? How do you handle the
everyday routines involved in illustration work? It explains concepts such as usage rights,
collecting societies and social security insurance for artists. And, of course, it presents a wide
variety of illustration techniques. In short, it makes an effort to enlighten, be useful and answer
as many questions as possible. Its author does so, on the one hand, by offering more than
twenty really useful tips for budding illustrators - for example, how to stop the fear that a blank
page often inspires - and, on the other, by presenting the twenty-five most important illustration
techniques in a practical way that awakens the reader's desire to learn more. As a parallel
narrative accompanying the humorous texts, there are images by very different illustrators who
work with a wide variety of techniques and styles. These pictures are diverse yet easy to
compare, because they all show the same thing: a bird.

AUTHOR:
Felix Scheinberger was born on 14 October 1969 in Frankfurt am Main (Germany). The entrance
exam for the FH fur Gestaltung, Hamburg (University of Applied Sciences, Hamburg, Germany)
would be his ticket to an education. There he studied illustration, which then seamlessly resulted
in self-employment. In the past ten years, he has illustrated more than fifty books, worked for
prestigious newspapers and collected various prizes and awards. He has also taught in Mainz,
Hamburg, Mu¨nster (Germany) and Jerusalem (Israel). His previous publications have influenced
design agencies to rediscover hand-rendered drawing as well as pencil and watercolours. Felix
Scheinberger now lives in Berlin and is a professor of illustration at the FH Munster (University of
Applied Arts, Munster, Germany).

SELLING POINTS:
•  In this witty volume, the author approaches both the artistic and professional aspects of what
being an illustrator means.
•  The book answers many questions - from conquering one's fear of the white sheet to
managing usage rights - that are not normally taught in books or in art schools.

600 colour illustrations
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Every chair tells its own story, and all of them fit into this book. Even the stories in which design,
paradoxically, is not the most important subject. 

The Chairpedia is a project that includes writers and design historians, architecture critics, and art
curators. A compilation of tales and amazing anecdotes around the chair that started with the
narrations of Mauricio Wiesenthal in the book Tales to Read Seated , published by Andreu World. 

101 stories about chairs: from their design, to the people who use them, without forget their
final destination. Edited by Ramón Ubeda. 

Texts by Alvaro Castro, Maria Jose Ballcells, Santi Barjau, Isabel Campi, Guillem Celada, Daniel
Cid, Isabel Del Rio, Ana Dominguez-Siemens, Jose Maria Faerna, Albert Fuster, Daniel
Giralt-Miracle, Rosina Gomez Baeza, Oriol Pibernat, Monica Piera, Sofía Rodriguez, Rosalia
Torrent, Patricio Saiz and Carmen Sevilla. Illustrated by Antonio Solaz.

101 images
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Floral artists Per Benjamin (SE) and Max van de Sluis (NL) have flourishing individual careers as
designers and educators, but next to that they still team up and travel the world as Life3 - a
name that has grown into a brand over the years and stands for excellence and quality. In
Flower Moments Through History they take a moment to look back on all the beautiful things that
have been achieved since the early days of Life3. Next to that they look ahead and confidently
face the future of floral design. This book features some of their all time favourites and classics,
but plenty of dazzling new bouquets and eye-catching arrangements as well. The designs are fit
for any interior, occasion or setting and range in style from contemporary, vibrant and wild to
clean cut and minimalist. Filled with beautiful photographs and easy-to-follow instructions.

200 colour images
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A survey by Nicklaus Pevsner in the 1930s estimated that some 80-90% of manufactured goods
in England were shoddy and poorly designed. When it came to furniture only a handful of
manufacturers would have escaped such condemnation. Prime among these was Heals of
Tottenham Court Road - manufacturer, retailer, and, with its top floor Mansard Gallery, the
Mecca for Home Counties cognoscenti of 'modernism'. Most furniture manufacturers advertised
their wares in the press but Heal's was a rare exception in the industry in its use of posters.

Heal's posters not only relay the saga of a pioneering enterprise but provide a shorthand history
of what was happening in the design and retailing of furniture and furnishings in Britain in the
20th century.

100 colour, 48 b/w images
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Celebrated world-wide for his modern romantic jewels that push the boundaries of contemporary
design, Shaun Leane has been responsible for creating a new genre of jewellery; precious,
poetic, with a sense of eternity, yet relevant to today's world.

Illustrated with a breath-taking combination of high fashion shots and detailed close-ups of the
pieces themselves. Captured by photographers Nick Knight, Robert Fairer and Chris Moore, along
with a dedicated photo essay of unseen backstage images recorded by Leane's close friend Ann
Ray.

AUTHORS:
Shaun Leane is introduced by the jeweller himself, then divided into three distinct parts: His
heritage and training, by Joanna Hardy; reflections on Leane's famous collaboration with
Alexander McQueen, by Claire Wilcox; and his modern classic commercial jewellery style, by
Vivienne Becker. Altogether, this book provides a vital overview of an artist that will be of interest
to anyone who follows the contemporary jewellery and fashion scene.

AUTHORS:
Joanna Hardy is a gemologist, offering consultancy and evaluation. She brings her substantial
knowledge of the field to this book, having worked for De Beers, Philips and Sotheby's. With
Thames & Hudson, she has previously published Collect Contemporary Jewelry, Emerald and
Ruby. She is a regular guest on Antiques Roadshow. Claire Wilcox is the Chair in Fashion Curation
at the London College of Fashion as well as Senior Curator of Fashion at the Victoria & Albert
museum since 2004. Among the exhibitions she curated at the V&A are Vivienne Westwood
(2004) and From Club to Catwalk: London Fashion in the 1980s (2013) and Alexander McQueen:
Savage Beauty (2015). Vivienne Becker is a jewellery writer, historian and journalist, having
authored several books on the subject. She is a Contributing Editor to How to Spend It magazine
(Financial Times), and her list of published books include Art Nouveau Jewelry, Fabulous Costume
Jewellery and Read My Pins: Stories from a Diplomat's Jewel Box, which topped the NY Times
bestseller list.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Featuring multiple, stunning, unseen photographs by world renowned photographers
•  A comprehensive visual record of the life's work of this renowned jewellery designer, known
for his work with Alexander McQueen

300 colour images
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Celebrated world-wide for his modern romantic jewels that push the boundaries of contemporary
design, Shaun Leane has been responsible for creating a new genre of jewellery; precious,
poetic, with a sense of eternity, yet relevant to today's world.

Illustrated with a breath-taking combination of high fashion shots and detailed close-ups of the
pieces themselves. Captured by photographers Nick Knight, Robert Fairer and Chris Moore, along
with a dedicated photo essay of unseen backstage images recorded by Leane's close friend Ann
Ray.

Shaun Leane is introduced by the jeweller himself, then divided into three distinct parts: His
heritage and training, by Joanna Hardy; reflections on Leane's famous collaboration with
Alexander McQueen, by Claire Wilcox; and his modern classic commercial jewellery style, by
Vivienne Becker. Altogether, this book provides a vital overview of an artist that will be of interest
to anyone who follows the contemporary jewellery and fashion scene.

This special edition is limited to just 250 copies. Enclosed in a slipcase, the book is accompanied
by a print by photographer Rob Busling, signed by Shaun Leane.

AUTHORS:
Joanna Hardy is a gemologist, offering consultancy and evaluation. She brings her substantial
knowledge of the field to this book, having worked for De Beers, Philips and Sotheby's. With
Thames & Hudson, she has previously published Collect Contemporary Jewelry, Emerald and
Ruby. She is a regular guest on Antiques Roadshow. Claire Wilcox is the Chair in Fashion Curation
at the London College of Fashion as well as Senior Curator of Fashion at the Victoria & Albert
museum since 2004. Among the exhibitions she curated at the V&A are Vivienne Westwood
(2004) and From Club to Catwalk: London Fashion in the 1980s (2013) and Alexander McQueen:
Savage Beauty (2015). Vivienne Becker is a jewellery writer, historian and journalist, having
authored several books on the subject. She is a Contributing Editor to How to Spend It magazine
(Financial Times), and her list of published books include Art Nouveau Jewelry, Fabulous Costume
Jewellery and Read My Pins: Stories from a Diplomat's Jewel Box, which topped the NY Times
bestseller list.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe edition, slipcased, with a print by Rob Rusling, signed by Shaun Leane, limited to just
250 copies
•  Featuring multiple, stunning, unseen photographs by world renowned photographers
•  A comprehensive visual record of the life's work of this renowned jewellery designer, known
for his work with Alexander McQueen
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Every day, new artefacts related to the Bauhaus surface online, and with the 100th anniversary
of the school, the number is reaching a peak. Surfing Bauhaus confronts this flood of information
and approaches the Bauhaus institution in a contemporary way.

Becker and Hoffmann Robbiani focus on Bauhaus representatives who had a connection to the
Hesse region and worked typographically. Using internet search engines, they have collected,
filtered, and combined digital results with material researched using more classic methods, from
archives and libraries. In their search, the editors - a graphic designer and a professor of
typography and communication design - worked by association, provoking forms of digression
and meandering, switching between English and German, and thus achieving an open perspective
on the Bauhaus: a compilation of essays, links, data, references, and anecdotes, retrieved in
2019.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Provides an open perspective on the Bauhaus through a compilation of essays, links, data,
references, and anecdotes
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A new title in ACC Art Books' celebrated Design series, presenting and reviving the work of
illustrator Wyndham Payne (1884-1974).

Wyndham Payne's career as an illustrator began in the early 1920s, gathering momentum with a
series of book illustrations for renowned Charing Cross publisher Cyril Beaumont. Working in the
tradition of Claud Lovat Fraser - and others - Payne nurtured a reputation for freedom of line,
illustrating books, calendars, greetings cards and advertisements, often with toys - soldiers,
model theatres, trains - as a subject. Aside from creating illustrations for the Beaumont Press,
Payne was also commissioned by Oxford University Press and Hodder & Stoughton, among
others. For The Bodley Head, he designed covers for Agatha Christie titles, whilst his celebrated
jacket for The Wind in the Willows was produced for Methuen.

Wyndham Payne presents a detailed survey of the artist's work: lino cuts, woodcuts, drawings in
pen, watercolours, silhouette painting on glass, and later, when his health became too poor for
commercial work, models - including automata - for his children and grandchildren. The book
also includes a fulsome biography of the artist, covering his life and work.

AUTHORS:
Wyndham Payne includes a biography of the illustrator written by William Connolly, offering
insight and analysis of his work. Much of the illustrative material for the book has been provided
by Wyndham Payne's grandson, Paul, a ceramicist.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A long overdue retrospective of Wyndham Payne's work
•  Explores the full breadth of Wyndham Payne's career, as illustrator, printmaker, painter and
model maker
•  Work taken from the Payne family archive, including previously unpublished illustrations
•  A significant new title in ACC's award-winning Design series

130 colour, 20 b/w illustrations
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This step-by-step photographic guide teaches small-scale farmers and poultry raisers everything
they need to know to safely and humanely slaughter and butcher chickens.

The space, setup, and equipment required to raise and process poultry are minimal when
compared to other types of livestock, which is part of what makes chickens such an appealing
choice for small-scale meat producers. Expert butcher and teacher Adam Danforth covers the
entire slaughtering and butchering process in this photographic guide to slaughtering and
butchering chickens. Specifically geared toward backyard chicken keepers and small-farm
operations invested in raising meat responsibly, with step-by-step photos, detailed instructions,
and chapters dedicated to necessary tools and equipment, essential food safety measures, how
to prepare for slaughter and process the birds quickly and humanely, how to break down the
carcasses into cuts, and package and freeze the cuts to ensure freshness, this comprehensive
handbook gives poultry raisers the information they need to make the most of their meat.

AUTHOR:
Adam Danforth is the author of Butchering Beef and Butchering Poultry, Rabbit, Lamb, Goat, and
Pork, which won both an IACP Award and a James Beard Award. Danforth trained at the
professional meat processing program at SUNY Cobleskill, one of the only such programs in the
United States, before going to work at Marlow and Daughters in New York City. He leads
experiential workshops worldwide on butchery and meat science for venues such as the Stone
Barns Center for Agriculture, the James Beard Foundation Chefs Boot Camp, Google, and the
National Bison Association. Danforth also consults and provides education to restaurants including
Eleven Madison Park, Gramercy Tavern, Bazaar Meat, The Perennial, and Maude. He is the
American ambassador for the Butchers Manifesto and a board member of the Chefs
Collaborative and the Good Meat Project. Danforth lives in Ashland, Oregon.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Chickens are one of the few animals that farmers can legally raise and process themselves, on
the farm. Currently, no other full-colour guide focused solely on butchering chickens exists.
•  Adam Danforth is the author of the IACP and James Beard Award-winning Butchering Poultry,
Rabbit, Lamb, Goat, and Pork (ISBN 9781612121826).
•  Full-colour step-by-step photographs, troubleshooting guides, and expert advice empower
meat producers to raise and process birds responsibly.
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Fashion world leader Duro Olowu applies his creative process and cosmopolitan eye to a major
exhibition drawn from Chicago's great art collections.

Nigerian-born British fashion designer Duro Olowu is internationally renowned for his
womenswear label launched in 2004 that speaks to a cosmopolitan sensibility informed by his
international background and a confident eye for visual disciplines from art to film to popular
culture. Olowu's global viewpoint has translated into wildly popular platforms and projects from
Instagram postings to revelatory curatorial projects in London and New York that position him at
the transcultural crossroads of art, culture, and fashion. Now Olowu turns his gimlet eye on
Chicago to curate a show drawn from that metropolis' public and private art collections, anchored
by the MCA's holdings. Published on the occasion of Olowu's largest curatorial project, Duro
Olowu: Seeing elucidates the designer-cum-curator's creative process as he imagines
relationships between artists and objects across time, media, and geography: Naomi Beckwith
illuminates Olowu's curatorial process, driven by a voracious appetite for contemporary art and
culture brought together in sharp juxtapositions. Valerie Steele situates Olowu's designs within
the contemporary fashion world. Ekow Eshun focuses on Olowu's role within Britain's black and
Afro-Caribbean creative community. Thelma Golden interviews Olowu about his work as designer,
curator, and chronicler of culture and style across the worlds of museums and fashion. And
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye creates new fiction for this volume.

AUTHOR:
Naomi Beckwith is Manilow Senior Curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago. Her
publications include the Wittenborn Award-winning book Howardena Pindell (Prestel).

SELLING POINTS:
•  Duro Olowu launched his eponymous label in 2004 with a single product-what has come to be
known simply as "the Duro dress," a juxtaposition of patchwork print and an Empire waist
silhouette. In 2005, Vogue editor Sally Singer and Julie Gilhart of Barneys brought attention to
the dress, sparking a "mania" among customers and launching Duro Olowu to international fame.
Since then, Duro has enjoyed international success, winning Best International Designer by the
African Fashion Awards. First Lady Michelle Obama frequently wears his designs.
•  Olowu has curated art from the MCA Chicago's collection and is showing his designs alongside
these pieces that have inspired him.
•  The art that Olowu has chosen includes major artists such as Kiki Smith, Terry Adkins, Kerry
James Marshal, Mike Kelley, and Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

300 colour illustrations
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An essential instructional book on designing and illustrating fashion accessories.

The third book from this series on illustration and design focuses on the most popular
accessories: shoes, handbags, hats, belts, gloves and glasses. Brilliantly illustrated by Manuela
Brambatti, a key member of the Gianni Versace fashion house for nearly thirty years, and with
the participation of the designer Fabio Menconi (senior designer for Escada and Armani, among
others), the book guides readers through the fashion world’s most iconic accessories, and it
features practical information and technical advice on how to draw them to achieve a desired
result. From creating a basic drawing to using colour, the way in which techniques are presented
seeks to encourage readers to try out what they have learned. The publication provides detailed
information on how to capture different materials, surfaces and decorations - for example, skin,
natural fibres, wool and prints - and it includes sections that provide tips on where to look for
inspiration. It also offers examples of transformations in designs and reviews the historical
development of accessories. In short, this is a comprehensive, structured and systematic volume
that will serve professionals, students and anyone who wants to venture into designing and
illustrating fashion accessories.

AUTHORS:
Manuela Brambatti began her career in the fashion world in the late seventies working for Style
and other fashion magazines. She has collaborated with Giorgio Padiglioni, Krizia and Gian Marco
Venturi, but her most important and far-reaching experience is her work with Gianni Versace,
where she played a crucial role in setting standards with regard to the presentation and
illustration of the house's fashion and home collections. She currently freelances as an illustrator
in the fashion, jewellery and design industries. She is the author of the best-selling Promopress
title Fashion Illustration and Design.

Fabio Menconi is a senior designer who has worked for renowned fashion houses such as Escada,
Armani, Dolce & Gabbana, Versace, Genni. He designs both haute couture as well as accessories.
His creations have been worn by celebrities attending the Oscar Academy Awards and other
important events.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This volume is a balanced mixture of an illustration manual and a source of creative
inspiration.
•  Its authors are Manuela Brambatti, a renowned illustrator who worked for the Gianni Versace
fashion house, and Fabio Menconi, a senior designer for Escada and Armani, among others.

400 colour illustrations
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Modest fashion is a young, fast-growing, multi-billion-dollar retail sector. What do we mean by
Modest Fashion? Who are the personalities and companies driving this industry?

Modest fashion has been gaining momentum in the mainstream global fashion industry over the
past half-decade and is now a multi-billion-dollar retail sector. Its growing and now consistent
appearance on high-profile fashion runways, on celebrities and in the headlines of fashion
publications and news outlets, has shown that the modest fashion movement is hugely relevant
to consumers. This is particularly true for millennials who are attracted to the feminist influences
behind concealing your body, follow faith-based dress codes, or are attuned to social media,
where more and more modest fashion bloggers are using imagery to inspire their followers.
While the movement can credit European high fashion houses, like Gucci, for making
conservative dresses and layering "in style" and "on trend," and subsequent Western labels like
DKNY, H&M and Mango for dabbling in the realm of modest wear, it is the newly emerging group
of faith-influenced fashion brands who are driving the revolution, along with a new crop of Muslim
fashion bloggers. These have helped catapult demure dressing trends globally. This book speaks
to the various personalities and companies who have helped shape the modest fashion industry
into such a significant retail sector, while also exploring the controversies that lie at the heart of
the movement, such as one pressing question: even if it covers the skin but is flamboyant,
modeled with the purpose of attracting attention, and publicly promoted on social media, can
fashion truly be modest?

AUTHOR:
Hafsa Lodi is an American journalist who has been covering fashion in the Middle East for the
past decade. She moved to the UAE at 14. She has a BA in journalism from the Ryerson School
of Journalism in Toronto and an MA in Islamic Law from SOAS in London. The relationships
between religion, culture and modernity have always fascinated Hafsa, who covered topics like
honour killings in Canada's South Asian communities, the use of DNA evidence in rape cases in
Pakistan and the industrialisation of the Holy City of Makkah, before turning to the fashion
journalism beat. She writes for The National newspaper and fashion magazines, Mojeh and
Vogue India.
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Founded in 1969, Sportmax has built its heritage on a strong base of beautiful Italian
craftmanship and bold innovation. Over the last fifty years, this iconic brand has presented a
steadfast dedication to smart lines and clean form that Vogue once characterised as "a far cry
from conventional." Making its runway debut in 1976, the house garnered industry acclaim for its
free spirit and approachable styling, which offered women a selection of versatile separates that
could transition to every occasion. Over the decades, the Sportmax woman has garnered a
devout following with an often mysterious approach to timeless elegance. Glance back at the
iconic pieces that defined decades of style and the collections that inspired an industry with
original photography and never before archival images.

AUTHORS:
Olivier Saillard is a graduate in art history. In 1995, he was appointed as director of the Fashion
Museum of Marseille. In 2000, he became responsible for the programming of "Mode" exhibitions
at the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris and, in 2010, director of the Palais Galliera, at the Paris
Fashion Museum. He currently serves as the artistic director of image and culture at J.M. Weston,
and has done so since 2018. The author of several books, including Ideal History of
Contemporary Fashion (Textuel, 2009), Saillard has also curated major exhibitions such as Yohji
Yamamoto: Just Clothes, Christian Lacroix: Clothing History, Azzedine Alaia, Madam Gres: Sewing
at Work, and The Ephemeral Museum of Fashion. 

Luke Leitch is a fashion writer based in both London and Milan. His current roles include
contributing editor to Vogue Runway (US), editor at large of L'Uomo Vogue (Italy), style editor
for The Economist's 1843 magazine (UK) and contributing fashion editor to GQ (UK). Mr. Leitch
has also held deputy fashion editor roles at two leading British newspapers, The Daily Telegraph
and The Times. He has covered fashion during just one decade of Sportmax's fifty-year history
and began his career first as a gossip columnist and then as an arts correspondent for the
London Evening Standard newspaper. He wishes Sportmax made menswear.
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Carefully selected stories from the celebrated Folk Tales series have been gathered here for this
special volume. Herein lies a treasure trove of tales from a wealth of talented storytellers
performing in the country today.

From banshees, pookas and changelings to rainbows, fairies and leprechauns, this book
celebrates the distinct character of Ireland's different customs, beliefs and dialects, and is a treat
for all who enjoy a well-told story.
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MacDonald Harris wrote the Balloonist in the 1970s and it was published with huge acclaim on
both sides of the Atlantic in 1976. Indeed it was runner-up in the National Book Award fiction
prize that year. Then, in the 1980s, it mysteriously disappeared and would have remained hidden
unless Philip Pullman had not sung the praises of both the book and the work of the author in
The Observer back in 2008.

The novel is set in 1897 when three people attempt, for the first time, to fly to the North Pole in
a balloon, and return. The story is a deliciously entertaining mix of adventure, sexual intrigue,
philosophy and science.

AUTHOR:
MacDonald Harris was the pseudonym of Donald Heiney. He wrote 16 novels and 1 book on
sailing (he was in the US Navy during WW2) and lived for most of his life in Newport, California.
In 1982 he received a literature award from the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for his
entire body of work. He died in 1993 aged 71.
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"This crackling road trip through the apocalypse offers thrills all the way to its explosive, satisfying
finale."  - Publishers Weekly

"Relentless, terrifying, and affecting, this book left me feeling like I'd been strapped to the front
of the car like Mad Max in Fury Road - not realising that it was taking me to an emotional ending
that would leave me gutted. I’ve been a huge fan of Skillingstead's work for years, but in The
Chaos Function he's outdone himself!" - Daryl Gregory, award-winning author of Spoonbenders

For readers of the best-selling novels Sleeping Giants and Dark Matter, an intense, high-stakes
thriller with a science-fiction twist that asks: If technology enabled you to save the life of
someone you love, would you do so even if it might doom millions?

Olivia Nikitas, a hardened journalist whose specialty is war zones, has been reporting from the
front lines of the civil war in Aleppo, Syria. When Brian, an aid worker she reluctantly fell in love
with, dies while following her into danger, she'll do anything to bring him back. In a makeshift
death chamber beneath an ancient, sacred site, a strange technology is revealed to Olivia: the
power to remake the future by changing the past.

Following her heart and not her head, Olivia brings Brian back, accidentally shifting the world to
the brink of nuclear and biological disaster. Now she must stay steps ahead of the guardians of
this technology, who will kill her to reclaim it, in order to save not just herself and her love, but
the whole world.

AUTHOR:
Jack Skillingstead's Harbinger was nominated for a Locus Award for best first novel. His second
novel, Life on the Preservation, was a finalist for the Philip K. Dick Award. He has published more
than forty short stories to critical acclaim and was short-listed for the Theodore Sturgeon
Memorial Award and his work has been translated internationally.
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The new third novel in the Lucian Wing series of rural suspense by award-wining writer Castle
Freeman. 

Lucian Wing is an experienced, practical man who enforces the law in his patch of the countryside
with a steady hand and a generous tolerance. But when the locals start to send things awry,
Wing must call on all the personal resources he has cultivated during his working life: patience,
tact, and - especially - humour. 
A masterful novel of wry humour that will appeal to fans of Cormac McCarthy, Ace Atkins or
Annie Proulx. 

'Wonderful... every paragraph a gem. Freeman - like Cormac McCarthy, like Annie Proulx - shows
us the awkward realness of lives, and does it with humour, with wry perception, with great style.'
- R. J. Ellory 

'Castle Freeman writes with both wit and a deep understanding of the human psyche.' - Guardian

'Shares many small-town, big-crime themes with Cormac McCarthy... it is impossible not to
appreciate this.' - The Times 

'A small miracle - sharp, sly, moving and full of heart.' - Nick Cave

AUTHOR:
Castle Freeman is the author of seven novels, including the critically acclaimed Go With Me, which
has been made into a film starring Anthony Hopkins, as well as two short-story collections. He
has lived in rural Vermont since 1975.
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Fifteen generations of Hassanakis's family have been Cretan. After WW1, amidst rumours that
Cretan Muslims will be sent to Turkey, Hassanakis worries he will have to leave behind his great
love, the Greek widow Marigo, and his beloved homeland. He can't believe he will be sent to a
country whose language he barely knows and where he knows no-one.

Hassanakis is a young Muslim boy of Turkish descent growing up on Crete during WWI. Fifteen
generations of his family have lived on the island and until now he has never had any reason not
to think he is a Cretan. But with the Great Powers tussling over the collapsing Ottoman Empire
and the island's Christians in rebellion, an outbreak of ethnic violence forces his family to flee to
the Cretan City of Chania. He begins to lay down roots and his snappy dress earns him the
nickname of Hassan ‘the mirror’. As WWI draws to a close and the Turkish War of Independence
rages, he begins a heady romance with the elegant Hüsniye. There are rumours that the Cretan
Muslims will be sent to Turkey but Hassanakis can't believe he will be sent to a country whose
language he barely knows and where he knows no-one. This powerful novel drawn from the
diary of a refugee family evokes the beauty, complexity and trauma of Crete's past and weaves
it into a moving tale of an ordinary man living through extraordinary times.

AUTHOR:
Ahmet Yorulmaz was a Turkish a journalist, author and translator. He was born in Ayvalik to a
family of Cretan Turks deported to mainland Turkey as part of the Greek/Turkish population
exchange decreed in the Treaty of Lausanne. He was fluent in modern Greek and translated
novels and poems from contemporary Greek literature to Turkish. Most of his original works were
written with the aim of making people learn about Ayvalik, the city where he grew up. He
dedicated himself to Greek-Turkish friendship and rapprochement. Paula Darwish is a freelance
translator and professional musician. She read Turkish Language and Literature with Middle
Eastern History at SOAS in London graduating with a First in 1997. In 2015, she was invited to
attend the Cunda International Workshops for Translators of Turkish Literature, where she
participated in a collaborative translation of the works of Behcet Necatigil. Her submission from
the novel Savasin Cocuklari by the late Ahmet Yorulmaz won a prize in the 2015 PEN Samples
Translation Pitch competition. In 2017, her translation of the short story Uzun Kisin Suclusu by
Demet Sahin was part of the 10th Istanbul International Poetry and Literature Festival. She has
also translated some notable non-fiction works, including a bilingual catalogue of the buildings of
the famous Ottoman architect, Sinan. She is a qualified member (MITI) of the Institute of
Translators and Interpreters.
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A chilling noir novel set in the Belfast of The Troubles in which Pat Gray introduces us to the
flawed but dogged and honourable policeman McCann. It is a welcome return to fiction after an
eighteen year silence by one of Ulster's finest novelists. Eight years in C Division was a long
stretch for any man to be in one of the worst posts. That would break the toughest fellow. That
would make you wonder if McCann was really the man for the job. Inspector McCann is called to
investigate the brutal murder of a teenage girl, at first assuming it is a sex crime or sectarian
tit-for-tat killing. But another girl is killed and then his prime suspect castrated and murdered. He
finds himself trapped in vicious old rivalries, unsupported and alone. Are the murders connected
to 'Dirty Tricks' by the combatants in Ireland's war, or has McCann lost the plot, as his boss
suggests? Following the success of The Political Map of the Heart, Pat Gray's second Belfast novel
is detective fiction that is bloodier and darker than anything he has previously written.

AUTHOR:
Pat Gray was born in Belfast in 1953 and studied Politics at Birkbeck College, University of
London. His first novel, Mr Narrator was published by Dedalus in 1989. In June, 1995 he won the
World One Day Novel cup, by writing a 20,000 word novel, The Political Map of the Heart in 24
hours at the Groucho club in London's Soho. His third novel, The Cat , was published by Dedalus
in 1997 and reissued in 2015. A revised and extended version of the Political Map of the Heart
was published by Dedalus in 2001.
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Best known for his "rainbow" series of fairy tale books, pioneering anthropologist and folklorist
Andrew Lang was the first to compile a serious, critical survey of ghost stories. With Dreams and
Ghosts, he collected scores of well-attested tales from civilizations around the world about spirit
visitations. This pageant of supernatural guests includes the naked ghost, the wraith of the
czarina, the dancing devil, the ghost that bit, the thumbless hand, and other apparitions from
both the remote past and modern times.

Lang's approach is noted for its rational, unbiased, and highly analytical attitude toward his
storytellers' accounts of visions and hallucinations. He provides facts and evidence, leaving
readers to the fascinating business of deciding whether these tales of the occult - more than 80
in all - have any basis in reality or are merely vivid hallucinations from impressionable minds. In
either event, the stories retain their spellbinding charm for all lovers of a ghostly yarn.

AUTHOR:
Scottish folklorist Andrew Lang (1844–1912) was a noted contributor to the field of anthropology.
He is best known for his "rainbow" series of fairy tale books but he was also a journalist, poet,
critic, and historian, with nearly 250 books to his credit, including novels and translations of
Homer.
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"Bram Stoker Award-winner Tim Waggoner consistently delivers the goods when it comes to
hard-hitting horror fiction, with compelling characters and dangerous horrors at every turn." –
This is Horror

In Rockridge, Ohio, a sinister family moves into a sleepy cul de sac. The Eldreds feed on the
negative emotions of humans, creating nightmarish realms within their house to entrap their
prey. Neighbours are lured into the Eldreds' home and faced with challenges designed to
heighten their darkest emotions so their inhuman captors can feed and feed well. If the humans
are to have any hope of survival, they'll have to learn to overcome their prejudices and
resentments toward one another and work together. But which will prove more deadly in the
end, the Eldreds ... or each other?

AUTHOR:
Tim Waggoner's first novel came out in 2001, and since then he's published close to fifty novels
and seven collections of short stories. He writes original dark fantasy and horror, as well as
media tie-ins. His novels include Like Death, considered a modern classic in the genre, and the
popular Nekropolis series of urban fantasy novels, as well as The Mouth of the Dark and They
Kill, both published by Flame Tree Press.
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"Bram Stoker Award-winner Tim Waggoner consistently delivers the goods when it comes to
hard-hitting horror fiction, with compelling characters and dangerous horrors at every turn." –
This is Horror

In Rockridge, Ohio, a sinister family moves into a sleepy cul de sac. The Eldreds feed on the
negative emotions of humans, creating nightmarish realms within their house to entrap their
prey. Neighbours are lured into the Eldreds' home and faced with challenges designed to
heighten their darkest emotions so their inhuman captors can feed and feed well. If the humans
are to have any hope of survival, they'll have to learn to overcome their prejudices and
resentments toward one another and work together. But which will prove more deadly in the
end, the Eldreds ... or each other?

AUTHOR:
Tim Waggoner's first novel came out in 2001, and since then he's published close to fifty novels
and seven collections of short stories. He writes original dark fantasy and horror, as well as
media tie-ins. His novels include Like Death, considered a modern classic in the genre, and the
popular Nekropolis series of urban fantasy novels, as well as The Mouth of the Dark and They
Kill, both published by Flame Tree Press.
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What's going on behind the doors of Fountain Inn?

When her employer suddenly disappears, young Grace Kirkstall finds herself accepting a new job
at a new company in the same building – an oasis of tranquillity off the streets of London.

Ben and Helen Brown's startup company's pitch is that, for a small consideration, they will help
people out of their major and minor fixes. Their first big commission initiates Ben into the gentle
art of house-breaking, and Helen into the mysteries of the Society for Progressive
Rehabilitation...

But for Grace, it will plunge her into more danger than she could ever have imagined.

This leisurely, beautifully observed thriller marked Victor Canning's entree into crime fiction, and
rewards with a thrilling finale - sure to delight fans of Agatha Christie's Tommy and Tuppence.

AUTHOR:
Victor Canning was a prolific writer throughout his career, which began young: he had sold
several short stories by the age of nineteen and his first novel, Mr Finchley Discovers His England
(1934) was published when he was twenty-three. It proved to be a runaway bestseller. Canning
also wrote for children: his trilogy The Runaways was adapted for US children's television.
Canning's later thrillers were darker and more complex than his earlier work and received further
critical acclaim.
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"A thriller in the best Hammett/Chandler tradition... Mr. Gores, as always, writes beautifully, with
never a wasted word and with a fine feeling for characterisation." - The New York Times

Due to an "irregular" case handled by a now-deceased agent, the State of California is hell-bent
on revoking Dan Kearny's private investigator's license. What began as a dispute over an
insignificant sum has spiraled into maelstrom of deception, conspiracy, and violence, launching
Kearny and his associates on a cross-country search for witnesses who can clear the company's
name. Before long they discover others following in their footsteps — with deadly intent. This
new edition of the third book in Joe Gores's DKA File series includes a bonus DKA short story,
"File #7: O Black and Unknown Bard."

AUTHOR:
Joe Gores (1931–2011) won Edgar Awards in three separate categories: Best First Novel, Best
Short Story, and Best TV Series Segment. His many day jobs included truck driver, bodybuilding
instructor, carny, and English teacher at a boys' school in Kenya as well as a dozen years as a
private investigator in the San Francisco area. His work repossessing cars provided grist for the
mill of his DKA series, making them — in the words of Ellery Queen - "(as) authentic as a fist in
your face."
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Herma is many things: a glamorous story of a singer who rises from the choir of a country
church to stardom at the Paris Opera: the parallel adventures of her agent and friendly enemy
Fred Hite, filled with the excitement of the early days of aviation; and a provocative sexual
intrigue whose twinned her and heroine, not brother and sister, are forbidden to each other by
the secret that lies at the centre of their odd and intimate relationship. Starting in Southern
California, Herma moves on to larger world, starting with the brash adolescent San Francisco of
the period, then the Earthquake, then the international world of opera in Paris at the most
luxurious, opulent, and decadent moment of its history. Erotic, bejeweled, crowded with incident
and a big, vivid cast of characters, Herma is MacDonald Harris's richest and most complex novel
and destined to be his most popular.

AUTHOR:
MacDonald Harris was the pseudonym of Donald Heiney. He wrote 16 novels and 1 book on
sailing (he was in the US Navy during WW2) and lived for most of his life in Newport, California.
In 1982 he received a literature award from the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for his
entire body of work. He died in 1993 aged 71.
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Unavailable to English readers for more than 50 years, The Island of Second Sight is a
masterpiece of world literature. Set in the years leading up to World War II, it is the fictionalised
account of the time spent in Mallorca by the author and his wife, who experience the most
unpredictable and surreal adventures, pursued all the while by Nazis and Francoists. And just as
the chaos comes to seem manageable, the Spanish Civil War erupts. Drawing comparisons to
Don Quixote and The Man Without Qualities, The Island of Second Sight is a novel of astonishing
and singular richness of language and purpose. At once ironic and humanistic, hilarious and
profoundly serious, philosophical and grotesque, The Island of Second Sight is a literary tour de
force.

AUTHOR:
Albert Vigoleis Thelen (1903-1989) was a German writer and translator. During the rise of the
Nazi regime, he lived on Mallorca with Beatrice Bruckner, whom he married in 1934. The Island
of Second Sight was awarded the Fontane Prize upon its first publication.
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"This is the witty, eerie, tender but firm life history of a middle-class Englishwoman who politely
declines to make the expected connection with the opposite sex and becomes a witch instead." -
John Updike

Forty-seven-year-old Lolly Willowes is a conventional maiden aunt, an unpaid companion and
babysitter to her brothers' children. After years of submission to her controlling family, she
develops a longing for the countryside and dark, wild places that impels her to flee London for a
remote village. Lolly soon discovers that her new neighbors are a coven of bohemian witches and
eventually encounters Satan himself - a genial country gentleman who's ready to make a pact.

The first-ever selection of the Book of the Month Club upon its 1926 publication, Lolly Willowes
was a surprise international bestseller. This proto-feminist work has since been chosen as one of
the Guardian's 100 Best Novels of All Time, and it remains a richly satirical novel that celebrates
the joys of self-actualisation.

"Revolutionary... a subtle demand for women's power over their own lives." - Alison Lurie

"Remarkable... pungent and satisfying." - Saturday Review

AUTHOR:
Sylvia Townsend Warner (1893–1978) was a British author who began her self-proclaimed
"accidental career" as a poet after she was given paper with a "particularly tempting surface."
Originally a musicologist, Warner was one of the editors of the 10-volume Tudor Church Music
and was also a contributor to Grove’s Dictionary of Music. Lolly Willowes, her first novel, was the
first selection of the Book of the Month Club. In addition to her short stories, 144 of which
appeared in the New Yorker, Warner also published many collections of short fiction, novels,
volumes of poetry, and works of nonfiction, including Jane Austen: 1775–1817 and the
semiautobiographical, posthumously published Scenes of Childhood.
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Bored by his aimless life, sixty-year-old Marc decides to take his cat and his grown-up daughter,
Anne, on an impromptu road trip. Despite its promising start, the journey soon takes a turn for
the bizarre, and easy-going Marc comes to realise he doesn't really know his daughter at all. 

Shocking, hilarious and poignant, this final book from Pascal Garnier, published shortly before his
death, is the author on top form. 

The book features an Introduction by John Banville, Man Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea,
who describes Garnier as 'the true heir to Simenon'.

AUTHOR:
Pascal Garnier, who died in March 2010, was a talented novelist, short story writer, children's
author and painter. From his home in the mountains of the Ardeche, he wrote fiction in a noir
palette with a cast of characters drawn from ordinary provincial life. Though his writing is often
very dark in tone, it sparkles with quirkily beautiful imagery and dry wit.
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Would you take a chance on a bad boy with a leather jacket and a vintage motorbike? 

That's the question single mum Jo Morris has to ask herself when she collides with local bike
mechanic Ed Griffiths on a rainy Welsh hillside. Working at the Art Cafe, Jo hears the gossip and
is all too aware of Ed's reputation. 

But whilst he's certainly no angel, there is something about Ed's daredevil antics that Jo can't
ignore. And as she gets to know him better and watches the kind way he deals with her young
son Liam, she begins to wonder - is there more to this 'bad boy' than meets the eye?

AUTHOR:
Sue McDonagh's career as a policewoman for Essex Police was cut short when she was diagnosed
at the age of twenty-four with ovarian cancer. After a successful recovery and a stint working as
a Press Officer she moved to Wales. In Wales her love of art evolved into a full-time occupation
and she made a living teaching and sketching portraits at shows. In 2014 she was a regional
finalist for the Sky Arts Portrait Artist of the Year. She now works exclusively to commissions
from her art gallery. In 2009 she learned to ride a motorbike, and now helps run Curvy Riders, a
national, women only, motorbike club. Her joy of motorbikes and her love of writing inspired her
to write the Art Café series. Sue, granny of two little girls and proud mum of two stepsons, lives
a mile from the sea in Wales. She can often be found with her border terrier, Scribbles, at her
art gallery. Scribble thinks the customers only come in to see him. Sometimes, Sue thinks that
too. When she's not painting, she's writing or on her motorbike. She belongs to a local writing
group and the Romantic Novelist’s Association. Summer at the Art Cafe is Sue's debut novel and
the first in her Art Cafe series.
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When five murders disturb his sleepy Burgundian city on Bastille night, Chief Inspector Evariste
Clovis Desire Pel has his work cut out for him. A terrorist group is at work and with the President
due to make an official visit in a few weeks' time, the pressure is on to uncover them and stop
them in their tracks.

Meanwhile, Pel continues his courtship of the delightful Madame Faivre-Perret, and hopes one
day to escape the tyranny of his TV-addicted landlady – but none of this distracts him from his
goal of unmasking the murderers and stealing the would-be assassins' power.

Moody, sharp-tongued and worrying constantly about his health, Inspector Pel ensures that no
case goes unsolved, in these mordantly witty French mysteries.

AUTHOR:
Mark Hebden was one of the pen names of novelist John Harris, who died in 1991. Before
becoming a full-time writer, he was a sailor, an airman, a journalist, a travel courier and a
history teacher. He also wrote popular war fiction as Max Hennessy.
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Chief Inspector Pel is taking a well-deserved break from detective work, and setting off for his
honeymoon with his new wife, Genevieve. Surely there's nothing more relaxing than an island
getaway, and a bout of ferocious seasickness on the ferry journey there is a small price to pay.

But the newlyweds' holiday plans are disrupted when a local taxi driver is murdered on their first
night. More puzzling is his attempt to reach Pel before the brutal killing and his message is one of
murder, arson and smuggling. Can Pel break the silence surrounding the Islanders, and catch the
killer?

Moody, sharp-tongued and worrying constantly about his health, Inspector Pel ensures that no
case goes unsolved, in these mordantly witty French mysteries.

'Totally convincing.' - Financial Times 
'Mr Hebden has created a nice band of flics.' - Oxford Times 
'Pel and his procedurals are some of the best things since Maigret.' - Observer 
'Chief Inspector Evariste Clovis Desire Pel, as well rounded a character as Maigret or Van der
Valk.' - Punch 
'Impeccable French ambience, unexaggerated flics, and a well-constructed solution. Hebden
proves again that few understand Gallic cops better than English writers!' - The Times

AUTHOR:
Mark Hebden, who died in 1991, was one of the pen names of John Harris, author of The Sea
Shall Not Have Them and Covenant with Death. He also wrote adventure stories under the name
of Max Hennessy. Before becoming a full-time writer, he was a sailor, an airman, a journalist, a
travel courier and a history teacher. During World War II he served with two forces and two
navies. Hebden is a master of his genre, and his writing is as timeless as it is versatile and
entertaining. 
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Murders circle around Burgundy where Pel has just been promoted to Chief Inspector, starting
with the case of a woman whose body is found on the beach one morning. A death that
appeared to be suicide at first glance turns out to have plenty of suspects, each with their own
particular motive.

Pel's personal life is going far from smoothly, as he discovers himself to be the target of a
letter-bomb sent by an old enemy – aside from the obvious danger, this is yet another obstacle
to his plans to marry Madame Faivre-Perret. Can Pel keep his life, his love and his career by
solving the murder mysteries, and keeping the predators at bay?

Moody, sharp-tongued and worrying constantly about his health, Inspector Pel ensures that no
case goes unsolved, in these mordantly witty French mysteries. 

AUTHOR:
Mark Hebden was one of the pen names of novelist John Harris, who died in 1991. Before
becoming a full-time writer, he was a sailor, an airman, a journalist, a travel courier and a
history teacher. He also wrote popular war fiction as Max Hennessy.
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Temperatures are dropping as winter takes Burgundy into a tight grip, but the crime rate shows
no sign of freezing, and Inspector Pel and his team of detectives are as busy as ever. A
well-known fraudster is found dead in an alleyway – could gang rivalry be to blame? And who is
behind a series of attacks targeting gay men in the town?

On top of all this, a wealthy local businessman, Francois Rensselaer, disappears – but oddly,
none of his family seem very bothered about it. Only Archer, his favourite staghound, is anxious
for his missing master. It’s down to Pel to unravel the mystery, uncovering motives as dark as
the blackest winter night along the way.

Moody, sharp-tongued and worrying constantly about his health, Inspector Pel ensures that no
case goes unsolved, in these mordantly witty French mysteries.

AUTHOR:
Mark Hebden was one of the pen names of novelist John Harris, who died in 1991. Before
becoming a full-time writer, he was a sailor, an airman, a journalist, a travel courier and a
history teacher. He also wrote popular war fiction as Max Hennessy.
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Seven stories, seven whispers into the ears of life: A Yi’s unexpected twists of crime burst from
the everyday, with glimpses of romance distorted by the weaknesses of human motive. A Yi
employs his forensic skills to offer a series of portraits of modern life, both uniquely Chinese, and
universal in their themes. His years as a police officer serve him well as he teases the truth from
simple observation, now brought into the English language in a masterful translation by Alex
Woodend. The stories include Two Lives, Attic, Spring, Bach, Predator. The first in the new Flame
Tree Press series, Stories from China. 

AUTHOR:
A Yi (author) is a celebrated Chinese writer living in Beijing. He worked as a police officer before
becoming editor-in-chief of Chutzpah, an avant garde literary magazine. He is the author of
several collections of short stories and has published fiction in Granta and the Guardian. In 2010
he was shortlisted for the People's Literature Top 20 Literary Giants of the Future. A Perfect
Crime, his first book in English was published by Oneworld in 2015. He is noted for his
unsentimental worldview, and challenging literary style.
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Seven stories, seven whispers into the ears of life: A Yi’s unexpected twists of crime burst from
the everyday, with glimpses of romance distorted by the weaknesses of human motive. A Yi
employs his forensic skills to offer a series of portraits of modern life, both uniquely Chinese, and
universal in their themes. His years as a police officer serve him well as he teases the truth from
simple observation, now brought into the English language in a masterful translation by Alex
Woodend. The stories include Two Lives, Attic, Spring, Bach, Predator. The first in the new Flame
Tree Press series, Stories from China. 

AUTHOR:
A Yi (author) is a celebrated Chinese writer living in Beijing. He worked as a police officer before
becoming editor-in-chief of Chutzpah, an avant garde literary magazine. He is the author of
several collections of short stories and has published fiction in Granta and the Guardian. In 2010
he was shortlisted for the People's Literature Top 20 Literary Giants of the Future. A Perfect
Crime, his first book in English was published by Oneworld in 2015. He is noted for his
unsentimental worldview, and challenging literary style.
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From international sensation Ashok K. Banker, pioneer of the fantasy genre in India, comes the
first book in a groundbreaking, epic fantasy series inspired by the ancient Indian classic, The
Mahabharata

In a world where demigods and demons walk among mortals, the Emperor of the vast Burnt
Empire has died, leaving a turbulent realm without an emperor. Two young princes, Adri and
Shvate, are in line to rule, but birthright does not guarantee inheritance, for any successor must
sit upon the legendary Burning Throne and pass The Test of Fire. Imbued with dark sorceries,
the throne is a crucible - one that incinerates the unworthy.

Adri and Shvate pass The Test and are declared heirs to the empire . . . but there is another
with a claim to power, another who also survives: a girl from an outlying kingdom. When this girl,
whose father is the powerful demonlord Jarsun, is denied her claim by the interim leaders,
Jarsun declares war, vowing to tear the Burnt Empire apart - leaving the young princes Adri and
Shvate to rule a shattered realm embroiled in rebellion and chaos . . .

Welcome to the Burnt Empire Saga

AUTHOR:
Ashok K. Banker is the author of more than sixty books, including the internationally acclaimed
Ramayana series. His works have all been bestsellers in India and have sold around the world.
He lives in Los Angeles.
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"Vulcan's Forge is a compelling journey into a fascinating future that combines intriguing
speculation on social development and human nature with a richly realised, techno-noir future."
Brian Trent, author of Ten Thousand Thunders 

Jason Kessler doesn't fit in the society of Nocturnia, the sole colony that survived the Earth's
destruction. Between the colony's dedication to a distorted vision of mid-twentieth century
Americana, its sexually repressive culture, and the expectation that his most important duty is
marriage and children Jason rebels, throwing himself into an illicit and dangerous affair with
Pamela Guest, but Pamela harbors a secret. Soon the lovers are engaged in a lethal game of cat
and mouse with the colony's underworld head and the secrets Jason unlocks upend everything he
knew, exposing dangers far beyond Nocturnia and its obsessions.

AUTHOR:
Robert Mitchell Evans was born in North Carolina but split his early life between that state and
sunny Florida before brief and ultimately unsuccessful tour in the United States Navy.  A life-long
enthusiastic fan of film and genre fiction Robert's interests include all form of science, history,
and politics. He has played role-playing games since the early 80s and enjoys a wide array of
board and card games as well. He haunts local conventions and his favorite Shakespearean play
is Macbeth. Like so many ex-sailors he lives in San Diego with his sweetie-wife and an
ever-growing film library.
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"Vulcan's Forge is a compelling journey into a fascinating future that combines intriguing
speculation on social development and human nature with a richly realised, techno-noir future."
Brian Trent, author of Ten Thousand Thunders 

Jason Kessler doesn't fit in the society of Nocturnia, the sole colony that survived the Earth's
destruction. Between the colony's dedication to a distorted vision of mid-twentieth century
Americana, its sexually repressive culture, and the expectation that his most important duty is
marriage and children Jason rebels, throwing himself into an illicit and dangerous affair with
Pamela Guest, but Pamela harbors a secret. Soon the lovers are engaged in a lethal game of cat
and mouse with the colony's underworld head and the secrets Jason unlocks upend everything he
knew, exposing dangers far beyond Nocturnia and its obsessions.

AUTHOR:
Robert Mitchell Evans was born in North Carolina but split his early life between that state and
sunny Florida before brief and ultimately unsuccessful tour in the United States Navy.  A life-long
enthusiastic fan of film and genre fiction Robert's interests include all form of science, history,
and politics. He has played role-playing games since the early 80s and enjoys a wide array of
board and card games as well. He haunts local conventions and his favorite Shakespearean play
is Macbeth. Like so many ex-sailors he lives in San Diego with his sweetie-wife and an
ever-growing film library.
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"The most knowledgeable royal biographer on the planet" -The Financial Times

Hugo Vickers is an acknowledged authority on the British Royal Family. He has commented on
royal matters on television and radio since 1973 and worked as historical adviser on a number of
films. He is the author of books on the Queen Mother, the Duchess of Windsor, Princess Andrew
of Greece (Prince Philip's mother) and Queen Mary all of whom are featured in the popular
Netflix show, The Crown.

Since November 2016, Peter Morgan has presented millions of viewers with the first 3 seasons of
The Crown, positioned as an accurate, dramatised portrayal of the life and reign of Queen
Elizabeth II.

Now, in THE CROWN DISSECTED, Vickers separates fact from fiction in all 3 seasons of the
series. Episode-by-episode analysis dissects the plots, characterisation and historical detail in each
storyline. Vickers tells us what really happened and what certainly did not happen.

It's a must-read for fans of the show, and proves that more than a little artistic license has gone
into the making of The Crown.

AUTHOR:
In 2018 Hugo Vickers edited The Quest for Queen Mary (Zuleika/Hodder), which was universally
well reviewed. He is Chairman of the Commonwealth Walkway Trust and he was appointed an
honorary Fellow of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society in 2019. He is Deputy Lieutenant of
the Royal County of Berkshire and has been Captain of the Lay Stewards of St. George's Chapel,
Windsor, for 50 years. He lives between London and Wiltshire, and has three grown-up children,
Arthur, Alice and George.
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Marriage Story is Academy Award nominated filmmaker Noah Baumbach's incisive and
compassionate portrait of a marriage breaking up and a family staying together. The film stars
Scarlett Johansson and Adam Driver, Laura Dern, Alan Alda, and Ray Liotta co-star. Charlie
(Adam Driver) is a theater director in New York City; Nicole (Scarlett Johansson) is his
soon-to-be-former star actress, now relocating to Los Angeles - her first home before she
married Charlie. As the couple sets out to negotiate divorce and the custody of their
eight-year-old son, their amicable intentions rapidly unravel until they find themselves in the
middle of a grueling legal battlefield.

This stunning companion book, a box set from Assouline, contains two volumes - one for Nicole,
one for Charlie - that allow the reader to see the film's narrative through each half of the
couple's eyes. Featuring film stills, set photography, quotes from cast and the filmmakers, and
two astute, lyrical introductions, this pair of books takes readers both behind the scenes and
straight into the heart of this magnificent film.

The movie was released on December 6th, 2019 and is now available on Netflix.

Two hardcover books in a box

400 illustrations
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Who gives the hammiest performance in a Bond film? What is the series' most cringeworthy
moment? Which Bond performed the least convincing love scene? What quips would Sir Roger
Moore come out with if he starred in Skyfall; and what would the plot of Octopussy look like if
expressed purely through the medium of emoji? These are the sort of questions you never knew
you needed answering... until now. So pour yourself a vodka martini (dry), climb into a sleek 70s
submersible Lotus (wet) and take an absurdist deep dive into the greatest movie franchise of
them all. The weird and wonderful world of 007 is about to get a whole lot weirder in this
shocking, positively shocking humour book.

AUTHOR:
Robbie Sims has worked as a cameraman, a reporter, an editor, an usher, a director, a
researcher and a voice-over artist, though not necessarily in that order. He's written shows for
CBeebies (Gigglebiz, Space Pirates, Kerwhizz), despite knowing next to nothing about small
children. He is currently a continuity writer/announcer on a history channel telling viewers what
sort of shows they can expect to see coming up (it’s almost always either Nazis or trains). He's
been a Bond fan since his first rainy Bank Holiday viewing of Live and Let Die at the age of five,
and decided to channel his geekery into the Bond-themed comedy
Twitter account @TheTchaikovsky last year.

20 b/w illustrations
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Amazingly delicious and beautiful gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free, and refined sugar–free
desserts from the popular Bakerita blog

Rachel Conners began her blog as a hobby to share baking recipes with friends, but when she
started to focus more on gluten-free, paleo, and vegan recipes to make things she could share
with her sister, who was following a strict diet due to health concerns, Rachel quickly realised she
was onto something. Bakerita surged in popularity as fans flocked to it for delicious and
beautifully photographed recipes. Interest in gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free, and refined
sugar–free foods continues to grow in popularity, yet there are remarkably few books available
focused just on desserts, and even fewer with recipes that even beginner bakers can make at
home. That's where Bakerita comes in, offering recipes for everything from breakfast treats like
Lavender-Lemon Raspberry Scones, pies and tarts such as Chocolate Mousse Pie, cakes including
Mocha Chip Cheesecake, and updated all-time favorites like chocolate chip cookies, all made
without any hard-to-find ingredients.

AUTHOR:
Rachel Conners started her blog in 2010 because baking was a creative outlet and act of love
that she wanted to share with the world. Soon after moving away from home to attend the
University of Puget Sound, she began to experiment with more healthful ways of baking, like
gluten-free, paleo, and vegan, in large part due to her sister's health issues. After graduating
from college, Rachel decided to dive headfirst into her blog, and over the past several years,
Rachel has turned Bakerita from a hobby into a career. Bakerita allows Rachel to share her love
of good food, health, and wellness as each of her recipes is created with no refined sugars, no
dairy, and no gluten. Rachel lives with her dog in San Diego, California.
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For more than twenty-five years, the Scheufele family searched for an interesting chateau in
France to live out their passion for wine. Chateau Monestier La Tour was like a coup de foudre,
and the charm of the place immediately overwhelmed them. The chateau dates back to a
thirteenth-century monastery and stands proudly on a small hill overlooking Monestier, a historic
village just next to Bergerac.

Nestled in the Perigord region of France - a paradise for gourmands, wine lovers, and history
buffs - Chateau Monestier La Tour's heritage is as rich and elegant as the wines it produces. This
exceptional volume traverses the chateau's legacy of viticulture, first officially recorded in 1792;
after being passed down through noble French families, it was picked up by proprietors from New
Zealand and the Netherlands before being acquired in 2012 by the Scheufele family, who have
restored the château to its cosy grandeur.

Written by Swiss wine expert Chandra Kurt, the five chapters are "The Perigord, a Land of
Plenty," "Gastronomy, from Truffles to Foie Gras," "The History of Wine in Bergerac," "Chateau
Monestier La Tour" and "The Biodynamic Universe." For Timeless Perigord the chateau opens its
doors and Italian photographer Jacopo Salvi captures its beauty through all four seasons -
including wine production, truffle hunting, and working in the vineyards, the biodynamic gardens
and the kitchen. In addition, this Classics Collection volume is punctuated with over two dozen
delectable recipes made with regional ingredients, from starters such as Eggs in Red Wine Sauce
and Truffled Foie Gras Terrine, to Pot-au-Feu and Rotisserie Chicken with Sauteed Vegetables, to
Creme Brulee and Pear Tart Bourdaloue.

AUTHOR:
Award-winning writer, Chandra Kurt is one of Switzerland’s foremost wine authors, having written
more than twenty books on wine, including Wine Tales, the yearly guide Weinseller, while also
having launched the wine magazine Weinseller Journal in 2015. Chandra is an international wine
consultant, a member of the Circle of Wine Writers in London, the Ordre des Coteaux de
Champagne and the Confrerie du Guillon. 

Italian photographer Jacopo Salvi began his career working for regional and international
newspapers, dedicating himself to reportage of architecture and art. He is one of the official
photographers of the Venice Biennale and has been photographing the best European wineries in
collaboration with author Chandra Kurt for Weinseller Journal. His photos have been featured in
publications such as Il Giornale dell’Arte, The Art Newspaper, Vanity Fair and more.

150 illustrations
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A cook book infused with Chinese heritage - 75 easy to follow recipes New edition of the classic,
bestselling traditional Chinese cookbook, a staple in Chinese and US kitchens for 83 years First
printed in 1936, the book has been reprinted 68 times and has sold over 300,000 copies in
China. 

The present edition features a new preface and new introductions to chapters by Dolly's
great-grand-niece, art collector and philanthropist Carolyn Hsu-Balcer. The provinces of China are
united by their love of a good meal. Each has their own specialties and methods of preparation -
all of which are, of course, purported to be 'the best'. Rather than attempting to cover the
entirety of Chinese cuisine, this charming little book instead focuses on recipes born from melding
the author's favorite family menus with tips on traditional preparation and table etiquette as
dictated by Confucius 2500 years ago. The result is an informative and delicious peek into the
Chinese food culture of the early twentieth century. Requiring only minimal materials and
expertise, the recipes are accessible and flavourful, while the insights into traditional Chinese
eating customs will be of use for travellers hoping to dine authentically while abroad. 

Chow! guides the reader through the basics - how to wash rice, serve tea and make noodles
from scratch - before introducing them to a variety of dishes based around meat, seafood and
vegetables. Whether you seek familiar tastes or adventurous dishes, Chow! has it all: from
stuffed mushrooms and fried rice to minced pigeon, crab fat with green vegetables and duck
tongue soup.

AUTHOR:
Dolly Chow is the daughter of Sir Shouson Chow, a well-known Qing Dynasty official, financier
and international scholar who was one of the first students chosen by the Chinese government to
attend an American university. Raised in Shanghai, Dolly was a renowned hostess who introduced
many Western officials to the tastes of Chinese cooking. She published the first edition of Chow!
in 1936, in both English and Chinese.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A cookery book infused with Chinese heritage - 75 easy to follow recipes
•  New edition of the classic, bestselling traditional Chinese cookbook, a staple in Chinese and US
kitchens for 83 years
•  First printed in 1936, the book has been reprinted 68 times and has sold over 300,000 copies
in China
•  The present edition features a new preface and new introductions to chapters by Dolly's
great-grand-niece, art collector and philanthropist Carolyn Hsu-Balcer
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Here are 300 easy, fast and inexpensive recipes that use ready-made vegan preparations, such
as tofu sausages, smoked tofu, seitan, tempeh, soy steaks, vegan cheeses, and dairy-free yogurt
as well as regular storecupboard staples like tins of chick peas or beans, lentils, pasta, rice,
quinoa, couscous, gnocchi, miso and frozen vegetables.

The authors of the highly acclaimed and widely reviewed Aquafaba, are back, and this time, it is
the time-poor urban dweller who will benefit from their culinary creativity. This book is designed
for 'urban vegans'. Why? Because there are noticeable differences in access to food according to
where we live. In big cities like London, Paris or New York, you can find every possible vegan
ingredient, and endless products imported from exotic countries. On the other hand, since there
is rarely local production, it can often be very hard to find top-quality super-fresh fruits and
vegetables.

You may be surprised to find that almost all the vegetables and herbs used in this book are
frozen. The first obvious advantage to using frozen is it's time saving! No cleaning, no peeling, no
cutting and available in small quantities, without waste. The second advantage is having on hand
the basics for an instant meal.

So the aim of this book is to provide recipes for real cooking every day using mainly products
that are easily found in local neighbourhood shops and supermarkets. The idea is to use what
you have on hand, stored in your kitchen cupboards or at the bottom of the fridge. You are
always ready to go!
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This is a beautiful study of the rich history of our food, its fads and its fashions to be combined
with a practical cookbook of over 200 recipes from antiquity.

The many influences of the past on our diet today make the concept of 'British food' very hard to
define. The Celts, Romans, Saxons, Vikings and Normans all brought ingredients to the table, as
it were, and onwards the Crusades gave us all manner of spices. The Georgians enjoyed a new
level of excess and then of course the world wars forced us into the challenge of making meals
from very little.

This book, one of three volumes, documents the rich history of our food, its fads and its fashions
to be combined with a practical cookbook of over xxx recipes from antiquity. Offerings include
tasty beach BBQ ideas from Celtic times, a hearty Roman Army lentil stew and ideas for festive
feasts of ancient times.

AUTHOR:
Jacqui Wood is best known as Time Team's resident food historian. She works as the Director of
Saveock Water Archaeology (www.archaeologyonline.org), an archaeological research centre and
field school, and also works for English Heritage demonstrating Bronze Age technology. 

30 illustrations
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"Willem Hiele brings the philosophy of the local produce of the polder landscape into his dishes in
a beautiful way." - Gault&Millau

Chef Willem Hiele has transformed the fisherman's house of his parents in the Belgian polders
into a wonderful restaurant that exudes an authentic atmosphere. Fire, nature and local produce
are all vital in Hiele's minimalist cuisine, which consistently creates a surprising diversity of
flavours. Each dish has layers of complexity, yet at the same time always goes to the essence.
The ingredients are pure and only receive the minimal treatment they need to bring out their
flavours to the full.

Local produce is key to Willem Hiele's cookery. Originating from Ostend, and descended from
eight generations of sea fishermen, Hiele brings the pure natural power of the sea and its
environs into his cuisine. He seeks his inspiration very locally and moulds it into dishes without
frills. Foraged wild asparagus is combined with skin-fried halibut. Mixed with new plum blossom,
the juice from windfall apples forms the basis of a perfect vinaigrette. Sloe ice cream from the
polders brings the gastronomic adventure to a divine conclusion.

It is therefore no surprise that Willem Hiele has drawn praise from both Michelin and
Gault&Millau.

With texts by Evelien Rutten, original recipes and food stories by Willem Hiele and authentic
photos by Pieter D'Hoop.

Text in English and Dutch.

SELLING POINT:
•  The authentic North Sea cuisine of a rising star in international gastronomy
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The Earth in Her Hands celebrates the important contributions women make to the wide world of
plants - in the fields of horticulture, environmental science, botany, floral design, farming,
landscape architecture, herbalism, food justice, and more.

The Earth in Her Hands, by Jennifer Jewell - the host and founder of NPR's Cultivating Place -
profiles 75 women working in careers ranging from horticulture, botany, and environmental
science to floral design, landscape architecture, herbalism, and farming. The featured women
represent a wide range of ages and a variety of backgrounds, and they have all made lasting
contributions in the wide world of plants. Contributors include florist Amy Merrick, plantswoman
Flora Grubb, vegetable gardener Leslie Bennett, writer Jamaica Kincaid, soil scientist Elaine
Ingham, landscape designer Julie Moir Messervy, and many more. Readers will learn each
woman's unique story - what led them to their career, what drives and inspires them, what they
have learned along the way, and what they plan to do in the future. Each profile is accompanied
by a revealing portrait, and additional photographs highlight the women's work. Publishing on
International Women’s Day, The Earth in Her Hands is an inspirational, beautiful, and
empowering gift book or self-purchase for any woman inspired by the natural world.

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Jewell is the creator, writer and host of Cultivating Place, airing on North State Public
Radio. Jewell’s writing and photography have been featured in publications including Gardens
Illustrated, House & Garden, and Pacific Horticulture. Currently, she sits on the board of Pacific
Horticulture and is a long-time member of other national and regional gardening organisations.
She works, gardens, and lives in interior Northern California with her two smart, funny, lovely
and lively daughters.

300 colour photographs and illustrations
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The classic guide fully updated and expanded with the addition of over 25 hardy rose cultivars.

In Hardy Roses, author Bob Osborne shares his decades of experience raising roses without any
chemicals in some of the coldest winters. Roses need not be intimidating and doomed to
inevitable failure, regardless of the climate. With this indispensable guide, northern gardeners
can enjoy that early snowstorm confident that their carefully tended roses will survive.

For this new edition of his classic guide, Osborne has fully revised and updated his text. In the
first part of the book, he carefully guides readers through the process of selecting, planting and
caring for roses, touching on topics such as overwintering, pests and diseases, and propagation
as he goes along. The second section profiles over 100 hardy rose cultivars divided into four main
categories: climbers, tall shrubs, semi-vigorous shrubs and low shrubs. The guide also features a
North American zone map and a detailed chart of hardy cultivars - ideal to use while shopping -
describing colour, form, hardiness, zone, vigor, fragrance, season, disease susceptibility and
much more.

More than 125 exquisite photographs convey the roses' subtle colouration and beauty, and
detailed line drawings illustrate the best planting, maintaining and propagating techniques for
hardy roses. As the only authoritative book on growing roses in colder climates, Hardy Roses is
essential reading for gardeners who want to experience the joy of cultivating these beautiful
plants.

AUTHOR:
Bob Osborne is the owner of Corn Hill Nursery in New Brunswick, Canada. He is a gardening
author, a columnist on CBC radio and a member of several horticultural organisations.

Beth Powning has photographed three previous books. In addition to being a photographer, Beth
is a novelist and essayist whose work includes the bestselling Home: Chronicle of a North Country
Life, The Hatbox Letters and The Sea Captain's Wife.

125 colour photographs, 15 illustrations, 2 maps
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This lushly illustrated book tells the amazing story of the rise, fall, and rebirth the Untermyer
Garden, one of the most extravagant and celebrated Gilded Age gardens.

Few people today have ever heard of him, but in the early years of the twentieth century,
Samuel Untermyer took on the rich, the entrenched establishment, the robber barons, and the
most powerful corporations in America. He also turned his estate into one of the most extensive
and ambitious gardens of the Gilded Age. Located on the banks of the Hudson, it boasted
extravagant structures based on Greek models, 60 greenhouses, and a staff of 60 gardeners.
After Untermyer’s death, the garden went into a steep decline, until the Untermyer Gardens
Conservancy began a program of restoration that has brought a significant part of the original
gardens back to their former glory. Visitors today can experience the grandeur of the garden,
and the renovations continue. In Paradise on the Hudson, seasoned writer and garden historian
Caroline Seebohm shares all this and more, telling a fascinating story of a dazzling Gilded Age
garden created, lost, and re-found. Packed with contemporary and historical photography, this
must-read entry into the canon of garden history celebrates an important garden in its former
glory and in its current restoration.

AUTHOR:
Caroline Seebohm is author of many books, including The Man Who Was Vogue, At Home with
Books, Private Landscapes, Boca Rococo, No Regrets, and Rescuing Eden. She has also published
two novels, The Last Romantics and The Innocents.

114 colour photographs
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New from the bestselling author of A Layered Garden, A Year at Brandywine Garden shows home
gardeners how to enjoy twelve months of their garden's bounty, both outdoors and in. It urges
readers to see their home gardens as an important part of a complete and fulfilling lifestyle.

How to Live Your Best Gardening Life!

David Culp has spent more than 30 years creating Brandywine Cottage - a sensational
year-round garden that provides an abundance of joy, both indoors and out. In his new book, he
urges home gardeners everywhere to do the same in their own space. Organised by the garden's
six natural season, A Year at Brandywine Cottage is packed with fresh ideas and trusted advice,
whether it's choosing plants for twelve months of interest, weaving edibles into the mix, or
bringing the bounty indoors with simple arrangements and homegrown recipes. Packed with
glorious images and practical tips, A Year at Brandywine Cottage will inspire you to live a life
enriched by nature every day of the year.

AUTHOR:
Along with his partner, Michael Alderfer, David Culp is the creator of the gardens at Brandywine
Cottage in Downingtown, Pennsylvania. David has been lecturing about gardens nationwide for
more than 25 years. His articles have appeared in Country Living, Fine Gardening, Green Scene,
and many other publications. He is a former contributing editor to Horticulture magazine and
served as chairman of the Mid-Atlantic Hardy Plant Society. An expert on herbaceous perennials,
David is vice president for Sunny Border Nurseries in Connecticut. He developed the Brandywine
Hybrid strain of hellebores and was cited in the Wall Street Journal for his expertise on
snowdrops. The garden at Brandywine Cottage has been featured several times in Martha
Stewart Living and on HGTV.

300 colour photographs
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An eye-catching and on-trend little book of self-empowerment.

This small but mighty book of inspirational quotes and statements will inspire your confidence,
strengthen your resolve and take your awesome levels to the max. Don't dim your inner light; let
it shine!

SELLING POINTS:
•  Aimed to empower the reader, this lovely little book is filled with uplifting quotes and
statements, reminding you to be bold and shine bright, whenever and wherever you are!
•  With its trend-led, fresh design, Be Bright, Be Bold, Be You will be sure to catch your eye.
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Err, I think you mean Downward Cat. How can you tell whether your cat is purr-fecting its Sphinx
pose or just being, well, a cat? 

You may think your cat is just a naturally bendy weirdo, but the truth is, they're probably one of
the growing number of Zen Yogi Cats - and this book is here to expose what happens when yoga
and cats collide. Whether they're paws-ing to enjoy their morning Sun Salutations, working on
their flexibility, searching for the divine (laser) light or exhaling furballs, these cats are getting
their om-meow on in the world of Cat Yoga. Combine the wonderful world of yoga with
everyone's favourite animal, and you have Cat Yoga. Hilarious full-colour cartoons from illustrator
Danny Cameron are paired with witty captions in this tongue-in-cheek look at yoga, through the
eyes of our feline friends.

AUTHOR:
Sam Hart studies meditation and mindfulness in tandem with a demanding job at an animal
rescue center based in Buckinghamshire, UK.
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In the innovative Frame-Ups format, which includes a sturdy cardstock easel frame, 50
inspirational cards feature popular aphorisms that take on new meaning when paired with
entertaining photographs of chickens.

Chickens, with their natural beauty and big personalities, have a wide - and growing - audience
appreciative of the humor and wisdom they bring to daily life. Few are better acquainted with
chickens' charm than Melissa Caughey, who has introduced the appeal of owning a flock and
chronicled the lives and personalities of her own backyard birds in the best-selling books How to
Speak Chicken and A Kid's Guide to Keeping Chickens. In Chicken Wisdom Frame-Ups, pairs sage
sentiments with delightful chicken photography on 50 individual cards. The clever Frame-Ups
format includes a pull-out table-top frame, so you can display your favourite card for visual
inspiration or easily swap it out for one that fits the mood or suits the moment. It's an all-in-one
package that delivers the joy of keeping chickens - without having to clean the coop!

AUTHOR:
Melissa Caughey is the author of Chicken Wisdom Frame-Ups and the best-selling books How to
Speak Chicken and A Kid's Guide to Keeping Chickens. She is a backyard chicken keeper,
beekeeper, master gardener, and freelancer who writes the award-winning blog Tilly's Nest.
Caughey has been featured in many national publications and can be found speaking on an array
of topics at events across the country. She lives on Cape Cod, Massachusetts.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The package features a sturdy, stand-up cardstock easel frame and 50 interchangeable cards,
each with a special message and entertaining photograph of chickens.
•  Best-selling author. Melissa Caughey, best-selling author of How to Speak Chicken
(9781612129112), brings her signature humour and love of chickens to these collected
aphorisms, which combine many of her original expressions with classic favorites.
•  Chickens are entertaining and beloved by kids and adults alike, and the backyard
chicken-keeping movement has made them a popular pet.

Includes stand-up cardstock easel
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Play the game, if you dare...

Need to liven up a party and keep the fun flowing? This stack of easy-toplay drinking games and
outrageous "Drink or Dare" challenges will raise the stakes as you raise a glass. Parties will never
be the same.

Time: 60 plus minutes to play
Number of players: 2 plus
Ages: 18 plus
Includes: 79 cards, plus 1 instruction card
Assembly required? No
Batteries required? No
Warning: Not suitable for persons under 18 years. For adult use only.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Small enough to carry in your pocket, this portable deck of cards will make any party or night
out even more memorable.
•  Includes classic drinking games as well as quick-fire dare cards for a variety of ways to play.
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Play the game, if you dare...

Need to hot up a hen do? These outrageous dares will get the fun going and make it a night
you'll never forget – even if you wanted to! Hen parties will never be the same.

Time: 60 plus minutes to play
Number of players: 2 plus
Ages: 18 plus
Includes: 79 cards, plus 1 instruction card
Assembly required? No
Batteries required? No
Warning: Not suitable for persons under 18 years. For adult use only.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Small enough to carry in your pocket, this portable game will make any hen do even more
memorable.
•  Includes rules that can be tailored for how long you want to play, and how challenging (or
embarrassing) you want the game to be.
•  Neon-inspired designs make this an eye-catching gift idea.
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Play the game, if you dare...

Are you ready for some X-rated fun? This sinful stack of rude and raunchy dares is guaranteed to
get tongues wagging and set pulses racing. Nights out (or in) will never be the same.

Time: 60 plus minutes to play
Number of players: 2 plus
Ages: 18 plus
Includes: 79 cards, plus 1 instruction card
Assembly required? No
Batteries required? No
Warning: Not suitable for persons under 18 years. For adult use only.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Small enough to carry in your pocket, this portable game will make any adult social event
more raunchy and memorable.
•  Includes rules that can be tailored for how long you want to play, and how challenging (or
naughty) you want the game to be.
•  Neon-inspired designs make this an eye-catching and fun gift idea.
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Play the game, if you dare...

Need to supercharge a stag do? These ludicrous dares will spice things up and give you
something fun to do – apart from getting very drunk, obviously. Stag parties will never be the
same.

Time: 60 plus minutes to play
Number of players: 2 plus
Ages: 18 plus
Includes: 79 cards, plus 1 instruction card
Assembly required? No
Batteries required? No
Warning: Not suitable for persons under 18 years. For adult use only.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Small enough to carry in your pocket, this portable game will make any adult social event
more raunchy and memorable.
•  Includes rules that can be tailored for how long you want to play, and how challenging (or
embarrasing) you want the game to be.
•  Neon-inspired designs make this an eye-catching and fun gift idea.
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Awesome games for the big night... and vital advice for the morning after.

Let the games begin and the good times roll! This compact collection of drinking games from
around the globe is guaranteed to liven up your night. Will you play Vodka Roulette or risk a
round of Nasty or Nice? Then when the alcohol has taken its toll, just flip to the hangovers
section for remedies, fun facts and tasty recipes to make it all better.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This book contains a selection of drinking games from around the world and a variety of
hangover cures and recipes to help ease you through the morning after.
•  A fun gift for someone's 21st birthday or for anyone who really likes to party.
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Do you think you know your partner more than they know you?

A relationship isn't about point-scoring, but a little competitiveness never hurt anyone, right?!* In
this book you will find a variety of quizzes, testing you both on the likes and dislikes, personal
history and future goals of your loved one to see exactly who is the better half!

*Disclaimer: the publisher cannot take responsibility for any arguments or break-ups that are
caused by the contents of this book.

WARNING: this book contains rude content and is for adults only.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Put your knowledge of each other to the test with this fun quiz book.
•  A brilliant present to spice up your Valentine's Day, Christmas Day or your partner's birthday
(hopefully not with arguments!).
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Seize the day!

Once you fall into a routine, it can be hard to find your way out again – but if you know where to
look, excitement, joy and new experiences are never far away!

Packed with fabulously simple suggestions to inspire your morning, jazz up your evening or wake
up your weekend, this little book will help you say "yes" to adventure and put the spice back into
everyday life.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Contains a variety of suggestions that are easily applicable to daily life to change up your
routine, from small changes to more ambitious ones.
•  An inspirational little book, encouraging you to break out of your everyday routine and find
some extra excitement.
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In the innovative Frame-Ups format, 50 illustrated affirmation cards inspired by the world of
plants are accompanied by a stand-up easel frame that makes it easy to display a favourite or
change it for a new sentiment as often as desired.

From the visual variety of foliage to the wide range of artfully designed pots and planters,
keeping houseplants is an addictive hobby that's enjoying a renaissance in popularity. In Plant
Inspiration Frame-Ups, 50 beautifully illustrated affirmation cards take inspiration from the world
of indoor plants, with each card featuring clever plant-art interpretations of classic phrases.
"Don't be afraid to take up space" is juxtaposed with a monstrous monstera plant engulfing a
living room; "Take a moment to breathe" features a collection of air plants suspended in hanging
planters; and "Create something" comes alive with an illustration of a spider plant sprouting
many pups. Bright, whimsical, and uplifting, these cards call out to be displayed, and the
Frame-Ups format makes it easy to do just that. With a pull-out tabletop frame included, you
don't need to have a green thumb to display your favourite saying or swap it out for another
whenever you need fresh perspective.

AUTHOR:
Mary Rose Amoresano sees taking care of houseplants as a kind of meditation and finds daily
inspiration from the green world. Born and raised in New Jersey, the Garden State, some of her
earliest memories include watching her mother propagate spider plants and grow a vegetable
garden in their backyard. Amoresano earned a degree in English from Clemson University, where
she focused on writing and publications studies. She works in book sales and lives in a
houseplant-filled apartment in Jersey City.

Katie Vernon is an illustrator who has spent most of her life in the midwest but whose heart
belongs in the mountains. Her inspiration comes from being a florist, working with alpacas, and
living on a bus. She's worked with Anthropologie, IKEA, Papyrus, Hallmark, and Chronicle Books,
and she has been featured on HGTV, Design*Sponge, and OhJoy! She lives in Dubuque, Iowa.

SELLING POINTS:
•  50 beautifully illustrated affirmations printed on cardstock accompanied by a pull-out
cardboard easel frame makes this appealing format an all-in-one package at a great value.
•  Popular aphorisms such as "Know when to let go," "It's okay to be different," and "Stand tall"
take on fresh meaning when paired with plant illustrations that provide a fun twist on familiar
sayings.
Great for all types of green enthusiasts. With the popularity of houseplants soaring, the
contemporary illustrations and lively interpretations in this collection will appeal to a wide
audience, from home dec enthusiasts to gardeners and eco-conscious consumers.
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Over 100 ideas and spontaneous adventures to stay young at heart.

People often say that you should "act your age", but what do they know? This sourcebook of
delightful ideas and uplifting quotes will tempt you to try something new every day, whether it's
dancing all night, laughing till dawn or watching the sunrise. Go on, go wild - you might like it!

AUTHOR:
Lizzie Cornwall is the author of many inspiring gift books and lives in Colchester with her two dogs
and a cat.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Contains over 100 ways to keep young, despite the march of time.
•  Filled with inspirational ideas and quotes, this book encourages you to grab life by the horns
every day!
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Bestselling author Mark Bittman and physician David Katz cut through all the noise on food,
health, and diet to give you the real answers you need.

What is the "best" diet? Do calories matter? And when it comes to protein, fat, and carbs, which
ones are good and which are bad? Mark Bittman and health expert David Katz answer all these
questions and more in a lively and easy-to-read Q&A format. Inspired by their viral hit article on
Grub Street - one of New York magazine's most popular and most-shared articles - Bittman and
Katz share their clear, no-nonsense perspective on food and diet, answering questions covering
everything from basic nutrients to superfoods to fad diets. Topics include dietary patterns (Just
what should humans eat?); grains (Aren't these just "carbs"? Do I need to avoid gluten?); meat
and dairy (Does grass-fed matter?); alcohol (Is drinking wine actually good for me?); and more.
Throughout, Bittman and Katz filter the science of diet and nutrition through a lens of common
sense, delivering straightforward advice with a healthy dose of wit.

AUTHORS:
Mark Bittman is the author of 30 acclaimed books, including the How to Cook Everything series,
the award-winning Food Matters, and the New YorkTimes number-one bestseller, VB6: Eat Vegan
Before 6:00.

David L. Katz, MD, MPH, FACPM, FACP, FACLM is the founding director of Yale University's
Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center, Immediate Past-President of the American College of
Lifestyle Medicine, and Founder/President of the True Health Initiative
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Anna Komnene is one of the most curious figures in the history of an intriguing empire. A woman
of extraordinary education and intellect, she was the only Byzantine female historian and one of
the first and foremost historians in medieval Europe. Yet few people know of her and her
extraordinary story. Subsequent historians and scholars have skewed the picture of Anna as an
intellectual princess and powerful author. She has been largely viewed as an angry, bitter old
woman, who greedily wanted a throne that did not belong to her. Accusations of conspiracy and
attempted murder were hurled at her and as punishment for her transgressions' she was to live
the last days of her life in exile. It was during her time in a convent, where she was not a nun,
that she composed the Alexiad, the history of the First Crusade and the Byzantine Emperor,
Alexios I Komnenos (1081-1118), her father. This book aims to present Anna Komnene - the
fascinating woman, pioneer intellectual, and charismaticc author - to the general public. Drawing
on the latest academic research to reconstruct Anna's life, personality and work, it moves away
from the myth of Anna the conspirator and 'power-hungry woman' which has been unfairly built
around her over centuries of misrepresentation. It places Anna Komnene in the context of her
own time: the ancient Greek colony and medieval Eastern Roman empire, known as Byzantium,
with the magnificent city of Constantinople at its heart. At the forefront of an epic clash between
East and West, this was a world renowned for its dazzling wealth, mystery and power games. It
was also known for a vigorous intellectual renaissance centuries before its western counterpart.
This was a world with Anna Komnene directly at the centre.

AUTHOR:
Ioulia Kolovou is a Greek-born writer and researcher based in Scotland. She has studied and
taught Classics, History, Archaeology and Linguistics in Greece, Argentina and Scotland. She holds
a PhD in English Literature: Creative Writing (University of Glasgow) and an MSc with Distinction
in Creative Writing (University of Edinburgh). She is a member of the Society of Authors and has
published fiction, academic work, and translations. Her research interests include reception of
Byzantium, gender studies, Anna Komnene, Sir Walter Scott, historical fiction and historiography.
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3300 years ago Agamemnon, king of Mycenae in Greece, attacked the city of Troy in western
Anatolia. The bloody siege that followed gave rise to one of the most famous legends of the
ancient world, and the search for the truth behind the legend has intrigued scholars ever since.
In this fascinating new investigation Rodney Castleden reconsiders all the evidence in order to
establish the facts and give a historical basis to the most potent myth of ancient warfare.

AUTHOR:
Rodney Castleden has spent a lifetime studying prehistoric Britain and the early civilizations of the
Aegean. His best-known books are Britain 3000BC, The Stonehenge People, King Arthur: The
Truth Behind the Legend, The Knossos Labyrinth and Atlantis Destroyed. 
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This is a narrative military history of the emperors Lucius Domitius Aurelianus ( Aurelian', reigned
270-275) and Marcus Aurelius Probus (276-282) which also includes the other reigns between the
years 268 and 285. It shows how these two remarkable emperors were chiefly responsible for
the Empire surviving and emerging largely intact from a period of intense crisis. It was Aurelian
who first united the breakaway regions, including Zenobia's Palmyra, and it was Probus who then
secured his achievements. The reigns of Aurelian and Probus have been subjected to many
studies, but none of these have approached the extant material purely from the point of view of
military analysis. Most importantly, the previous historians have not exploited the analytical
opportunities provided by the military treatises that describe the strategy and tactics of the
period Roman army. It is thanks to this new methodology that Ilkka Syvanne has been able to
reconstruct the military campaigns of these two soldier emperors and their other contemporaries
in far greater detail than has been possible before.

AUTHOR:
Dr Ilkka Syvanne gained his doctorate in history in 2004 from Tampere University in his native
Finland. He was vice chairman of the Finnish Society for Byzantine Studies from 2007 to 2016. In
2016 he was nominated as an Affiliated Professor of the University of Haifa. His previous books
include the first three volumes (of seven planned) of The Military History of Late Rome;
Caracalla, A Military Biography (2017); and The Reign of Emperor Gallienus 2019 all by Pen &
Sword. 
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ON New Year's Day 1940, the people of Britain looked back on the first four months of the
Second World War with a sort of puzzled unease. Wartime life was nothing like what they had
imagined. Unlike the First World War there was no fighting on the Western Front. Indeed, there
was no Western Front. There had been no major air attacks. Four days into the war German
bombers had approached the East Coast but no bombs were dropped. Everyone carried their
gasmask but there was no poison gas. Petrol was the only commodity rationed. There was no
noticeable shortage of food, which was as available now as it had been before Hitler invaded
Poland. Young men called up to join the forces were largely idle. They certainly were not fighting
the Germans. In January 1940, life in wartime Britain was simply an inconvenient version of life
in peacetime. Even the hitherto strictly enforced blackout regulations were relaxed when it
became obvious that, because of them, people were being killed in road accidents. On New
Year's Eve 1940, Britain was deep in the throes of war. In September the Germans had launched
what was to be an eight-month bombing campaign that targeted every one of Britain's major
cities. By the end of 1940, German air raids had killed 15,000 British civilians. The so-called
Phoney War had ended in May, when Hitler attacked the Low Countries. After Dunkirk, with the
Luftwaffe poised just across the English Channel, and with the very real threat of invasion, the
Second World War was now anything but phoney.

AUTHOR:
Anton Rippon is an award-winning newspaper columnist, journalist and author of over 30 books
including Gas Masks for Goalposts: Football in Britain During the Second World War; Hitler's
Olympics: The Story of the 1936 Nazi Games; and Gunther Pl schow: Airmen, Escaper and
Explorer. Rippon was named Newspaper Columnist of the Year in the 2017 Midlands Media
Awards. 
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Romania entered World War I in the summer of 1916 woefully unprepared to sustain a war on its
own. The country faced near collapse as its Allies did not follow through on their promises and
the Central Powers advanced into the kingdom. An unexpected participant in the events that
unfolded as the Central Powers invaded Romania and occupied the capital city of Bucharest was
an American doctor, Joseph Breckinridge Bayne. Like many of his generation, such as Ernest
Hemingway, Richard Norton, Anne Hathaway Vanderbilt, and many others, driven by a spirit of
adventure and a desire to help humanity in this moment of crisis, Bayne set out for Europe to
throw in his lot with the Allied forces. After arriving in London, an unlikely set of circumstances
led him to Romania, an isolated post on the Eastern Front of the war where his medical skills
were greatly needed. Bug and Bullets is the memoir of this brave doctor who spent the next two
years combating disease and epidemics, and dealing with the horrors of war from behind enemy
lines on the Eastern Front. Bayne worked at a military hospital in Bucharest, both before and
after the German occupation of the Romanian capital. When the front lines had stabilised further
to the East and the influx of wounded soldiers ceased, Bayne took his services to the villages
outside the capital that were ravaged by disease and hunger. Once the war had ended, Bayne
again volunteered his services and returned to Romania with the Red Cross to help to reign in the
typhoid epidemic and to rebuild the country he had grown to love. Bayne's memoir provides a
unique account of life in Romania during the First World War. He vividly describes medical
conditions faced on the Eastern Front, revealing first-hand the savagery of war. Bugs and Bullets
portrays the difficulties faced by the civilian population, overwhelmed by hunger and disease. As
a foreign observer, he also provides a unique glimpse into life in Romanian villages during the
war and creates an insightful portrait of the land and its people. This edition of Bugs and Bullets,
published to mark the 100th anniversary of the end of the Great War, is edited and enhanced by
a thorough introductory study on the author’s life and work by Dr. Ernest H. Latham, Jr., former
cultural attaché at the American Embassy in Bucharest. Dr. Latham is a well-known specialist in
Romanian history and has written the only biography of Dr. Bayne, entitled What Strange Fate.
Bugs and Bullets is essential reading for anyone interested in medical conditions during World
War I and life on the Eastern Front during this dramatic period in history. It also provides a
valuable look at life in the country on the eve of the creation of modern Romania.
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Logistics have become a principle, if not a governing factor, in modern military operations.
Armies need to be fed and supplied and the larger the army, the greater the logistical difficulties
that have to be overcome. Two thousand years ago, when communications were far more
primitive, the size of armies was limited by the difficulties of supply. It was because the Romans
developed a sophisticated supply system that they were able to maintain large armies in the field
- armies that conquered much of the then known world. In Caesar's Great Success: Sustaining
the Roman Army on Campaign the authors examine and detail the world's first ever
fully-developed logistical supply system - the forerunner of today's complex arrangements. This
includes an examination of the sea, river and land transportation of food while on campaign, and
of how the food was assembled at the operational bases and subsequently distributed. The
defence of the Roman food supplies, and especially of lines of communication, was an important
factor in Caesar's operational planning, as was interdicting the enemy's supplies. The eating
habits of Caesar's men are considered and what items could be obtained locally by forage and
which were taken by requisition - and how much food a legionnaire was expected to carry on
campaign. With this, the nature of the actual food consumed by the legionnaires is therefore
examined and sample recipes are provided with each chapter of the book to enable the reader to
relive those momentous days when Caesar and Rome ruled the world.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Merrow studied history and German at Denison University before completing a
masters' degree in history at Cambridge University and a Ph.D. in European history at
Georgetown University, writing his dissertation in the field of Modern German History. He taught
European History at Georgetown University, Franklin & Marshall College, and the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. He is the co-author of numerous works of military history and, under a
nom de plume, the author of numerous works of fiction.
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Regicide, military dictatorship, war and rumours of war, opposition from all sides and collapse of
a 'failed state': such is the story of Oliver Cromwell's unique experiment in the governance of
Britain, following the English-British Civil Wars. The British state of the Three Kingdoms of
England, Scotland and Ireland were united in the Protectorate, with Cromwell as Lord Protector,
1649 to 1660, but collapsed under the weight of huge turbulence and problems from all sides -
political and religious, constitutional, foreign military and naval threat, even from the Dutch, the
Protectorate's natural ally. Finally, with Cromwell's death in 1658 - the 'heroic' Cromwell - and
succession of the hapless Richard Cromwell, the 'failed state' collapsed with the restoration of the
Stuart dynasty, in 1660 and royal, aristocratic and gentry rule.

AUTHOR:
Timothy Venning is a specialist in the English- British Civil Wars and in the history and biography
of the 17th century. He has a particular interest in the history of Parliament and also Irish
history. He is an established author and has contributed to New Dictionary of National Biography. 
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A Dark History of Tea looks at our long relationship with this most revered of hot beverages.
Renowned food historian Seren Charrington-Hollins digs into the history of one of the world's
oldest beverages, tracing tea's significance on the tables of the high and mighty as well as
providing relief for workers who had to contend with the ardours of manual labour. This humble
herbal infusion has been used in burial rituals, as a dowry payment for aristocrats; it has fuelled
wars and spelled fortunes as it built empires and sipped itself into being an integral part of the
cultural fabric of British life. This book delves into the less tasteful history of a drink now
considered quintessentially British. It tells the story of how, carried on the backs of the cruelty of
slavery and illicit opium smuggling, it flowed into the cups of British society as an enchanting
beverage. Chart the exportation of spices, silks and other goods like opium in exchange for tea,
and explain how the array of good fortunes - a huge demand in Britain, a marriage with sugar,
naval trade and the existence of the huge trading firms - all spurred the first impulses of modern
capitalism and floated countries. The story of tea takes the reader on a fascinating journey from
myth, fable and folklore to murky stories of swindling, adulteration, greed, waging of wars,
boosting of trade in hard drugs and slavery and the great, albeit dark engines that drove the
globalisation of the world economy. All of this is spattered with interesting facts about tea
etiquette, tradition and illicit liaisons making it an enjoyable rollercoaster of dark discoveries that
will cast away any thoughts of tea as something that merely accompanies breaks, sit downs and
biscuits.

AUTHOR:
Since 2007 Seren Charrington-Hollins has been bringing history to life through food. As a
professional food historian she has made numerous appearances on television and given
countless radio interviews about our culinary history and traditions. Seren's passion for history
and food come to life in her food writing and re-creations of historical dishes and memorable
meals. Her work has been exhibited in country houses, museums and castles across Britain, in
addition to having advised on food history and trends throughout the UK and globally. Seren's
career started as a herbalist and nutritionist, but her love of history led her to giving lectures on
herbal lore and the ancient role of the apothecary. Seren's lifelong love of food and history have
led her to focus increasingly on British culinary history. Today, her areas of specialty include rural
and agricultural history, women's history, the history of domestic science, dining etiquette and
the home front during the First and Second World Wars, as well as food and drink throughout the
ages. 
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For centuries, we have been fascinated with the iconic architecture, mystical religious beliefs, and
once-thriving societies of the ancient Egyptians. Starting with a detailed chronology and ending
with a comprehensive glossary of terms and bibliography, this meticulously researched resource
explores the development of the ancient civilizations of the Egyptians. Organised chronologically,
it traces Egyptian history in chapters starting with prehistoric times and including The Age of the
Pyramids, The Classical Period, The Empire of the Pharaohs, The Late Period and The Age of
Foreign Dominion.

Hundreds of photographs of the major sites, three-dimensional reconstructions, and close-up
shots of ancient artifacts, statues, and funerary goods take readers on a tour of the pyramids,
temples, and other major monuments of ancient Egypt. The images reveal fascinating insights
into the religious beliefs and rituals of the ancient Egyptians as well as demonstrate their
unsurpassed artisanship and remarkable artistic output. The compelling text provides fascinating
information on the everyday lives of the ancient Egyptians, interweaving these details with the
thrilling tales of the major archaeological discoveries including those relating to Khufu,
Tutankhamun, and Ramesses II.

AUTHOR:
Giorgio Ferrero has born in Milan in 1978. He graduated in Egyptology with a thesis on Ancient
Nubia in the era of the 26th Egyptian dynasty, and has collaborated with the Egyptology
department of the Universita degli Studi of Milan and with the Archeological and Numismatic Civic
Collections of Milan. After having collaborated with various publishing houses he currently works
with White Star Publishers.
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In many respects Dudley was the most significant figure of his age. As a great impresario, he
showed Elizabeth off to her people to glittering effect and became the forerunner of
Shakespearian theatre, combining classicism with ribaldry. He attracted the financing of Drake's
circumnavigation. He was the supporter of academic endeavour, of poetry, and of Puritan
scholarship. By employing a network of his own agents, he provided information of crucial
importance to Government. He built some of the finest houses and gardens of the age. As
Master of the Horse, he developed English bloodstock to provide horses for Royal and military
requirements. He saw to it that England's navy and army was properly prepared to meet
Continental aggression when needed. Lord Robert Dudley has faced criticism from historians by
competing with William Cecil to gain the ear of Elizabeth I and thwarting his efforts to arrange a
political marriage for her to protect against Continental Catholic aggression. There can be no
doubt that Elizabeth wanted to marry him. He was devastatingly attractive, athletic and loyal. The
text provides compelling evidence that the virgin queen' spent time in bed with him. An influential
and important character of the Elizabethan age, this biography places Robert Dudley within the
context of the time and how he navigated court as the favourite of the infamous Elizabeth I.

AUTHOR:
Robert Stedall has made a specialist study of Tudor history and is the curator of the popular
www.maryqueenofscots.net. He has also written Men of Substance, on the London Livery
Companies' reluctant part in the Plantation of Ulster. Following Mary Queen of Scots' Downfall, a
biography of Lord Darnley, and Ireland's Troubles this will be his third book for Pen and Sword. 
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Nine hundred years ago, foundations were dug for a great church in Exeter which would develop
into the beautiful cathedral that still marks the heart of the city. It is distinctive among English
cathedrals for its twin transept towers, and unbroken vault stretching from the entrance to the
high altar, and the sheer profusion of carving of plants and animals throughout. Exeter is a
heavenly garden in stone, and this new book, illustrated with specially commissioned
photography, draws on archaeology, archives and imagery to explain what its builders in a
surprisingly cosmopolitan city were trying to tell us about their understanding of the world, and
the realm they envisioned beyond us.

AUTHORS:
Dr Jonathan Foyle has devoted his career to the preservation and public appreciation of historic
buildings. His other books on English cathedrals include Canterbury, Lincoln, Lichfield and
Peterborough. Diane Walker is a volunteer tour guide for Exeter Cathedral.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Illuminates the fascinating history of Exeter Cathedral, a building that still marks the heart of
Exeter city
•  Touches on the perspective of its builders, and how their creation reflected a particular
understanding of the world, and the realm they envisioned beyond us
•  Illustrated with specially commissioned photography that draws on archaeology, archives and
imagery
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The story of King Arthur is one of the best known in English history: he was the boy who was
schooled by Merlin and who claimed his right to lead the Britons against the Saxons by drawing a
sword from a stone; later, he was the warrior who congregated with his knights around a Round
Table and who was given a magical sword, Excalibur, by the Lady of the Lake. These stories have
been told and re-told hundreds of times - and over the centuries the actual figure of Arthur has
retreated into obscurity, with many scholars suggesting that he was a mythical figure who never
actually existed. Arthur has been the subject of thousands of books; yet this one tells his story in
a way that is wholly new - through the places where the events surrounding his life supposedly
unfolded. From Tintagel Castle in Cornwall, Arthur's reputed place of birth, to Slaughterbridge in
the same county, one of the contenders for the location of his final battle against the Saxons,
and from Cadbury Castle in Somerset, one of the numerous claimants to be the site of Arthur's
fort of Camelot, to Glastonbury, where in 1191 his grave was reputedly discovered by local
monks, the trail through some of England's most historic places throws a whole new light on this
most compelling of legends.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Beattie is the author of several cultural-historical titles, including books on Prague and
Cairo in Signal Books' Cities of the Imagination series and on the Scottish Highlands and the River
Danube for their Landscapes of the Imagination series; he has also written for the travel series
Rough Guides. Having written Following in the Footsteps of the Princes in the Tower, this is his
second book for Pen and Sword. He is also an established children's playwright and his play
Arthur: Boy-King of Britain has been performed by schools and youth theatre groups in the UK,
the United States and Australia. He is a graduate of Oxford University and lives in London. 
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The first and definitive tale of the tumultuous and tragic life of Lady Augusta Murray, the
forbidden wife of the 1st Duke of Sussex.

As darkness descended over Rome on 4 April 1793, preparations were being made for a
clandestine ceremony. The wedding of the son of the King of England to the daughter of the
Governor of the Bahamas would not only be concealed, it would also be illegal, the ceremony
extorted from a priest without the knowledge - never mind permission - of the King.

The Prince and Augusta had known each other for only three months. They were deeply in love
but the consequences of their rash union would be terrible for them both. It was the worst
miscalculation of the Prince's life but, while he eventually found redemption, Augusta's destiny
was changed beyond anything she might have imagined: from an eighteenth-century socialite
she became a nineteenth-century reject.

A tragic riches to rags tale of forbidden love and grave injustice, Julia Abel Smith pulls together
for the first time research from the Royal Archives, the Dunmore family papers and local archives
to create an exhaustive biography of Lady Augusta Murray - a volume that no fan of royal history
should be without.

AUTHOR:
Julia Abel Smith is a graduate of Cambridge University with a degree in History of Art, which she
has used in a long career with The Landmark Trust and more recently with Art UK. It was while
writing a history album for The Pineapple Folly that Julia happened across Augusta's story and
decided to research her biography. She has written for Country Life and House & Garden
magazines, and is the author of Augusta's entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.
She lives in Essex.
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Henry VIII is one of history's most memorable monarchs. Popularly known for his six wives, and
the unfortunate fate which befell Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard, Henry initiated many
reforms and changes which still affect our lives today. The annulment of his marriage to
Catherine of Aragon set in motion the separation of the English church from Rome and the
establishment of the Church of England, which in turn led to the dissolution of the monasteries,
the hauntingly evocative remains of which can be seen across the United Kingdom. Henry also
oversaw the legal union between England and Wales, and he is also known as the father of the
Royal Navy', with one of his great warships, the Mary Rose, lost in 1545 and recovered in 1982,
becoming one of the most famous wrecks in maritime history. In addition to the monasteries,
other buildings around the UK continue to remind us of the times of the Tudors - there is the site
of Greenwich Palace at the Royal Naval College Greenwich, where Henry was born; his great
palace at Hampton Court; Lambeth Palace where Thomas More refused to sign the oath to make
Henry the Head of the Church, and the Bell Tower in the Tower of London where More was
imprisoned before he was beheaded. Henry's breach with the Pope led to the threat of war with
Catholic France and Spain, which prompted Henry to construct a series of powerful forts around
the English and Welsh coasts. These elegant and symmetrical defensive structures are still
awe-inspiring. In this engaging and hugely informative book, the author takes us on a journey
across the country, from Deal Castle on the south coast, to Tower Green where Anne Boleyn and
Catherine Howard lost their heads, and far north to Rievaulx Abbey in Yorkshire. Along the way
we see places where Henry stayed, where the Mary Rose was recovered, the homes of his
consorts and Smithfield where prominent individuals convicted of heresy were burned at the
stake. Travel, then, not just across the country, but also back in time through 100 objects from
the days of the second Tudor monarch - Henry VIII.

AUTHOR:
Educated at Queen Mary and Westfield College, University of London, where he also served as an
Honorary Midshipman with the University of London Royal Naval Unit, Paul Kendall is a military
historian and author from Kent specialising in the First World War. 
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Imagine you were transported back in time to Ancient Egypt and you had to start a new life
there. How would you fit in? Where would you live? What would you eat? Where would you go to
have your hair done? Who would you go to if you got ill, or if you were mugged in the street? All
these questions, and many more, will be answered in this new how-to guide for time travellers.
Part self-help guide, part survival guide, this lively and engaging book will help the reader deal
with the many problems and new experiences that they will face, and also help them to thrive in
this strange new environment.

AUTHOR:
Charlotte Booth is a freelance Egyptologist with a PhD in Egyptology. She has had numerous
books and articles published on all aspects of Egyptology. 
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Ireland is known worldwide as a country that produce emigrants. The existence of the Irish
diaspora' is the subject of this fifth instalment of the 'Irish perspectives' collaboration between
Pen and Sword and History Ireland. From the early Christian era Irish missionaries travelled
across Europe, from the early modern period Irish soldiers served across the world in various
European armies and empires, and in the modern era, Ireland's position on the edge of the
Atlantic made Irish emigrants amongst the most visible migrants in an era of mass migration.
Ranging from Europe to Africa to the Americas and Australia, this anthology explores the lives
and experiences of Irish educators, missionaries, soldiers, insurgents, from those who simply
sought a better life overseas to those with little choice in the matter, and who established an
Irish presence across the globe as they did so.

AUTHOR:
John Gibney is a historian attached to the Royal Irish Academy's Documents on Irish Foreign
Policy Project. He is a long-time contributor to History Ireland and is the author of A short history
of Ireland, 1500-2000 (Yale University Press, 2018). 
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The iconic figure of Robert the Bruce has gone down through the centuries as one of the most
remarkable leaders of all time. With equal parts tenacity and ruthlessness, he had himself
crowned King of Scotland after murdering one of his most powerful rivals, and so began the rule
of an indomitable military genius unafraid of breaking convention, and more than a few English
heads. Indeed, it was under King Robert that the Battle of Bannockburn took place – a famous
Scottish victory snatched by a tiny Scots force against a large, supposedly more sophisticated
English foe. Here Chris Brown explores the life of Robert the Bruce, whose remarkable history
has combined with legend, and brings to the fore the real story of the outlaw king.

AUTHOR:
Chris Brown teaches medieval history for St Andrews and Edinburgh universities, has appeared
as consultant on numerous documentaries, and conducts heritage tours at the battlefield sites.
He is the author of The Scottish Wars of Independence, Robert the Bruce: A Life Chronicled, and
Bannockburn 1314: The Battle 700 Years On. Unsurprisingly, he is highly regarded as an expert
on fourteenth-century Scottish history. He lives in Shetland. 
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Krithia was a key objective in the land offensives; a killing ground greater than Anzac or Suvla.
This book adds to the Gallipoli story and the preceding Battleground books on that campaign by
recounting not only the landings at Helles of 25 April 1915, but also the subsequent bitter battles
that followed in an attempt to capture the village and the vital high ground of Achi Baba. General
Hunter-Weston's weakened 29th Division achieved little during the first two bloody battles of
Krithia, even when reinforced by the Anzacs, 42nd Division, Royal Naval Division and the French.
The allies had little to show from their costly daylight frontal attacks, apart from a slightly firmer
footing ashore and a growing casualty list. As the military situation looked to degenerate into a
Western Front style stalemate, General Sir Ian Hamilton pushed for a final battle of Krithia. Using
Hunter-Weston's newly formed VIII Corps, and General Gouraud's French Corps Expeditionnaire
d'Orient, the Third Battle of Krithia launched on 6 June 1915. Despite a promising start, the
attack soon collapsed against a stubborn Turkish defence, and although some lessons had been
learnt from earlier failures; underestimation of the enemy was not one of them. This is the true
story, told using a rich mix of letters, diaries, photographs and maps, of Gallipoli's most costly
battles. Gallipoli today is an exquisitely beautiful and tranquil place, with its turquoise waters,
stretches of sandy beaches, wild flower covered meadows and pine forested heights, such a
contrast to what occurred here over a hundred years ago.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Chambers is one of the leading military historians of the Gallipoli campaign. Although
this is his prime passion, he has also a great interest in British military history from the Crimea to
the Second World War. His first book, Gallipoli - Gully Ravine won high acclaim, along with the
follow-on volumes: Anzac The Landing and Suvla: August Offensive. His most recent work in the
series is Walking Gallipoli, a single volume companion for the cambering, particularly useful to the
battlefield visitor. He is a committee member of the Gallipoli Association and has led numerous
tours to the Gallipoli battlefields. His interest in British military history over many years resulted in
a major book, Uniforms & Equipment of the British Army in World War One, the first extensive
serious work on the subject. When he is not writing and researching, Stephen is walking the
battlefields in the footsteps of those who trod before, whether in the grasslands of Zululand,
amidst the mud of Flanders or on the beaches and heights of Gallipoli. 
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The Little Book of Herefordshire is a compendium full of information which will make you say, 'I
never knew that!'

Contained within is a plethora of entertaining facts about Herefordshire's famous and occasionally
infamous men and women, its literary, artistic and sporting achievements, customs ancient and
modern, transport, battles and ghostly appearances.

A reliable reference book and a quirky guide, this can be dipped in to time and time again to
reveal something new about the people, the heritage, the secrets and the enduring fascination of
the county. A remarkably engaging little book, this is essential reading for visitors and locals
alike.

AUTHOR:
David J. Vaughan is a former Assistant County Archaeologist with Wiltshire Council and worked at
the Wiltshire & Swindon History Centre in Chippenham before becoming a full-time heritage
adviser and writer. He is the author of Bloody British History Salisbury (2014), and has written for
various magazines and journals, including Cotswold Life. He has also appeared on Countryfile as
a historic environment advisor. He lives in Hereford. 
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Did you know that Somerset has one of the oldest engineered roads in the world? Or that a
future king of England almost fell to his death in Cheddar Gorge? Or that Glastonbury Abbey was
the last in the country to close at the Dissolution?

There's so much to find out in this little book that's big on facts. Starting from the earliest times
when prehistoric man made his home in the county we would come to later know as Somerset,
to the more recent impact of the world wars and boundary changes, this history is highly
accessible and addictive reading.

AUTHOR:
Mike Dean is a retired primary school teacher who is a graduate of Bristol University and a Blue
Badge Tour Guide for the West Country. He is the author of 'The Little Book of Bath', published
by The History Press. Mike lives in Keynsham, Bristol. 
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The Mighty Warrior Kings traces the history of early Europe through the biographies of nine
kings, who had the courage, determination and martial might to establish their dominance over
the fragmented remnants of the Roman Empire. The book begins with Charlemagne, who united
large regions of current-day France, Germany and Italy into the Holy Roman Empire and ends
with Robert the Bruce, who gallantry defended Scotland against the attempted usurpation of
England. There are many famous warrior kings in the book, including Alfred the Great of Wessex,
whose victories over the Vikings led to the unification of England under a single ruler, William I of
Normandy, whose triumph at Hastings in 1066 changed the course of English history, while
Frederick I Barbarossa led his army to victory in Germany and Italy solidifying and expanding the
lands under the suzerainty of the Holy Roman Emperor. Among the lesser known monarchs
discussed in the work are Cnut, whose victory at the battle of Ashingdon won the English crown
and resulted in the creation of the North Sea Empire, which ruled over the kingdoms of England,
Denmark and Norway, while during the reign of Louis IX of France the knights of Europe
answered his call for the Seven Crusade to expel the Muslims from the Holy City of Jerusalem.
From Charlemagne to Robert the Bruce, the warrior kings created a new Europe with a
centralised powerbase and set the stage for the following Age of Absolutism.

AUTHOR:
Philip J. Potter is a graduate of Furman University with a B. A. degree in humanity studies and
earned a Master's Degree from Georgia State University in Atlanta, Georgia. His business career
of over thirty years was spent in the banking industry where his primary responsibilities were as a
financial writer of economic forecast, investment analysis and portfolio strategies. The Mighty
Warrior Kings is his sixth historical book and is the result of over fifty years of reading, studying
and interest in the history of early western Europe. 
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For almost two decades, Napoleon Bonaparte was the most feared, and revered, man in Europe.
At the height of his power, the land under his control stretched from the Baltic to the
Mediterranean, and encompassed most of Western Europe. The story of how a young Corsican,
who spoke French with a strange accent, became Emperor of the French at the age of just
thirty-three is a remarkable one. The many fascinating objects brought together in this book
detail not only Napoleon's meteoric rise to power, but also his art of war and that magnificent
fighting force, the Imperial Guard, which grew from a small personal bodyguard to the size of a
small army. Some of his great battles, such as Marengo, Austerlitz, Jena and Wagram, are also
explored, as is Napoleon's great Oriental adventure, which saw him conquer Egypt. He took with
him artists and scientists, which led to the discovery of the Rosetta Stone and the deciphering of
the Egyptian hieroglyphs. Napoleon, however, took a step too far when he marched into Russia.
The vast distances and the weather wrecked his army and he was never able to recover - and,
eventually, his enemies proved too strong. France was invaded and he was compelled to
abdicate. Napoleon was not finished, though, and he returned from exile to lead France into war
one more time, only for his army to be beaten beyond all hope of recovery in the muddy
Flanders fields at Waterloo. In this engaging and hugely informative book, the author takes us on
a journey across Napoleonic Europe to discover the places, people and objects that tell the story
of one man's life. It is a story of one of the most turbulent eras in history, one that, to this day,
still bears Bonaparte's name. But his legacy lives on in the French legal and social systems and
he remains as enigmatic a figure today as he did 200 years ago.

AUTHOR:
Gareth Glover is an ex-Royal Navy Officer who has studied the Napoleonic Wars for over forty
years and over the last decade has written and compiled more than sixty books of previously
unpublished archival material from the period. He is the acknowledged foremost authority on the
British archives related to the Napoleonic Wars and has made a huge number of discoveries
which have radically altered our understanding of the Waterloo campaign. 
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A royal palace for over 500 years, Holyroodhouse is The Queen's official Scottish residence. It
has been home to Mary, Queen of Scots, and Bonnie Prince Charlie, as well as the setting for
rebellion, murder and marriages that have changed the course of British history. This new guide
tells the sometimes turbulent story of Holyroodhouse, while new photography offers a closer look
at its interiors and some of the artworks on display.

AUTHOR:
Based in York, Dr Pamela Hartshorne is a historian, project editor and prolific writer of
non-fiction, historical novels and romance.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The official Royal Collection guidebook to Holyroodhouse, once home to Mary, Queen of Scots
and Bonnie Prince Charlie, and The Queen's formal Scottish residence
•  Recounts the fascinating, and sometimes turbulent, story of Holyroodhouse
•  Accompanied by new photography that offers a closer look at the interiors and artworks on
display
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The 'Montfortian' civil wars in England lasted from 1259-67, though the death of Simon de
Montfort and so many of his followers at the battle of Evesham in 1265 ought to have ended the
conflict. In the aftermath of the battle, Henry III's decision to disinherit all the surviving
Montfortians served to prolong the war for another two years. Hundreds of landless men took up
arms again to defend their land and property: the redistribution of estates in the wake of
Evesham occurred on a massive scale, as lands were either granted away by the king or simply
taken by his supporters. The Disinherited, as they were known, defied the might of the Crown
longer than anyone could have reasonably expected. They were scattered, outnumbered and
out-resourced, with no real unifying figure after the death of Earl Simon, and suffered a number
of heavy defeats. Despite all their problems and setbacks, they succeeded in forcing the king into
a compromise. The Dictum of Kenilworth, published in 1266, acknowledged that Henry could not
hope to defeat the Disinherited via military force alone. The purely military aspects of the revolt,
including effective use of guerilla-type warfare and major actions such as the battle of
Chesterfield, the siege of Kenilworth and the capture of London, will all be featured. Charismatic
rebel leaders such as Robert de Ferrers, the 'wild and flighty' Earl of Derby, Sir John de Eyvill,
'the bold D'Eyvill' and others such as Sir Adam de Gurdon, David of Uffington and Baldwin Wake
all receive a proper appraisal.

AUTHOR:
David Pilling is a self-employed author and historian based in West Wales, where he was raised
on a smallholding. As a child he acquired a love for the Welsh countryside and Welsh history,
especially the medieval era. His particular interests lie in the Edwardian wars of the late 13th
century. 
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In the mid-first century BC, despite its military victories elsewhere, the Roman Empire faced a
rival power in the east; the Parthian Empire. The first war between two superpowers of the
ancient world had resulted in the total defeat of Rome and the death of Marcus Crassus. When
Rome collapsed into Civil War in the 40s BC, the Parthians took the opportunity to invade and
conquer the Middle East and drive Rome back into Europe. What followed was two decades of
war which saw victories and defeats on both sides. The Romans were finally able to gain a victory
over the Parthians thanks to the great, but now neglected, general Publius Ventidius. These
victories acted as a springboard for Marc Antony's plans to conquer the Parthian Empire, which
ended in ignominious defeat. Gareth Sampson analyses the military campaigns and the various
battles between the two superpowers of the ancient world and the war which defined the shape
and division of the Middle East for the next 650 years.

AUTHOR:
Dr Gareth Sampson holds a PhD in Ancient History from Manchester University and now lectures
on Roman history. His previous books were the Defeat of Rome (2008), The Crisis of Rome:
Marius and the Jugurthine and Northern Wars (2011), The Collapse of Rome (2013) and The
Eagle Spreads Her Wings: Roman Expansion Between the Punic Wars (2016), Rome, Blood and
Politics (2017) and Rome, Blood and Power (2018), all published by Pen & Sword. 
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In 136 BC, in Sicily (which was then a Roman province), some four hundred slaves of Syrian
origin rebelled against their masters and seized the city of Henna with much bloodshed. Their
leader, a fortune-teller named Eunus, was declared king (taking the Syrian royal name
Antiochus), and tens of thousands of runaway slaves as well as poor native Sicilians soon flocked
to join his fledgling kingdom. Antiochus' ambition was to drive the Romans from the whole of
Sicily. The Romans responded with characteristic intransigence and relentlessness, leading to
years of brutal warfare and suppression. Antiochus' Kingdom of the Western Syrians' was
extinguished by 132 but his agenda was revived in 105 BC when rebelling slaves proclaimed
Salvius as King Tryphon, with similarly bitter and bloody results. Natale Barca narrates and
analyses these events in unprecedented detail, with thorough research into the surviving ancient
sources. The author also reveals the long-term legacy of the slaves' defiance, contributing to the
crises that led to the seismic Social War and setting a precedent for the more-famous rebellion of
Spartacus in 73-71 BC.

AUTHOR:
Natale Barca has a degree in Political Science. He was a Visiting Research Scholar at the
prestigious University of California Department of Classics in Berkley and an Academic Visitor at
the Institute of Classical Studies (ICS), School of Advanced Studies, University of London. He has
previously published eight books in Italian and one e-book in English on Egyptology, Ancient Near
East History and Archaeology, and Roman History. He lives in Trieste, Italy. 
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The Third Samnite War (298-290 BC) was a crucial episode in the early history of Rome. Upon its
outcome rested mastery of central Italy, and the independent survival of both Rome and the
Samnites. Determined to resist aggressive Roman expansion, the Samnites forged a powerful
alliance with the Senones (a tribe of Italian Gauls), Etruscans and Umbrians. The result was eight
years of hard campaigning, brutal sieges and bitter battles that stretched Rome to the limit. The
desperate nature of the struggle is illustrated by the ritual self-sacrifice (devotio) by the Roman
consul Publius Decimus Mus at the Battle of Sentinum (295 BC), which restored the resolve of the
wavering Roman troops, and by the Samnite Linen Legion at the Battle of Aquilonia (393 BC),
each man of which was bound by a sacred oath to conquer or die on the battlefield. Mike
Roberts, who has travelled the Italian landscape upon which these events played out, mines the
sources (which are more reliable, he argues, than for Rome's previous wars) to produce a
compelling narrative of this momentous conflict.

AUTHOR:
Mike Roberts is a social worker by training but has had a long-standing interest in the military
history of the Classical world. He is the co-author (with his good friend Bob Bennett) of several
well-received books: The Wars of Alexander's Successors (volumes I and II); The Twilight of the
Hellenistic World and The Spartan Supremacy. This is his second solo book, following Two Deaths
at Amphipolis. 
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The Royal Flying Corps was formed by Royal Warrant on 13 April 1912, and came into being a
month later when the Air Battalion was absorbed into the Military Wing of the new Corps in May.
In the days following the outbreak of war in 1914, the programme for mobilization of the RFC
was, in the main, successfully carried out. The first aircraft set out across the Channel on the
morning of 13 August, taking off from Dover at 06.25 hours. The first pilot to land in France was
Lieutenant H.D. Harvey-Kelly of No.2 Squadron. In due course, all four of the initial RFC
squadrons deployed to the Western Front were ready for operations. They represented, noted
the Official Historian of the RFC, the first organized national [air] force to fly to a war overseas'.
As the Great War raged, the developments in military aviation were profound, not only in terms
of aerial warfare but, as this book reveals, the uniforms and equipment the aircrew used. All the
objects that a Royal Flying Corps pilot or airman was issued with for sorties over the Western
Front during the First World War are explored in this book in high-definition colour photographs,
detailing everything from the differing flying clothing, to headgear, personal weapons, gloves,
goggles and early life preservers. Each item is fully described, and its purpose and use explained.
Fly with the Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2s and Sopwith Camels over the trenches and see what
the RFC aircrew wore as they took on their German foe in what were the formative years of
military aviation.

AUTHOR:
Mark Hillier is a chartered surveyor who has a passionate interest in of the history of military
aviation, with a particular focus on the RAF and the Second World War. He is also a qualified
pilot, having flown for more than twenty-eight years. Mark currently flies a Stearman biplane
from Goodwood Aerodrome, the former RAF Westhampnett. He has previously written or
co-authored a number of successful books on aviation, including the biography of Wing
Commander Thomas Murray DSO, DFC and Bar, contributed numerous magazine articles and is a
regular public speaker on aviation matters. 
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Peek beneath the bedsheets of nineteenth-century Britain in this affectionate, informative and
fascinating look at sex and sexuality during the reign of Queen Victoria. It examines the
prevailing attitudes towards male and female sexual behaviour, and the ways in which these
attitudes were often determined by those in positions of power and authority. It also explores our
ancestors' ingenious, surprising, bizarre and often entertaining solutions to the challenges
associated with maintaining a healthy sex life. Did the people in Victorian times live up to their
stereotypes when it came to sexual behaviour? This book will answer this question, as well as
looking at fashion, food, science, art, medicine, magic, literature, love, politics, faith and
superstition through a new lens, leaving the reader uplifted and with a new regard for the
ingenuity and character of our great-great-grandparents.

AUTHOR:
Violet Fenn has always been fascinated by human behaviour. She specialises in frank and
straightforward investigations into the wilder areas of sexual practices and the changing cultural
attitudes towards sex and mortality. She was once turned down for a job at an undertaker's for
being too interested in death'. She lives in Shropshire with her children, a menagerie of pets and
endless beautiful but pointless clutter. She firmly believes that black is the happiest colour and
that there is no such thing as too much red lipstick. 
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A unique account of the terrifying experience of incarceration and interrogation in an East
German political prison, from which Boyd eventually escaped one step ahead of the KGB.

Of the 2.3 million National Servicemen conscripted during the Cold War, 4,200 attended the
secret Joint Services School for Linguists, tasked with supplying much-needed Russian speakers
to the three services. The majority were in RAF uniform, as the Warsaw Pact saw air forces
become the greatest danger to the West. After training, they were sent to the front lines in
Germany and elsewhere to snoop on Russian aircraft in real time. Posted to RAF Gatow in Berlin,
ideally placed for signals interception, Douglas Boyd came to know Hitler's devastated former
capital, divided as it was into Soviet, French, US and British sectors. Pulling no punches, he
describes the SIGINT work, his subsequent arrest by armed Soviet soldiers one night on the
border, and how he was locked up without trial in solitary confinement in a Stasi prison. The
Solitary Spy is a unique account of the terrifying experience of incarceration and interrogation in
an East German political prison, from which Boyd eventually escaped one step ahead of the KGB.

AUTHOR:
Douglas Boyd is probably the only British author who has confronted the KGB while enduring
solitary confinement in a Stasi interrogation prison. He studied Russian language and history
while training for signals interception at an RAF base in Berlin – snooping on Warsaw Pact fighter
pilots over-flying East Germany and Poland. Back in civilian life, he spent several years at the
height of the Cold War dealing with Soviet bloc film and TV officials, some of whom were
undercover intelligence officers.
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The great speeches since post-World War II to the present have marked eras and interpreted
feelings, in a continuously evolving world, when faced with the eternal problems, like life and
freedom, and also new challenges. Moving speeches with a great emotional impact, filled with
ideas and values, sentences that have changed the course of history: Martin Luther King's
'dream', Churchill's 'iron curtain', Pope John XXIII's 'caress', Obama's 'new beginning'. Not only
statespeople, but scientists, literary figures, entrepreneurs, courageous girls like Malala who asks
that the new generations may be guaranteed the right to education. A volume of 40 speeches,
contextualised, explained and then given, in their fundamental passages, to enable the reader to
immerse in those years.

AUTHOR:
Carlo Bata is an author, editor and translator who collaborates with important magazines and
newspapers. For White Star, he was the co-author, with Gianni Morelli, of the volume 1968. A
Revolutionary Year in Photographs (2017).
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The beautifully illustrated volume is an editorial tribute to the history of the Comunale Theatre in
Bologna, a city institution of international fame. With previously unpublished and richly detailed
images and complementary texts by Professor Piero Mioli, this publication celebrates the theatre's
great and unique story. Also included is a rich photographic array from the theatre's historical
archives featuring posters, stage photos, sketches, drawings and figurine plates, which have been
hidden from public view, until now.

Text in English and Italian.

AUTHOR:
Prof. Piero Mioli is from Bologna and teaches history of music. He is Counsellor of the Accademia
Filarmonica and President of the cappella dei Servi and writes for the newspaper Resto del
Carlino. He has written essays and books on Padre Martini, Rossini, Gluck, Donizetti, Verdi, and
on the Opera. He has also edited a manual on the history of music, several conference
proceedings and complete editions of librettos by Verdi, Mozart, Bellini, Rossini and Wagner.
Among his latest books, in addition to the reissue of the Dizionario di musica classica in two
volumes (BUR), Il melodramma romantico (Mursia) and L'opera italiana del Novecento (Manzoni).

SELLING POINT:
•  Showcases the splendour of Teatro Comunale di Bologna through richly detailed images and
comprehensive texts

226 colour images
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The beautifully illustrated pocket edition is an editorial tribute to the history of the Comunale
Theatre in Bologna, a city institution of international fame. With previously unpublished and richly
detailed images and complementary texts by Professor Piero Mioli, this publication celebrates the
theatre's great and unique story. Also included is a rich photographic array from the theatre's
historical archives featuring posters, stage photos, sketches, drawings and figurine plates, which
have been hidden from public view, until now.

Text in English and Italian.

AUTHOR:
Prof. Piero Mioli is from Bologna and teaches history of music. He is Counsellor of the Accademia
Filarmonica and President of the cappella dei Servi and writes for the newspaper Resto del
Carlino. He has written essays and books on Padre Martini, Rossini, Gluck, Donizetti, Verdi, and
on the Opera. He has also edited a manual on the history of music, several conference
proceedings and complete editions of librettos by Verdi, Mozart, Bellini, Rossini and Wagner.
Among his latest books, in addition to the reissue of the Dizionario di musica classica in two
volumes (BUR), Il melodramma romantico (Mursia) and L'opera italiana del Novecento (Manzoni).

SELLING POINT:
•  This compact pocket edition showcases the splendour of the Teatro Comunale di Bologna
through richly detailed images and comprehensive texts

165 colour images
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When Titanic foundered in April 1912, the world's focus was on the tragedy of the passengers
who lost their lives. Ever since, in films, dramatisations, adaptations and books, the focus has
mostly continued to be on the ones who died. The Titanic and the City of Widows it Left Behind
focuses on another group of people - the widows and children of the crew who perished on
board. Author Julie Cook's great-grandfather was a stoker who died on Titanic. Her
great-grandmother had to raise five children with no breadwinner. This book focuses on Emily
and the widows like her who had to fight for survival through great hardship, whilst still grieving
for the men they loved who'd died on the ship. Using original archive sources and with accounts
from descendants of crew who also lost their lives, the book asks how these women survived
through abject poverty and grief - and why their voices have been silent for so long.

AUTHOR:
Julie Cook has been a journalist for over 20 years. After working in-house on top magazines such
as Take a Break she became freelance and now writes regularly for titles such as the Daily Mail,
The Sun, Telegraph, Bella, Red online and many more. The Titanic and the City of Widows it Left
Behind is a book she has wanted to write for many years because her great-grandfather was a
crew member who perished on board, leaving behind a wife and five children. 
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The first full biography of Edward Seymour, kinsman of Tudor royalty, from Lord Protector of
England to the block.

In January 1547 Henry VIII lay dying. His heir was just 9 years old and all England waited
expectantly to see who would hold the reins of power until Edward VI came of age. Within days
of Henry's death, the privy council overturned the terms of his will and Edward Seymour, Duke of
Somerset was named Lord Protector. It was a decision that the men in power would come to
regret.

For nearly three years, Somerset was king in all but name , the most powerful man in England.
But though he was a skilled soldier and leader on the battlefield, Somerset's political skills were
not so well-honed. His single-mindedness and his overbearing attitude towards the privy
Councillors alienated the very men whose support he most needed. When they lost patience with
him, the scene was set for conflict.
Despite energetic opposition, his religious reform was his greatest success and the establishment
of the Book of Common Prayer, which laid the foundation of the Anglican Church, was to be his
most enduring achievement. However, his efforts to lessen the authoritarian rule imposed by
Henry VIII and to improve the well-being of the common folk led to widespread rebellion, and as
his attempt to subdue the Scots failed, England faced war with France.

To the people Edward Seymour was the 'Good Duke'. To his fellow Councillors he was a traitor.
This is a story of Tudor ambition, power and the ultimate price of failure.

AUTHOR:
Margaret Scard's interest in the Tudor period is focused particularly on the court life and politics
of sixteenth century England. This is her second book and the extensive research it entailed has
been underpinned by study at Oxford University. She is the author of Tudor Survivor: The Life
and Times of William Paulet, also published by The History Press. 
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A fresh assessment of five of the most compelling unresolved aviation mysteries.

What does a lesser-known member of the Kennedy clan have in common with a Sri-Lankan
businessman? Or with Albert Loewenstein, one of the richest men in the world in 1928, who
mysteriously fell from his plane into the English Channel? Or with two aircraft that went missing
and were never found, one disappearing over Scotland in 1975 and the other in 1953 over Lake
Superior? In this gripping new book, Keith McCloskey, who has previously written about the
Dyatlov Incident among others, turns his attention to reassessing these five unresolved aviation
mysteries, all of which occurred over water, none of them ever resolved. These are mysterious
stories where conspiracy theories abound, whether of sabotage, murder, and even UFO
involvement.

AUTHOR:
Keith McCloskey was born in Dublin and grew up in Africa. His main interests are aviation history,
travel and real-life mysteries. He has previously written a number of books, including Airwork: A
History and Mountain of the Dead: The Dyatlov Pass Incident for The History Press. He has acted
as consultant to TV programmes on the Dyatlov Incident and been interviewed on radio. He lives
in Hungerford. 
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This book offers a whistle-stop guide to the history of basketry and willow weaving. The story
begins in prehistory when people first wove plant fibres together to create containers, shelters
and fences. The book explores the ways in which basketry and willow weaving has continued to
be important throughout human history in artistic, economic and functional terms. The second
part of the book brings us up to date, via interviews with modern basketry and willow weaving
artisans. These artists generously allowed the author a window into their studios and discussed
the way they use and adapt traditional methods, techniques and tools for the twenty first
century. Photos of their work, and their working environment offers a unique view into the world
of this ancient craft. Finally, if you are inspired to try your hand at this fascinating and most
ancient of crafts, the book also has a resources section. It includes a valuable list of suppliers of
plant fibres, plants, and tools, as well as information about training courses, useful websites and
more - everything you need to get started.

AUTHOR:
Lynn Huggins is a widely published author. When she is not writing, she is in the studio creating
art for exhibition. She is a textiles artist, working in natural and found materials, and mixed
media, and her work is influenced by the 360 hectare woodland that begins at the bottom of her
garden. She is a member of the Heritage Crafts Association, and the International Felt makers
Association. She lives with her husband and daughter in the north east of England. 
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International award-winning modeller, Robert Doepp, embarks on his most ambitious piece of
military miniature art to date with the recreation of a WWII image in 1:9 capturing every minute
detail showcased in this comprehensive study of his stunning work.

Modellers of all abilities will learn from Robert's techniques for vehicle scratchbuilding, figure
sculpting, painting and weathering with detailed step-by-step guides to apply the tips, tricks and
methods to your own projects. Whether you're a modeller or enthusiast of wartime German
motorcycles, equipment and uniforms Robert presents a wealth of information with the dissection
of every component in detail, rare wartime images and comprehensive walk-around colour
photographs of a contemporary restoration.

425 illustrations
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International award-winning modeller, David Parker, embarks on his most ambitious step by step
guide to his tank crew figure. Advanced sculpting techniques and simple techniques for painting
faces, so you can get the very best from your tank crew figures.

370 illustrations
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One of history's most acclaimed magicians provides clear and concise explanations of more than
100 tricks and illusions. Herrmann the Great's complete compendium of secrets, published in
1916, features 90 sleight of hand tips, 24 coin tricks, 27 card tricks, and much more, including
instruction on mind reading and the basics of ventriloquism. Vintage line drawings appear
throughout, along with advice on stage presence and performance.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Herrmann (1844–1896) was the most successful member of a well-known
19th-century French family of stage magicians. After a three-year residence at London's Egyptian
Hall, he toured the United States, South America, Europe, and Russia, where he performed for
the Czar's family.
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This challenging collection of 100 word searches is filled with names and terms associated with
female scientists, actors, musicians, politicians, authors, athletes, and more. Puzzle fanatics will
enjoy discovering fascinating facts about famous figures from a variety of eras: Madeline
Albright, Melinda Gates, Selena Gomez, Aretha Franklin, Audrey Hepburn, Grandma Moses,
Rachael Ray, and many others. Solutions are provided in the back of the book.

AUTHOR:
Mary Carolyn Waldrep, formerly Dover's Editor-in-Chief, specialises in books on needlework,
crafts, fashion, and electronic clip art.
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In this new book, Porsche 911: Iconic Vehicles Made From LEGO Bricks, by Joachim (Joe) Klang,
LEGO enthusiasts can bring sports cars from the legendary Porsche 911 series to life in their own
home using their existing collection of LEGO bricks. With easy to follow step-by-step instructions
that illustrate how to build these models from LEGO, readers can be assured that no details are
missed.

Fans of all skill levels can enjoy this latest addition as well as other successful titles from the
passionate author including:

•  Build Your Own Lego Vehicles ISBN 9783868527667
•  Tips For Kids: Record-Breaking Brick Vehicles ISBN 9783958435513

AUTHOR:
Joachim Klang has been enthusiastic about LEGO bricks from his early childhood, and has been
refining his skills ever since. He is well known within the international LEGO community for his
artistic and experimental use of the colourful brick. Joachim has published 10 best-selling books
on how to build individual LEGO models with the bricks from your home collection.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new book for LEGO enthusiasts on how to build legendary Porsche 911 models from LEGO
•  The latest addition to the successful LEGO library written by renowned LEGO enthusiast
Joachim Klang

100 colour illustrations
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This book is another collection of Annie Tempest's expertly-observed cartoons humorously
depicting the archetypical English upper-class, following spirited traditionalists Dicky and Daphne
Tottering, who reside in their lavish yet dilapidating ancestral home, Tottering Hall, together with
their adored and exceedingly-spoilt dogs, affectionately named Slobber and Scribble.

Daphne, otherwise known as Daffy, is a redoubtable and, these days, lamentably-dying breed,
frequently referred to as a 'Country Lady', while Dicky just lives in another era altogether. Follow
this endearing couple as they attempt to navigate an increasingly-modernised world with their
mischievous pooches, both of whom hold a firm place in their owners' affections, allowing them
to wreak all kinds of havoc with minimal consequences.

Annie Tempest's ability to comically depict the highs and lows of dog ownership is second to none
- and stands as a warming reminder that, despite muddy paws on the carpet and the occasional
raiding of the fridge, we will love them all the same.

The cartoons in this book are sure to resonate with all dog owners alike, as they compare the
foibles of black Lab Slobber and working cocker Scribble to the eccentricities of their own
treasured pets. Even if you've never had the pleasure of encountering these characters before,
one cannot fail to be amused by these beautifully-executed cartoons.

AUTHOR:
At the age of 24, Annie Tempest, whilst working as a medical secretary, began to teach herself
how to draw. This, coupled with a love of cryptic crosswords combined to sow the seeds of a
career as a cartoonist, initially working for the Daily Mail for seven and a half years with a strip
called 'The Yuppies'. In 1989, she was voted 'Strip cartoonist of the year' by her peers in the
Cartoonists Club of Great Britain. Annie created Tottering-by-Gently and joined Country Life
magazine in 1993. Her subtle and humorous depictions of Dicky and Daffy Tottering and their
family has expanded into a small empire both through syndication and licensing as well as a
number of memorable exhibitions abroad in Mexico and New York but also at The O'Shea
Gallery. In 2009 she won the prestigious Pont Prize for her portrayal of the British Character -
the highest accolade in her profession. Annie is still living and working in rural Norfolk in a
beautifully converted barn filled with Tottering delights and surrounded by glorious gardens. 

120 colour illustrations
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Beginning. It offers a large enough canvas: the beginning of wisdom, of love, of learning, of
memory; the seed of an idea; the foundation of a career; the root of a dream; choices made;
roads taken – and not taken; and lessons learned.

A Book of Beginnings explores the theme of commencement through encounters with an array of
intriguing people. Maeve Binchy shares a typically warm and good-humoured account of a first
date. We hear of a profound life-changing experience from the writer and social philosopher
Charles Handy. Henry Ford's dream of 'a motor car for the great multitude' and Martin Luther
King's dream of freedom and justice for his people are pondered as the reader is taken on a
journey of threshold moments that invigorate and inspire.

AUTHOR:
A Book of Beginnings is compiled by writer and former RTÉ broadcaster John Quinn, who has
published several titles with Veritas, including Walking on the Pastures of Wonder, This Place
Speaks to Me, The Curious Mind, Letters to Olive, A Little Book of Ledwidge, and Gratias.
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How do you create a comfortable living space when you're limited for space? How do you model
and optimise small functional spaces? And how do you decorate rooms to create a great place to
live and ultimately enhance your quality of life?

Apartment Design and Analysis is a source of inspiration for maximising smaller living spaces,
showcasing over 40 medium-sized apartments covering key areas of soft decoration design from
theme conception, style explanation to spatial layout, colour matching, decor selection and much
more. Experience the big world in a small room.

Text in English and Chinese.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features more than 40 stunning show flats
•  Covers soft decoration design from theme conception, style explanation to spatial layout,
colour matching, decor selection, etc
•  A must-have reference for practitioners and enthusiasts in soft decoration design

650 colour, 150 b/w images
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For more than two decades, Beta-Plus Publishing has specialised in exclusive coffee table books
on architecture, interiors and gardens. For the 2020 edition of their Yearbooks the focus remains
on top quality, traditional craftsmanship and understated class, and includes exclusive new
projects from renowned architects, interior designers, garden & landscape architects and
experienced professionals from Belgium.

In this Yearbook Contemporary Living - Indoor & Outdoor, the emphasis is on top design, sleek
yet warm architecture, interiors and gardens. Together with Timeless Living - Indoor & Outdoor
ISBN 9782875500786, a complementary publication emphasising classic and more traditional
forms, they offer a special selection of dozens of recently finished villas, country houses,
townhouses and apartments.

With Contemporary Living - Indoor & Outdoor, you are sure to find lots of inspiration when
designing, constructing, renovating and furnishing your home!

Text in English, French and Dutch.

AUTHOR:
Wim Pauwels is the founder and publisher of Beta-Plus Publishing.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features 20 new residential houses and apartments from leading Belgian architects and
interior designers
•  A practical source of inspiration when designing, renovating or furnishing your home

350 colour images
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The studio of leading Dutch designer Marcel Wolterinck has an impressive track record in interior,
exterior and outdoor spaces for private and business customers worldwide. His work is
characterised by a harmonious relationship between indoors and outdoors, and the use of subtle
colour, earthy tones, and refined, natural materials. In this well-illustrated book, designed by the
noted Amsterdam-based studio Trapped in Suburbia, Wolterinck presents more than twenty new
and inspiring projects, including designs for an exclusive yacht, a villa in Greece, private gardens,
and a line of products.

Text in English and Dutch.

AUTHOR:
Designer and stylist Marcel Wolterinck has multiple books to his name and is known and
respected around the world. In addition to a design studio he also has a showroom / store in
Laren, North Holland.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The latest book of interior, exterior, and product design by Dutch designer Marcel Wolterinck
•  Includes more than 20 international projects, including drawings
•  An inspiring book for interior designers and design enthusiasts

320 colour, 80 b/w photographs
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"I was part of Fleur's British Interior Design Exhibition in London in the 1980s. The strength of
Fleur's vision defined the event and made participation a real pleasure for me." - John Pawson,
Renowned International Minimalist Architect, London

The International Interior Design Exhibition (IIDE) came to Brussels in 2019 with heritage. First
launched in London by Fleur Rossdale as The British Interior Design Exhibition (BIDE) during the
1980s and '90s, the event was highly acclaimed as a ground-breaking showcase for the design
industry. With 30,000 international visitors to each, the exhibition helped propel interior design
into the limelight, receiving worldwide press coverage and an insatiable demographic of private
clients, hoteliers, designers and developers. Organiser Fleur commented, "Good design has a
vital role to play in our everyday lives. It can improve how we live and function, be it at home, in
the workplace, in education or on holiday. Interiors set a mood, portraying an identity that should
feel enhancing and harmonious". Fleur, an active interior designer herself, chose Brussels for the
re-launch due to the cultural heritage, not least as founders of the Art Nouveau movement. Fleur
continues, "Decoration is all about bringing together skilled workmanship, colour, texture and fine
art to create a melodious interior to enhance our everyday lives".

The IIDE followed the ethos of past experience and showcased ten international designers,
presenting their interior design vision to inspire private and trade visitors.

This luxury coffee table book is a tribute to these new exhibitions, which is complemented by a
short history of all previous exhibitions in London.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Showcases the interior design vision of ten international designers
•  Beautifully finished in luxury, natural black linen

150 colour images
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The follow-up volume of best-selling Modern Mountain Hideaways (ISBN 9782875500458), with
all new photographs: new mountain chalets in a timeless and contemporary style.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features new luxury chalets, all located in the mountains, providing a perfect getaway
•  Luxuriously bound in natural linen

200 colour images
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Out of the Blue unravels Tricia Guild's unique and creative approach, focusing in on her
inspiration, her intuitive design methodology and the techniques, processes and materials used.
Frustrated with the lack of truly contemporary fabrics and wallpapers for interiors, Tricia's vision
was to create a lifestyle. Tricia showed people how to put the different elements of a room
together; how colour, pattern, texture and form can combine to create a harmonious space.

Juxtapositions are key to Tricia Guild's style. Like an artist employing collage, her judgment of
each composition has led to hugely diverse results. However, what has remained consistent is the
boldness with which she brings together patterns, colours and materials to striking effect. She
has consistently remained true to this vision and her initial philosophy is still paramount to the
company's work today.

Readers will be able to see where Tricia's inspiration comes from - her travels to India, Japan
and Scandinavia - and how this is translated into collections of fabrics, wallpaper, furniture and
accessories. Her inspiration may come from ancient Indian textiles, Renaissance-style velvet or a
Swedish Gustavian wall treatment, but the resulting interiors are never drawn solely from one
traveller's tale and are never just a reworking of an old document. Instead, each is an eclectic
amalgam in which a harmony exists between East and West, present and past.

Designers Guild is perhaps known best for florals and botanicals, but plain fabrics in a multitude
of shades and textures, alongside a vast range of geometric and abstract designs, are also vital
to the mix. Tricia is renowned for her confident and vivid use of colour, but the natural and
neutral palette enjoys equal prominence in the company's collections. Founded by Tricia Guild
OBE, Designers Guild started life in 1970 as a small section of a single shop in Chelsea's King's
Road. The brand has since evolved and grown into a global enterprise, whose products have
changed the way we view colour, pattern and texture in our homes.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Celebrating a half-century of design and innovation from Designers Guild, the company
founded by Tricia Guild in 1970
•  Luxuriant colour palettes and harmonious interiors characterise the work of this top design
company
•  A sourcebook of pictures of bold yet carefully coordinated rooms
•  The perfect source of inspiration for the budding designer
•  Accompanies an exhibition at the Fashion and Textile Museum, Bermondsey, opening in
February 2020

619 colour, 3 b/w images
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Interior architect, designer, and founder of the agency RDAI, Rena Dumas (1937-2009)
developed an architectural style that was subtle and meticulous, with which she marked her
many creations for clients that included Hermes, Artemis, Christie's, John Lobb and Yves Saint
Laurent. Her sensitive approach to space, along with her love for natural light, are evident in the
Maison Hermes Ginza in Tokyo, designed in collaboration with the architect Renzo Piano, as well
as in all Hermes's maisons and stores around the world since the 1980s. Her studies of materials
and colours nourished her passion for design, from tableware to 'Pippa', her timeless collection of
nomadic furniture.

This detailed monograph, including over 400 documents, photographs, plans and drawings,
traces her 55 years of creating, reflecting a talent that transcended fashion.

AUTHOR:
Chloe Braunstein-Kriegel, a specialist in design criticism, is the author of several books published
by Editions Norma. She was co-director of the Mouvements Modernes gallery in Paris, dedicated
to design and ceramics dating from the 1950s to the present day.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph on Rena Dumas, interior designer for Hermès maisons and stores around the
world
•  Features over 400 documents, photographs, plans and drawings

400 colour images
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For more than two decades, Beta-Plus Publishing has specialised in exclusive coffee table books
on architecture, interiors and gardens. For the 2020 edition of their Yearbooks the focus remains
on top quality, traditional craftsmanship and understated class, and includes exclusive new
projects from renowned architects, interior designers, garden & landscape architects and
experienced professionals from Belgium.

In this Yearbook Timeless Living - Indoor & Outdoor, the emphasis is on classic and more
traditional forms, the integration of antique building materials, wood and natural stone, exclusive
fabrics and objects, and the restoration of homes and farms. Together with Contemporary Living
- Indoor & Outdoor ISBN 9782875500793, a complementary publication emphasising top design,
sleek yet warm architecture, interiors and gardens, they offer a special selection of dozens of
recently finished villas, country houses, townhouses and apartments.

With Timeless Living - Indoor & Outdoor, you are sure to find lots of inspiration when designing,
constructing, renovating and furnishing your home!

Text in English, French and Dutch.

AUTHOR:
Wim Pauwels is the founder and publisher of Beta-Plus Publishing.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features 20 new residential houses and apartments from leading Belgian architects and
interior designers
•  A practical source of inspiration when designing, renovating or furnishing your home

350 colour images
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In this collection of thrilling tales, E.W. Hornung casts criminal A.J. Raffles as his ignoble hero. A
renowned London socialite, Raffles is secretly ingenious master of thievery and disguise. Assisted
by friend Bunny Manders and in constant pursuit by Scotland Yard, this gentleman thief's
escapades are as compelling as they are dastardly.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CRIME CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

In this collection of thrilling tales, E.W. Hornung upends the traditions of detective fiction, casting
criminal A.J. Raffles as his ignoble hero. First published in 1898 as a series of short stories in
Cassell's Magazine, The Amateur Cracksman follows the exploits of Raffles as he robs Victorian
High Society of their riches. A renowned cricket player and London socialite, Raffles is secretly an
ingenious master of thievery and disguise. Assisted by friend Bunny Manders and in constant
pursuit by Scotland Yard, this gentleman thief's escapades are as compelling as they are
dastardly. 

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
Born in Middlesborough, England, author, poet, and journalist Ernest William Hornung
(1866-1921) moved to Australia at 17, having suffered from ill health most of his life, in the
hopes that his constitution might benefit from the change in climate. Although he only lived there
for two years, his experiences there put him on the path of becoming a writer and would inspire
his work for years to come, not least A Bride from the Bush (1890), his first novel. Hornung had
developed an interest in urban crime and criminal behaviour while working as a journalist during
the Jack the Ripper murders, which would permeate his fiction, most notably in the form of
Hornung's most famous character, A.J. Raffles, gentleman thief.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe foiled and embossed cover, with gilded edges. 
•  Gift editions of essential crime classics. 
•  Accessible and timeless unabridged text. 
•  Features an extended biography and glossary of Victorian and Literary terms.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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Inspired by an infamous real-life criminal case, Theodore Dreiser's An American Tragedy,
chronicles the life of New Yorker Clyde Griffiths, a young man eager to raise his status, but
whose recklessness and moral weakness prove to be his undoing. An essential read for mystery,
crime and classic readers. New Glossary and biography.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CRIME CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

Theodore Dreiser's An American Tragedy was inspired by an infamous real life criminal case. First
published in 1925, Dreiser chronicles the life of a young man eager to raise his status, but whose
recklessness and moral weakness prove to be his undoing. Raised in poverty by devout
missionaries, Clyde Griffiths longs for more. After getting a job at a grand Kansas City hotel, his
dreams finally seem in reach, but his self-interest and obsession with the material lead him to
commit one transgression after another, ultimately leading to murder. A specially commissioned
biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms make this new edition
essential for all classic crime fans!

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
American novelist and journalist Theodore Herman Albert Dreiser (1871-1945) was born in Terre
Haute, Indiana, the ninth of ten surviving children. As a journalist for the Chicago Globe and the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat he wrote about literature and interviewed notable figures including
Andrew Carnegie and Thomas Edison, before writing his first novel, Sister Carrie in 1899. Now
regarded as one of the great American novels, it wasn t until the publication of An American
Tragedy that Dreiser enjoyed commercial success. A writer of the naturalist school, Dreiser's
work concerns itself with exploring the tensions of a rapidly changing society, as urban centres
expand and social norms relax.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe foiled and embossed cover, with gilded edges. 
•  Gift editions of essential crime classics. 
•  Accessible and timeless unabridged text. 
•  Features an extended biography and glossary of Victorian and Literary terms.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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Focusing on military strategy, psychology and tactics, The Art of War has been a source of great
strategic inspiration throughout the ages and its enduring wisdom has had a far-reaching impact
beyond its Ancient Chinese origins. This new edition offers a comprehensive new introduction,
with commentary and notes on the core text.

The Art of War has been a source of great strategical inspiration throughout the ages. Focusing
on military strategy, psychology and tactics, each section concentrates on a different facet of
warfare and draws out important themes such as communication, strength and positioning.
Believed to have been written by Chinese strategist Sun Tzu, The Art of War is highly regarded
amongst Chinese culture, but its enduring wisdom has had a far-reaching impact all over the
world.

FLAME TREE's Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing on
ancient, medieval and modern writing. Offering a fund of essential knowledge, and spell-binding
stories it satisfies every facet of human interest: scientific, philosophical, sociological, romantic,
dramatic and mysterious. From the ancient wisdom of the Mah bh rata to the curious power of
Don Quixote, Boccaccio's Decameron and Melville's classic Moby Dick, from the scientific wonders
of Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein to the great thinkers of Western and Asian philosophy.

AUTHOR:
The ancient Chinese military general, strategist and philosopher Sun Tzu was estimated to have
been living between c. 544 and 496 BC. Also known under the names Sun Wu and Sunzi, Sun
Tzu was widely recognised to be the author of The Art of War, an ancient and world-renowned
Chinese military strategy book. A great influence on Chinese history and culture, Sun Tzu's beliefs
are known through his writing and told through legend. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  New series featuring the greatest works of fiction, science, philosophy and sociology. 
•  Foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  Specially written introductions contextualise the book. 
•  New deluxe series.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed.
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The author of Little Women? and other beloved classics, Louisa May Alcott grew up in a
community of New England transcendentalists that included Thoreau and Emerson. Because her
learned but impractical father was a poor provider, she supported her family by writing magazine
stories that were often published anonymously.

This collection reveals the "other" Alcott, featuring "Behind a Mask" and "Pauline's Passion and
Punishment," thrilling tales of seduction, betrayal, and murder that strike a markedly different
tone and characterization from Alcott's best-known work. Other selections include two pieces
from Hospital Sketches, the author's fictionalized accounts of her Civil War nursing experiences;
"My Contraband," a tale of vengeance involving a Civil War nurse, her Confederate patient, and
his former slave; "Happy Women," concerning four "spinsters" with a positive attitude toward
their marital status; and "How I Went Out to Service," an autobiographical sketch of a young
woman's pursuit of financial independence.

AUTHOR:
Best known as the author of Little Women, Louisa May Alcott (1832–88) grew up in a community
of New England transcendentalists that included Thoreau and Emerson. Because her learned but
impractical father was a poor provider, she supported her family by writing stories for magazines
while she was still a teenager. Alcott worked in Washington, D.C., during the Civil War as a
nurse, recording her experiences in Hospital Sketches, and her many novels are particularly
noteworthy for their portraits of strong, self-reliant heroines.
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The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CRIME CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

The first best-selling title in S.S. Van Dine's series of Philo Vance detective mysteries, The Benson
Murder Case (1926), was inspired by the real-life unsolved murder of Joseph Bowne Elwell
(1873-1920) in which the victim was shot from within his locked house. Intellectual dandy and
amateur sleuth Vance a man of unusual culture and brilliance finds the case of murdered playboy
stockbroker Alvin Benson fascinating, the missing toupee and false teeth being especially
curious... Vance kindly comes to the aid of his friend District Attorney Markham and sets about
tracking down the killer using his cerebral powers of deduction in contrast to the short-sighted
methods of the police.

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
S.S. Van Dine was the crime-novel pseudonym of Willard Huntington Wright (1888 1939), an
American journalist, critic and novelist. He wrote scathing book reviews as literary editor for the
Los Angeles Times, and would later publish unconventional and avant-garde work by the likes of
D.H. Lawrence, Joseph Conrad and Ezra Pound for the magazine The Smart Set. Yet it was as a
writer of detective fiction that he found financial success. His series of novels featuring amateur
sleuth and art lover Philo Vance, the first of which was The Benson Murder Case (1926), were so
popular that they also lead to movies and radio, and prevented Wright from ever returning to the
less lucrative writing of which he would have been more proud.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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Although better known today for his novels, in the 1920s F. Scott Fitzgerald ranked among the
top writers of magazine fiction. Fitzgerald represented the dreams and aspirations of the
post-World War I generation in his life as well as his works. With his glamorous wife, Zelda, and
his cosmopolitan social circle, he projected the perfect image for narrating tales of restless youth
in a hectic world.

These short stories offer insights into many themes, characters, and techniques that emerged in
Fitzgerald's later works. The title tale, "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button," reflects his
preoccupation with life's fleeting nature. "Winter Dreams," written three years before The Great
Gatsby, shares the concept of commitment to an idealized dream. "Babes in the Woods,"
developed during the author's Princeton days, evidences the roots of This Side of Paradise.
Thirteen other selections offer further insights into the author's growing skills as well as examples
of his sparkling prose, understated wit, and deft characterisations.

AUTHOR:
One of the great American writers of the 20th century whose works enjoy popular appeal as well
as critical acclaim, F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896–1940) is best known for his novel The Great Gatsby.
His brilliant tales of the rich and glamorous defined the 1920s American era now known as the
Jazz Age.
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The definitive collection of nonfiction - from war reporting to literary criticism to the sharpest
political writing - from the "legend of American letters" (Vanity Fair)

Robert Stone was a singular American writer, a visionary whose award-winning novels - including
Dog Soldiers, Outerbridge Reach, and Damascus Gate - earned him comparisons to literary lions
ranging from Samuel Beckett to Ernest Hemingway to Graham Greene. Stone had an almost
prophetic grasp of the spirit of his age, which he captured with crystalline clarity in each of his
novels. Of course, he was also a sharp and brilliant observer of American life, and his nonfiction
writing is revelatory.

The Eye You See With - the first and only collection of Robert Stone’s nonfiction - was carefully
selected by award-winning novelist and Stone biographer Madison Smartt Bell. Divided into three
sections, the collection includes the best of Stone's war reporting, his writing on social change,
and his reflections on the art of fiction. This is an extraordinary volume that offers up a
clear-eyed look at the 20th century and secures Robert Stone's place as one of the most original
figures in all of American letters.

AUTHOR:
Robert Stone (1937-2015) was the acclaimed author of eight novels and two story collections,
including Dog Soldiers, winner of the National Book Award, and Bear and His Daughter, a finalist
for the Pulitzer Prize. His memoir, Prime Green, was published in 2007.
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It began as a dinner-party contest: when Mark Twain and his neighbor Charles Dudley Warner
criticised the deplorable quality of their wives' reading material, the two writers were challenged
to come up with something more intriguing. Thus, for the only time in his career, Twain
collaborated on a novel with another author. The title of their rollicking 1873 tale became
synonymous with the rampant post–Civil War corruption of Washington, D.C., where crooked
politicians and greedy speculators vied with bankers and industrialists to enrich themselves at the
expense of the working class.

Praised by historian Gary Wills as "our best political novel," The Gilded Age was among the first
major American books to satirise the graft, materialism, and breakdown of public life. The
subtitle, A Tale of Today, remains an accurate description of a declining democracy, in which
enormous strides in industry and technology enrich only a tiny percentage of the population.

AUTHORS:
After the Civil War, Samuel Clemens (1835–1910) left his small town to seek work as a riverboat
pilot. As Mark Twain, the Missouri native found his place in the world. Author, journalist, lecturer,
wit, and sage, Twain created enduring works that have enlightened and amused readers of all
ages for generations.

Essayist and novelist Charles Dudley Warner (1829–1900) was the editor of Connecticut's The
Hartford Press and a columnist for Harper's Magazine. He was the first president of the National
Institute of Arts and Letters and president of the American Social Science Association.
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Also known as Yî jing or The Book of Changes, the I Ching is an ancient Chinese text of vast
historical and cultural influence. Reviving James Legge’s classic 19th-century translation, this new
version features a new introduction by Dennis Schilling that casts fresh light on this core text, and
the assumptions behind Legge's first translation.

FLAME TREE's Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing on
ancient, medieval and modern writing. Offering a fund of essential knowledge, and spell-binding
stories it satisfies every facet of human interest: scientific, philosophical, sociological, romantic,
dramatic and mysterious.

Also known as Yî Ching or The Book of Changes, I Ching is an ancient Chinese text of vast
historical and cultural influence. Spanning the fields of divination, cosmology, morality and
philosophy, with strong links to Confucianism, it has been interpreted in many different ways over
the centuries and ultimately demonstrates an early attempt to understand the world and the
human place within it. Reviving James Legge's classic nineteenth century translation, this latest
title in a series of Great Works includes an illuminating new introduction that casts fresh light on
this fascinating text.

AUTHOR:
Dennis Schilling is the Professor for Chinese Philosophy at the School of Philosophy, Renmin
University of China. He studied Sinology, Philosophy and Japanology at the universities of
Wurzburg, Munich, Wuhan/PR China, and received his Doctor degree and the habilitation at the
University of Munich. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  New series featuring the greatest works of fiction, science, philosophy and sociology. 
•  Foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  Specially written introductions contextualise the book. 
•  New deluxe series.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped.
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The Interpretation of Dreams is a seminal work of psychological and cultural heritage and
probably the most important of Freud's impressive output. Published in 1899 but revised by Freud
himself many times, it outlines his theories on the unconscious and dream symbolism. Though
largely discredited and superseded by subsequent developments and research, it retains its place
as a hugely influential and significant opus. This new deluxe edition uses A.A. Brill's 1913
translation of the third edition, with a new introduction by expert Dr Richard Stevens, who
discusses the context, reception, influence, importance and merits or otherwise of Freud's text
and Brill s translation truly one of the most influential, if controversial, Great Works that Shape
Our World.

FLAME TREE's Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing on
ancient, medieval and modern writing. Offering a fund of essential knowledge, and spell-binding
stories it satisfies every facet of human interest: scientific, philosophical, sociological, romantic,
dramatic and mysterious.

AUTHOR:
The famously influential neurologist and founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939)
was born in a small town in what is now the Czech Republic. In 1886 he set up in private clinical
practice in treating nervous disorders and would go on to develop the various techniques
associated with psychoanalysis, as well as his famous theories on the unconscious, the human
psyche, dreams and sexuality leading to the publication of many works, of which The
Interpretation of Dreams (1899) and The Ego and the Id (1923) are just a few examples.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New series featuring the greatest works of fiction, science, philosophy and sociology. 
•  Foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  Specially written introductions contextualise the book. 
•  New deluxe series.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed.
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The popularity of Sherlock Holmes inspired a number of late 19th-century fictional detectives,
with Martin Hewitt one of the most successful. Gathered here are twelve of his adventures,
including ‘The Case of the Dixon Torpedo’, showing the shrewd, charming protagonist at work
with his loyal sidekick, Brett. New Glossary and biography.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CRIME CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

The hugely popular consulting detective Sherlock Holmes inspired a number of late nineteenth
century fictional detectives, with Arthur Morrison s Martin Hewitt one of the most successful.
Well-presented and cheerful, this shrewd PI well befits his place among the greatest sleuths in
literature. Gathered here are twelve of his adventures, including 'The Lenton Croft Robberies' and
'The Case of the Dixon Torpedo', showing the charming protagonist at work with his loyal
sidekick, Brett.

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
Arthur Morrison (1863-1945) was born in the East End of London. He later became a writer for
The Globe newspaper and showed a keen interest in relating the real and bleak plight of those
living in London slums. When Arthur Conan Doyle killed off Sherlock Holmes in 1893, a vacuum
opened up for detective heroes. In the wake Morrison created Martin Hewitt, publishing stories
about him in The Strand Magazine, which had also first published Sherlock Holmes. Though a
man with genius deductive skill, Morrison's Hewitt character was the polar opposite to Holmes:
genial and helpful to the police. He was perhaps the most popular of these new investigator
fiction heroes. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe foiled and embossed cover, with gilded edges. 
•  Gift editions of much-loved crime classics. 
•  Accessible and timeless unabridged text.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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"An authentic masterpiece." - The North American Review

Returning to his stately English home from the chaos of World War I, a shell-shocked officer finds
that he has left much of his memory in the front's muddy trenches. The three women who love
him best anxiously await his arrival: the thoughtful and intuitive cousin who narrates the story,
the lovely wife he cannot recognize, and the woman with whom he shared a summer romance
15 years ago.

Rebecca West's novel depicts neither battles nor battlefields. This remarkable tale takes a
searching look at the far-reaching effects of the first modern war on a sheltered society. The
Return of the Soldier effectively and memorably captures the spirit of England in the throes of
unwelcome change. It is a penetrating view of the nation's shifting class structures and offers a
sensitive portrayal of individuals torn between nostalgia for their irretrievable past and
acceptance of their conflicted present.

AUTHOR:
Dame Rebecca West (1892–1983) has been called "the world's number one woman writer," "the
greatest woman since Elizabeth I," and "a strong contender for woman of the century." She was
a fiery suffragette and socialist in her youth and by her 30s she was a world-famous journalist
and political analyst as well as a distinguished novelist. During her long, prolific career she
associated with the 20th century's most important thinkers and writers. West's works include the
magisterial history and travelogue of Yugoslavia, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon; studies of the
Nuremberg trials and World War II British traitors in A Train of Powder and The Meaning of
Treason; the modernist World War I masterpiece The Return of the Soldier; and the
autobiographical Aubrey family novels, a trilogy subtitled "A Saga of the Century" - The Fountain
Overflows, This Real Night, and Cousin Rosamund.
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Twelve tales of intrigue and suspense, introducing Craig Kennedy, sometimes called the
'American Sherlock Holmes', and his friend and assistant, Walter Jameson. Kennedy uses his
scientific expertise and inventions to solve cases. Full of thrilling escapades as well as insight into
the discoveries of the early 1900s. New Glossary and biography.

The FLAME TREE CRIME COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

The Silent Bullet (1910) is the first collection of Arthur B. Reeve's Craig Kennedy mysteries,
initially published as part of a series in Cosmopolitan. In this collection of twelve tales of intrigue
and suspense, readers are introduced to Kennedy, sometimes called the 'American Sherlock
Holmes', and his friend and assistant, reporter Walter James. A professor at Columbia University,
Kennedy uses his scientific expertise and inventions to solve cases, usually employing pioneering
turn-of-the-century technology, such as hidden microphones, lie detectors, and a makeshift
defibrillator. Full of thrilling escapades as well as insight into the discoveries of the early 1900s,
The Silent Bullet is an adventure from start to finish.

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
Mystery writer, journalist and screenwriter Arthur Benjamin Reeve (1880-1936) was born in
Brooklyn, New York and studied at Princeton and New York Law School. As a journalist, he
covered some of the most infamous criminal trials of his time, including that of Bruno
Hauptmann, the kidnapper of the Lindbergh baby. However, it was Reeve's foray into fiction that
launched him to national fame, with the creation of his best-known character, scientist detective
Professor Craig Kennedy. First published as a series in Cosmopolitan Magazine between 1910
1918, the adventures of Craig Kennedy were so popular that Reeves went on to write 26 novels
featuring Kennedy, as well as short stories for numerous magazines.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe foiled and embossed cover, with gilded edges. 
•  Gift editions of essential crime classics. 
•  Accessible and timeless unabridged text. 
•  Features an extended biography and glossary of Victorian and Literary terms.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges
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Generally regarded as the first successful crime and mystery novel, on publication in 1860 it was
exceptionally popular with public and critics alike. Based on a real case, Collins weaves an
intriguing tale of mystery, asylums and mistaken identity that continues to grip the sophisticated
modern reader. New Glossary and biography.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CRIME CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless
home library of classic crime and mystery thrillers. Each stunning unabridged edition features
deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges.

The Woman in White, along with Collins other masterpiece The Moonstone) is generally regarded
as the first successful crime and mystery novel. On publication in 1860 it caused a sensation and
was exceptionally popular with public and critic alike. Based on a real 18th century case of
abduction Collins weaves an intriguing tale of mystery, asylums and mistaken identity that
continues to grip the sophisticated modern reader.

A specially commissioned biography of the author and a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
make this new edition essential for all classic crime fans!

AUTHOR:
Considered by many as the founder of the crime novel, William Wilkie Collins (1824-89) was,
unlike many nineteenth-century writers, a great literary success within his own lifetime. At one
stage he rose to be the highest-paid Victorian writer, even eclipsing the earnings of his mentor,
Charles Dickens. He had several careers in his youth, but it was writing novels that brought him
fame, boosted by a certain notoriety for what many perceived as his scandalous and immoral
private life. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Deluxe foiled and embossed cover, with gilded edges. 
•  Gift editions of much-loved crime classics. 
•  Accessible and timeless unabridged text. 
•  Features a glossary of Victorian and Literary terms.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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Edward Thomas was a British poet, essayist and novelist who was killed in action in France, April
1917. Although commonly known as a war poet there is a significant rediscovery of Thomas as a
nature writer, and indeed this area of his work was by far the most extensive. This miscellany
has juxtaposed his poetry with his prose, and in doing so, has created a beautiful and
exhilarating collection of some of his finest writing. 

The editor, Dr Anna Stenning is a writer and lecturer living in Ledbury, Herefordshire, where she
enjoys walking, wildlife, and discovering new places.
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"The tendency nowadays to wander in wildernesses is delightful to see. Thousands of tired,
nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to find out that going to the mountains is going
home; that wildness is a necessity; and that mountain parks and reservations are useful not only
as fountains of timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life." - John Muir

The words could have been written yesterday, in any part of the world where people feel trapped
by the excesses of modern life. John Muir’s stature as a visionary leader was already on the rise
by 1898 when the above passage first appeared in print. Muir was president of the Sierra Club,
which he had cofounded in San Francisco six years earlier. Harvard University and the University
of Wisconsin had recently awarded him honorary degrees. Influential editors were encouraging
him to share his ideas with a wider audience. Muir’s reverence for nature and uncompromising
integrity would ultimately play a vital role in awakening the American public to the need to rein in
rampant industrial development before it was too late.

Scots born John Muir was happiest heading off into the wild with a loaf of bread, a bag of tea, a
journal and sketchbook, and a head full of dreams. He was the quintessential mountain man, a
modern day Merlin, who showed how much one determined, hard-working individual with a song
in their heart can accomplish.

John Muir: A Miscellany is a gathering together of a rich and hugely entertaining collection of
Muir's writings. Although he is famed in the USA for both his writing and his accomplishments in
helping establish the US National Parks system, he is still relatively unknown this side of the
Atlantic. This book may well change this.
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John Richard Jefferies (6 November 1848 – 14 August 1887) was an English nature writer, noted
for his depiction of English rural life in essays, books of natural history, and novels. His childhood
on a small Wiltshire farm had a great influence on him and provides the background to all his
major works of fiction. Jefferies was often compared with the great English nature writer, Gilbert
White.

To some people he is more familiar as the author of the children's classic Bevis or the strange
futuristic fantasy (and now a cult book) After London while he also has some reputation as a
mystic worthy of serious study. Since his death his books have enjoyed intermittent spells of
popularity, but he is still largely unknown. Jefferies, however, has been an inspiration to a
number of more prominent writers and W.H. Hudson, Edward Thomas, Henry Williamson and
John Fowles are among those who have acknowledged their debt to him. Interestingly, when
Robert Macfarlane asked Guardian readers in 2005 whom they would nominate to form a 'library
of British nature writers', Jefferies was by far the most nominated.

A collection of his writing to introduce him to the wider public is well overdue, and the editor of
this Miscellany, Andrew Rossabi, is by far the best placed to undertake this work. Although the
most famous biography of Jefferies is that written by Edward Thomas and published in 1909,
Rossabi has recently (2017) published the first volume (of 3) of what will surely be the definitive
biography of Jefferies: A Peculiarly English Genius: A biography of Richard Jefferies. The selection
of Jefferies' work that he has collected in this volume will surely help re-establish Jefferies as one
of the greatest writers in this genre.

AUTHOR:
Rossabi is Jefferies' major contemporary biographer and a world expert on the author. 
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Scattered Limbs is a collection of anecdotes, observations and opinions which restores a
mythological dimension to the most obvious and yet enigmatic of subjects, the human body. In
contrast to the utopian fuzziness offered by the WHO's definition of health - 'health is a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity' - Scattered Limbs gets down and dirty and hunts intellectual minotaurs all the way back
to their obscure lairs and labyrinths in pre-Homeric Greece. Written over twenty years, its entries
range from aphorisms to anecdotes, which in their strangeness and baroque memorability,
sometimes resemble Borges' tales of imaginary beings - though the 'imaginary' beings here are
often remarkable patients. The book moves between topics as diverse as Lao Tzu, Goya and his
doctor, Rabelais and Rousseau, Plato's perfect human, the nocebo effect (dark twin of the
placebo effect), aromatherapy, mosquitos, the TV series House, Franz Rosenzweig, Vincent van
Gogh's painting of an onion, Prussian ideas of 'fitness', the Book of Job, depression as a
media-disseminated 'folk illness' of the industrialised West, the Beatles' contribution to the
invention of the CT scan, The Magic Mountain, Freud's nephew and PR guru Edward Bernays, and
not least the idea of professionalism, including a provocative disquisition: 'What is a good
doctor?'.

AUTHOR:
Iain Bamforth is a former hospital doctor, a general practitioner, a poet, a writer, translator, a
lecturer in comparative literature, and a public health consultant.
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This enthusiastically reviewed text, which assumes one year of high school algebra and one of
plane geometry, provides a unified treatment of algebra, analytic geometry, trigonometry, and
introductory calculus. Its well-organised and thoughtful presentation is fortified with many
problems, for which solutions are provided. In addition to its value as a classroom text, this book
offers readers of any age or level the chance to attain a basic foundation in college-level
mathematics, either as an end it itself or as preparation for more advanced study.

Starting with the simplest ideas of logic, largely in terms of elementary geometry, the treatment
covers elementary algebra, functions, analytic geometry, the complex number system, conic
sections, polynomials, algebraic functions, and the functions of two variables. Readers who delve
deeply into this volume will receive an introduction not just to mathematical methods and
problem-solving techniques, but also insights into the nature and beauty of mathematics as a
logical structure.

Suitable for a one-year course for advanced high school students or for college undergraduates.

AUTHOR:
Kenneth O. May (1915–77) was Chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Carleton College
and the author of several mathematical texts, including Elements of Modern Mathematics (now
available in a Dover edition) and Measure and the Integral. He was instrumental in the founding
of the International Commission on the History of Mathematics and was the first editor of its
journal, Historia Mathematica.
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For many years, this was the only English-language book devoted to the subject of
higher-dimensional geometry. While that is no longer the case, it remains a significant
contribution to the literature, exploring topics of perennial interest to geometers.
In the first four chapters, author D. M. Y. Sommerville explains the fundamental ideas of
incidence, parallelism, perpendicularity, and angles between linear spaces. Chapter V presents
analytical geometry from the projective point of view, exploring some of the simplest ideas
relating to algebraic varieties and offering a more detailed account of quadratics. Chapter VI
examines analytic geometry of n dimensions from the metric point of view. The remaining four
chapters deal with polytopes and address some of the elementary ideas in analysis situs. Chapter
VIII treats the content of hyper-special figures, and the final chapter establishes the regular
polytope.

For advanced undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics as well as historians of
mathematics.

AUTHOR:
Scottish mathematician Duncan MacLaren Young Sommerville (1879–1934) studied at the
University of St. Andrews and taught there from 1902 to 1914. In 1915, he emigrated to New
Zealand, where he was appointed Professor of Pure and Applied Mathematics at Victoria College,
Wellington. His other books include Elements of Non-Euclidean Geometry and Analytical Conics.
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Requiring only an elementary knowledge of ordinary differential equations, this concise text is
dedicated to helping engineering students solve problems in their field involving partial differential
equations. No emphasis is placed upon questions of existence, uniqueness, and convergence; the
treatment's focus remains firmly on the practical solution of partial differential equations.
The first chapter derives some of the more common partial differential equations associated with
such phenomena as vibration, heat flow, electricity and elasticity. Subsequent chapters examine
and apply the techniques of Fourier analysis to these equations, and then extend the discussion
to the Fourier integral. The final chapters explore Legendre, Bessel, and Mathieu functions as well
as the general structure of differential operators.

For undergraduate engineering students.

AUTHOR:
Kenneth S. Miller received his PhD from Columbia University, taught at New York University, and
was a Senior Research Associate at Columbia's Electronic Research Laboratory from 1964 to
1989. His numerous books on applied mathematics include An Introduction to Vector Stochastic
Processes and Some Eclectic Matrix Theory.
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The new edition of the bestselling country doctor's memoir.

Have you ever had to decide what to do with an unidentified corpse by a Devonian cowshed
when the herd is due in for milking? And how would you react if one of your patients was
abducted by aliens? 

If you are a GP it seems these are routine matters. From coping with the suicide of a colleague
to the unusual whereabouts of a jar of Coleman's mustard, this is the story of one rural doctor's
often misguided attempts to make sense of the career in which he has unwittingly found himself. 

Dr Sparrow's adventures would be utterly unbelievable were they not 100% true stories. His
bedside manner may sometimes leave a little to be desired but, if you're in dire straits, this
doctor will have you in stitches.

AUTHOR:
Dr Michael Sparrow has charted an unconventional course from the immaturity and uncertainty of
life as a medical student, through hospital jobs and a six-year spell in the Royal Air Force, to the
immaturity and uncertainty of life as a rural GP. He lives on the Devon/Cornwall border as the
region’s longest serving GP.
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Set in Russia in the year 1916, In the Trenches is based on the true story of the author's life
during WWI. Fifteen-year-old Zina runs away from home to serve on the Eastern Front as a
soldier in the Russian army.

Tatiana L. Dubinskaya was a schoolgirl who ran away from home and served on the Eastern
Front from 1916–17 as a soldier in the Russian army during World War I. She later became a
writer and in 1930 recounted her personal experiences as a soldier in an autobiographical novel,
called In the Trenches, published in Moscow. In 1936 she revised and republished a shorter
version of her story under a new title, Machine Gunner. Both versions of her novel had much in
common. Most of the characters and much of the storyline remained essentially the same, but
there were a few notable exceptions, which included the addition of more revolutionary zeal to
the main characters in Machine Gunner, which likely gave it greater appeal in Stalinist Russia.
This revised edition of In the Trenches has been edited using select portions from Machine
Gunner to provide greater clarity and context to Dubinskaya's original story. 

In the Trenches received critical acclaim when first published, being favourably compared with
Erich Maria Remarque's 1929 classic World War I novel, All Quiet on the Western Front, which
portrayed the stark realism of life in the trenches through the eyes of a young German soldier.
Dubinskaya's character, Zinaida "Zina" Kramskaya, had similar experiences. In the Trenches was
significant as it marked the first major account of a female soldier from World War I to be
published in Russia. In April 1930 the United Press International reported that an American
publisher had acquired the rights for an English edition of In the Trenches, but it never went into
print. Russian censorship may have stopped the English edition. 

AUTHOR:
Tatiana L. Dubinskaya (1902-90) served in the Russian army until 1917, then became a soldier
and a nurse for the Red Army during the Russian Civil War (1917-22). After the civil war, she
worked as a typist for the Red Army in Moscow and later became a writer. The Communist Party
sent her to Tajikistan in 1931, and on her return to Moscow, she became active with the Union of
Soviet Writers, earning a reputation as a Communist Party informant.
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The Italian campaign was one of the most debated of the Second World War, splitting the
American and British allies, and causing great disharmony. After the fall of Rome and the
surrender of Italy, the invasion of Normandy led to the Italian campaign becoming a sideshow as
the D-Day Dodgers' fought their way through Italy to the Alps against a grinding defence and
extreme weather. In a sequence of 200 wartime photographs Simon Forty sums up the major
events of the conflict - from the landings on Sicily to the crossing of the Po. Commanded first by
Sir Harold Alexander and then Mark Clark, the Allied armies (US Fifth and British Eighth) drew
men not only from Britain, the United States, France and Poland but from all over the
Commonwealth - from Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand and South Africa - as well as such
other countries as Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Greece and Palestine. The devastation caused by the
war in the cities, towns and countryside is part of the story, but perhaps the most powerful
impression is made by the faces of the soldiers themselves as they look out from the Italian front
of so long ago.

AUTHOR:
Simon Forty was educated in Dorset and the north of England before reading history at London
University's School of Slavonic and East European Studies. He has been involved in publishing
since the mid-1970s, first as editor and latterly as author. Son of author and RAC Tank Museum
curator George Forty, he has continued in the family tradition writing mainly on historical and
military subjects including books on the Napoleonic Wars and the two world wars. Recently he
has produced a range of highly illustrated books on the Normandy battlefields, the Atlantic Wall
and the liberation of the Low Countries with co-author Leo Marriott. 
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The technical details of British warships were recorded in a set of plans produced by the builders
on completion of every ship. Known as the as fitted' general arrangements, these drawings
represented the exact appearance and fitting of the ship as it entered service. Intended to
provide a permanent reference for the Admiralty and the dockyards, these highly detailed plans
were drawn with exquisite skill in multi-coloured inks and washes that represent the acme of the
draughtsman's art. Today they form part of the incomparable collection of the National Maritime
Museum at Greenwich, which is using the latest scanning technology to make digital copies of the
highest quality. This book is one of a series based entirely on these draughts which depict famous
warships in an unprecedented degree of detail - complete sets in full colour, with many close-ups
and enlargements that make every aspect clear and comprehensible. Extensive captions point
the reader to important features to be found in the plans, and an introduction covers the
background to the design. The subject of this volume is best known for the disaster of 22
September 1914 in which Cressy and two sister-ships, Aboukir and Hogue, were sunk with great
loss of life by a single small submarine in little more than an hour. Having been overtaken by the
rapid advance of naval technology in the fifteen years since their construction, the cruisers were
regarded as obsolete and employed on a task for which they were never intended. However, in
their day they were powerful and innovative ships, with a significant impact on the way the
armoured cruiser developed. This becomes clear from the analysis of the plans included in this
book, which thus presents an original and more positive view of these ships that will enlighten -
and perhaps surprise - many naval historians and enthusiasts.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Choong is the Curator of Historic Photos and Ships' Plans at the National Maritime
Museum's outstation at the Brass Foundry in Woolwich. As such, he is uniquely qualified to select
and comment on the draughts in this book. He was also closely involved in the publication of the
monumental seven volumes of the Perkins identification series, for which he wrote the
introduction. 
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Battle for Crete is a fine account of the political and military prelude to the evacuation of British,
Australian and New Zealand forces from Greece to Crete in April 1941, and of the subsequent
German offensive against Crete, the first airborne assault in history on a defended island. During
two year's research the author visited the battlefields, had access to previously unpublished
Admiralty files, and talked to and corresponded with many of the combatants, from Admiral of
the Fleet Lord Cunningham and Colonel- General Student, the German commander, to scores of
private soldiers in Australia and New Zealand.

He tells of confused negotiations between Anthony Eden and the Greek Government and of the
even great confusion between the British War Cabinet and their commanders in the field about
the decision to defend Crete; of the arrival in Greece of General Wilson disguised as 'Mr Watt'; of
the lack of preparation in Crete and the suppression of a critical report at the request of General
Wavell; and of the perilous last-minute escape of the King of Greece.

Of the fighting itself on the vital Maleme airfield, the author records alternate German and New
Zealand experience at the level of the ordinary fighting soldier. There are also chapters on the
Royal Navy's operations under dawn-to-dusk attack from Stuka divebombers; and the book
closes with an account of the terrible retreat over the 8,000-foot White Mountains to the tiny
evacuation beach on the desolate southern coast.

John Hall Spencer has used his very varied sources to build up an exciting picture of one of the
most important and bitterly contested campaigns of the Second World War. Battle for Crete
shows clearly why Hitler's paratroopers were almost repulsed by an ill-equipped and tired Allied
army and why a British general came close to apologising to his troops for the ordeal which they
had endured.

AUTHOR:
John Hall Spencer was educated at Bedford School and the Royal Naval College, Greenwich. He
had a regular commission in the Royal Marines before joining Beaverbrook Newspapers in Fleet
Street, then J Walter Thompson in Berkeley Square for twenty-one years. He then set up his own
international marketing business in 1982. In 2011 he was awarded an OBE for services to
Business, Charity and work with Young People in London.
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In 1905 Japan and Russia were at war. With the Russian Far East Fleet destroyed, the Czar
decided to send his Baltic Fleet half way around the world to exact revenge. This mammoth
journey took many months and was, in itself, an amazing feat of seamanship. But, at the end of
this epic adventure, the Russians were totally overwhelmed and the vast majority of the fleet
went to the bottom. There was no alternative for the Czar but to sue for an ignominious peace.
The story of the journey and the final battle remain fascinating, the people involved acting and
deporting themselves like characters from a novel. Russian Admiral Rozhestvensky was a
gunnery expert but someone who had never held active command in a major sea battle.
Japanese Admiral Togo had trained in Britain, enlisting as a cadet on the Training Ship
Worcester, even though he was far too old and was forced to lie about his age. Inept generalship
on the part of the Russians, combined with brilliant seamanship from the Japanese Admiral Togo,
saw the complete destruction of the Russian fleet. The naval battle of Tsushima is one of the
forgotten actions of the twentieth century, but it has a significance that is immense in world
history.

AUTHOR:
Phil Carradice is a well-known writer and historian with over 60 books to his credit. A poet, story
teller and broadcaster, his most recent books are The Cuban Missile Crisis (for Pen and Sword),
The Call Up (Fonthill) and the novel Stargazers for Accent Press. He is a regular broadcaster on
BBC Radio and TV, presents the BBC Wales History programme The Past Master and is widely
regarded as one of the finest creative writing tutors in Wales. 
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Defeated commanders are frequently blamed for the decisions which they made, sometimes with
serious or even fatal consequences. The case of the unfortunate Admiral Byng is an example
from British naval history. In France in 1870, Marshal Francois-Achille Bazaine, the commander of
the French army that surrendered at Metz during the Franco-Prussian war, was held responsible
not only for what was alleged to be a breach of military discipline, but also, by many in France,
was believed to have been guilty of treason. When the war ended with France's crushing defeat,
national pride demanded a scapegoat, and it was Bazaine who was blamed for just about
everything that had gone so very wrong.

He was the victim not only of a wholly unjustified accusation of treason by the Government of
National Defence, which had seized power with the fall of the Second Empire, but of a number of
books written to attack him for his military decisions and his motives in surrendering his army
and the fortress of Metz after an extended siege. Chief among his persecutors was Colonel
Gaston d'Andlau, who nourished a bitter personal grievance against the Marshal, who had
refused to find a place for him on his personal staff on the grounds of his unreliability. Popular
resentment against Bazaine was fanned by the French Press, which gleefully reported many of
the most ludicrous allegations which were being made against him.

Ultimately, after a lengthy public enquiry which did not exonerate him, he demanded a court
martial, and he was put on trial under the French military code, facing charges which arose from
a decree of the first Napoleon; he was not charged with treason, though allegations of this hung
over the proceedings even though demonstrated to be wholly false.

AUTHOR:
Quintin Barry is a solicitor and retired Employment Judge. He has also held a wide varirty of
offices in both the public sectors, including the NHS and local radio. Following a lifelong interest in
military and naval history, he is the author of a number of books in both fields. These include an
acclaimed two volume history of the Franco Prussian War of 1870-1871; a history of the Austro
Prussian War of 1866; and the first modern history of the Russo Turkish War of 1877-1878. He
has also written a number of books of naval history, including a well reviewed account of the war
in the North Sea in 1914-1918. 
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The Chaco War was the first modern conflict in South America. Over time, it became the topic of
many volumes published in both Bolivia and Paraguay - first by veterans, such as the
commanders-in-chief, and the commanders of army corps', regiments or battalions, and by other
ranks, in the form of personal memoirs or wider histories, and using a wide variety of sources.
Subsequently, the conflict attracted attention of many foreign writers, foremost from the United
States of America and Europe, who researched it with great interest. Hundreds of related articles
have also been published.

Nevertheless, 'The Chaco War, 1932-1935' is the first ever concise history of this conflict,
providing the reader with the full background to this conflict, the military build-up of the Bolivian
and Paraguayan armed forces, a blow-by-blow account of Bolivian penetration of this territory
since the early 20th Century, precise details on troops mobilised for the war by both sides, all of
the battles fought between the belligerents, and their casualties.

Two very different military concepts faced each other: the German General Hans Kundt, a First
World War veteran, hired by the Bolivian Government, was a proponent of the typical Prussian
tactics of front attacks regardless of cost, but also of the strategy of taking and controlling as
much territory as possible without annihilating the enemy.

The Paraguayan Lieutenant-Colonel José Felix Estigarribia (later promoted to Colonel, and then
General), took his specialization courses in Chile and France, and was a proponent of tactics of
using trench warfare for defence, and flanking the enemy when in the offensive.

Eventually, Estigarribia's ideas proved their worth - partially because his forces managed to
capture huge stocks of Bolivian arms and ammunition throughout the war.

This is also the first book to provide an exclusive collection of photographs from the archives of
the Institute of History and Military Museum of Ministry of National Defence of Paraguay, and
several private archives in Paraguay and Bolivia.

Perfectly complementing the earlier volume The Chaco Air War of the Latin America at War
series, The Chaco War provides an indispensable, single-point-source-of-reference for enthusiasts
and professionals alike.

120 photographs, 10 artworks, 10-12 maps
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The City of London was always going to be an obvious target for German bombers during the
Second World War. What better way for Nazi Germany to spread fear and panic amongst the
British people than by attacking their capital city?Although not vastly populated in the same way
that a bigger city or larger town would be, there were still enough people working there during
the day for attacks on it to take their toll. The city's ancient and iconic buildings also bore the
brunt of the German bombs, including churches designed by Sir Christopher Wren after the Great
Fire in 1666. The book looks at the effects of war on the City of London, including the damage
caused by the 8 months of the Blitz between September 1940 and May 1941. The most
devastating of the raids took place on 29 December 1940, with both incendiary and explosive
bombs causing a firestorm so intense it was known as the Second Great Fire of London. It also
looks at the bravery of the staff at St Bart's Hospital, which was one of the medical facilities that
remained open during the course of the war. Other stories include the sterling work carried out
by the City's civilian population and the different voluntary roles that they performed to help keep
the city safe, including the Home Guard and the Fire Watchers, who spent their nights on the
city's rooftops looking out for incendiary devices dropped by the German Luftwaffe. Despite the
damage to its buildings and its population, by the end of the war the City of London was able to
rise, like a phoenix, from the flames of destruction, ready to become the vibrant and flourishing
borough that it is today.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Wynn is a retired police officer having served with Essex Police for thirty years. His first
book, Two Sons a in War Zone: Afghanistan: The True Story of a Fathers Conflict, was published
in 2010. It is his personal account of his sons' first tours in Afghanistan. He had a grandparent
who served in and survived the First World War. 
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A new and comprehensive history of the action in the Cornfield during the battle of Antietam,
1862.

Antietam. For generations of Americans this word-the name of a bucolic stream in western
Maryland-held the same sense of horror and carnage that the simple date 9/11 does for modern
America. Even today, Antietam eclipses only this modern tragedy as America's single bloodiest
day, on which 22,000 Americans became casualties in a war to determine our nation's future.
Antietam is forever burned into the American psyche, a battle bathed in blood alone that served
no military purpose, brought no decisive victory. This much Americans know. What they didn't
know is why this is so-until now. The Cornfield: Antietam's Bloody Turning Point for the first time
tells the full story of the exciting struggle to control "the Cornfield," the action on which the costly
battle of Antietam turned, in a thorough yet readable narrative. It explains what happened in
Antietam's Cornfield and why. Because Federal and Confederate forces repeatedly traded control
of the spot, the fight for the Cornfield is a story of human struggle against fearful odds, of men
seeking to do their duty, of simply trying to survive. Many of the included first-hand accounts
have never been revealed to modern readers and never have they been assembled in such a
comprehensive, readable form. At the same time, The Cornfield offers fresh perspectives about
the battle of Antietam, arguing that the battle turned on events in the Cornfield because of two
central facts - that Union General George McClellan's linear thinking demanded that the Cornfield
must be taken and that because of this, the repeated failure by the generals McClellan charged
with fulfilling this task created a self-reinforcing cycle of disaster that doomed the Union's
prospects for success - at the cost of thousands of lives. The Cornfield offers new perspectives
that may be controversial - particularly to those who accept unchallenged the views of the
battle's first historians and its generals, who too often sought to shape our understanding for
their own purposes - but which certain to change modern understanding of how the battle of
Antietam was fought and its role in American history.

AUTHOR:
David Welker is a professional historian and military analyst for the Federal Government. He
holds a master's degree in International Affairs from American University and a bachelor's in
History and Political Science from Westminster College. He is also a published author. 
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In the thirty years after the Second World War, the British army entered a period of intense
technological development. Due to the lack of surviving documentation, this period is almost a
second Dark Age. What survives shows the British Army's struggle to use cutting edge technology
to create weapons that could crush the Soviet Union's armed forces, all the while fighting against
the demands of Her Majesty's Treasury. On this journey, the Army entertained ideas such as
micro-tanks of about 20 tons in weight with two-man crews, massive 183mm anti-tank guns,
devastating rocket artillery, colossal anti-tank guided missiles and ended up on the cusp of
building hover tanks. This book takes a look at the records from a time period of increasing
importance to the tank historian and starts the process of illuminating the dark age of British
tanks.

AUTHOR:
David's first experience with tanks occurred at the age of 16 when he worked in a local museum.
A few years later he started working with computer game developers as a historical consultant.
Since then he has worked with several companies including Wargaming's World of Tanks, Gaijin's
War Thunder, and Obsidian Entertainment's Armoured Warfare. Throughout this time he visited
numerous archives across the country and contributed articles to company websites. In 2016 he
self published many of these articles in a book called General War Stories. Which was then
followed in 2018 by Forgotten Tanks and Guns of the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, which was
published by Pen & Sword. He has also been regularly published in History of War magazine, and
Tracklink, the magazine of the Bovington Tank Museum. 
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This first volume of German Fighter Aces trace the story of the Luftwaffe's day fighter arm (der
Tagjad)) from its inception to 1942.

Military and aviation history enthusiasts have always been interested in the fighter pilots of
Hitler’s Luftwaffe. Some of their stories are extraordinary. Fighting from the Arctic Circle to the
North African deserts, from the Caucasus in the East to Normandy in the West, the German
fighter pilot flew and fought until he was shot down, "flown out," wounded or killed in action. A
handful survived from "first to last." This first volume of German Fighter Aces traces the story of
the Luftwaffe’s day fighter arm (der Tagjad)) from its inception to 1942. Organized campaign by
campaign, this chronological account interweaves brief biographical details, newly translated
personal accounts and key moments in the careers of a host of notable and lesser known
Luftwaffe aces. Around 500 Luftwaffe fighter pilots were awarded the Knight's Cross,
accumulating huge numbers of missions flown. A similar number achieved more than 40 victories
- more than the two leading USAF and RAF fighter pilots.
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On 1 April 1942, less than four months after the world had been stunned by the attack upon
Pearl Harbor, sixteen US aircraft took to the skies to exact retribution. Their objective was not
merely to attack Japan, but to bomb its capital. The people of Tokyo, who had been told that
their city was invulnerable' from the air, would be bombed and strafed - and the shock waves
from the raid would extend far beyond the explosions of the bombs. The raid had first been
suggested in January 1942 as the US was still reeling from Japan's pre-emptive strike against the
US Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor. The Americans were determined to fight back and fight back as
quickly as possible. The 17th Bomb Group (Medium) was chosen to provide the volunteers who
would crew the sixteen specially-modified North American B-25 bombers. As it was not possible
to reach Tokyo from any US land bases, the bombers would have to fly from aircraft carriers, but
it was impossible for such large aircraft to land on a carrier; the men had to volunteer for a
one-way ticket. Led by Lieutenant Colonel Jimmy' Doolittle, the seventy-one officers and 130
enlisted men embarked on the USS Hornet which was shielded by a large naval task force.
However, the ships were spotted by a Japanese ship. The decision was therefore made to
take-off before word of the task force's approach reached Tokyo, even though the carrier was
170 miles further away from Japan than planned and in the knowledge that the B-25s would not
have enough fuel to reach their intended landing places in China. The raid was successful, and
the Japanese were savagely jolted out of their complacency. Fifteen of the aircraft crash-landed
in, or their crews baled-out over, China; the sixteenth managed to reach the Soviet Union. Only
three men were killed on the raid, with a further eight being taken prisoner by the Japanese,
three of whom were executed and one died of disease. The full story of this remarkable
operation, of the men and machines involved, is explored through this fascinating collection of
images.

AUTHOR:
John Grehan has written, edited or contributed to more than 300 books and magazine articles
covering a wide span of military history from the Iron Age to the recent conflict in Afghanistan.
John has also appeared on local and national radio and television to advise on military history
topics. He was employed as the Assistant Editor of Britain at War Magazine from its inception
until 2014. John now devotes his time to writing and editing books. 
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In his previous book on early jet fighters Leo Marriott traced the history of the revolutionary
aircraft produced by the British and Americans immediately after the Second World War; in this
companion volume he describes jet fighter development on the continent of Europe and in the
Soviet Union during the same remarkable period. Using over 200 archive photographs he covers
the pioneering German designs, then the range of experimental and operational fighters
constructed by the Soviets, the French and the Swedes. The sheer variety of the designs that
manufacturers came up with during this short, intense period of innovation mean that the book is
fascinating reading. Several of the most famous jet fighters feature prominently in the rare
photographs and are analysed in the expert text, including the Messerschmitt Me 262, the Heinkel
He 162, the MiGs 15, 17 and 19, the Dassault Ouragan and the Saab J29. But perhaps the most
rewarding aspect of the book is its record of experimental projects which tested new concepts
that rapidly became established elements of jet aircraft design. The photographs of these largely
forgotten aircraft give us an insight into the extraordinary technical challenges and the ambition
and inventiveness of the designers and manufacturers who overcame them.
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The Boeing F/A-18 E/F Super Hornet is an evolutionary redesign of the McDonnell Douglas F/A-18
A/B Hornet. The Legacy F/A-18 Hornet first flew in 1980 and met the requirement for a multirole
fighter to complement the larger and more expensive Grumman F-14 Tomcat, serving in fleet
defense interceptor and air superiority roles. The Hornet proved to be effective, but it was limited
in combat radius due to fuel capacity. This would be corrected with the newer and larger F/A-18
Super Hornet design, which is now the primary fighter/attack aircraft used in the US Navy carrier
fleet and has replaced both the legacy Hornet and the F-14 Tomcat. Additionally, the Super
Hornet airframe design was used for the design of the EA-18G Growler, which took over the
electronic countermeasures (ECM) role of the EA-6B Prowler.

AUTHOR:
Ken Neubeck is a reliability engineer who worked on the A-10 production program. He is the
author of several aircraft books and amateur radio books and is an avid photographer of military
aircraft.
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The monograph on the Focke-Wulf Fw 190, WW2 German fighter plane, discusses the origins and
development of its A, F, G and S versions, which prototypes and fighter, assault, fighter-bomber,
reconnaissance and trainer production variants are specified and described, including technical
specifications and changes made in all sub-variants and conversions. All used types of armament:
shooting weapons, bombs, missiles and torpedos are listed. The book also contains the
production list of Fw 190 A with serial numbers and technical data of each variant. In a separate
chapter, the author describes camouflage schemes and markings of Fw 190s used in combat
units on the basis of particular examples.

374 archival photos, sheets with scale drawings, 26 painting schemes
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This latest German Army book by Jack Sheldon covers a shorter (three week) timeframe than his
earlier works. After an introductory chapter tracing the development of the Hindenburg Line, the
author concentrates on German aspects of the bitterly fought battle of Cambrai from 20
November to 6 December 1917. The narrative splits easily into two parts. First the defensive
battle 20 29 November followed by the counter-attack which saw the German Army regain not
only most of the ground lost in the opening phase but more besides. Detailed descriptions are
given of the struggle for Flesquires Ridge and the see-saw battles for key terrain, including
Bourlon Wood, as the German Army rushed reinforcements to the sectors under attack before
we witness the German offensive. As with his other books full use is made of primary source
material from the Munich Kriegsarchiv, the Hauptstaatsarchiv in Stuttgart, regimental histories
and personal accounts. Of particular interest are the controversial interventions in operational
matters of Ludendorf which were sharply criticised by Crown Prince Rupprecht. But for many the
most fascinating aspect will be the experiences of the front line soldiers.

AUTHOR:
Jack Sheldon is now firmly established as the leading authority on the German Army in the First
World War. A retired soldier he lives in France and is fully engaged researching and writing. His
German Army on the Somme was a run-away success and he has built on his reputation with The
German Army at Passchendaele and The German Army on Vimy Ridge. 
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The German heavy cruiser PRINZ EUGEN was an enlarged version of the Admiral Hipper class
ships. The keel was laid on 23 April 1936, she was launched on 22 August 1938, and
commissioned on 1 August 1940. She took part in the first mission of the battleship BISMARCK,
during which they sank the British battlecruiser HMS HOOD. Having split with BISMARCK, PRINZ
EUGEN was supposed to commence hunting the Allied convoys, but due to engine failure she
sailed back to France. Once repaired, she participated in Operation "Cerberus" - the passage of
German ships from France to Germany through English Channel.
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General Hans von Seekt (1866-1936) was the military counterpart of the Weimar Republic, both
attempted to restore Germany's international acceptance and security following defeat in World
War I and the Treaty of Versailles of 1919. And the failure of both led eventually to the rise of
Hitler and Nazi Germany. Hans von Seekt was from the traditional German officer caste, served
with distinction on the war and became Chief of the Army Command at the Reichewehr Ministry
of the Weimar Republic and Germany's 'supreme soldier'and major military strategist. His role
was to re-build the shattered German army in face of the punitive terms of post-war settlement
imposed by the victorious Entente Powers which drastically reduced its strength and imposed
crippling financial conditions. He aimed to build a modern and efficient military - a new German
army - with a main strategy of peaceful defence purposes, and to re-introduce Germany into the
community of nations. This original and far-sighted policy was opposed by the movement seeking
revenge for defeat - a 'stab in the back' - led principally by his rival, General Erich Ludendorff,
whose aim was re-build the once-mighty German imperial army as a major international force.
The failure of von Seekt's experiment was mirrored by the fall of the Weimar Republic, and the
rise of rise of Hitler and Nazi Germany.

AUTHOR:
Karen Schaefer is an historian specialising in German military history during and after the First
World War. She is leading librarian and archivist for the Bundeswehr - Federal Germany Army -
and obtained her PhD at the University of Potsdam. Her thesis, which forms the basis of the
book, was supervised by Professor Beatrice Heuser of the University of Glasgow who also advised
on the revision to book form. 
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A compilation of the slang unique to the Vietnam War, how it was used by the soldiers and
Marines and its relation to the war.

The slang, the unique vocabulary of the soldiers and Marines serving in Vietnam was a mishmash
of words and phrases reaching back to the Korean War, World War II, and even earlier. At the
same time it used words and phrases reflecting the country's changing protest culture at home,
ideological and poetical doctrine, ethical and cultural conflicts, and racialism and the drug culture.
The slang rage in Vietnam was made even more complex by the Pidgin Vietnamese-English used
by Americans and Vietnamese alike. American culture and society were changing rapidly and
drastically at home and this bled into Vietnam. In the jungles, swamps, and hills of Vietnam
soldier and marine slang also followed the traditional path of what was important to their daily
lives: their leaders, the harsh environment, food, uniforms, weapons, equipment, and how they
fought and lived in the country.

AUTHOR:
Gordon Rottman joined the US Army in 1967, served in Special Forces in Vietnam 1969-70 and
subsequently a number of other roles for 26 years until retirement. 
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The story of an iconic model in the long history of Harley-Davidson motorcycles, the WLA, which
was used by Allied forces during WWII, is told for the first time. Developed for the US Army's
mechanised cavalry, it became the leading US military motorcycle of the war. It served the US
armed services as a messenger and military police vehicle. The Red Army's motorcycle
battalions, reconnaissance units of its tank armies, also used them as their primary vehicle. The
armies of the Soviet Union, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, France, China, and Brazil
also made use of the model and its variants. It is known today as the "Liberator"; discover the
history and stories of individuals who rode this icon to war and why the model is now a favorite
among civilian collectors.

AUTHOR:
Robert Kim is a lawyer and published historian who has been a motorcycle rider since the 1990s.
His career practicing law and in government included serving as a civilian in the war in Iraq. In
2017, he published his first book, Project Eagle: The American Christians of North Korea in World
War II.
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Located in an Observer Corps post on the top of a Martello tower on the seafront at Dymchurch
in Kent, Mr E.E. Woodland and Mr A.M. Wraight were on duty on the morning of 13 June 1944.
Shortly after 04.00 hours they spotted the approach of an object spurting red flames from its
rear end and making a noise like a Model-T-Ford going up a hill'. What they were watching was
the first V1 flying bomb heading towards the South Coast. A new battle of Britain was about to
begin. The flying bomb that the two men had observed crossed the shoreline and continued
northwards. Some ten minutes later it fell to earth with a loud explosion at Swanscombe, near
Gravesend. It was the first of more than 10,000 flying bombs launched against Britain that
summer, most of which were targeted at London. At its peak, Hitler's flying bomb campaign saw
more than 100 V1s a day being fired. Much of the UK suddenly found itself back in the frontline
of the war. In the weeks and months that followed, thousands of people were killed, many more
injured. In this book the author takes the reader through the day by day battle. Accounts from
some of those who survived the buzz bomb attacks bring the story to life as people tell about
their fears and experiences. To combat the threat, RAF fighter pilots flew round the clock patrols,
desperately trying to shoot the robot rockets down and stop them from reaching their targets,
whilst anti-aircraft gunners played their part on the ground. So successful was this joint effort
that by the end of March 1945, the combined British defences were accounting for 72.8% of all
the reported V1s that were directed at the United Kingdom. This is the story of how that success
was achieved.

AUTHOR:
Graham Thomas is the editor of British Army Review, the journal of military thoughts for the
British Army. He has been involved in journalism for most of his working life in one form or
another and has written several books on piracy, aviation and military affairs. His latest book is
Attack The Scheldt, The Struggle for Antwerp, published by Pen and Sword. 
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n seventeenth century Europe it must have seemed that there was always a conflict somewhere.
This century of battles is the inspiration for these wargames rules.

Designed for ease of play, In Deo Veritas offers a player experience based on the commander's
problems. The rules are designed to create a feel for the uncertainty of battle. Keeping the men
going, even when things don't seem too good, is critical for success.

Units become progressively disabled as disorder sets in and cohesion begins to suffer. At the
heart of the game is a simple Disorder Test. If commanders don't take care to maintain cohesion
then their forces could be heading for destruction!

In weighing up the scale of your achievements at the end of the game, will you be able to claim
a major victory in your dispatches? Just take care to remember that your next battle may not be
so successful.

Using the smaller scales of 6, 10 or 15mm the usual 6' x 4' table gives a scale battlefield over a
mile wide. This is large enough to cover all but the largest engagements.

The six historical battle scenarios provide different challenges and give players the insight into the
nature of seventeenth century warfare. The Terrain Generator and a system of points allow the
players to develop their own scenarios.

In battle nothing is certain but generals that practice their skills are more likely to be victorious.
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In 1947, India and Pakistan were partitioned by their former colonial ruler, Great Britain. A job
that should have taken ten-years was done in a few months. Britain, drained by two world wars
in 40-years, no longer had the will or the money to guide the subcontinent to a peaceful partition
by consensus. More importantly, the subcontinent was impatient for Britain's departure. The
British left in haste, leaving unresolved the issue of Kashmir. This triggered five wars between
the new states: 1947-48, 1965, 1971, 1999 and continuing insurgency/counterinsurgency that
began in 1987. Two other potential wars were narrowly averted in 1987-88 and 2001-02, and a
limited one fought in 1999. Since the basic issue remains unresolved, the next war may be only a
matter of time.

In 1970, East Pakistan voted for independence and armed rebellion. A quick and nasty
counterinsurgency suppressed the rebellion. India, seizing the chance to change the balance of
power, first backed East Pakistan, then on 21 and 22 November 1971 invaded with eight
divisions. India planned also to attack West Pakistan to recover Kashmir, but at the last moment
the offensive was called off due to Soviet pressure. Pakistan attacked pre-emptively, and an
all-out war resulted. East Pakistan was overrun by India on 16 December; the US and Soviet
forced a ceasefire in the West only a day later. For the first time in 800 years, a predominantly
Hindu army defeated a Muslim army.

Through extensive use of official records and participant recollections, rare photography and
authentic colour profiles, Ravi Rikhye tells the captivating story of the biggest military conflict
fought between India and Pakistan to date, and the war that resulted in emergence of
Bangladesh as an independent nation.

AUTHOR:
Ravi Rikhye studied international military affairs for 10-years before writing his first paper. Over
the last 60 years he has authored and co-authored over 30 books, many of these for the
Government of India. He is currently completing his seventh master's degree (in Intelligence
Management), and hoping to undetake his first doctorate. 
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Histories of the Light Division have tended to be incomplete, being based on memoirs of a few
well known diarists, principally from the 95th Rifles. The authors of this book, the first volume of
two, have sought memoirs from across the division, including the artillery, the King's German
Hussars and others to complete a broader history of Wellington's elite division. Light infantry was
not new a concept in 1803, but at Shorncliffe Camp Sir John Moore developed a progressive
ethos, set of tactics and training for the newly converted light infantry regiments. With the 95th
Rifles they were melded into a brigade that was to form the basis of the incomparable Light
Division. From the outset of the Peninsular campaigns in 1808 they delivered results way beyond
their scant numbers, but it was during the epic winter retreat to La Corunna that they showed
their metal. Returning to the Peninsular months later, the irascible Brigadier Craufurd led the
Light Brigade in terrible march to reach Wellington at Talavera; heavily laden and in the heat of
summer. Over the winter of 1809/10, Craufurd,s battalions, now elevated to the status of a
division, provided the army's outposts. This was work that Craufurd excelled in and actions
abounded, including the Combat on the C a, where the division fought hard to escape Marshal
Ney's trap. In 1810, with Wellington withdrawing to the Lines of Torres Vedra, the Light Division
played a significant part in the battle of Bu aco Ridge, while the following year they drove
Marshal Massena's army back into Spain having fought almost daily actions en route. This history
of the Light Division is not simply a series of set piece battles but provides a wider picture of
campaigning and what it was to be a light infantry soldier.

AUTHOR:
Tim Saunders served as an infantry officer with the British Army for thirty years, during which
time he took the opportunity to visit campaigns far and wide, from ancient to modern. Since
leaving the Army he has become a full time military historian, with this being his sixteenth book,
has made nearly fifty full documentary films with Battlefield History and Pen & Sword. He is an
active guide and Accredited Member of the Guild of Battlefield Guides. 
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The M16 Multiple Gun Motor Carriage (M16 MGMC) also known as M16 half-track, was a US
self-propelled antiaircraft gun built during World War Two. The chassis of the halft-rack armored
personnel carrier was used to build various variants of self-propelled guns. They were tested on
training grounds. Some of them were accepted for military service, series production and then
they would see combat. These mainly included self-propelled antiaircraft guns armed with
large-caliber 12.7 mm machine guns. In the Autumn of 1941, the first vehicles of this type were
tested. The basic requirement of their design was to combine the half-track transporter chassis
with a self-propelled revolving turret, the very same as the ones mounted on the bomber
aircraft.
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The Japanese seizure of Rabaul on New Britain in January 1942 directly threatened Northern
Australia and, as a result, General Douglas MacArthur took command of the Southwest Pacific
Area. In July 1942, the Japanese attacked south across the Owen Stanley mountain range.
Thanks to the hasty deployment of Australian militiamen and veteran Imperial Force troops the
Japanese were halted at Ioribaiwa Ridge just 27 miles from Port Moresby. MacArthur's priority
was to regain Northeast New Guinea and New Britain. The capture of airfields at Buna and
re-occupation of Gona and Sanananda Point were pre-requisites. The Allied offensive opened on
16 November 1942 with Australian infantrymen and light tanks alongside the US 32nd Infantry
Division. Overcoming the Japanese and the inhospitable terrain in tropical conditions proved the
toughest of challenges. It remains an achievement of the highest order that the campaign ended
successfully on 22 January 1943. This account with its clear text and superb imagery is a worthy
tribute to those who fought and, all too often, died there.

AUTHOR:
Jon Diamond MD is a kidney specialist in the USA with a deep interest in the Second World War.
He is a keen collector of photographs. His Stilwell and the Chindits, War in the South Pacific,
Invasion of Sicily, Invasion of the Italian Mainland: Salerno to Gustav Line, 1943-1944, Onto
Rome 1944; Anzio and Victory at Cassino and Beyond Rome to the Alps; Across the Arno and
Gothic Line, 1944-1945 and Op Plunder The Rhine River Crossing are all published by Pen and
Sword in the Images of War series. 
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Cruisers probably vary more in their characteristics than any other warship type and have
certainly been subject to the most convoluted development. There was always a basic tension
between quantity and quality, between numbers and unit size, but at a more detailed level every
one of the naval powers made different demands of their cruiser designers. This makes the story
of cruiser evolution in the world's major navies fascinating but complex. This book sets out to
provide a coherent history of the fortunes of this ship-type in the twentieth century, beginning
with a brief summary of development before the First World War and an account of a few
notable cruiser actions during that conflict that helped define what cruisers would look like in the
post-war world. The core of the book is devoted to the impact of the naval disarmament treaty
process, which concentrated to a great extent on attempting to define limits to the numbers and
size of cruisers that could be built, in the process creating the treaty cruiser' as a type that had
never existed before and that existed solely because of the treaty process. How the cruisers of
the treaty era performed in the Second world War forms the final focus of the book, which
concludes with a look at the fate of the cruiser-type since 1945. The result is probably the best
single-volume account of the subject to date.

AUTHOR:
Robert C. Stern has published more than twenty books on military and naval subjects. His
previous books for Seaforth were Destroyer Battles published in 2008, Fire from the Sky in 2010
and The US Navy and the War in Europe (2012), Big Gun Battles (2015) and The Battleship
Holiday (2017). 
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This is the most authoritative and comprehensive British account ever published of the brutal
North Korean and Chinese mistreatment of British POWs during the Korean War. The author, a
psychologist, was a Scientific Advisor to the POW Intelligence Organisation during the Korean
War. He explains in detail how many prisoners were bribed, starved, flogged and tortured into
informing on their compatriots and infiltrated into every prisoner group to sniff out potential
progressives and reactionaries.
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Created in 1945 when Korea was partitioned, North Korea or the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea remains the world's most secretive nation. Even the few permitted visitors are tightly
monitored by minders, so accounts of those who have escaped are the main source of
information on conditions within the country. What is not in doubt is the totalitarian control over
the population exercised by the ruling dynasty. Kim Jong-un is the grandson of the first dictator
Kim Il-sung. Until the development of a credible nuclear arsenal, it was possible to ignore North
Korean posturing. But that is no longer an option as test firing proved that not only were other
Asian nations directly threatened but the USA as well. While President Trump and Kim Jong-un
met in Singapore in June 2018, there remains distrust and dangerous uncertainty. Professor
Moorcraft is superbly qualified to trace the history of this small rogue nation that represents a
major threat to world peace. He goes on to examine the political and military implications.

AUTHOR:
Professor Paul Moorcraft has frontline experience reporting on over 20 years, from A-Z, to
Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, as a correspondent for print, radio and TV for nearly 40 years. He is
currently Visiting Professor at Cardiff University and Director of the Centre for Foreign Policy
Analysis, London. His published works include Axis of Evil (2005), Inside the Danger Zones
(2010), The Rhodesian War (2011), Mugabe's War Machine (2011) Shooting the Messenger
(2011), The Total Destruction of the Tamil Tigers (2012) , Omar al-Bashir and Africa's Longest
War (2015), The Jihadist Threat (2017), Deadlines from the Front-line [2018] and Total
Onslaught [2018]. He is also an award-winning novelist, and an author of books on crime and
mathematics. 
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By the end of 1971, in what Hanoi called the American War and at the height of the Cold War,
the fighting had dragged on for eight years with neither side gaining a decisive advantage on the
battlefield and talks in Paris to the end the war were going nowhere. While the United States was
steadily drawing down its ground forces in South Vietnam, Washington was also engaging in a
grand effort to build up and strengthen Saigon's armed forces to the point of self-sufficiency. Not
only had the ranks of Saigon's forces swelled in recent years, but they were now being equipped
and trained to use the latest American military equipment. Perhaps now was the time for Hanoi
to take one last gamble before it was too late. With the rumble of men and mechanized
equipment breaking the early morning silence, some 40,000 North Vietnamese troops advanced
across the demilitarized zone into South Vietnam on March 30, 1972 in what would become the
largest conventional attack of the war. Ill-prepared and poorly led, South Vietnamese troops in
the far north were quickly routed in the face of the ensuing onslaught. Likewise, coordinated
attacks across the Cambodian border northwest of Saigon and into the central highlands in the
coming weeks gained steam and in due course as many as 200,000 men along with T-54/55
main battle tanks, 130mm towed artillery, ZSU-57 self-propelled ant-aircraft guns, and hundreds
of trucks and armored personnel carriers were engaged across three battlefronts. Soon Saigon's
beleaguered forces were being pushed to the brink of defeat in what appeared to be the end for
the Thieu government. Ultimately, however, the timely and massive intervention by U.S. and
South Vietnamese air power, along with the bravery of some South Vietnamese commanders
and their American advisers saved the day. Hanoi's gamble had failed and in its wake lay up to
100,000 dead and South Vietnamese roads littered with the smoldering wrecks of North
Vietnamese military equipment. Moreover, it would be another three years before the North had
recovered enough to try again.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Emerson has served as Security Studies Chair at the National Defense University's Africa
Center for Strategic Studies and previously as an associate professor of National Security
Decision-making at the U.S. Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island.
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The P-8A Poseidon, a variant of the Boeing 737 series of airliner, takes over the role of
antisubmarine warfare from the P-3 Orion, itself a derivative of an airliner, the Lockheed Electra.
The P-8A brings new capabilities, endurance, and crew enhancements to the art form of
maritime patrol, surveillance, and reconnaissance. The Poseidon also brings with it weapons such
as antiship missiles, mines, torpedoes, and bombs. It can lay down sonobuoys to detect, track,
and attack submarines that are quieter, deeper diving, and more stealthy than ever before. The
ability to perform search and rescue, assist stranded victims of an incident at sea, and coordinate
rescue efforts is unparalleled. The P-8A can connect to tactical networks to relay data it collects,
or it can receive information and play a part in a larger operation involving several platforms,
from surface ships to aircraft and ground facilities.

AUTHOR:
John Gourley is a military veteran with a career as a crash/rescue fire protection specialist with
the United States Air Force, and as a civilian working for the US government. His lifelong hobby
has been photographing military hardware.
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A new volume dedicated to the close range antitank fight by German tank hunters during the
Second World War, with the treatment in particular of the actions carried out by the Waffen SS
fighters and with the relative detailed list of the decorated with the Badge for destroyers of tank,
with a brief biography for each of them. A detailed review of the weapons used and fighting
techniques, with the publication of official documents published by the command of the German
Army for troop training. A large part is dedicated to the same Badge for tank destroyers, with
information and photos of the various versions. The complete translations of the two manuals
'Die Panzerfaust' and 'Der Panzerknacker' complete the work, with all the original pages in
German and the relative translation in English. The volume is completely illustrated with hundreds
of original b/w and colour photographs and reproductions of manuals and documents of the
period.

AUTHOR:
Born in was born in in Afragola Massimiliano Afiero has been interested in military history since
his youth, specializing in the history of Axis units during the Second World War and particularly in
the Waffen-SS. He is one of the few Italian historical researchers to have personally interviewed
many veterans of the Waffen-SS. He has published numerous books dealing with foreign
volunteers in the German armed forces during the Second World War, in Italian, Spanish and
English. Since May 2008 he has been Editor-in-Chief of the bimonthly magazine Seconda Guerra
Mondiale and in 2009, he began publication of Ritterkreuz. Since 2013, he has also managed the
publication of the Fronti di Guerra series, also dedicated to the Second World War. Since January
2017 he has been Editor-in-Chief of The Axis Forces. 
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During the Second World War, the Soviet Union's Petlyakov Pe-2 Peshka dive-bomber was unique
in that it was as fast as most fighter aircraft. This was in a period when it was considered by the
RAF that it was impossible for monoplane aircraft to conduct vertical bombing with any degree of
success. During the war the Pe-2 was the principal dive- and light-bomber of Russia's air power
across the vast Eastern Front and it continued in service until the early 1950s with the air forces
of the Warsaw Pact countries and Yugoslavia. Conceived by a team of top aircraft designers
whom Stalin had incarcerated in a prison camp on trumped-up political charges, the Pe-2 had
originally been designed as a high-altitude twin-engine fighter plane, but, due to the outstanding
success of the German Stukas in the Blitzkrieg, its role was quickly changed to that of a fast
dive-bomber. The Pe-2 arrived in service around the time of the German attack on its hitherto
ally. Although only a handful had reached front line units by the start of Operation Barbarossa in
June 1941, the Pe-2 soon became the main dive-bomber in both the Soviet VVS and Naval
service. Mass production, by factories hastily moved back beyond the front, meant that numbers
increased rapidly, and more than 11,000 of the type, including many variants, were built up to
1945. The Peshka became the mainstay of the Soviet counter-offensive that ultimately resulted
in the fall of Berlin. Pe-2s also led the way in the brief but annihilating Manchurian campaign
against Japan in the closing days of the war in 1945. Using official sources, including the official
Pe-2 handbook, and numerous colour and black-and-white photographs made available to the
author from both official and private sources and collections, this book is the definitive record of
the Pe-2 - the dive-bomber supreme!

AUTHOR:
Peter Charles Horstead Smith was born in Norfolk in 1940. After living in London, Kent and
Cambridge he and his wife Pat settled in the small Bedfordshire village of Riseley in 1982 where
they currently still reside. Peter is a Member of The Society of Authors, London, and has worked
as both a book and a magazine editor but has been a full-time historian and author since 1968.
Peter is best known for his eighty-six meticulously researched factual history books on aviation,
military and naval topics.
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In July 2018, the nation looked skyward over Buckingham Palace in awe as the Royal Air Force
celebrated its first 100 years with a spectacular parade and flypast over London. This event
demonstrated a very different perspective of the RAF; well away from its operational
commitments. The expertise and precision of those RAF pilots flying in some of the most famous
aircraft in the world has been displayed since the very first days of military aviation. The
Inter-War period was dominated by the Hendon Air Pageants; where many aircraft made their
public appearance. Post-war, it was the turn of the jet display teams, with the Black Arrows and
Firebirds' laying the foundations for the aerial mastery that is today's Red Arrows. The various
anniversaries have seen a growth in special artwork being applied to aircraft flown by squadrons
celebrating key anniversaries. This is covered in considerable detail within this volume. On the
ground, the RAF is represented at major celebrations and key public events by the Queen's
Colour Squadron, which demonstrates its world-famous continuity drill routine while providing a
guard of honour for visiting Heads of States. They are frequently accompanied with the Service's
own bands; which have grown from those created by its squadrons over a century ago. From the
Berlin Airlift in 1948; to flood relief in Kenya; and the international relief effort in the Caribbean
following Hurricane Irma in 2017; the RAF has been deployed overseas in response to numerous
international crises. But aid operations have also been mounted at home. Under the banner of
Military Aid to the Civil Powers', helicopters and aircraft have airlifted food and supplies to areas
cut off by severe weather; Sea King helicopters have rescued villagers stranded by flash flooding
in Boscastle; while Chinook helicopters have assisted with the rebuilding of flood defences
breached by severe floods across the country. The golden age of record-breaking also features in
this book. From long-range flights to South Africa and Australia; the Schneider Trophy triumph;
speed records in the jet age; along with altitude records with pilots in special pressure suits; the
RAF has demonstrated its reputation as a truly pioneering Air Arm. Keith Wilson takes us on a
journey through the Royal Air Force's public persona during their 100 year history. All landmark
events are referenced in this thorough, well-researched and image-packed publication.

AUTHOR:
Keith Wilson has been actively involved in aviation publishing for more than 35 years and is a
prolific author. Keith is probably best known for his striking air-to-air images in Pilot magazine,
during which time he has photographed almost 2,000 different aircraft; featuring a very broad
range of subjects, from gliders, microlight, vintage and veteran, aerobatic and general aviation
subjects right through to high altitude research aircraft, business jets, commercial jets and
military fast jets. Keith is the author of RAF in Camera: 1950s, RAF in Camera: 1960s and RAF in
Camera: 1970s - all published by Pen and Sword Aviation. 
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Almost one hundred and twenty five years ago, a Scottish adventurer attempted to expand the
British Empire in South Africa with the backing of a mere 500 men. He was part of a conspiracy
of entrepreneurs, gold magnates and politicians, each of whom had different motives for
supporting and encouraging his actions. Leander Starr Jameson's Raid failed miserably. It almost
brought down the British Government, destroyed the career of one of the most eminent South
African Statesmen, nearly caused a war with the South African Republic and exposed Britain to
international ridicule. It was a failed attempt to expand the Empire on the cheap.

This book, using a number of contemporary sources, examines the motives for Jameson's
actions, the reasons for the Raid's failure and its consequences for those involved. It attempts to
answer the extent of the involvement of the British Colonial Office and its Secretary of State,
Joseph Chamberlain and how he, Cecil Rhodes, Paul Kruger and Jameson worked for their own
and their countries best interests which were not necessarily one in the same.It also considers
the part played by the dignitaries in Johannesburg and the consequences of their lukewarm
support of Dr Jameson.

The book contains a detailed examination of the two Inquiries which were held as a result of the
Raid and a blow by blow account of the evidence given by their many witnesses. Reactions in the
British Parliament and the fate of the Raiders are particular features of this work,as is how the
actions of those swept up in the plans of the key players were to affect their future careers.

AUTHOR:
David Snape spent almost 40 years in Education during which he occupied a number of senior
posts. He was a Head Teacher of two secondary schools, a Chief Examiner, a School Adviser and
worked for a Local Education Authority. On his retirement he pursued his lifelong interest in
Military History at a more formal level by taking two M.A. degrees at the University of
Wolverhampton.
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While a large number of books have dealt with the navies and war at sea during the World Wars,
the immediate aftermaths have generally received only minimal coverage. However, the fates of
defeated navies are of enormous interest from a number of perspectives. These include the
relative priorities of the victorious powers, acquisition and testing of ex-enemy materiel and the
intended future capabilities of those ex-enemy navies that were to be allowed to continue to
exist. This new book traces the histories of navies and ships of the defeated powers from the
months leading up to the relevant armistices or surrenders through to the final execution of the
appropriate post-war settlements. In doing so, it discusses the way in which the victorious powers
reached their final demands, how these were implemented, and to what effect. The later
histories of ships that saw subsequent service, either in their original navies or in those navies
which acquired them, are also described. In doing this, much use is made of material drawn
from archival, and in some cases archaeological, sources, some of which has never previously
been used. Through these, a wide range of long-standing myths are busted, and some badly
distorted modern views and assessments of events in the wake of the conflicts put right. The
fascinating narrative will be accompanied by tabulated lists of all major navy-built (and certain
significant ex-mercantile) enemy ships in commission at the relevant date of the armistice or
surrender, or whose hulks were specifically listed for attention in post-Second World War allied
agreements. These will include key dates in their careers and their ultimate fates. This highly
original book, drawing on archaeological evidence as well as archival sources, and including
numerous photographs will become an essential reference tool for all those interested in the
naval history of the two World Wars.

AUTHOR:
Aidan Dodson is Hon Professor of Egyptology at the University of Bristol, as well as having
long-standing parallel research interests in naval history. He is the author of a number of books,
including The Kaiser's Battlefleet: German capital ships 1871-1918 , Before the Battlecruiser: the
big cruiser in the world's navies 1865-1910 and The German Battleship Helgoland all published by
Seaforth. 

Serena Cant is a Marine Information Officer at Historic England, specialising in shipwreck
documentation and research. She is the author of England's Shipwreck Heritage: from logboats
to U-boats (English Heritage, 2013) and has written and researched extensively on shipwrecks of
the First World War and its aftermath. 
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In 1685, James, Duke of York, ascended to the thrones of England, Ireland and Scotland. As the
first catholic monarch in 150 years many believed that his reign would be short and that he would
be succeeded by his eldest daughter Mary, a protestant, who was married to her cousin William,
Prince of Orange and Stadtholder of the United Dutch Provinces.

James' close ties to King Louis XIV of France served to fuel the fires of discontent, and when a
male heir was born in June 1688 a number of nobles and clergymen, fearing a backlash of
Catholic absolutism, invited William of Orange to take the throne.##William duly invaded, and
after a desultory campaign, James fled the country for refuge in France, it being claimed that his
flight constituted a legal abdication but whilst William sought to consolidate his position in England
and Scotland, the Earl of Tyrconnell - James' viceroy in Ireland - began to prepare for his
master's restoration.

Actively supported by King Louis XIV who viewed any military activity in Ireland as a useful
diversion to keep his enemies occupied, James' supporters enjoyed early success, but defeats at
Newtownbutler, Derry and - above all - at the Boyne destroyed James' confidence, and he fled
his kingdoms for a second and final time. William's army pursued the enemy to the gates of
Limerick but failed to capture the city before winter set in, giving the Jacobites a much needed
respite in which to reorganize and resupply themselves, during which time military supplies and a
coterie of advisors led the by the Marquis de St Ruth, arrived from France.

After failing to halt the Williamite crossing of the Shannon in the summer of 1691 St.Ruth,
running out of room in which to manoeuvre elected to take up a defensive position and invite an
enemy attack, occupying Kilcommadan Hill, near the Galway village of Aughrim.

Although his own army was now at the end of a tenuous line of communication and supply,
Godard van Reede, commanding the Williamite army, accepted the challenge and the two forces
clashed on Sunday 12th July 1691.

The strength of the Jacobite position was such that their opponents could initially make no
headway, but an unordered redeployment of troops opened up a dangerous gap in their lines
and when St. Ruth attempted to correct the error he was killed by enemy cannonfire.

AUTHOR:
Michael McNally was born in London in 1964. An acknowledged expert on the Williamite War in
Ireland, he has also written on diverse subjects such as the Battle of the Boyne, the
Varusschlacht, Colditz Castle, the battles of Coronel, the Falklands, Ramillies and more recently
Fontenoy. 
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Su-24 (Fencer) is a Soviet jet bomber with variable-geometry wings. The aircraft was supposed
to be a response to the American F-111, and therefore it's structurally similar. Su-24 can operate
in any weather conditions, also at night. It was designed to carry tactical nuclear weapons. In the
1960s, the military command of the Soviet Union set requirements for a new attack aircraft that
would be able to operate despite strong ant-aircraft defense of NATO troops. An aircraft was
expected to fly on a very low altitude at a very high speeds. Initially, it was based on Su-7 and
Su-15 airframes, but due to the decision to use variable-geometry wing, it was necessary to build
a completely new structure. Variable geometry allowed to achieve high speeds while maintaining
good takeoff and landing characteristics. This is how Su-24 was born. The first prototype was
flown on July 2, 1967 (marked as T6-1), and the second on January 17, 1970 (T6-2I).
Variable-geometry wings were only used in the second prototype. In December 1971, the first
serial Su-24 was built, but due to the prolonged acceptance tests (lasting until 1974), the aircraft
officially did not become operational until February 1975. Su-24 was named Fencer in the NATO
code.
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During the Second World War, how were the multitude of items required by the soldiers in the
front line selected, ordered and delivered, and how were they produced? In this the second
volume in her detailed, scholarly study of the army's logistical system, Janet Macdonald describes
the necessity for central advanced planning for each expeditionary force as well as those
engaged in home defence, and the complex organisation of personnel who performed these
tasks, from the government and military command in London to those who distributed the
equipment on the battlefield. Armies have always required large amounts of material, but by the
Second World War the numbers of men involved had grown exponentially, their equipment had
become mechanised and their deployment was world wide. Elaborate planning and administration
at every level had to ensure that items of all kinds were collected, transported and handed out in
every theatre of the war. The scale of the operation was enormous and it had to be performed
to critical timetables and was sometimes threatened by enemy action, and it was vital to the
army's success.

AUTHOR:
Janet Macdonald has published books on numerous subjects. Her first book on naval history was
Feeding Nelson's Navy: The True Story of Food at Sea in the Georgian Era; her second, the
British Navy's Victualling Board, 1793-1815: Management Competence and Incompetence. She
took her MA in Maritime History at the Greenwich Maritime Institute, London, and her PhD at
King's College London, where she was awarded a Laughton Scholarship. Her thesis was on the
administration of naval victualling. Her most recent books are From Boiled Beef to Chicken Tikka:
500 Years of Feeding the British Army, Sir John Moore: The Making of a Controversial Hero,
Horses in the British Army 1750-1850 and Supplying the British Army in the First World War. 
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Early April 1945 and the British Second Army is over the Rhine and advancing across the North
German Plain. Its objective is Schleswig-Holstein, with the rivers Weser, Aller and Leine the only
remaining obstacles of significance before the Elbe. German forces appear to be in total disarray
and British confidence is high, but tempered by the fear of becoming a casualty with the end of
the war within touching distance. Unknown to the British, a new division formed from naval
personnel and supported by a Waffen-SS battalion of Hitler Youth, and some of the last available
Tiger and Panther tanks, has been deployed westwards to the Weser and charged with its
defence. Despite their inexperience, these are well-motivated troops and determined to acquit
themselves to the best of their ability in what will, in all likelihood, be their first and last battle.
The destruction of a Churchill tank on the outskirts of Minden on 6 April marks the opening of 11
days of fierce action, and for all the combatants the war is very far from over.

Meticulously researched and published in the 75th anniversary year of the events it describes,
Theirs the Strife tells the story of a series of bitter actions fought by VIII and XII Corps to cross
the three rivers. Historians have paid little attention to these final weeks, with the few British
narratives hurrying from the Rhine to the surrender on Luneburg Heath and at best making only
passing reference to the actions fought en route.

AUTHOR:
John Russell was educated at Sherborne School and has a degree (BA - Geography, Archaeology,
Modern History) from Durham University. He was commissioned into The Queen's Regiment in
1974 having attended RMA Sandhurst. His operational service career included Northern Ireland,
Kosovo and Afghanistan. 
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The air force of Tito's Yugoslavia has had many different peculiarities - from a unique Cold War
position of having operated a mix of US, Soviet, and indigenous aircraft and equipment, to the
changeable strategies in case of war.

One such feature was an entire underground air base constructed inside a hill near the town of
Bihac, in western Bosnia. 'The Object' was the core, the heart, of this air base: it housed four
MiG-21 squadrons for nearly 25 years, until the civil war tore Yugoslavia apart.

‘The Object' was built as the outcome of Yugoslav military efforts to build up its independent
defence capabilities, especially the air force which was regarded as the strategic tool in keeping
Tito's Yugoslavia's independence from both Cold War blocks. There were a few other
underground shelters built at Yugoslavia's air bases, but Bihac underground air base remained
the only underground facility which was permanently used.

Bihac Air Base was constructed directly on the border between two former federal states of
Yugoslavia, now two independent countries: The Republic of Croatia, and The Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Indeed, their post-independence border runs between the former taxiways and
underground entrances. Nowadays, its ruins are a place of pilgrimage by many aviation and
military enthusiasts, and is known as 'Zeljava', after a nearby village on the Croatian side.

In its five chapters this book provides an in-depth account of the design and construction of the
air base and its 'underground object', and a detailed account of the activities of its MiG-21
squadrons and everyday operations in the period between 1968 and 1991. The book concludes
with an exhaustive description of combat operations during the final year of the existence of the
Bihac Air Base in 1991-1992, under the conditions of the civil war.

AUTHORS:
Bojan Dimitrijevic is the Deputy Director of the Institute for Contemporary History, in Belgrade,
Serbia.

Milan Micevski is an entrepreneur from Belgrade, he has been exploring archives and collecting
data on aviation history for more than three decades. 
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With the American-supported South Vietnamese government verging on collapse in early 1965,
American President Lyndon Johnson decided to commit American conventional ground forces in
the form of a United States Marine Corps (USMC) brigade of approximately 3,000 men on March
8, 1965. So began a massive and costly 10-year commitment. At its height in 1968, the USMC
had 86,000 men in South Vietnam. Almost 500,000 Marines would eventually rotate in out of
South Vietnam during their typical one-year tours of duty. In the end, the fighting during such
well-known battles at Con Tien, Chu Lai, Hue, Khe Sanh and Dong Ha and thousands of now
forgotten smaller-scale engagements would cost the USMC 13,070 killed in action and 88,630
wounded, more casualties than they suffered during the Second World War. In this book,
well-known military historian Michael Green using hundreds of dramatic images tells the dramatic
and gallant story of the Marines' contribution to an unwinnable war; the battles, their equipment,
from rifles to helicopters and jets, and the strategy adopted by the Corps.

AUTHOR:
Michael Green is the author of numerous acclaimed books in the Images of War series including
Armour in Vietnam, USMC in WW2, US Navy Aircraft Carriers, US Battleships, The Patton Tank,
US Naval Aviation, American Infantry Weapons, MI Abrams Tank, Combat Aircraft of the USAF,
Allied Tanks of the Second World War, Allied AFVs of the Second World War, Axis Tanks of the
Second World War, Axis AFVs of WW2, US Military Helicopters and United States Airborne
Divisions 1942-2018. He lives in California. 
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USS Lexington (CV-16), a member of the famed Essex class of carriers that made up the
backbone of the US Navy's carrier force in WWII, served its nation from WWII into the 1990s.
With almost a half-million arrested landings recorded, arguably more naval aviators have landed
on its decks than on any other aircraft carrier in the world. Scarred in battle during WWII, the
Lexington earned considerable distinction in that war, participating in the sinking of over a million
tons of enemy ships and downing hundreds of Japanese aircraft. The history of this famed vessel
is presented through over 200 photographs and accompanying narrative. These photos, coupled
with descriptive and informative captions, put the reader on the deck of this historic warship
throughout its history.

AUTHOR:
The maritime books by David Doyle, author of more than 125 books, are noted for their
thorough coverage of historic vessels and his celebrated ability to locate rare vintage imagery.
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The Middle East and North Africa have been the backdrop for many conflicts through the
centuries, making them a popular setting for miniature wargames. Whether you are fielding your
Parthians against invading Roman legions, Crusaders against Saladin's Saracens, recreating
Lawrence's exploits in Arabia, or trying to halt Rommel at El Alamein, this book will help you set
the scene for your games. Expert terrain modeller Tony Harwood takes the reader through a
range of projects step by step, from selection of materials to the finished items. Each stage is
illustrated with colour photographs. The projects have been selected to provide a useful range of
features but also to introduce materials and techniques the reader can then apply to further
buildings and terrain pieces. Included are a range of traditional mud-brick dwellings/shops,
mosque, well, palm trees, well, rocky outcrop, Bedouin tent, El Alamein railway station,
Sudanese huts, colonial river gunboat. They are easily adaptable to different scales. Suited to
novice and experienced modellers alike.

AUTHOR:
Tony Harwood (aka Dampfpanzerwagon) is a very experienced maker of miniature wargame
terrain and buildings and well known in wargaming circles for his informative how-to' articles and
books. He lives in Droitwich near Worcester. He is the author of Wargames Terrain and Buildings:
The Napoleonic Wars. 
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Conflicts between Christian powers and the Ottoman Empire displayed completely different
characteristics compared to other contemporary wars fought in Europe, war without mercy being
the norm. The tones adopted by Western literature to describe the Ottomans resemble the ones
recently used against the communist bloc and the Soviet Union, and it is probably not a
coincidence that certain prophecies about the sultan, such as his arrival in Rome and watering the
horse in San Pietro, survived until the post-1945 period, replacing the Grand Turk with the Red
Army's Cossacks.

This book deals with the organisation, the composition and the history of the army of the Sublime
Porte, starting from the information contained in Western sources. This approach, despite the
partial origin of the information, allows a critical examination of the sources and the formulation
of a vision that is not conditioned by the cliches that often occur about such topics, returning us
to a a neutral vision of the complex Ottoman 'Military' represented with all its refined and
sumptuous costumes and weapons apparatus.

A larger part of the work is dedicated to the different types of clothing and insignia of the
different corps, their evolution and the meaning of the different symbols.

AUTHOR:
Bruno Mugnai has published several titles for publishers such as the Historical Office of the Italian
Army, Rivista Medicea, and Partizan Press in the UK. He specialises in Italian military history
before unification, central and eastern Europe in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries and South
America after the conquest. 
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This book is about the formative years of the first field marshal in the Corps of Royal Engineers,
John Burgoyne, and his service in the Napoleonic Wars. Burgoyne's early service was in the
Mediterranean, followed by service in the Iberian Peninsula from 1808-1814. Having built up a
good relationship with Wellington, Burgoyne was selected to command the engineers in the
disastrous American campaign of 1814-15.

Burgoyne's father was also a well-known British general who, sadly, is remembered for his
surrender of the British Army at Sarratoga, rather than for more positive reasons. He died
penniless, leaving his children, including John, to be cared for by family friends. Burgoyne
seemed to spend the rest of his life working to obtain his independence.

Like many engineers, Burgoyne kept detailed diaries, also writing comprehensive letters and
analyses of his actions. These give contemporary knowledge of many notable events, particularly
during the Peninsular War. His letters to fellow officers give an insight into the opinions and
thoughts of an engineer officer, views which are often not visible in official communications.

The main theme of the book is to show the development of a young officer during the Napoleonic
Wars from in inexperienced subaltern through to someone who advised Wellington and his
generals directly on military matters. His involvement with the senior officers in the army was not
restricted to ‘engineering' matters and he was trusted to carry out staff roles on many occasions.

Burgoyne was present at many of the sieges and commanded at some. There is a wealth of
unpublished information in his journals and letters. Burgoyne was highly critical of some of the
sieges, even those that were considered successful. He was also critical of those where he
commanded, particularly, Burgos in 1812. When Burgoyne was advising Raglan in the Crimea at
the siege of Sevastopol, the failures at Burgos were used to undermine his position.

AUTHOR:
Mark S Thompson is an independent military historian specialising in the Peninsular War 1808-14.
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Our intuition beckons us, many times, more frequently than we realise. Yet, once we embrace
the silent messages that come from within, we can clarify and gain strength from their meaning.
Kipper cards categorise four main areas of focus: people, events, situations and objects, or
places. Each group is designed to provide information on specific people and issues. You'll learn
how to understand the importance of direction and how to apply it, unlock the Grand Tableau,
utilise the three-step formula for memorizing Kipper cards, and quickly understand the three
common mistakes to avoid. Gain useful insight and tips to enable you to connect to your intuition
and obtain answers to some of your more perplexing questions about life. This is an
approachable method of divination that makes practical sense for beginners as well as advanced
readers. Musruck's Kipper Cards sold separately.

AUTHOR:
Alexandre Musruck is a French cartomancer, psychic reader, and the founder of the popular
YouTube channel @LenormandandKipperReading. He's been using Kipper Cards in his divination
work for more than two decades. When he's not writing or teaching, Alexandre, from the coast
of Reunion Island, can be found spending time with his adorable kids, Mathilde and Raphael, and
his lovely wife and soulmate, Erika.
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Husband-and-wife team Monte Farber and Amy Zerner devised this beautiful new oracle deck
and guidebook for you -  the magic makers, writers, artists, and craftspeople of the world - to
empower you as a compass, an assistant, a prompt, an obstacle remover, a game changer, and
a pathfinder. The inspiring principles in this divination system are designed to help stimulate the
creative process and enable an imaginative and intuitive flow, while motivating and guiding your
gifts and talents, whether you want to make your living doing what you love or to bring more
fulfillment into your life Each of the eighty cards is created from Amy's richly-sewn tapestry
collages, visions of enchantment that make every one of your oracle readings a work of art.

AUTHORS:
Monte Farber's profound writings offer inspiring guidance. Amy Zerner's exquisite art exudes her
intuitive connection with archetypal stories. They've combined their deep love for one another to
create bestselling books and oracles that have helped millions answer questions and follow their
own spiritual paths.
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This classically styled Kipper deck of 36 evocative fortune-telling cards depicts sumptuous
interpretations of the original German Kipperkarten images with a Parisian touch. Accessible and
practical, it is perfect for beginners and advanced readers seeking advice and guidance on their
most perplexing questions. Enhance your reading skills with the companion guide, The Art of
Kipper Reading: Decoding Powerful Messages, sold separately. This box contains 36 Kipper art
cards.

AUTHOR:
Internationally known for his precise readings, Alexandre Musruck has spent more than two
decades working with and mastering Kipper Cards. He is passionate about teaching people how
to use their intuition and regularly posts insights and teaching videos on his popular YouTube
channel @LenormanandKipperReading. 
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This Tarot deck and accompanying book provide you with the vital creative tools you need to
access your shadows and reveal hidden truths. Alongside traditional Tarot symbolism and
meanings, shadow aspects of our archetypal personalities are portrayed as 78 playful and quirky
ink-and-watercolour creatures that offer insight and guidance into our deepest selves. The book
consists of a detailed introduction to shadows and shadow work, card meanings, reflection
questions, and easy-to-follow spreads to help you discover, contemplate, and integrate previously
unacknowledged aspects of your life and personality. For beginners as well as seasoned
professional readers and shadow workers, this deck provides imaginative solutions to everyday
challenges as well as complex or concealed condition.

AUTHOR:
Monica Bodirsky, BDes, is a Canadian artist, author, educator, and professional Tarot reader with
over forty years of experience.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Offers an easy-to-use and in-depth method of accessing, integrating, and healing your
unresolved issues or trauma 
•  For any level of reader interested in exploring the shadow sides of personality 
•  Say hello to the 78 pieces of your personality you have kept locked in the shadows

78 art cards
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Wicca is a beautiful, life-enhancing way of living that venerates the cycles of nature and the
seasons and promotes positive and constructive values. Covering everything from the Wiccan
deities to getting started with spellwork, natural care and healing, and accompanied by stunning
contemporary artwork, this book will bewitch and enlighten you.

Religion, spiritual practice, a moral code for living, the means to enhance and take control of
your life Wicca can be all of these things. Many misunderstand what it means to follow Wicca yes
it can involve 'magic' and the worship of the Horned God (along with the equally important Triple
Goddess), but it is also a beautiful, life-enhancing religion that venerates the cycles of nature and
the seasons and promotes positive and constructive values. It is a relatively modern faith, dating
back to the early twentieth century, and yet it draws on ancient beliefs grounded in nature.

This unique and illuminating book will introduce you to the wonders of Wicca through its
background, practices and beliefs. Covering everything from the Wiccan deities, calendar and
astrology to getting started with spellwork, divination, natural care and healing, and accompanied
by magical and stunning contemporary artwork, this book will bewitch and enlighten you.

AUTHOR:
Nixie Vale has been a member of the Wiccan and Pagan community for twenty-two years, she is
also a practising Witch. She has written many articles covering a wide range of subjects for over
seven years; she is also a certified Crystal Healer.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Visually stunning illustrations. 
•  Featuring fresh and varied works from contemporary artists. 
•  Beautiful giftbook for the millions of genre devotees. 
•  Punchy, fascinating text on mythology, fantasy art and culture.

65 illustrations
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The Cocker Spaniel is the only book you will ever need! With many readers coming to cockers for
the first time, this book offers complete guidance for their very earliest care and training at
home, and then introduces both cockers and their owners to a range of different activities and
competitions. Drawing on more than a quarter of a century s experience with cockers, the author
takes you on a wonderful journey from the moment your puppy arrives home to the day that
you start enjoying sport and activities together.

Topics covered include:
•  Getting started at home
•  Basic education
•  Cocker health
•  Training your cocker as a gundog
•  Agility and obedience activities
•  A-Z cocker problem solver
    Useful contacts

Many cocker owners want to work their dog as a gundog in country sports, including field trials
and working tests. With The Cocker Spaniel the transition from family dog at home to elite
performance dog in the field is seamless and easy to achieve. There is plenty of technical
instruction on how to work your cocker in the field, as the author has done, successfully, with five
Field Trial Champions to her name.

AUTHOR:
Janet Menzies is a professional author and journalist who trains, works and breeds cocker
spaniels. She is a gundog and shooting correspondent for The Field magazine and writes a
monthly blog on gundog training for the British Association for Shooting and Conservation
(BASC). She has made up five Field Trial Champions, most of whom she bred herself.
Best-known is FTCh Gournaycourt Ginger, one of the most consistent cockers of recent years.
Although cockers are her first love, Janet writes about all the gundog breeds and enjoys all her
country sports.

40 colour images
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A comprehensive visual reference.

Every Dog: A Book of Over 450 Breeds packs in a lot of information. Illustrations, text, charts,
tables and icons make it an ideal reference for all dog lovers, who will enjoy flipping through the
pages.

The over 450 breeds are thoroughly researched and represent canines from around the world.
They range from rare breeds for the dog lover that wants something different, to the favourite
breeds that make for a reliable choice. There are ancient breeds and modern breeds, including
the "designer dogs" that have become so popular in recent years.

The over 450 breeds are organised into various categories, such as type (which share loosely
common ancestry and traits), purpose, and more. For example, Spitz-Type Dogs typically have
thick and dense fur, pointed ears and muzzles, and puffy tails that curl up and over their rears.
They descend from ancient breeds that came from Arctic regions. Spitz dogs include the Akita,
Canaan, American Eskimo, and the Pomeranian.

Each breed is described on one page and includes these details:

•  English and any alternative names, place of origin and year of first known introduction
•  Icons and keys indicating all available coat colours; exercise requirements; graph indicating
average weight, height and life expectancies
•  At a Glance chart rating Intelligence; Ease of training; Affection; •  Playfulness; Good guard
dogs; Good with children; Good with other dogs; and Grooming required.
•  Descriptive text and a brief history of the breed
•  Two colour photographs, one adult and one puppy.

Every Dog: A Book of Over 450 Breeds is a fabulous reference. In addition to the hundreds of
breeds of all type, origin and purpose, the book includes the many designer breeds developed
over the last couple of decades, making it undoubtedly the most up to date and detailed breed
book currently available.

AUTHOR:
Nancy Hajeski is an editor and New York Times bestselling author of nonfiction, romantic fiction
and graphic novel adaptations.
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Rare British Breeds is a book inspired by the Rare Breed Survival Trust Watchlist, which is
published annually, listing the species of sheep, cattle, horses, pigs, goats and poultry (chickens,
turkeys, ducks and geese) that are endangered in the United Kingdom. This information is
gathered from breed societies and lists the number of breeding females alive, along with their
conservation status. Each species, regardless of their origin, is unique to the UK, either through
cross breeding or by evolution. There are good reasons for wanting to keep these breeds alive;
not just the genetic makeup of these creatures which means many are able to survive and thrive
in very formidable conditions - a prerequisite for enduring possible future environmental
disasters. Once gone, these genes will never be able to be replaced. They have taken thousands
of years to develop. The book looks at the history of every breed, with their evolutionary roots,
development over time, exportation, cross breeding and changing relationship to mankind as
farming techniques react to societal shifts. Their particular physical characteristics such as meat,
wool, milk, eggs or ability to pull great weights are discussed as well as their conservation status
and the national and international efforts being made to ensure their survival.

AUTHOR:
She has spent 20 years volunteering on Conservation Projects throughout the UK and Africa,
including working with the Green Team at the Eden Project in Cornwall. Her interests took her in
different directions, and she has worked extensively in horticulture, whilst completing a degree in
Environmental Studies and Creative Writing at the Open University. Sophie was first intrigued by
the idea of British native breeds when she saw a stand at Countryfile Live in August 2016. She is
hoping this book will encourage others to keep a rare breed. This book is unique amongst
previous books on Rare Breeds, as it covers each and every one of the animals and poultry on
the Rare Breeds Survival Trust (RBST) Watchlist. Since the Trust was formed in 1973, no British
Rare Breed has become extinct. They do valuable work on genetics as well as keeping up to date
records of numbers, which they obtain from breed societies. 
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A friendly, accessible insight into the weird, but wonderful world of bees in your garden From the
common or garden bumblebees that nest in bird boxes, compost heaps and old mouse holes,
making Winnie the Pooh' style honey pots to feed their babes, to the quirky wool carder bee; a
solitary bee that combs the fluff from garden plants to line her brood cells and the amazing leaf
cutter bee that carves chunks out of plant foliage to seal it's egg chambers. This book will reveal
the secrets and fascinating lives of the bees that live and breed in your garden, from buzz
pollination, to the bee robbers that cheat the plants and steal nectar by stealth. With a chapter
per season to explore what you are likely to see in your garden, great plants to grow to help
them, plus other fascinating information on these secretive creatures, this book is designed to
bring alive the world of garden before your very eyes.

AUTHOR:
Jean Vernon is the wildlife columnist for the RHS Journal - The Garden. She is a contributor to
the gardening section of The Daily Telegraph and has written many articles on bees, beekeepers
and the needs of garden bees. Passionate about bees and the environment since a youngster,
she is a natural beekeeper and passionate about championing bees of all sorts. It is her mission
to unravel, demystify and explain the intricate balance of nature in your garden and to introduce
you to the familiar and unfamiliar bees that live, breed and breathe within the garden habitat. 

100 colour illustrations
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Enos A. Mills (1870–1922) was the driving force behind the 1915 founding of Colorado's Rocky
Mountain National Park, which ensured the preservation and ongoing public enjoyment of one of
the United States' great wilderness regions. Mills recognized visitors' need for guidance and
education, and in this evocative, easy-to-read autobiography he tells of his experiences as a
homesteader and nature guide.

The great naturalist John Muir encouraged Mills to assist in the promotion of parks and forests by
conducting close observations of wildlife and writing and lecturing about his findings. Mills took his
mentor's advice to heart, producing more than a dozen books and hundreds of magazine and
newspaper articles. He also trained both men and women as nature guides, creating a new
professional role for females during an era when such opportunities were rare, and he paved the
way for what the National Park Service today terms "interpretation." Featuring all the illustrations
from the original book, this edition transports readers to the unspoiled natural beauty of the
Rockies under the expertise of one of the region's greatest advocates.

AUTHOR:
Enos Mills (1870–1922) left his native Kansas at the age of 14 for Colorado, where he became an
innkeeper and homesteader, nature guide, and national park advocate. The "Father of Rocky
Mountain National Park," he was active in the development of the National Park Service, training
nature guides and paving the way for modern-day park ranger interpretation.
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Emotions, for children, are a very important and essential way of communication - from day one,
years before they can even speak: for the parents, it is crucial to understand the deeper
meaning beyond a cry or laughter. Cope with those emotions is a task that can be accomplished
together. Understand the children's emotions will lead to a more satisfying relationship for both
the parent and the little one. 

The book starts from the adults giving some useful indications for recognising the parent's own
emotional states in interactions with the child, and also a series of exercises to test the parent's
development of self-awareness. 

In the second part, the focus shifts towards the child, suggesting a series of practical activities, in
order to make sense of their experience, to identify their own and others' emotions, to contain
the most powerful emotions, and to overcome minor crises.

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in Co-
gnitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.
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Authentic historical costume is essential for any performance, to instantly communicate a period,
a social standing, an occupation or an identity. The responsibility of this representation lies with
the costume maker, in their knowledge of the design and their accuracy of construction. The
Costume Maker's Companion serves as an aide memoire, to novice and experienced makers
alike, covering the common garments of the Medieval, Tudor, Jacobean, Restoration, Regency
and Victorian eras of British history. 

Learn the key styles and fashions of each period before step-by-step tutorials and detailed orders
of work illustrate the costume construction process for eight popular garments, from the
designer's drawing through to the finished piece. This book also covers working with a costume
designer; key processes and equipment; flat pattern manipulations; cutting a pattern on the
stand; taking a pattern from an existing garment; costume details, including goldwork and
flounces and finally, making accessories, including gauntlets, corsets and ruffs. 

Logically divided by historical period and supported by over 400 photographs, sketches and
diagrams, this book will develop the confidence of any costume maker to take on new projects
and expand their knowledge.

AUTHOR:
Diane Favell has worked at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art for nearly twenty-five years,
teaching costume and running the Wardrobe department since 2001. Before this she both made
for and supervised performances in theatre and film. Diane also teaches short courses at Central
St Martins, University of Arts, London.

384 colour photographs, 37 b/w and 78 colour diagrams
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The iPhone and its camera is an amazing device for taking photos of the landscape. In addition
to being able to take exceptional quality images, this camera also has a built-in computer and
access to impressive software for converting its images to black and white. This book will show
examples and discuss how to select the best scenes for black and white landscape photos, what
software applications were used to convert those images to black and white, and give
suggestions and tips on how to process the images for the best look. Gary has been taking
photos with iPhone camera for the past eight years and has won many awards for his black and
white photography. Join Gary as he takes you to his favorite locations and shares his ideas and
visions on taking photos of the landscape in black and white processing those image to make the
best-possible photos.

AUTHOR:
Gary Wagner holds a Master's Degree in Photography from Brooks Institute. His photographs
have been exhibited in many galleries and published in Lenswork, Outdoor Photographer, Digital
Photographer UK, Black and White, and other magazines. His professional career spans more
than four decades and includes fine art, portrait, and commercial photography.

SELLING POINTS:
•  understanding the iPhone camera 
•  seeing in black and white 
•  postprocessing for stronger, higher-quality images
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Working as a wedding photographer requires a lot of planning, resourcefulness, and efficiency.
There are many moving parts during the process leading up to the wedding day, and on the
wedding day itself. After the wedding, there's much more work to be done - from archiving to
editing to sales. With so much to accomplish, it's hard to work out the mechanics and provide
top-notch service and dazzling images for your clients. In this book, veteran studio owner Russell
R. Caron walks you through the wedding photography process, from finding clients, to getting a
signed contract, to developing a time line for the wedding day that puts clients and
photographers at ease - and tips for managing all the work after the wedding. With the
strategies in this book, you'll earn a place at the top of the wedding photography industry and
not only survive, but thrive.

AUTHOR:
Russell R. Caron owns and operates Russell Caron Wedding Photography and works in the U.S.,
Caribbean, and Italy. He's active with the Professional Photographers of America and is a Master
Photographer, Certified Professional Photographer, and Certified Drone Photographer. He's past
president of the Maine Professional Photographers Association and was twice named the Maine
Wedding Photographer of the Year.

SELLING POINTS:
•  how to attract clients 
•  create a photography contract that protects you and your clients 
•  establish a time line to ensure key wedding moments are artfully photographed
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The rural areas of Estonia and Latvia are characterised by numerous manor houses. In the past
decades, a few of them have been renovated, but the majority of them have fallen into
disrepair. Anja Putensen's The Manor is subjective photographic research that leads to these
historical locations of Baltic manor house culture. Just as memory often consists of in part factual,
in part fictitious lines of vision, her perspective is also a poetic, magical one. The photos are also
supplemented by numerous historical Estonian, Latvian, and German-Baltic childhood memories.

Text in English, German, and Estonian.

SELLING POINT:
•  Anja Putensen's The Manor is subjective photographic research that leads to the historical
locations of Baltic manor house culture, supplemented by numerous historical Estonian, Latvian,
and German-Baltic accounts
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Bernhard Otto Holtermann emigrated from Hamburg to Australia in 1858 as a destitute young
man, where, in 1872, he unearthed the largest lump of gold in the world. Holtermann shared his
newfound wealth with his adopted home. As he travelled through the settlements, he had the
poverty-stricken life documented in spectacular images, and promoted Australia to the world.
More than 150 of these impressive photos have now been published, most for the first time, in
this bilingual edition and are thus immortalised for eternity. Over more than 200 pages, the
spectacular story of the German emigrant and his lucky discovery is told, with the images
commissioned by him now available for the general public. Holtermann's photos impressively
document the drudgery of the gold mines and life in Australia during the 19th century. Several
modern-day photos and representations of how contemporary artists interpret his work have
been included in this coffee-table volume. Thanks to this book, Bernhard Holtermann's legacy has
been given the distinction it deserves for the first time.

Text in English and German.

AUTHOR:
Dr Christoph Hein has lived in Asia for 20 years as a correspondent for the German newspaper
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. His interest lies in the stories behind the names, in the people
who drive development forward in the Asia-Pacific region. As the author of several books, he
currently covers the southern stretch of the area from Pakistan to the Pacific Islands and spends
a great deal of time in Australia. It was there that he came across the incredible life story of the
German Bernhard Otto Holtermann, and discovered parallels between the politics of the late 19th
century and today.

SELLING POINTS:
•  How a lump of gold went down in photographic history
•  Previously unpublished UNESCO World Heritage-listed photos
•  More than 150 impressive photos

45 colour and 170 b/w photographs
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Yan Gross is the winner of "2015 Luma Book Award" followed by an exhibition in Arles in 2016
and the publication of the sold out book "Jungle Book" edited in 4 languages.

For "Aya" Yan Gross has joined Spanish photographer Arguine Escandon to follow the path of
Charles Kroehle, a pioneering nineteenth-century photographer who disappeared in the Peruvian
Amazon while creating a process of organic photography.

Using both vintage and contemporary images, this book offers a dialogue between the distant
and remote and the exoticism in a quest to follow Khoehle's steps. 

This limited edition photobook unites a great story with awesome images to create an
outstanding and collectable book.

AUTHOR:
Through photography, installation and video, Yann Gross explores, often in an offbeat way, how
humanity shapes its environment and develops its identity. His projects deals with the
construction of the imaginary and a certain desire of escapism. His work is exhibited worldwide
and published in magazines like Aperture, Colors, Frieze, The National Geographic, The New York
Times Magazine, The Sunday Times Magazine, Die Zeit Magazine & Das Magazin among many
others.

64 images
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Exploring the urgent need to preserve slide-based art.

The analogue slide technique is on the verge of extinction. From 2015 to 2018, the restorers at
the Hamburger Kunsthalle thus conducted a research project dedicated to the urgent
preservation of the medium and the forward-looking conservation of contemporary works.
Supplemented with comparative curatorial and art-historical positions, this highly topical volume
presents the results and research contributions and hence lays the foundations necessary for
future restoration-related examination of medial, photographic, and slide-based artworks.

Artists: Kunstler: ANT Farm, Robert Barry, Lothar Baumgarten, Matthew Buckingham, Peter
Fischli / David Weiss, Geert Goiris, Nan Goldin, Michaela Melian, Hilka Nordhausen, Anthony
McCall, Otto Piene, Gerhard Rühm, Ross Sinclair, Michael Snow, Ger van Elk, Tris Vonna-Michell.

Text in English and German.

Text by Tiziana Caianiello, Lenia Oliveira Fernandes, Claartje van Haaften, Martina Haidvogl,
Brigitte Kolle, Francesco Leonelli, Katrin Pietsch, Barbara Sommermeyer, Tina Weidner, Babette
Marie Werner

SELLING POINT:
•  A ground-breaking and invaluable handbook for the conservation and restoration of medial,
photographic, and slide-based artworks

77 colour, 4 b/w images
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In his tenth book for teNeues, photographer and online star Serge Ramelli turns his lens on
Barcelona, Spain's second largest city and one of the most popular destinations in Europe. This
joyful collection of the city's neighbourhoods, street life, and iconic monuments is sure to delight
any fan of the vibrant Catalan capital.

With his distinctive eye for the atmosphere - as much as the architecture–of a place, the
YouTube and Instagram star captures Barcelona's most beloved districts and landmarks in all of
their seductive magic. From the energy of Las Ramblas to the soaring wonder of the Sagrada
Familia, this volume is a beautiful, evocative tribute to one of Europe's most popular cities.

AUTHOR:
Serge Ramelli, who now enjoys a worldwide reputation, has been a professional, self-taught
photographer and cinema producer since 2005. Originally from France, he has lived in Los
Angeles for several years.

85 colour and b/w photographs
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Ever since its invention, the medium of photography has been in competition with the previously
dominant genre of painting. Photography as a means of capturing the real world at first seemed
to obviate the need for painting. Later, impressionists, cubists, and eventually abstract painters
moved away from figurative imagery, until artists such as Richter or Polke transferred
photography back into painting.

These conflicting challenges are at the heart of Berit Schneidereit's work, who creates hybrids
through analogue editing of digital images and joins together photographic methods with
techniques used in painting, graphic art, and collage. Schneidereit mostly takes photographs in
botanical gardens. In the darkroom, she then superimposes a grid or net-like structure over her
motifs, which become blurred, ambiguous, and hazy. The artist thus achieves something that is
close to painting once again. Like invisible curtains, her manipulations distort or obscure our view
of the real image.

Her work in this way questions the relationship between visibility and invisibility (also as a result
of the media) and illustrates how the visual media, that are available today, force themselves
between our gaze and the world.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  First monograph dedicated to the widely acclaimed Gursky student, Berit Schneidereit
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Terry O'Neill was given his first chance to photograph Sean Connery as James Bond in the film
Goldfinger. From that moment, O'Neill's association with Bond was made: an enduring legacy
that has carried through to the era of Daniel Craig.

It was O'Neill who captured gritty and roguish pictures of Connery on set, and it was O'Neill who
framed the super-suave Roger Moore in Live and Let Die. His images of Honor Blackman as
Pussy Galore are also important, celebrating the vital role of women in the James Bond world.
But it is Terry O'Neill's casual, on-set photographs of a mischievous Connery walking around the
casinos of Las Vegas or Roger Moore dancing on a bed with co-star Madeline Smith that show the
other side of the world's most recognisable spy.

Terry O'Neill opens his archive to give readers - and viewers - the chance to enter the dazzling
world of James Bond. Lavish colour and black and white images are complemented by insights
from O'Neill, alongside a series of original essays on the world of James Bond by
BAFTA-longlisted film writer, James Clarke; and newly-conducted interviews with a number of
actors featured in O'Neill's photographs.

AUTHORS:
Terry O'Neill CBE is one of the world's most collected photographers, with work hanging in
national art galleries and private collections worldwide. From presidents to pop stars, he has
photographed the frontline of fame for over six decades. No other living photographer has
embraced the span of fame to such an extent, capturing the icons of our age from Winston
Churchill to Nelson Mandela, from Frank Sinatra and Elvis to Amy Winehouse, Audrey Hepburn
and Brigitte Bardot.

James Clarke is the author of numerous books on and about the world of film, including The
Pocket Essentials: Steven Spielberg, The Virgin Film Guide: War Films, The Virgin Film Guide:
Coppola, Bodies in Heroic Motion: The Cinema of James Cameron and The Year of the Geek.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Iconic portraits and contact sheets from Goldfinger, Diamonds are Forever, Live and Let Die,
Golden Eye and the Bond spoof, Casino Royale
•  The new James Bond film, No Time to Die, releases world-wide in April 2020
•  Documented by one of the world's greatest photographers: Terry O'Neill
•  Interviews with actors including Honor Blackman, Caroline Munroe, Madeline Smith and more
•  Includes rare and unseen images
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Brighton’s residents have a reputation for their vivid eccentricity. This book does not set out to
prove whether this is true or not, but is a documentation of what stands out to the photographer,
however exciting or mundane it may seem. A lot of the photographs are as much about the
environment that the person is in as they are about that person. From there on it is up to the
viewer to build a narrative.

AUTHOR:
Oleg has been a Brighton resident for 10 years. He is formally educated in Graphic Design but is
just as passionate about photography and illustration. Upon arriving in England, he picked up a
camera and taught himself everything about photography he could, as a way of absorbing
English life and also becoming a part of it.

80 colour illustrations
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It is no longer a secret that chickens are the new stars of the farmyard, meadows, gardens, and
urban backyards. As more and more people think about local and sustainable living, the trend
towards keeping chickens and home-laid eggs seems more popular than ever.

With this photo book, Matteo Tranchellini and Moreno Monti pay tribute to our favourite,
feathered friends. With dazzling pictures, the photographers set straight some preconceptions
about poultry, showing just what elegance, grace, and character these hens and roosters can
display. With page after page of vibrant colours, intricate patterns, and dynamic postures, this
book leaves no doubt: we have underestimated the feathered beauties of the coop for far too
long.

AUTHORS:
Moreno Monti and Matteo Tranchellini live in Milan and have worked together for many years on
international artistic projects, as well as advertising campaigns. Passionate about photography,
they find that working together as a team can create creative synergies that would not be
possible on their own. Chicken was borne of their creative collaboration.

120 colour photographs
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For as long as he can remember, Tein Lucasson has adored dogs. And today, the graphic
designer, art director, and producer has made his four-legged canine friends into a creative
career, transforming photographs of dogs from friends, family, and fans into artistically-refined,
anthropomorphic images in the style of Old Master paintings.

From a Labrador in an aristocratic coat to a mongrel in a sailor suit, Lucasson's customised pet
portraits bring out the unique character of each pooch. Digitally rendered but with the grandeur
of classical portraiture, the delightful l’animorphe pictures are accompanied by witty, quirky, and
thoughtful texts. After his hit, Cat. Portraits of Eighty-Eight Cats and One Very Wise Zebra,
Lucasson's second illustrated book with teNeues is a must for all dog owners and lovers.

AUTHOR:
Tein Lucasson's digitally-rendered animal photography has fans on every continent and hangs in
living rooms from Amsterdam to New York, via Sydney.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The perfect gift for all dog (and little rabbit) lovers
•  The sequel to Tein Lucasson's Cat, one of teNeues' bestsellers of 2019
•  Lucasson's l'animorphe pet portraiture has a global fan base and strong social media following

89 colour photographs
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The Fotobus Society, set up by Christoph Bangert, is a network that connects more than 400
photography students from 29 German and European universities and photography schools.
Members can benefit from a wide range of cultural and social activities offered by the
association. At the heart of the community is a 30-year-old bus serving as a mobile photography
school that regularly carries members to photo festivals, symposia, and professional events. Over
the years, the association has firmly established itself as a promoter of cultural and academic
exchange within the international photography scene.

This book, showcasing selected works by members, inaugurates a series that will be published
annually by Verlag Kettler. The projects presented in this first edition offer an overview of
different contemporary approaches that oscillate between documentary and conceptual
photography, challenging and crossing the boundaries of the genre. Many of these works have
already received international awards. Collected in a single volume, they provide intriguing
insights into today's young European world of photography.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The Fotobus Society Yearbook, featuring works by 39 photographers
•  A breathtaking glimpse into the world of today's young European photography

188 colour, 44 b/w photographs
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In the most recent works of photographer Gudrun Kemsa (*1961), all of New York becomes an
enormous backdrop. From bustling everyday life in the big city, she highlights interpersonal
scenes in which the anonymous protagonists take action amidst the urban architecture as if in a
film: in a rush, waiting motionlessly in front of boutiques or at intersections. Kemsa's
photographic series make individual motion sequences visible. With the contrast between natural
and artificial light, she models people and architecture in dramatic tableaus, impressive moments
of stillness, or enraptured, strangely timeless conditions.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  This photographic series by Gudrun Kemsa captures interpersonal scenes amidst the urban
architecture of New York City

56 colour images
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The little-known colour photography of Manuel Alvarez Bravo, presented in a beautiful cloth
binding with a tipped-on cover image

Manuel Alvarez Bravo produced around 3,000 images in color over the course of his career,
though he has tended to be better known for his black-and-white photography. In Color presents
more than 80 of his most significant colour photographs, many of them published for the first
time.

A broad spectrum of subject matter is presented in this volume, including photographs of a piece
with his familiar style and themes"Mexican culture, street life and countryside, formal portraits,
nudes" as well as his little-known colour experiments. These works in colour greatly expand our
understanding of his scope and abilities.

AUTHOR:
A key figure in 20th-century Latin American photography, Manuel Alvarez Bravo (1902–2002) was
born in Mexico. Self-taught as a photographer, and influenced by avant-garde photography and
(later) the Mexican muralist movement, he developed a very personal style that is now seen as
marking the beginning of a true Mexican photography.

66 images
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The general picture we have of older people does not seem to reflect today's 60-70 year-olds at
all. Driven by her own feeling of having a 'best before' date, photographer Irene van Nispen
Kress examined what it's really like to be older these days. For six years she followed three older
women in the intimacy of their day-to-day lives. With the help of her camera, she provided a
glimpse into the lives of women who, because of their age, are usually not in the limelight at all.
These powerful images and stories illustrate why the passage of time can be a woman's greatest
asset.

Text in English and Dutch.

SELLING POINT:
•  Beautiful portraits of three women, all over the age of 60. Photographer Ingrid van
Nispen-Kress followed these women for six years, capturing moments from their everyday lives,
proving that old age can be a woman's greatest asset
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Themes of mortality and ordinariness in modern-day Mexico

This is Cape Town–based photographer Pieter Hugo's (born 1976) homage to Mexico, in portraits,
landscapes and still-life vignettes with bright shades of pink, blue and green.

SELLING POINTS:
•  One of South Africa's leading photographers, Pieter Hugo (b. 1976) works in portraiture and
his work considers the role of photography between documentary and art traditions, with a focus
on peripheral communities.
•  Oversize at 13.5 inches high, and printed in a limited run of 1,500, this book of Hugo's
photographs of Mexican people and places will become a rare and collected publication. 
•  The title La Cucaracha comes from the Mexican children's chant.
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For their new book, photographers Vianca Reinig (*1989) and Philipp Schmidt (*1983) travelled
to Scotland and captured the beauty of the northernmost isle of the Outer Hebrides: Lewis and
Harris. In stark contrast to the local architecture, the ancient landscape almost becomes tangible
in all its craggy shapes and rough colours. With alternating perspectives, sudden cuts between
panoramic shots and minute details, this intricately designed artist book is arranged in a
chronologically and filmic sequence of images, poetically bringing to life the vibrant experience of
their travels on the remote isle.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The beauty of Scotland's northernmost isle on the Outer Hebrides presented in a filmic
sequence of images
•  Includes an essay by renowned poet and writer Donald S. Murray

104 colour images
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Lightstream represents Nigel Grierson's most recent foray into photographic abstraction as he
makes long exposures of figures beside the light of the ocean. Taking the maxim from Dieter
Appelt "A snapshot steals life that it cannot return. A long exposure (creates) a form that never
existed", Grierson makes beautiful images, which on the surface might appear to owe as much to
the medium of painting as they do to photography. However, it is important to him that these
are un-manipulated images straight from the camera: "From the outset, my work has been
largely about 'photographic seeing' as I'm fascinated by what Garry Winogrand so simply
described as 'how something looks when photographed'. Hence, a sense of discovery within the
work itself is very important to me; finding something new that I didn't already know. There's a
huge element of 'chance, and the embrace of the happy accident within this approach, which is a
sort of photographic equivalent of action painting. I'm often more interested in what something
suggests rather than what it actually is, each image becoming a starting point for our imagination
as it edges towards abstraction".

Yet what is unique about photography is that it always keeps something of the original subject.
So there's a dynamic duality, a dramatic to and fro in the viewer's mind, between what it is and
what it suggests. The marks and traces created by the moving light, at times have a simplicity
like a child's drawings. On occasion, the residue of a human figure might be reduced to little
more than their posture or demeanor, which then seems more significant than ever, a sort of
essence, whether that be elusive or illusive.

AUTHOR:
Nigel Grierson is best known for the album sleeves and posters he designed and photographed
(with his then partner Vaughan Oliver under the name 23 Envelope) in the '80s and early '90s,
for the now legendary 4AD label (The Cocteau Twins, This Mortal Coil, Dead Can Dance etc.). 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new book from photographer Nigel Grierson, joint creator of the legendary 4AD visual
identity
•  Beautiful illusory photography, by way of long exposures

33 colour images
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Photographer Stefanie Schweiger (*1979) and author Phoebe Hui (*1983) set out in search of
ancient wisdom, hidden worlds, alternative medicine, and faith, in China. In words and images,
they tell stories about their encounters with Chinese masters of healing and lore. Their paths lead
them to Buddhist secret societies, shamans, hermits, Taoists, herbalists, Tibetan doctors, bimos,
feng shui experts, and monks. They explore if the wisdom passed down for thousands of years
can be reconciled with contemporary Chinese life. The book lays out a nuanced panorama of
China's diverse beliefs, many of which are virtually unknown in the West.

SELLING POINT:
•  A visual voyage of discovery into the ancient wisdom, hidden worlds, and diverse beliefs in
China
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In Marcona, his second book with Toluca Editions/RM, Pablo Hare (Lima 1972), gathers 19
photographs taken during the summers of 2005 and 2006 in the town of San Juan de Marcona, a
mining enclave located in the desertic South-Pacific coast of Peru, in the province of Nazca. Hare
documents the town, which was built in the 1950s by theAmerican Marcona Mining Company, the
mining union and the decadence of a social and labour model which disappeared after a history
of nationalisations, bankruptcies and privatisations.

133 images
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Chema Madoz operates with the elements of nature in the same way he does with objects,
looking for associations, displacements, metamorphosis, kinships, combinations, juxtapositions,
fortuitous encounters. 

Away from the usual classifications, it upsets the rules and unfolds its fantasy, changing the
nature of things. It melts the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms giving rise to its own
kingdom in which it transforms leaves, branches, water, clouds, wood, plants, flowers, stones...
offering the most unexpected combinations. 
Madoz lives in a constant predisposition, always alert to the emergence of new images. There are
no barriers to your imagination nor do the possibilities of deepening the knowledge of things
seem to be exhausted.

AUTHOR:
Chema Madoz was born in Madrid in 1958. He is one of the most recognised and interesting
contemporary photographers on the national scene. It has been National Prize of Photography in
the year 2000. 

160 images
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Post-war Paris brought a blossoming of culture and thought. The Nouvelle Vague transformed
French cinema, young couturiers reinvigorated French fashion, existentialism flourished in
literature and philosophy, and the city swung and swayed to a vibrant jazz and rock 'n' roll scene.

In the middle of it all, was Paul Almasy. The well-travelled photojournalist, born in Hungary, had
made Paris his hometown and spent his days and nights wandering its alleys, avenues, and
after-hours bars. Through his photographs, we visit the old markets and artist's studios, its music
joints and glamorous cafes, but also the burgeoning banlieues, where immigrant workers were
housed in peripheral and isolated locations.

AUTHOR:
Joining the ranks of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Robert Doisneau, Almasy is one of the great
chroniclers of 1950s and 1960s Paris. This captivating book of his Paris photographs is a vivid and
evocative portrait of the city in all its mid-century vibrancy and change.

120 b/w photographs
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Passing Through is a book concerned with nature, and our transient connection to it.
Consequently, the human figure is seen only occasionally and rather vague, like something from
the imagination or a memory. Nigel Grierson's visual journey through the seasons, treads a fine
line between reality and fiction, in his search for abstraction and spirituality:

"As adults, in search of sophistication, and jaded by the rigours of work, it's easy to lose the
natural sense of wonder, and to take for granted the things that fascinated us so much as
children. For Rudolph Steiner, the most direct route to spirituality for the adult, involves finding
the inner child via the occupation of playing. For me, spirituality lies in nature, in its myriad of
forms and colours, and in the elements; earth's chaotic beauty. On a personal level this book
represents a journey; a return to childhood, exploring woodlands, playing in the dirt, finding little
treasures and taking something home as a souvenir; the photograph.

I once heard it said that spirits are in fact traces or energies left behind when beings repeat the
same actions over and over on the same pathways. Perhaps that is why we can sometimes hear
voices in the woods, even after the people have long gone home."

AUTHOR:
Nigel Grierson is best known for the album sleeves and posters he designed and photographed
(with his then partner Vaughan Oliver under the name 23 Envelope) in the '80s and early '90s,
for the now legendary 4AD label (The Cocteau Twins, This Mortal Coil, Dead Can Dance etc.). 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new book from photographer Nigel Grierson, joint creator of the legendary 4AD visual
identity
•  The first of a number of Fine Art photography books, published by the new and exciting Lost
Press

52 colour images
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Big news for all fans of pop culture, cosplay, and pets: Pets Rock from teNeues is back! 

Pets Rock - A fusion of pets and pop culture. The artworks blend comic-con and the global
celebrity phenomenon with our fascination with anthropomorphising pets. Blurring the line
between animals and humans. In the Pets Rock world, animal antics meld with human hubris,
where nothing is too serious and where no one is quite what they seem. After two best-selling
editions of the Pets Rock franchise, this new volume presents the latest portraits from the Pets
Rock cosmos, all of which are created by photographing the animals in their familiar
environment. In the species-appropriate post production, the models are digitally transformed
into hip-hop greats, film divas, and historic personalities. We meet a guinea pig, who becomes a
Roman Emperor, a cat in a movie star pose, and an astronaut dog en route to the first moon
landing. If this book does not make you smile, we don't know how to help you! Pets Rock rocks! 

•  The Pop Culture World of Pets Rock—Where Pets meet Celebrity 
•  The companion book to the international phenomenon, Pets Rock 
•  The perfect humour gift for any animal lover and celebrity fan 

Launched in 2008, the award winning brand Pets Rock is a striking play on our enduring
fascination with pets and the cult of celebrity. The old adage that 'People look like their pets' led
to the creation of characters that brought this saying to life. Its creators, Mark and Kate
Polyblank, are a London based photography and design partnership. The characters are created
by photographing pets, then drawing every other part of the image. That's everything else - hair,
clothes, make-up, props. It's all drawn by hand to create a unique work of art. The Pets Rock
brand is taking its name literally as its unique humour and style spreads around the globe where
they have found fans barking mad for these furry friends. With over 80 characters in the Pets
Rock world and many more waiting to be let off the leash you're never far from one of our pop
culture pets.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The companion book to the international phenomenon, Pets Rock
•  The perfect humour gift for any animal lover and celebrity fan

80 colour photographs
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Since the turn of the millennium, the analogue photo book has experienced an international
boom, developing into its own art form: a kind of visual literature, somewhere between novel
and film. More often, photographers are publishing their works in this format rather than only as
part of exhibitions. However, the photo book as an art form is hardly known to the wider public.
The multiyear project Welt im Umbruch (World in Transition), which the Montag Stiftung initiated
together with the PhotoBookMuseum, attempted to change this. In Rostock, Duisburg, and
Kassel, members of the public were able to get to know photobooks as an artistic form of
expression and to design photobooks of their own.

This volume not only documents the experience-based knowledge of all participants but also
introduces the history of the photobook along with theories and current practices of participative
art. It collects contributions on the production and distribution conditions of photobooks from
Asia, Europe, and the United States. In addition to the medium's political and emancipatory
potential, topics discussed include the reasons for the analogue photobook's enormous appeal in
the digital present.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An introduction to the history of the photobook along with theories and current practices of
participative art
•  Includes discussions on the appeal of the analogue photobook in a digital age

220 colour images
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For the first time of its invention, photography has been used to visualize events that are either
too fast or too slow for the eye to perceive, or subjects that are outside the spectral range of the
human eye. This book shows how you can photograph a range of subjects and see the world as
never before. Written with clear and accessible text, it explores and suggests techniques that
expose new images in new ways, and pushes the boundaries of the photographer's creative
potential. 

Techniques include: ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) photography; high speed and time-lapse
photography; close-up, macro and photography with the aid of a microscope and finally,
photography using polarized light. Most of the techniques are accessible ot all photographers
using readily available equipment (UV and IR will require some specialist items), and have been
relatively unexplored so give the adventurous photographer great potential to experiment and
produce unique images.

AUTHOR:
Adrian Davies is a photographer, author and lecturer, working mainly in the fields of wildlife,
natural history, botanical and scientific imaging. He is a passionate conservationist, and has
travelled widely in search of images.

292 colour images
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The images of Pablo Lopez Luz are sensitive to the tensions in the urban landscape, expressing
the relationship of city dwellers to their environment and, in particular, to those tensions in which
the collective memory is encrypted. 

This is the spirit that informs the artist's photo essay about various buildings in the capital city
constructed with volcanic stone, a material that evokes the massive forms of pre-Columbian
architecture. 

The enormous metropolis, frequently shaken by seismic activity, is spread out under the gaze of
Popocateptl, over 5,000 meters high, and has itself encroached on the slopes of the Ajusco, a
dormant volcano lying to the south. The volcano stone known as tezontlehas been used for
centuries as a construction material: the facade of the National Palace, a concretion of Mexico's
pre-Columbian, colonial, and modern past, is made of it.

51 images
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Joan Fontcuberta and Pilar Rosado transform historic photographs into new portraits through
digital algorithm software

Here, Catalan conceptual artists Joan Fontcuberta (born 1955) and Pilar Rosado create
photorealistic portraits of nonexistent people. Using a digital algorithm to generate new faces
from real photographs from the 1930s, Fontcuberta and Rosado develop a contemporary version
of cubist and surrealist portraiture.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Prosopagnosia (memory pathology to remember faces) is a project departing from a historial
photo archive from a Spanish local newspaper active in the 30's, devoted to public personalities
of the time. 
•  This collection of faces is the input for a G.A.N. (Generative Adversatorial Network) algorithm
which develops a machine learning process to generate new faces out of the archive portraits
(although it could apply it to any kind of archive). 
•  The result is a new collection of photorealistic images of non-existing persons. The final
pictures are convincingly photographic but the focus is mainly set on the wonderful sequence of
failed attempts that review important steps in art history: Expressionism, Cubism, Surrealism,
Picasso, Bacon, Abstraction and so on..

2850 images
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Ulrich Wust (*1949), a trained urban planner, began photographing East German cities in the
1970s. His work was an uncompromising critique of the public realm and city building in the
former GDR. Today, it is now recognised as one of the boldest aesthetic statements made in the
socialist state. Since 1990, Wust has continued to focus on the architectural realities in the
eastern districts of Berlin, torn between urban planning and real estate development. Including
almost 200 images, rare ephemera and an in-depth interview, this first monograph on Wust
examines his work from multiple perspectives.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Ulrich Wust's (*1949) photographs are a bold critique of the former GDR's planned urbanism
•  Wust's first monograph includes 200 images, rare ephemera and an in-depth interview
•  Once of today's most prominent architectural photographers
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Chronicling the aesthetics of sacrifice in Mexican artist Ximena Labra's public interventions

This volume documents 25 years of public interventions by Mexico City–based artist Ximena Labra
(born 1972). Focusing in particular on Labra's use of the supernatural and carnivalesque
aesthetics of sacrifice, the book features texts by Cuauhtemoc Medina, Jose Luis Barrios and Bef.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Ximena Labra (Mexico, 1972) is a new force in the vibrant contemporary Art Scene of Mexico.
•  Over the past twenty-five years, Labra has developed a way of intervening in public space that
engenders both a tale about society and a critique of symbols. 
•  This book surveys her supernatural and carnivalesque aes¬thetics of sacrifice, reviewing her
interventions
•  This monograph includes texts by Cuauhtemoc Medina, Jose Luis Barrios and Bef.

133 images
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With his trusted 35mm camera, Ron Hoffer plunged into the turbulent post-Soviet world of the
late 1980s and early 1990s. In a myriad of images, he captured the beauty as well as the daily
challenges, friends and strangers alike had to face in Czechoslovakia or East Germany, while
trying to cope with the adventurously new economic and political realities. Thirty years after the
fall of the Berlin wall, Ron Hoffer's vignettes of women, the youth, everyday culture, and
devastated landscapes turn this book into a very personal memento and photographic tribute to
this astonishing time of global optimism.

SELLING POINT:
•  Presents images by photographer Ron Hoffer that capture the beauty and daily challenges of
post-Soviet life in Czechoslovakia and East Germany

86 colour images
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Beautiful black-and-white photographs of Santorini taken between 1954 and 1964 - depicting
idyllic landscapes and traditional island culture.

Today Santorini is visited by some 2.5 million people a year. But when Robert McCabe and his
brother arrived there in 1954, they were the only visitors on the island. In this collection of
stunning photographs from the 1950s and 1960s - reproduced as tritones of surpassing quality -
McCabe has recorded the hardscrabble, yet often romantic, life of a vanished era. Picturesque
whitewashed houses dug into the volcanic pumice; the harvest of the island's famous cherry
tomatoes; the winding road to the ruins of ancient Thera - all this was captured by his lens...

McCabe's photographs are complemented by two essays from the noted Greek journalist
Margarita Pournara, one poetically evoking her grandmother's childhood on Santorini and the
other explaining the geological forces that have given this volcanic island its dramatic form.

A companion to McCabe's recent volume on Mykonos, this book will fascinate modern-day visitors
to Santorini, as well as those who trace their roots to the Greek islands.

AUTHORS:
Robert A. McCabe was born in Chicago in 1934. He started taking photographs in 1939 with a
Kodak Brownie given to him by his father, who published a tabloid newspaper in New York.
McCabe's fifteen published photo books include the Abbeville titles Mykonos: Portrait of a
Vanished Era, Mycenae: From Myth to History, The Ramble in Central Park: A Wilderness West of
Fifth, and Three Days in Havana.

Margarita Pournara writes about art, culture, travel, food, and Athenian life in her column in
Kathimerini, a leading Greek newspaper. She has worked as a journalist in print and digital
media in Greece since 1994. Her grandmother was a native of Santorini.

80 tritone illustrations
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In his new book of photographs Tobias Barmann goes on the search for the hidden sides of Los
Angeles, City of Dreams. He traverses the gigantic metropolis, designed to accommodate cars,
on a bicycle. By slowing down he discovers the aesthetics of transition and incompletion outside
of the city's glamorous surface. Many of the motifs are evidence of the past acts of unknown
protagonists. With a cryptic eye for the poetry of the ephemeral and the supposedly trivial,
Barmann steers our attention to everything that our civilisation seems to evoke accidentally.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Tobias Barmann's street photography reveals the unknown side of Los Angeles
•  Contemporary finish with a Swiss binding

65 colour images
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No flower, whether in a garden or as a cut flower in a vase, is as well-known and as varied in
shape and colour as the tulip.

Once the most expensive flower bulb in the world, this ever-cheerful member of the lily family is
defined by its vibrant hues and simple sophistication of form.

In this newly-designed classic of floral photography, Peter Arnold captures the tulip in all its
beauty and diversity. From familiar to exotic tulip varieties, his exquisite tulip pictures are
supplemented with new texts. A winning book for all gardeners, flower lovers, and fans of art
and flower photography.

110 colour photographs
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Documenting Vera Lutter's ambitious residency at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, this
book traces the artist's process and features images from her two-year-long photography
project.

Vera Lutter's work has taken her and her pinhole camera all over the world, most recently to
LACMA as its artist in residence. Stationing a mobile camera obscura outside the museum, Lutter
captured the exterior of the campus buildings in images that transform the mid- and late-20th
century architecture. Using an enormous camera, custom-built into the museum's Old Masters
gallery, she captured the long perspective on the classically installed room, echoing historical
paintings of museum interiors. Finally, with four smaller cameras, Lutter photographed various
works in the LACMA collection, transforming colourful paintings into ethereal black-and-white
images. In contrast to digitised photography, which allows artists to fine-tune and perfect their
product, Lutter's analogue pinhole photographs are a refreshing reminder of the medium's
origins.

AUTHOR:
Jennifer King is Associate Curator of Contemporary Projects at the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art.

100 illustrations
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A longtime favourite getaway for America's most influential families, Cumberland Island, off the
Atlantic coast of Georgia, offers breathtaking white-sand beaches, rolling dunes, old-growth oak
forests, and salt marsh tidal estuaries. At the centre of it all is a population of horses that has
thrived, untouched for generations, within this serene sanctuary. In Wild Horses of Cumberland
Island, photographer Anouk Masson Krantz has captured the dramatic scenery and majestic
horses as they have never been seen before. Her images show the remarkable animals in their
naturally diverse ecosystems. A lone horse on a distant beach; four creatures peacefully grazing;
a shy animal peering over its shoulder from a brushy thicket - Krantz's portfolio, built over the
last decade, is an intimate reflection not only of Cumberland Island's exceptional beauty and
spirited horses, but of the history and the safekeeping that have allowed both to flourish.

This revised edition includes many new images and showcases Krantz's expansive body of work
that reflects the remarkable majesty of these horses as they continue to roam across this remote
island landscape.

AUTHOR:
Born and raised in France, Anouk Masson Krantz moved to the United States in the late 1990s.
She studied photography at the International Center of Photography and has developed several
notable bodies of work, including the wild horses of Cumberland Island. Krantz's work has
appeared in prominent galleries and earned accolades from the International Photography
Awards and International Monochrome Awards.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Exceptional fine art photography 10 years in the making of the landscape and wild horses of
Cumberland Island by a celebrated and award-winning photographer, Anouk Masson Krantz
•  An insider's exploration of a remote getaway off the coast of Georgia (site of the wedding of
John F. Kennedy Jr. and Carolyn Bessette) once owned by the Carnegies and now owned and
operated by the National Park Service
•  A book focused on the world of wild horses, photography, island life, and capturing a past time
in the modern day
•  A beautiful tome for collectors and design enthusiasts for its rich and awe-inspiring imagery
with a narrative story to match

150 b/w photographs
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Defying traditional portraiture, Wolfgang Strassl (*1956) has made a series of photographs which
encapsulates the rich, varied, eclectic and diverse population of London as seen in the
democratising space of a carriage on the London Underground. By omitting the face in these
portraits, Strassl allows us an undistracted and genuine perusal of these passengers and the
stories, which their visual appearances are telling. This also challenges our ability to see,
recognise and understand these stories. It is a gentle yet pervasive look at the great sea of
humanity travelling in subterranean London and the rich diversity in this contemporary
metropolis.

Text in English and German.

Wolfgang Strassl was born in Munich in 1956, where he still lives. Having spent almost a decade
in Tel Aviv, London has become his second home recently. As a photographer, he is interested in
social systems and spaces, in particular in the environments in which social transactions and
interactions take place. He understands his practice as a reflection on the characteristics and
conditions of human existence in the 21st century. His work has been subject of many
international exhibitions, and he has published numerous books, most recently the photographic
study Homeland - East Jerusalem Landscapes (Kerber, 2016).

SELLING POINT:
•  Wolfgang Strassl's anonymous portraitures capture the rich diversity of passengers on the
London Underground

45 colour images
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The Death Drive offers an explanatory framework and methodology to predict periods of
destruction that often have grim effects on societies, taking as its starting point the controversial
death drive concept.

Sigmund Freud's death drive remains among the most controversial concepts in psychoanalysis,
something which post-Freudians never could reach consensus on. Over time, it fell into oblivion.
Recent developments, however, have actualised the interest in the death drive as political
upheavals and turmoil lead to societal breakdowns that, according to reigning academic theory,
should not exist. It has become a burning and contentious topic. Existing conflict theories
generally unmask structural factors considered as explanatory root causes, whether social,
economic, or political in nature, but, typically, these factors may have been in place for decades.
These models consistently fail to identify the triggers that ignite abrupt change and what heralds
it. Anecdotally, a certain self-destructive sentiment seems to suddenly hold sway, where the
established order, the status quo, simply must be destroyed, and the psychological urges to do
so are too great to resist. But why would individuals or collectives elect a self-destructive path,
which on a superficial level seems to conflict with the survival instinct and the assumption of
perpetual human progress? Thus, the question must be posed: are these manifestations of the
death drive? The Death Drive: Why Societies Self-Destruct offers an explanatory framework and
methodology to predict periods of destruction that often have grim effects on societies, taking as
its starting point the controversial death drive concept. The book provides a model to understand
and forecast the seemingly irrational destructive human forces that hold such great and sinister
influence on world affairs.

AUTHOR:
Niklas Hageback has an extensive background in psychology, working with behavioural finance,
modelling irrational collective behaviour at tier-one financial institutions and consulting firms, such
as Deutsche Bank, KPMG, and Goldman Sachs. His previous works include the bestseller, The
Mystery of Market Movements: An Archetypal Approach to Investment Forecasting and Modelling,
The Virtual Mind: Designing the Logic to Approximate Human Thinking, and Idiots Breed Idiots:
Why Men No Longer are Created Equal.
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Former ambassador Joyce E. Leader was DCM in Kigali from 1991 until the genocide erupted in
1994 and is a recognised authority on the failed diplomatic efforts to avert the tragedy.

From Hope to Horror: Diplomacy and the Making of the Rwanda Genocide examines Joyce E.
Leader's time in the struggling state of Rwanda during the early 1990s, documenting the
challenges and troubling disruptions that the transitioning society faced, including violence as
prospective changes unleashed deep-seated social cleavages. As diplomat at the United States
embassy in Kigali, Leader depicts her firsthand account of Rwanda's descent from the prospect of
democracy and peace into horrific genocide. From a field perspective, From Hope to Horror
follows the political quest to maintain or gain power that ultimately unleashed a three-way
struggle leading to deep geographic and ethnic divisions in Rwandan society. Political wrangling
played out against a background of ever-escalating violence while U.S diplomacy pushed for a
democracy and peace without realising its own contribution to the violent backlash from those
whose power and privilege would be diminished due to U.S policies if this democracy was
reached. Violence escalated with each step forward in either democracy or peacemaking until
genocide enveloped the country, ending in the brutal slaughter and traumatising of millions.
Leader explores the ways in which the United States ultimately failed Rwanda by neglecting the
unintended consequences of its policies in support of democratisation and peacemaking. While
Part 1 of From Hope to Horror documents the unfolding of pre-genocide Rwanda, Part 2 marks
lessons learned that diplomacy must take under consideration to be more effective at preventing,
mitigating, and managing conflicts to avert genocide. This firsthand account of the political
dynamics inside Rwanda before the genocide will not only fill a gap in the literature but will also
contribute to a dialogue among diplomats and students of genocide and conflict resolution about
U.S. policy in transitioning societies and the importance of making conflict prevention a diplomatic
and foreign policy priority.

AUTHOR:
Joyce E. Leader is a retired U.S. Foreign Service officer who served as the deputy chief of
mission in Rwanda and as a U.S. observer to the Rwandan peace talks in Arusha, Tanzania. She
culminated her State Department career as an ambassador to the Republic of Guinea in West
Africa. She specialises in political affairs, refugee affairs, human rights, conflict resolution, and
international organisations. 
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Unprecedented is a simple, go-to guide to the many legal issues engulfing the Donald Trump
presidency.

Unprecedented is a user's manual for anyone who wants to understand the criminal and
constitutional issues related to the Trump administration. The book is a case study of crimes,
constitutional violations, and defenses seen through the lens of the Trump White House, from
Donald Trump's candidacy in 2016 through the present. In a colourful, engaging, and
easy-to-read style, attorney Sara Azari covers the Trump campaign and administration
characters who, one by one, are being charged with crimes. Azari explains the crimes, evidence,
defenses, and investigations of White House aides and political figures in an understandable,
clear way. As a white-collar criminal defense attorney with nearly two decades of experience in
federal courts nationwide, Azari's expertise uniquely qualifies her to form legal opinions about the
magnitude of the Trump administration's crimes and wrongdoings based on how the law applies
to each person and situation. In Unprecedented, Azari applies the law objectively to the actual
facts as we know them and analyses each case impartially, regardless of the personality involved.
Whether it's Donald Trump or the average person on the street - her legal opinion would be the
same based only on that person's conduct under the law. Right now, no publication or person is
cutting through the legal jargon to explain plainly, in approachable language, the controversies of
the Trump administration. Unprecedented does just that. Readers will take away a depth of
understanding that leads to informed opinions and more meaningful discussion about what we
read and hear in the news. They can use this unique guide to shatter the mystery surrounding
the legal issues that pertain to the current presidency and administration.

AUTHOR:
Sara Azari is a practicing lawyer who specialises in white-collar crime, defending clients in state
courts and federal district courts nationwide. She also provides legal commentary and analysis for
national media outlets including CNN, NBC, and ABC. She lives in Los Angeles. 
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How old is the moon? What are the names of the various lunar maria? What is a lunar eclipse?
What is a waxing crescent? Who drew the first map of this celestial body? This pocket
encyclopaedia, punctuated with vintage illustrations, provides a wealth of information on anything
to do with the moon, in a wide array of categories including scientific, literary, artistic and
literary.

Also available in the series:
The Little Book of Cats ISBN 9782812317408
The Little Book of Dogs ISBN 9782812318580
The Little Books of New York ISBN 9782812315329
The Little Book of Paris ISBN 9782812313318
The Little Books of Birds ISBN 9782812316364
The Little book of Versailles ISBN 9782812317804
The Little Book of Roses ISBN 9782379640810
The Little Book of Medicinal Plants ISBN 9782812319815
The Little Book of The Language of Flowers ISBN 9782812318924
The Little Book of Trees ISBN 9782379641039

AUTHOR:
Brigitte Bulard-Cordeau is a well-respected French nature journalist and published author.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A compact encyclopaedia of a wide variety of subjects related to The Moon, offering a great
mix of scientific facts and popular myths
•  Beautifully packaged - hardback, foam filled, with gilt edging
•  Richly illustrated with beautiful lithographs

81 colour illustrations
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Reveals the awesome neuroscience connecting brain, body, mind, and society, by examining a
range of brain disorders, in the tradition of Oliver Sacks.

Identifying what makes up the nature of the human mind has long been neuroscience's greatest
challenge - a mystery perhaps never to be fully understood. Award-winning author and master of
science journalism Anil Ananthaswamy smartly explores the concept of self by way of several
mental conditions that alter patients' identities, showing how we learn a lot about being human
from people with a fragmented or altered sense of self. 

He travels the world to meet those who suffer from "maladies of the self" interviewing patients,
psychiatrists, philosophers and neuroscientists along the way. He charts how the self is affected
by Asperger's, autism, Alzheimer's, epilepsy, schizophrenia, among many other mental
conditions, revealing how the brain constructs our sense of self. Each chapter is anchored with
stories of people who experience themselves differently from the norm.
 
The Man Who Wasn't There is a magical mystery tour of scientific analysis and philosophical
pondering, now utterly transformed by recent advances in cutting-edge neuroscience.

AUTHOR:
Anil Ananthaswamy is an award-winning journalist who contributes regularly to New Scientist, as
well as writing for Nature, National Geographic News, Discover, The Wall Street Journal and the
Literary Review. He is the recipient of the Book of the Year award from Physics World (2010), the
Nautilus Book Award (2015) and was longlisted for the Pen/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing
Award (2016). He lives in London.
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Often known as the Principia, this one of the most important scientific works ever to have been
written and continues profoundly to impact on modern science. It states Newton's Laws of Motion
and Law of Universal Gravitation revealing Newton as a rare genius, revolutionizing our
understanding of the world around us.

Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, often known as the Principia, is one of the most
important scientific works ever to have been written and has had a profound impact on modern
science. Consisting of three separate books, the Principia states Newton's laws of motion and
Newton's law of universal gravitation. Understanding and acceptance of these theories was not
immediate, however by the end of the seventeenth century no one could deny that Newton had
far exceeded all previous works and revolutionised scientific thinking.

FLAME TREE's Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing on
ancient, medieval and modern writing. Offering a fund of essential knowledge, and spell-binding
stories it satisfies every facet of human interest: scientific, philosophical, sociological, romantic,
dramatic and mysterious. From the ancient wisdom of the Mahabharata to the curious power of
Don Quixote, Boccaccio's Decameron and Melville's classic Moby Dick, from the scientific wonders
of Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein to the great thinkers of Western and Asian philosophy.

AUTHOR:
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was an English physicist and mathematician who was a leading
figure in the scientific revolution. His work throughout the seventeenth century provided the basis
for modern science, including his three laws of motion and the law of universal gravitation.
Newton s career was prolific. He was president of the Royal Society and in 1705 he was knighted,
becoming the first ever scientist to receive the honour. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  New series featuring the greatest works of fiction, science, philosophy and sociology. 
•  Foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  Specially written introductions contextualise the book. 
•  New deluxe series.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed.
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"A must-have poetry collection that will ignite a flame within you and set your soul on fire." -
Amber Rae, bestselling author of Choose Wonder Over Worry

All aboard
this bullet train to
everything we've
ever wanted
and worked for
and deserved.
We're charging
loud and proud and strong.
Don't you feel this motion? This might?
Come with us.

Grace + Oak, a fresh collection of over 100 brand-new poems paired with elegant photographs,
is a love letter to women who are pursuing their passions. Moving words and images will
empower you to discover your strengths, reach for your dreams, and achieve your goals. A
stirring combination of the inspirational and the aspirational, this beautiful book is one that you
will want to treasure and share.

"In the manner that stars, when collapsing, are often breaking down into supernovas, so, too, do
our lives often fall apart right before our most vital awakening. What Kristin Helms and Meg
Stone have created here is simply that: the awakening." -  Brianna Wiest, author of 101 Essays
that Will Change the Way You Think

AUTHOR:
Kristin Helms founded Tribe Magazine, the popular online publication for moms, along with the
spin-off networking group Mom Tribe. She is the author of From Boardroom to Baby, and her
prose and inspiring thoughts have been published in PopSugar, The Huffington Post, and The
New York Times. She lives near San Diego, California.

Meg Stone is a fashion and lifestyle photographer whose work has been featured in Elle Spain,
Southern Living Magazine, Glitter Guide, and The Zoe Report. She lives in the San Francisco Bay
Area.
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An in inspiring story of the resilience of the human heart, told in twelve beautiful illustrations.

The Heart's Journeyis the tale of a heart that encounters pain and suffering only to be healed by
the power and security of love. Artist Judy Pelikan's lovingly rendered illustrations depict the
human heart's strength and capacity for love so persuasively that no words are needed. This
miniature book - back in print by popular demand - is the perfect gift for anyone who needs to
remember that the heart always emerges triumphant.

AUTHOR:
Judy Pelikan is the illustrator of the New York Times best seller Grandmother Remembers and
many other gift books. She lives in the north country of New Hampshire.
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You are not alone.

From a young age we're told that boys don't cry. But whatever your gender, everybody has their
ups and downs, and everybody cries – including men.

It's time we talked about it, and this book is starting the conversation. From tips on how to reach
out to advice on navigating mental health issues, this volume is full of guidance on how to look
out for your well-being in a world that often tells you not to.

It's here to tell you that boys do cry, that it's okay not to be okay – and that being a "real" man
means just being you.

AUTHOR:
Charlie Hoare is a life coach and entrepreneur who co-founded TAPPED birch water having
worked for Innocent Drinks, Air Asia and start-ups in London, Hong Kong and Malaysia (from
where he cycled the 10,000 miles home). Personal experience of depression and anxiety led him
to an MSc in Applied Positive Psychology and Coaching Psychology, and a move from London to
East Wittering in Sussex.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Full of advice, ideas and kind words to help men who are feeling down, affected by low
self-esteem, or suffering with more serious mental health problems, especially anxiety-related
issues, stress and depression.
•  A comforting, friendly starting point for someone wanting to help themselves, or could be
given as a gift by a concerned friend or relative to someone who may be struggling.
•  There is still a stigma around male mental health, and statistics show that suicide is the biggest
cause of death amongst men under 35. This book encourages men to open up about their
mental health, and presents the topic in a clear, approachable way.
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Meet the women and female-identifying heroes who have defied death, flouted cultural norms,
and risen above poverty to become CEOs, entrepreneurs, activists, role models, media moguls,
and movement creators. This collection of stories, essays, and interviews celebrates their
superpowers: love, determination, vision, and grit. These 50 women share their wisdom and
advice in ways that will inspire you to discover your own superpower.

Each story will transport you into the life and perspective of one who dares to challenge the
status quo, dismantle barriers, and empower those around her: Alexa Carlin, a CEO at the age of
17, overcame a 1% chance of surviving sepsis and started the Women Empowerment Expo;
Mariah Hanson, launched the Dinah, the world's largest party and music festival for lesbians;
activist and gun control advocate Shira Tarantino founded the ENOUGH Campaign; Laverne
Delgado is program director of Fashion & Freedom, an organisation that rescues victims of sex
trafficking and helps them learn skills to enter the fashion industry; plus dozens of other women
who refused to accept societal limitations and whose achievements offer inspiring lessons for us
all.

AUTHOR:
Asha Dahya is a journalist, content creator, and TEDx speaker with over 15 years' experience
creating content for major broadcast and digital platforms, including FOX, ABC, MSN, and MTV.
She is the founder and editor-in-chief of GirlTalkHQ.com, a daily news site promoting positive
imagery and representation of women in media. She is active in protecting reproductive rights
and has been a moderator of panels including UN Women, Mount Saint Mary's University, and
EmpowHer Institute. Indian by ethnicity, she was born in the United Kingdom, raised in Australia,
and is currently based in Los Angeles.

50 photographs
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"O grandson of Conn, O Cormac," said Carbre, "what do you deem the worst thing you have
seen?"

"Not hard to tell," said Cormac, "Faces of foes in a battle-field."

Cormac Mac Airt, a third-century high king of Ireland, ruled during a time of prosperity and is
revered for his wisdom and generosity. This set of his instructions, presented in a highly poetic
question-and-answer dialogue between the king and his son, offers advice on how to live an
honest, respectable, and successful life. The Wisdom of Cormac began as an oral tradition that
was transcribed by medieval monks and ultimately translated from the Old Irish by the
distinguished scholar Kuno Meyer. A milestone in the long history of Celtic knowledge, its practical
and moral directives offer a blueprint from ancient Ireland that has universal resonance for
modern readers.

AUTHOR:
Kuno Meyer (1858–1919) was a distinguished German scholar of Celtic language and literature.
He founded and edited four journals devoted to Celtic studies, published numerous translations of
Old and Middle Irish romances and legends, and lectured at universities in Germany, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.
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In celebration of 150 years of college football and 100 years of the National Football League,
Assouline presents Football: The Impossible Collection - The 100 Most Legendary Moments in
History. This is the first book to offer a comprehensive view of both college and professional
football, a curated selection of 100 historic firsts, unforgettable upsets and routs, amazing plays
and unusual happenings, such as when a college marching band prematurely took the field,
interrupting the incredible final touchdown of a rivalry game.

Selected by noted sports journalist Michael MacCambridge, Football: The Impossible Collection
showcases the 100 most exciting, memorable and significant events that shaped this American
sport, from 1869 when Princeton played Rutgers in the very first college game, the first legal
forward pass in 1906, the Ice Bowl, the Immaculate Reception and the Hail Mary, to the 2018
record-scoring 54-51 shootout between the Rams and Chiefs on Monday Night Football.

Illustrated with dynamic photographs, rarely seen archival documents and vintage memorabilia,
this collectible handcrafted Ultimate Collection volume is presented in a unique faux pigskin
clamshell case, the quintessential compendium for fans of college and professional football.

Assouline's Ultimate Collection is an homage to the art of luxury bookmaking. Hand-bound using
traditional techniques, with color plates hand-tipped on art-quality paper, each page of this
limited-edition series bears the unique imprint of the artisan. Treating a range of topics from
jewelry and fashion, fine art and the 'Impossible Collections,' the Ultimate Collection curates
culture from around the world and across the ages. Nestled in linen clamshell presentation cases,
these books attract collectors, lovers of the printed page, and those who devour the culture of
our time. Signaling a new level of sophistication for true connoisseurs, these unique books are
works of art in their own right.

AUTHOR:
Michael MacCambridge has written extensively about sports, music, movies, and popular culture.
His award-winning book America's Game: The Epic Story of How Pro Football Captured a Nation
is widely considered the definitive modern history of pro football. He edited the critically
acclaimed ESPN College Football Encyclopedia. For eight years a columnist and critic at the Austin
American-Statesman, MacCambridge also contributed to A New Literary History of America, and
his work has appeared in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post,
Sports Illustrated, Grantland, The Ringer, and GQ. 

Handcrafted limited edition in a faux pigskin clamshell case

125 illustrations
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

A riveting look at what is really said and done behind closed doors with the New York Yankees,
the most famous and wealthiest sports franchise in the world

Using the 2018 baseball season as the backdrop, Inside the Empire gives readers the real,
unvarnished "straight-from-the-gut" truth from Brian Cashman, Aaron Boone, Giancarlo Stanton,
C.C. Sabathia - even Hal Steinbrenner and Randy Levine - and many more.

This is baseball's version of HBO's award-winning NFL series Hard Knocks. Klapisch and Solotaroff
take you deep into the Yankees clubhouse, their dugout, and the front office, and pull back the
curtain so that every fan can see what really goes on.

Bottom line? You may think you know everything about the storied franchise of the New York
Yankees and what makes them tick. But Inside the Empire will set the record straight, and drop
bombshells about iconic figures along the way. There's never been a baseball book quite like it.

AUTHORS:
Paul Solotaroff has been a senior writer at Rolling Stone for twenty-five years (and at Men's
Journal for almost twenty). He covered the NFL concussion scandal, including the Aaron
Hernandez story, was the first to report the horror-show conditions at Walter Reade Hospital, and
has written a series of stories that helped free innocent men who were doing life without parole
in state prisons. Winner of two Genesis Awards and more than a half-dozen selections to the Best
American Sports Writing anthologies, Solotaroff is a Pulitzer Prize and National Magazine Award
finalist. Six of his earlier stories were optioned for TV dramas or films, including "Original
Gangster," "The Fixer," "Living the Vida Macho," "Not Guilty," and "The Gangster in the Huddle."
This year, four of his stories will be reborn as TV series or prestige documentaries on Netflix,
Showtime, the USA network, and Facebook View.

Bob Klapisch has covered baseball for the New York Post, New York Daily News, and Bergen
Record as well as ESPN, FOX Sports and USA Today. His work has appeared in Sports Illustrated,
Rolling Stone and Men's Journal. Klapisch has won several Top-5 awards in the prestigious
Associated Press Sports Editors contest and appears regularly on MLB Network. A graduate of
Columbia University, where he played varsity baseball, Klapisch continues to pitch in the
semi-professional Metropolitan League in Bergen County. He and his family live in Westwood, NJ.
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Masters scullers range in age from Grade AA (21 in the US) or Grade A (27 in the UK) to Grade
M (89 plus). Although diverse in age, these athletes all have one thing in common - they are
each unique. 

This book partners with each individual athlete to achieve performance improvements based on
their own aspirations, technical skill and fitness level. The focus is on understanding and
efficiency, both in the acquisition of skills and training. The dynamic technique described offers
scullers a high-performance sculling approach, carefully tailored to support a Masters sculler's
long-term career. 

Illustrated with superb colour photographs, diagrams and a wealth of examples, coverage
includes individual assessment of an athlete's sculling skills, flexibility and aerobic fitness;
compilation and application of evidence-based data; formation of highly individual training
programmes; experiments for athletes to explore their connectedness, versatility and speed, and
finally, race strategies and plans for competitive athletes. Based on the athlete's needs and
aspirations, Masters Sculling provides you with the knowledge and skills to build an individual
training plan that minimises injury risk, achieves continuous improvement and fosters a lifelong
enjoyment of the sport.

AUTHOR:
Dr Nancy Churchill has thirty-five years of coaching experience working with all ages of athletes
across a variety of sports. She is a Rowing Australia Level 3 Performance Coach, as well as a
USA Hockey Level 4 Performance Coach. Her interests are in developing innovative strategies for
skills acquisition, increasing participation, and most of all, the fun of sport.

45 colour photographs and 99 colour diagrams
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These striking notecards feature an extreme, almost abstract closeup of a great artwork on the
front, and the entire artwork on the back.

Audubon's Feathers features four details from John James Audubon's Birds of America, showing
the incredible precision with which his engravers translated his drawings to the copper plates.

Impressionist Brushstrokes features details of four Impressionist masterworks, revealing the
artists' incredible, almost uncanny handling of paint.

Mosaics Magnified features details of four Greek and Roman mosaics, highlighting the incredible
precision with which the craftsmen placed their many thousands of tesserae.

Each set includes sixteen notecards (four different designs) and seventeen envelopes, in a
presentation-quality box.

AUTHOR:
John James Audubon (1785-1851) was an artist and naturalist who became renown for his works
cataloging North American birds. His drawings and watercolors were engraved and published in
London by Robert Havell as The Birds of America, which featured 435 hand-colored plates.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Annie Soudain's Midsummer Morning.

A member of Sussex Guild and the Rye Society of Artists, Annie Soudain has always been
inspired by nature. She uses a variety of media to create her beautiful artworks, but her main
focus is on lino printing.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Beautiful Decay by IA London.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Bodleian Libraries: Playing the Game.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Roman Road at Bordighera by Claude Monet.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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These striking notecards feature an extreme, almost abstract closeup of a great artwork on the
front, and the entire artwork on the back.

Mosaics Magnified features details of four Greek and Roman mosaics, highlighting the incredible
precision with which the craftsmen placed their many thousands of tesserae.

Audubon's Feathers features four details from John James Audubon's Birds of America, showing
the incredible precision with which his engravers translated his drawings to the copper plates.

Impressionist Brushstrokes features details of four Impressionist masterworks, revealing the
artists' incredible, almost uncanny handling of paint.

Each set includes sixteen notecards (four different designs) and seventeen envelopes, in a
presentation-quality box.
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Illustrated biography of this iconic narrow gauge locomotive.

The first in a new series of Special Editions from the popular digital magazine Narrow Gauge Net
documents the life and times of both the locomotive Bazalgette (formerly known as Busy Basil),
and the Garden Festival Railways of the late 1980s / early 1990s (the loco was originally built for
service at the Stoke-on-Trent Festival). This locomotive was returned to service in spring 2019 to
work the railway at the Crossness Engines Trust site – the only heritage railway inside the M25.
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Anyone visiting mainland Europe cannot fail to be impressed by the size of the canals and the
quantity of commercial traffic, offering a viable and realistic alternative to the ever increasing use
of lorries to transport freight. In this book the author presents to the reader vessels that have
passed through with detailed information about each canal that is mentioned, accompanied by
stunning photographs in an all colour album. Countries featured include France, Germany and the
Netherlands in addition to the UK.
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Colour photograph album of steam in the former DDR in 1978-79.

This A5 softback book is the third in the series of International Railway Memories titles from the
publishers of the well-respected magazine, Locomotives International. Using archive colour
photographs from the collection of well-known railway photographer, enthusiast and
preservationist Kevin Hoggett, the reader is taken on a photographic journey of the best of
steam in the DDR in the late 1970s. Standard gauge, narrow gauge, passenger and freight
trains, all are featured. Sit back, enjoy the images, and savour the atmosphere!
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The Dennis company has been building vehicles since 1895, making it the oldest continuously
producing British manufacturer. From its origins in a small Guildford shop, the company has
grown to become a major bus manufacturer with its products selling around the world. 

This book discusses the company's highs and lows, through two world wars, challenging markets
and ownership changes. It documents the vehicles produced and their innovative design features,
from early cars and street-cleaning machines to vans, buses, trucks, fire engines and
ambulances. First-hand descriptions of how, and why, some of the company's most successful
products such as the Dart, Trident and Enviro buses evolved. It explains why their once
market-leading fire engines are no longer made. It also analyses the reasons why some products
were less successful and explores what happened to parts of the company that were sold over
the years. Finally, the company's future opportunities and challenges are considered. 
The author, Andy Goundry, has not only drawn on his own personal experience of almost twenty
years of employment with the company but he has drawn on what is left of the company
archives, private collections and first-hand accounts, to produce this book as a salutation of over
125 years of continuous manufacturing.

AUTHOR:
Andy Goundry has been involved in vehicle design, development and manufacture all his working
career. Originally from County Durham, he started his automotive career through a Student
Apprenticeship with the British Motor Corporation at Longbridge. He then moved to the British
Leyland Truck & Bus headquarters, where he had a close involvement in bringing the T45
Roadtrain, Cruiser and Constructor truck ranges into production. After working for Vickers, David
Brown and Caterpillar, Andy joined what was then Dennis Specialist Vehicles (which later became
Alexander Dennis Ltd) in Guildford in 1995, initially as Engineering Manager, eventually becoming
Plant Director of the Guildford chassis business before retiring in 2011.

128 colour and 121 b/w photographs
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How often have you glanced skywards at the sound of a passing aircraft and wondered what it
would be like to fly one of those gleaming metal machines? Or admired the skill and the daring
of the fighter pilot swooping down upon his enemy in the awe-inspiring, unrivalled elegance of a
Spitfire? Ron Lloyd has had the experience of flying the majestic propeller-driven aircraft of the
Second World War as well as the roaring, sound-barrier-breaking jets of the Cold War - and in
this exciting book, he places the reader in the cockpit, describing what it really feels like to be
sitting at the controls of a fighter aircraft. Ron Lloyd joined the RAF after the Second World War.
During his early service he was selected to be one of the pilots to fly the wartime aircraft in the
famous feature film The Battle of Britain, being fortunate to fly a Spitfire and even a
Messerschmitt Bf 109 during the six weeks of filming. His role with the RAF, on the other hand,
saw him on the front line in the Cold War, piloting de Havilland Vampires, Hawker Hunters,
Gloster Javelins, Lightnings and Phantoms. He also served on exchange in the USA where he flew
Convair F-102s, Convair F-106s and Lockheed T-33s. Ron wanted to share the thrills and the
dangers of flying such aircraft with those who have not had such privileges - as well as relive
such moments with those who have. Packed with unique photographs of the golden age of British
military aviation, Fast Jets to Spitfires brings the recent past back to life and allows readers to
experience, through Ron Lloyd's graphic accounts, the pure joy of being airborne, alone and in
control of the great flying machines that have helped forge this nation's history.

AUTHOR:
Having been evacuated during the Second World War as a young child, Ron Lloyd was educated
at Wandsworth Grammar School in London under the guidance of superb, inspiring school
masters who enabled him to qualify for Cranwell entry. During his subsequent RAF career, he has
lived in Cyprus, Scotland, Wales, Texas, Canberra, and, latterly, Oxford. A contributor to
Aeroplane Monthly and Flugzeug, Ron wed at the age of 23 and is still happily married to Anne. 

100 colour illustrations
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We all remember the famous trains of yesteryear like The Flying Scotsman, The Royal Scot and
The Waverley, passenger trains from the great days of steam, but behind the glamour of these
celebrated expresses were the dirty unloved goods trains. Well into the 1980s it was possible to
ride behind and experience most locomotives on passenger services, but the arrival of the HST
and diesel multiple units soon changed this, and with the odd exception, today's locos can only be
found working on freight trains. The interest in the goods or freight train has risen greatly in
recent years even against a backdrop of reduced depots, yards and variety of workings. This
book brings together the work of many of our most outstanding railway photographers featuring
some of their best work from the mid 1950s right up to the present day. The old local trip with its
wooden trucks, the long mixed goods, the heavy steel train and Speedlink services all feature
from the steam, diesel and electric eras. Put these trains into picturesque Northern landscapes or
set them against almost forgotten industrial backdrops and we hopefully have a book that
captures the Freight Train in the North of England.

AUTHOR:
John Matthews was born at Preston Royal Infirmary in September 1951 and grew up in a
terraced street devoid of a single car! He left school at sixteen with the modest achievement of
two GCE O levels in English and Mathematics. A job in a bank and a short spell as a bus driver
followed. 

200 colour and b/w illustrations
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A history in pictures of 40 years of preservation at Wales' first standard gauge heritage railway.

This full colour illustrated history of Wales' First Standard Gauge Preserved Railway launches our
new "GWR Branch Lines Today" series. Written by Iain McCall, a railway historian who was
intimately involved in the Gwili Railway as a volunteer for 30 of its 40 years of history, this 80
page A4 softback covers all the key moments in the preservation era history of the line, as well
as many of the lesser known and lighter hearted events to have occurred during that time.
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Hardback pictorial album charting the developments and innovations on London's Buses.

This book treats us to views of the famous London buses in chronological order, from the
traditional types to the modern battery-electric bus. During the 1970s, the bus scene became
increasingly interesting as London Transport struggled with unreliable and unsuitable vehicles.
Most of these were far from life-expired, and their premature departure made the sourcing of
suitable replacements a matter of urgency. During the 1980s, the London bus scene became one
of constant change and was increasingly driven by politics. The increasing variety of vehicle types
was accompanied by a proliferation of liveries but, throughout all this change, the Routemaster
continued to live on in healthy numbers, and would do so for many more years to come.
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Pictorial album featuring this much-loved South Wales operator.

This softback, A5 size book takes a chronological look at the National Welsh fleet to illustrate both
the variety of vehicles operated, particularly in the early days, and the fascinating mix of urban
and rural landscapes through which they worked between 1978 and 1992. It will hopefully serve
as a reminder of a company which packed a great deal into its 14 years in existence, and which
was always of interest to the bus enthusiast. 80 pages with over 80 colour images.
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From as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century, Britain was at the forefront of powered
flight. Across the country many places became centres of innovation and experimentation, as
increasing numbers of daring men took to the skies. It was in 1799, at Brompton Hall, that Sir
George Cayley Bart put forward ideas which formed the basis of powered flight. Cayley is widely
regarded as the father of aviation and his ancestral home the cradle' of British aviation. There
were balloon flights at Hendon from 1862, although attempts at powered flights from the area
later used as the famous airfield, do not seem to have been particularly successful. Despite this,
Louis Bleriot established a flying school there in 1910. It was gliders that Percy Pilcher flew from
the grounds of Stamford Hall, Leicestershire during the 1890s. He was killed in a crash there in
1899, but Pilcher had plans for a powered aircraft which experts believe may well have enabled
him to beat the Wright Brothers in becoming the first to make a fixed-wing powered flight. At
Brooklands attempts were made to build and fly a powered aircraft in 1906 even before the
banked racetrack was completed but these were unsuccessful. But on 8 June 1908, A.V. Roe
made what is considered to be the first powered flight in Britain from there - in reality a short
hop - in a machine of his own design and construction, enabling Brooklands to claim to be the
birthplace of British aviation. These are just a few of the many places investigated by Bruce
Hales-Dutton in this intriguing look at the early days of British aviation, which includes the first
ever aircraft factory in Britain in the railway arches at Battersea; Larkhill on Salisbury Plain which
became the British Army's first airfield, and Barking Creek where Frederick Handley Page
established his first factory.

AUTHOR:
Newspaper and magazine journalist, government press officer and aviation industry public
relations specialist, Bruce Hales-Dutton's professional career has encompassed all of these. He
has worked for the government department responsible for the aviation industry, a major
international airports group and a highly-respected supplier of air traffic control services as well
as Britain's aviation industry regulator. During this time, he has written text for articles, news
releases, brochures and leaflets, scripts for video programmes and speeches. He now
concentrates on writing books and articles about his two great loves, aviation and motor racing.
Bruce is a member of the Royal Aeronautical Society and a volunteer steward at Brooklands
Museum. He was born in Kent and continues to live there. 
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Porsche stands for a special passion between driver and vehicle. A garage with a Porsche is
therefore more than just a garage. It is a museum, exhibition space and retreat, a place of
passion and love for sports cars. This special way of life is reflected in this unique illustrated
book: Porsche Garages visits some of the biggest Porsche fans all over the world and offers
unique insights into their sacred halls over more than 200 pages.

Among the well-tended and well-kept collector's items are production vehicles as well as Porsche
vintage cars. Selected individual cars are lovingly presented, opulent collections impressively
staged. Always included in the portrait: the people behind the treasure in the garage.

Porsche Garages demonstrates that special Porsche models and exciting people make a good
story. Whether celebrity or passionate enthusiast, all Porsche collectors give very personal
insights into their garages. The result is a multi-faceted collection, compiled with great sensitivity
and attention to detail by the editors of the Porsche magazine Christophorus and Porsche Klassik.
The impressive pictures are supplemented by informative articles on the topics of Porsche
restoration, passion for collecting and value development. A very special illustrated book in which
many car lovers and Porsche fans will recognise themselves!

SELLING POINTS:
•  More than 20 stories of passionate Porsche enthusiasts
•  Renowned Porsche collectors like Robby Naish, Hartmut Esslinger, Patrick Long and Hans-Peter
Porsche
•  Rare Porsche models from more than 70 years of brand history
•  The Porsche Community worldwide: stories from Germany, England, USA, Chile, South Africa,
France, Kuwait and India
•  Exclusive colour photos and high-quality design

300 colour images
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Profusely illustrated, this book blends both entertaining travelogue and historical reference data
to make a fascinating read on the heyday of rail travel in South America.

A detailed account of the railways of South America in their fading "glory years" where it was still
possible to travel from one side of the continent to the other. The book includes well researched
historical information on the railways of every country in South America, as well as personal
recollections of the trials and tribulations of what travelling by train in some of the most
inaccessible parts of the continent could be like. By well-known expert on Latin American
railways, Ian Thomson-Newman.
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Author, Andrew Wiltshire takes a close look at tugs in the South Wales ports of Newport, Cardiff,
Barry, Port Talbot and Swansea. He follows the changes as tug ownership has moved from local
companies to national and multinational companies.

In this book, the author takes a close look at tugs in the South Wales ports of Newport, Cardiff,
Barry, Port Talbot and Swansea. He follows the changes as tug ownership has moved from local
companies to national and multinational companies. The changes in the fleets of the various
companies are well illustrated in this softback, 96 page book by over 100 superb colour
photographs, each with an informative extended caption, all written by well-known tug historian
Andrew Wiltshire.
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The first history of a well-known and prolific Scottish boatbuilder.

The post-war fishing industry was quick to recover from six years of restricted fishing. In
Fraserburgh the three yards of James Noble, J. and G. Forbes of Sandhaven and William Noble
had all been producing standard MFVs throughout the war, and afterwards continued to be busy
so it wasn't surprising when a new yard, opened by three local men, appeared on the scene.
Tommy Summers, Bill Duthie and George McLeman had all served apprentices with James Noble
and they set up business as a partnership once they had designed a new boat, drawn out the
plans and made the moulds. This was to be a Summer’s yole, and she was to be the first of
many. Between 1949 and 1964, the yard produced 92 fishing vessels and a couple of yachts.
More prolific than Nobles of Girvan or Campeltown Shipyard, and equally renowned for quality,
many of these boats survive to this day, some fishing, some converted to pleasure.

AUTHOR:
Mike Smylie is a maritime historian specialising in the fishing industry. He has written widely on
the subject for many books and magazines. He is a founder member of the 40 plus Fishing Boat
Association and edits their thrice-yearly newsletter Fishing Boats.

33 colour and 40 b/w illustrations
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A colourful, curated compendium of posts from Porsche's daily lifestyle Instagram magazine
@Type7. It features images and stories from the world of Porsche enthusiasts, with topics that
include art, architecture, and design. With @Type7, Porsche has created a brand channel for a
hipper-than-usual target group: young, stylish, with an interest in the fine arts and culture.

In this illustrated book, editor-in chief Ted Gushue and his team have chosen the best @Type7
stories from the past year.

AUTHOR:
Ted Gushue is a brand ambassador, writer, editor, and photographer. He was previously the
editorial director of 'Petrolicious', one of the world's most popular classic car websites.

SELLING POINT:
•  Includes 49 Instagram stories with high-quality pictures, and previously unpublished material
from the @Type7 archives

300 colour images
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The story of a great shipping line and its vessels through conflicts, in rare postcards and images.

During the time the White Star Line existed, Britain was involved in both the Boer Wars and the
First World War. The White Star vessels contributed greatly to the British war effort in each
conflict. They didn't always make it out intact, HMHS Britannic being one example of a beautiful
liner to be lost after hitting a mine. After the merger of White Star with Cunard in 1934, several
of the company's vessels went on to serve in World War Two. Expert author and collector Patrick
Mylon has compiled the first book to concentrate on wat happened to the White Star ships in
wartime, weaving together ship histories and moving human stories to create a poignant and
evocative book filled with rare imagery.

AUTHOR:
Patrick Mylon spent his working life in the travel industry. He began what would become a
lifetime’s hobby collecting White Star memorabilia in 1983 and now has a collection of over 4,000
items. He is a member of various Titanic and White Star Line societies and lives in London. He
has previously written The White Star Collection, The Unseen Olympic, and RMS Titanic: The
Wider Story for The History Press. 
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Manchester is far more than a grey provincial city preoccupied with the business of making
money. The bales of cotton goods awaiting export have gone from the grand warehouses styled
like palaces, and the cotton mills no longer hum with the sound of machinery. Yet the buildings
remain in all their glory of tiles, terracotta and stained glass - converted to hotels, offices, chic
apartments, hipster bars, fine eateries or gritty drinking dens. The textile trade may have
disappeared, but you can find sustainable fashion in the old rag-trade district, and top quality
coats and jackets are still being hand-sewn in the last remaining family-owned clothing factory.
This book will also take you to alternative Manchester - Radical Manchester from Peterloo to the
Pankhursts, Literary Manchester from Elizabeth Gaskell to Anthony Burgess, and of course to
Madchester, the crazy music scene of Morrissey, Tony Wilson, the Hacienda and Factory Records.

AUTHORS:
Julian Treuherz was born in Littleborough and went to school in Manchester, when he first got to
know the city. He later returned to work as a curator at the Manchester Art Gallery before
disappearing down the M62 to run the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. He is an expert on Victorian
art and the Pre-Raphaelites. Peter de Figueiredo was brought up in Cheshire, studying
architecture at the Manchester School of Art and urban design at the University of Manchester,
leading to a career in historic buildings conservation. For many years he was based at the
Manchester office of English Heritage, before running his own consultancy.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Manchester
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 510,000 people call Manchester home) and the
tourist market (more than 119 million people visit Manchester every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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It's easy to fall in love with the Hamptons. Charming towns, pristine beaches - and that luminous
light cherished by locals and generations of beach lovers.

While it's famous for its magnificent mansions and coiffed hedges, there is so much more here to
than meets the eye. Come find the hidden secrets of the Hamptons waiting to be discovered with
111 Places in the Hamptons That You Must Not Miss.

Hang ten at a secret surfers' beach. See the studio where artist Jackson Pollock painted his
masterpieces. Get lost in a field of lavender. Visit a haunted lighthouse. Ride a horse along a
secluded beach. Take a stroll in the graveyard where Picasso's forgotten muse is buried.

From wood-shingled windmills to hydrangea-rimmed roads. White, sandy beaches - to calm,
bayside views. These places of nature, history, art, and delightful quirkiness are the very reasons
why the East End of Long Island has become one of the most beloved travel destinations in the
world.

AUTHOR:
Wendy Lubovich is an art and lifestyle writer, living in Southampton and Manhattan. She is the
author of the book: 111 Museums In New York That You Must Not Miss, ISBN 9783740803797.
With a Fine and Decorative Arts degree from Christie's Education in London, she is a private
museum guide in New York City. A former TV news anchor, she is a life-long artist and spends
time painting in her tiny East End studio.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to the Hamptons
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 20 million people call the New York metropolitan
area home) and the tourist market (more than 62 million people visit the New York metropolitan
area every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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The best of the Nature Hot Spots regional books in one national guide. 

150 Nature Hot Spots in Canada features a selection of destinations from the four existing
Canadian nature hot spot guides with the addition of destinations in Quebec, Atlantic Canada and
the territories. Like the other titles in the series, this guide is for travellers and adventurers
looking to explore the Canadian Outdoors - a country with no shortage of breathtaking nature
destinations. 

The first section profiles 85 hot spots across the country, with details on location, accessibility and
natural and recreational highlights. The second section features 65 destinations chosen for their
specialised appeal, from backpacking trails to scenic drives to birdwatching. In all, the 150 nature
hot spots provide options for every reader's taste and interests.

150 Nature Hot Spots in Canada is a nature lover's indispensable guide to the entire country, one
that's known worldwide for its incredible sea-to-sea natural beauty and its endless recreational
opportunities. 

AUTHOR:
Debbie Olsen is an award-winning Alberta-based travel writer who loves to explore natural areas
around the world. She is the co-author of 125 Nature Hot Spots in Alberta and has contributed to
nine Fodor's guidebooks about Alberta. She writes a regular travel column for the Calgary
Herald.
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Australian Wildlife Guide – portable and easy-to-use, detailing habitats, mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians, invertebrates, the marine environment and where to go. Covers native, endemic
and introduced species such as koala, kangaroo, platypus, plus Sydney, Great Barrier Reef, the
Outback and elsewhere. Suitable for all ages and interest levels.

A new, thoroughly updated second edition of Bradt's Australian Wildlife, covering habitats,
mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates, the marine environment and where to go.
Wildlife writer Stella Martin combines the encyclopaedic knowledge of David Attenborough with
the enthusiasm of the late Steve Irwin to offer a unique guide which, compared to others, is
variously more portable and more detailed, has a broader scope, goes beyond identification
notes and includes an in-depth guide to ecosystems. It also covers all regions of Australia.
Background chapters explain how Australia's wildlife evolved in isolation and how the geology, soil
and climate affect its natural history. There is also a close look at Australia's infamously
dangerous creatures, avoiding the cliches and putting their threat into perspective: although most
of the world's most venomous snakes are found in Australia, they are by no means the deadliest.
Essential advice is offered for avoiding hazardous wildlife and there are also useful first aid tips.
Up-to-date information on conservation is included, including fire and its role in the Australian
ecology and the effect of exotic feral animals and weeds. And there are tips on how to find,
enjoy and identify wildlife with a 'where to go' section featuring a state-by-state overview of key
wildlife sites, with maps. With a focus on interesting information about the general biology and
behaviour of the animals - with some detail about the most commonly seen species - and
explaining how the different ecosystems 'work', this guide is for visitors who want to know more
about what they see but don't have room for an entire library of reference books. It is a book to
read in bed - and encourage you to be up at dawn.

AUTHOR:
Stella Martin has lived in Australia for 30 years and has spent most of that time writing about the
country's wildlife, including over 20 years employed as a writer by Queensland Parks and Wildlife
Service, a role in which she received the Casssowary Award for her contribution towards the
conservation and presentation of the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area. Based in Cairns, she is
involved with many environmental groups, such as Birdlife Australia, and spends much of her
time exploring the natural world, both locally and around Australia. From swimming with minke
whales on the Great Barrier Reef to watching a lyrebird display in the soaring mountain ash
forest of Victoria's Dandenongs, and watching amassing crocodiles in Kakadu National Park, she
finds Australia's wildlife a constant source of amazement and inspiration.
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Borneo Travel Guide – Travel information and holiday tips including Brunei, Sabah and Sarawak,
wildlife, orangutan rehabilitation and birdwatching. Also covering accommodation and
restaurants, trekking, diving and beaches, rainforests, the Danum Valley, national parks such as
Gunung Kinabalu and Gunung Mulu, Bandar Seri Begawan, Kuching and Sibu.

This fully updated fourth edition of Bradt's Borneo remains the essential guide for visiting this
island paradise, focusing on Sabah, Sarawak and Brunei. With all the latest practical information,
plus new features such as coverage of the gateway cities of Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, and a
review of the political situation and conservation issues, Bradt's Borneo offers everything you
need.

Expert author Tamara Thiessen offers in-depth background chapters on the island's exceptional
biodiversity and exotic tribal cultures, from the sultry rainforests and sapphire straits of Sabah to
the incredible river journeys of Sarawak. Also included is insider information for touring the island
including regional capitals, rural outposts and National Parks. As a world-recognised biodiversity
hotspot, Borneo's variety and richness of plant and animal life is almost unparalleled. Just 10ha
of Bornean rainforest can support 700 species of tree - as many as are found across the whole
of North America - while over 5,000 of Borneo's plant species and 500 animals are endemics,
unique to the island, including the Bornean Orangutan, which spends more time on the ground
than its purely-arboreal Sumatran cousins. Also covered are internationally known locations such
as Brunei's Ulu Temburong National Park, the stunning coral reefs of the east and west coasts
and, in Sabah, the Danum Valley and Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation Centre.

From Brunei's mesmerising mosques to the limestone pinnacles of Sarawak's Gunung Mulu
National Park, Bradt's Borneo is the ideal companion for a successful trip.

AUTHOR:
ournalist, travel writer-photographer, self-declared islomaniac Tamara Thiessen lives between the
Australian island state of Tasmania and a base in Paris. After a decade as radio and television
journalist, in 1997 she gained a Masters Degree in European Journalism in Strasbourg and since
then she has worked as a freelance foreign correspondent for newspapers and radio stations
around the world including The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, The South China Morning Post,
The Toronto Globe & Mail, the Montreal Gazette, the ABC and Monocle Radio. Malaysia has
developed into a kind of halfway home in her migrations between the hemispheres. As
globetrotting in work as life, her stories on travel, culture, architecture, design and food and wine
appear in leisure and business travel glossies, inflight magazines and custom publications in
London, Glasgow, Dubai, Hong Kong, New York, Seoul, Singapore and Sydney.
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Brussels is well known for its wide variety of buildings in the Art Deco style, which were built in
the aftermath of the Great War in the 1920s and 1930s. In this book, the authors have created
seven walking (or biking) itineraries that explore Art Deco and modernist architecture in
neighbourhoods throughout the city. Several key architects are profiled, and the historical context
of the period is discussed, offering readers new insights into the living heritage that lines the
streets of Brussels.

Also available: Brussels Art Nouveau ISBN 9782390250456,

AUTHORS:
A Brussels native with a degree in history, Cecile Dubois works as a guide-lecturer, organises
guided tours and, for several years, helped organise the Art Nouveau and Art Deco Biennial,
together with Voir et Dire Bruxelles. She has always been fascinated by the diversity and original
forms of the architecture of the interwar period, specialising in its history. Sophie Voituron is a
passionate architecture photographer, who understands the art of adding movement to otherwise
rigid structures, revealing the soul of the buildings she photographs, much like other
photographers might capture a person's soul in a portrait. She has worked with architects and
urban planners for several years, promoting their work and highlighting the natural elegance of
the buildings around us.

SELLING POINT:
•  A walking guide to Art Deco buildings in all parts of Brussels, including off-the-beaten-trail
residential neighbourhoods

120 colour, 40 b/w images
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The sheer variety of options in Central America means that for once the cliche is true - there is
something for everyone. The diversity of landscapes, cultures and opportunities excites, entices,
and bewilders. The scope for adventurous holidays is vast, whether it be climbing a volcano,
scuba-diving, whitewater rafting or seeking out the elusive quetzal bird from the forests of
Guatemala right down to Panama. Equally enticing is the cultural variety: the pyramids of the
Maya; the Spanish colonial heritage; indigenous markets; modern and dynamic museums and
art; the cuisine; or the mere prospect of lazing at some palm-fringed hideaway with golden
sands. 

•  Great coverage of the activities and sights in Southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras,
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama 
•  Loaded with information and suggestions on how to get off the beaten track, from bohemian
towns to stunning volcanoes 
•  Includes comprehensive information on everything from transport and practicalities to history,
culture and landscape 
•  Plus all the usual accommodation, eating and drinking listings for every budget 
•  Full-colour planning section to inspire and help you find the best experiences 
•  Personal recommendations from the author on everything from festivals and national parks, to
kayaking and caving 

From kicking back on the tranquil shores of Lake Atitlan to marvelling at the Panama Canal,
Footprint's fully updated 21st edition will help you navigate this intoxicating destination..

AUTHOR:
Richard Arghiris is a freelance writer, journalist, blogger, and long-term traveler. He has been
wandering the highways and unpaved back roads of Central America since 2003, contributing to a
range of Footprint titles and a host of websites, magazines and newspapers, including The
Independent, The Observer, Perceptive Travel and Intercontinental Cry. His blog,
www.unseenamericas.com, features news reports, narrative journalism and street photography
from the sketchy US-Mexico border to the teeming rainforests of Panama.
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Curves is a high-quality magazine, produced with love and aimed to be read by all who drive,
bike or cycle with passion and seek the joy and adventure of the open road. People who are
prepared to shake off their shackles and live their exclusive dream. It is a magazine for those for
whom already the planning of a journey is an act of celebration. It is designed for the devotees
and dreamers who experience the drive in their mind's eye before even embarking on the
real-life adventure.
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This lavishly illustrated handbook will inspire your next trip through Thailand, a paradise whose
fascinating culture and incomparable natural beauty draw travellers from all over the world. Its
treasures include historic places like Sukhothai and Ayutthaya - with their temple ruins and giant
Buddha statues - floating markets, splendid temples, and exotic landscapes. The lively chaos and
high-octane nightlife of Thailand's largest cities, Bangkok and Pattaya, are legendary. Away from
the hustle and bustle, unique island worlds like Phuket enchant visitors with fabled beaches and
lush tropical rainforests teeming with abundant and exotic fauna and flora. This journey around
the 'Land of Smiles' features a selection of the most beautiful beaches and places to visit, with
background information on the country and its customs.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Presents a selection of the most beautiful beaches and landscapes to visit in Thailand
•  Features information on popular historical sites from different eras
•  Provides historical insight into the country and its customs

650 colour photographs
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Travelling in a van is emerging as a popular way to see the world. Back to nature, away from
mass tourism, you can experience a country in a way that's fresh, unscheduled, and
autonomous. This book on getting the most from your trip to van-friendly Norway answers some
important questions and contains a wealth of information, including what to take, how to avoid
wasting time looking for an ideal spot to spend the night, and where to find the most
breath-taking landscapes.

Also available: Drive Your Adventure Portugal 9789401467032.

AUTHORS:
Clemence Polge and Thomas Corbet are full-time digital nomads and specialise in vanlife travel.
Clemence, creative jack-of-all-trades, focuses primarily on photography. Thomas, sports
journalist and editor, writes the texts.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Freedom on four wheels, the travelling trend of the moment!
•  New hip travel guides for adventurous people who want to experience the world while
travelling in a van
•  Full of useful camping tips, routes and vanlife addresses

180 colour images
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Summer, sand and sunshine - walking barefoot, the sound of the sea, a cloudless sky, a happy
ambience, and feel-good temperatures. If only it could last forever! Nothing's easier: our planet
offers sunny destinations that promise endless summer all year round with enchanting beaches,
vibrant cities, and spectacular landscapes. In January, explore temple complexes in Thailand; in
March, soak up the sun on a small, palm island in the Maldives; in October, go hiking on Cyprus.
This book will take you to the most beautiful warm weather, sun-lit travel destinations month by
month, introduce the sights, indicate the best time of year to travel to each location, and
recommend hotels and restaurants - carrying you off to the places where the long summer days
seem to last forever.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An illustrated, month-by-month guide to the most interesting, sun-lit, warm weather,
destinations in the world
•  Includes insider local travel tips and recommendations
•  A great gift for wanderlust travellers

500 colour photographs
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The city that became the last outpost of Moorish Spain rules over a spectacular and mountainous
province encompassing remote uplands as well as the snowy Sierra Nevada and the fertile
valleys of the Alpujarra. What draws visitors beyond all else is a single monument, the Alhambra.
Overlooking the city is the lofty Sierra Nevada, with great hiking in summer and skiing in winter.
Further south, the province has a short coastline known as the Costa Tropical, a far cry from the
resorts further east and west. 

•  Essentials section with practical advice on getting there and around. 
•  Highlights map so you know what not to miss. 
•  Comprehensive listings including where to eat, sleep and relax. 
•  Detailed street maps for Granada, La Alhambra & Generalife 
•  Slim enough to fit in your pocket. Loaded with advice and information, this concise 

Footprint guide will help you get the most out of Granada & the Sierra Nevada without weighing
you down.

AUTHOR:
Andy Symington hails from Australia and, after much time spent prowling and working in various
corners of the world, he settled in Spain, where he has now lived for several years. He is
enamoured of the art, architecture, wildernesses, and tapas of Andalucia, which never ceases to
offer up hitherto unknown corners to explore. Andy has extensive experience as a travel writer
and is the author of several Footprint guidebooks.
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Cherry blossoms, Mt. Fuji, tatami mats, karaoke, manga, geishas, samurais, sushi, ramen, and
sake - all this, and more, is Japan! This lavishly illustrated book invites you to explore the 'Land
of the Rising Sun', a country of 6,852 islands and 127 million people, a place of extraordinary
beauty with a fascinating cultural heritage. In vivid colour photography and insightful texts, The
Japan Book presents fire-spitting volcanoes and steaming hot springs, opulent buildings of the
imperial dynasties and graceful temples. From Hokkaido to the island of Honshu, where you'll find
the busy metropolis of Tokyo and the imperial city of Kyoto, to the natural wonders of the
smaller islands, this journey of discovery brings you to devotional places of tranquility amidst the
metropolitan bustle, contemplative lakes picturesquely situated at the foot of steeply rising
volcanoes, traditional gardens framed by modern skyscrapers, and much more.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Presents the scenic highlights of this stunning chain of islands with spectacular fold-out
panoramic pages
•  Features outstanding buildings, monuments, and gardens from all eras
•  Includes well-informed texts and superb colour photographs
•  A perfect gift book for travellers going to Japan for the first time, or as a keepsake of past
trips

700 colour photographs
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The seventh volume in The Luxury Collection series, The Luxury Collection: Hotel Secrets
discovers the hidden stories of the world's most beautiful destinations. Showcasing a curation of
exclusive sights, decadent flavours, and unparalleled history, explore the unique experiences that
make each Luxury Collection property truly distinct. Sleep in Frank Sinatra's private suite at the
Castillo Hotel Son Vidal, relish the rare volumes of Hotel Augustine's thirteenth century library,
and order sweets from the chef's secret menu at Domes Miramare; behind each Luxury
Collection property is a story closely connected to the culture and people of its city. Uncover the
secrets of each destination and draw exceptional insights from travel tastemakers such as artist
Donald Robertson, fashion mogul Laure Heriard Dubreuil, designer Waris Ahluwalia, and
photographer Claiborne Swanson Frank. 

The Luxury Collection is an ensemble of more than one hundred fifteen of the world's finest
hotels and resorts, each noteworthy for its architecture, art, furnishings, and amenities. Sharing
a dedication to immaculate service and comfort, each property has a unique heritage inextricably
tied to its destination. Curated for their spirit of diversity and genre, each Luxury Collection
property has a story to tell.

200 illustrations
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Malaga may be the smallest province in Andalucia, but it compensates with its significant
population and economy, much of it based on tourism. The provincial capital is the vastly
underrated Malaga, Andalucia's second largest city with a lively nightlife, Picasso museum, trendy
shops and some of the region's best tapas bars. The city beach is actually a more attractive strip
of sand than many of the gravelly offerings of the Costa del Sol Venture inland and you will
discover a more authentic Spain. Towns like Antequera with its prehistoric dolmens have
evocative historic appeal, while more recent Moorish influence is seen throughout the region.
Less than an hour away from the glitzy resort of Marbella, the ancient town of Ronda is stunning,
set on the El Tajo gorge, while nearby pueblos blancos (white villages) are timelessly preserved -
and you still need Spanish to order a beer. 

•  Essentials section with practical advice on getting around.
•  Highlights map so you know what not to miss. 
•  Comprehensive listings including where to have fun, sleep and eat the best tapas. 
•  Detailed street maps for Malaga and other important towns. 
•  Slim enough to fit in your pocket. 

Loaded with advice and information, this concise Footprint guide will help you get the most out of
Malaga without weighing you down.

AUTHOR:
Andy Symington hails from Australia and, after much time spent prowling and working in various
corners of the world, he settled in Spain, where he has now lived for several years. He is
enamoured of the art, architecture, wildernesses, and tapas of Andalucia, which never ceases to
offer up hitherto unknown corners to explore. Andy has extensive experience as a travel writer
and is the author of several Footprint guidebooks.
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Nicaragua is a land born out of poetry, fire and brazen revolutionary spirit. Few countries can
boast such an authentic character. The 1979 Sandinista Revolution continues to inspire great
national pride and endless passionate discourse. Fortunately, Nicaragua is today at lasting peace
and very much on its way up. A rugged spine of more than 50 volcanoes punctuates the
landscape, whilst it is also home to rainforests, cloud forests and wetlands as well as dazzling
beaches and coral reefs. Whilst this emerging destination is attracting more and more visitors,
tourism development remains patchy, which makes Footprint's 7th edition handbook an essential
companion for any traveller making their way through this intense, diverse and rewarding
country.

•  Great coverage of sights and activities from the romantic city of Granada to the enchanting
Isla Ometepe
•  Loaded with information and suggestions on how to get off the beaten track, from the
wilderness of Bosawas Biosphere Reserve to witnessing turtle migration in the cays
•  Includes comprehensive information on everything from transport and practicalities to history,
culture and landscape
•  Plus all the usual accommodation, eating and drinking listings for every budget
•  Full-colour planning section to inspire you and help you find the best experiences from the
energy and dramatic setting of Managua to the verdant hills surrounding the coffee fincas.

Footprint's fully updated 7th edition will help you navigate this gripping, intense and poetic
country.
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People have been cruising into polar waters since the late nineteenth century, yet this activity has
not been documented, other than in a couple of academic texts. Of Penguins and Polar Bears
draws on the experience and resources of experts in the field to describe where people went, the
ships they cruised on, the places they visited and the itineraries they followed. Encompassing the
Arctic Passages, the Canadian Artic, Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard and the Antarctic regions, the
book goes also reveals what the modern-day visitor to the polar regions can expect to
experience, from the vessels to the wildlife and beyond.

AUTHOR:
Christopher Wright is the retired president of The Mariport Group Ltd. A marine specialist, he has
been involved in Arctic Shipping studies since 1973, and led a number of teams to investigate
Arctic shipping policy. He has worked with the Arctic Shipping Forum North America since its
inception, spoken widely on Arctic matters and contributed to the Canadian Marine Advisory
Council. He lives in Canada.

30 colour and 90 b/w illustrations
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A Pilgrim's Guide to the Holy Land is a practical and devotional guide both to the place of Jesus'
birth, mission and ministry. A collaboration between scripture scholars Rev Ruth Patterson and Fr
John Newman, and teacher, writer and tour guide Micheal de Barra, this multifaceted fully
illustrated work includes practical cultural and historical information about each of the major holy
sites, alongside prayers, reflections and scripture passages that will inspire pilgrims on a most
auspicious spiritual journey.

This much-needed resource, which includes details of the major sites and monuments of interest,
is an indispensable companion for Christians visiting the Holy Land and is further complemented
by a rich array of maps and photographs that bring the culture and context of the Gospel stories
to life. A Pilgrim's Guide to the Holy Land is a must read for the pilgrim or for anyone who wishes
to understand more about the spirituality, history and landscape of this most sacred place.
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In less than two decades, the magical peninsula known as Punta Mita has blossomed from a
small fishing village into a highly exclusive, international residential resort community where
residents and visitors come to breathe in the salty air of the Banderas Bay, admire the starry
night sky or sneak away to one of its world-class resorts. Located on Mexico's Riviera Nayarit,
Punta Mita is bordered by the sparkling Pacific Ocean on three sides, attracting surfers, sailors
and golfers, all of whom are lured by its unique geography, pristine white sand beaches and
stunning scenery.

Punta Mita reveals the beauty, details and spirit that have made its star rise so rapidly from its
iconic design style, unmatched sense of community and devotion to its natural abundance. And
this is only the beginning.

AUTHOR:
Lynne Bairstow is the author of nine books about Mexico including the Frommers and Dummies
guidebook series. Her travel articles on Mexico have appeared in the New York Times, Los
Angeles Times, and various national magazines. Punta Mita is home for Lynne, where she enjoys
her ideal lifestyle of startups and surfing.
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At the heart of Central Asia lies a land where colossal mountains and sweeping valleys sleep
under a blanket of lush greenery. Crowned with golden palaces and wondrous monuments, the
architectural landscape of the region is so rich with detail, the structures have been said to mirror
the heavens themselves. One of the few destinations on Earth where imagination aligns with
reality, Uzbekistan flourishes with unparalleled scenery and unforgotten traditions. The towns and
cities are like 'open museums', each edifice offering a unique and intricate aesthetic, each a
testament to diverse cultural influences and diverse periods of history. Nature and architecture
have a unique relationship, seemingly inspired by each other, as if they were trying to to outdo
each other with their beauty. Discover the beautiful colours, textures and flavors of this incredible
culture and journey through the cities of the Silk Road and the lands of Alexander The Great with
stunning original photography by Laziz Hamani.

AUTHOR:
For over 40 years, Yaffa Assouline has captured the luxury and publishing industry as a journalist,
consultant and creative art director. She specialises in innovative and made-to measure
publishing. Uzbekistan was inspired by Yaffa's desire to introduce the world to a country unknown
to most: an exotic land filled with immense beauty unseen to most eyes. For more than a year,
Yaffa embarked on a journey where she captured the essence of the country, from east to west,
north to south, filled with unforgettable encounters along the way. It was a vast undertaking -
given a place with such a rich culture, long diverse history and all this beauty to offer - to give a
taste of the flavour of the country. The book is an invitation to voyage, to discover more and to
see what could only be fully appreciated with one's own eyes.

220 illustrations
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With stunning scenery, colonial remnants, fascinating ruins and exotic food, Vietnam, Cambodia
& Laos offer unrivalled attractions. Footprint's 6th edition Handbook will guide you from the vivid
rice paddies of Vietnam to the glittering palaces of Cambodia via picturesque, laid-back Laos.

•  Great coverage of the top activities and sights in the region, including spectacular temples,
tropical archipelagos and manic, engaging cities
•  Loaded with information and suggestions on how to get off the beaten track, from ethnic
markets and silk emporiums, to jagged islands and imperial tombs
•  Includes comprehensive information on everything from transport and practicalities to history,
culture and landscape
•  Plus all the usual accommodation, eating and drinking listings for every budget
•  Full-colour planning section to inspire you and help you find the best experiences

From romantic Hanoi, to magnificent Angkor Wat and picturesque Luang Prabang, Footprint's
fully updated 6th edition will help you navigate this exquisite destination.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Spooner is a feature, travel and sports writer and photographer. His work appears
regularly in The Independent on Sunday, The Independent, CNN Traveller, The Guardian, the
Observer, GQ and Bike.


